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Abstract
This thesis was concerned with the study of socio-psychological processes associated with 
Global Environmental Change (GEC), and how to encourage effective action against it. 
Problems associated with GEC were discussed, mainly the potential physical and 
psychological effects on individuals and groups, and potential conflicts arising from its onset. 
Such conflicts were considered to be a social dilemma, where low individual efficacy can 
prevent action. However, such action is necessary to combat GEC, as well as a shift in values 
away from the political and socio-economic status quo. Theories of personal agency and ways 
to enhance such agency were examined. It was argued that belief in one’s ability to act 
effectively encourages action. Such action arises in a social context, and so social influences 
on efficacy were examined. Pro-environmental theories were examined, and most of them 
appeared to favour a fundamental shift in values if GEC was to be abated. However, there are 
different pro-environmental perspectives, and so this study concentrated on examining two 
different pro-environmental behaviours; anti-roads protests, and Local Exchange Trading 
Schemes (LETS). Respondents’ motivations, perceptions of the political and socio-economic 
status quo, and perceived efficacy were examined. It was expected that given the different 
nature of each behaviour, there would be differences in the perceptions of respondents. This 
was indeed the case, and while both groups experienced efficacy from their actions, the anti­
roads protestors had a more radical environmental perspective and experienced greater 
efficacy and positive in-group bias. This efficacy was dynamic and context dependent, with 
respondents feeling that they were more efficacious in raising awareness of GEC than in 
directly confronting its immediate effects. However, both groups questioned the values of the 
status quo, instead preferring more autonomous, decentralised action to combat GEC, and 
sometimes sought wider in-group inclusion. It was concluded that it was possible to 
encourage belief in the individual’s ability to act against GEC, and that this could be done 
without relying on action through the dominant traditional political and social structures.
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Chapter 1 
The Nature of the problem associated with GEC
“I f  we, developed and developing nations, continue to emit greenhouse gases at 
current rates, there could be catastrophic changes in our climate. Climate change 
poses a serious threat that we cannot ignore. Our quality o f  life - the quality o f  our 
children’s lives depends on us taking action now. ” (John Prescott MP speaking to 
reporters before leaving for climate talks in the Far East prior to the Kyoto climate 
conference BBC 9 O’clock News 22/11/97)
1.1 Introduction
The above quote reflects the remarkable speed with which issues related to potential climatic 
changes arising from the ‘greenhouse effect’ have become a cause for concern at the highest 
levels of policy makers, both national and international. Something that was not even 
considered as a problem less than two decades ago has grown in importance to become 
perhaps the most serious concern affecting the future of the planet since the end of the Cold 
War. It would have been inconceivable only a decade ago for someone outside of radical 
environmental circles to have issued the previous statement of concern for the world’s 
climate. However, the levels of awareness of potential climate change have grown to such an 
extent that the Deputy Prime Minister of the United Kingdom was able to say such a 
statement without fearing immediate ridicule for being a harbinger of doom. Therefore, 
concern for the environment has been propelled into the forefront of local and global politics, 
and is likely to stay there for the foreseeable future, as natural disasters and huge icebergs 
breaking from the Antarctic ice shelves are increasingly attributed to anthropomorphic 
climatic changes.
It may seem erroneous at first for the field of social science (let alone psychology) to concern 
itself with the study of climate change (or GEC - Global Environmental Change) and its 
abatement. It would instead appear to be the realm of meteorologists to develop climate 
models to assess the effects, and for policy makers and industry to reduce the impacts, or at 
least develop structures and processes to mitigate the worst effects of any possible adverse 
changes in the world’s climate. However the study of climate change should not merely 
investigate physical phenomena. GEC has the potential for catastrophic global consequences, 
producing fundamental economic and social upheaval as well as physical disruption. These 
effects will be inevitably felt by people all over the world as well. Therefore, it is necessary to 
look at how people will be affected by GEC, how they will perceive these effects, and most 
importantly, how they will become aware of the gravity of such issues and react to the 
challenge of halting or reversing such effects.
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The fields of social and environmental psychology are uniquely placed for such studies, as 
they provide an analysis that aims to integrate understanding of behaviour at both individual 
and societal levels. Therefore this study will examine the difficulties faced from GEC and 
action against it, and look at why and how those who act against GEC do so, as well as how 
effective they perceive their behaviour to be.
1.2 Background to the threat posed by GEC
The idea that the world’s climate can be changed by a shift in the balance of the gases in the 
atmosphere is not a new one. As early as 1860, the British scientist John Tyndall theorised 
that Carbon Dioxide gas absorbed in the atmosphere could trap heat in a similar effect to that 
found in greenhouses, and that a decrease in atmospheric C02 was a possible cause of the 
last ice age (in Brown, 1996). However, the idea that this increase of C02 in the atmosphere 
was caused by human activity was not considered until nearly a century later in 1957 when 
two scientists in the USA- Roger Revelle and Hans Suess suggested that increased C02 could 
affect the climate and recommended regular measurements of C02 emissions (in Mudge, 
1997).
While GEC was considered a threat, it was not until 1972 that countries agreed to discuss 
these threats seriously, at a conference on the human environment in Stockholm. However, 
despite growing awareness of the problem faced from increased emissions of greenhouse 
gases, climate change was not central to this conference. It was not until June 1988, when the 
first international conference was held in Toronto, that participating nations called for an 
actual cut in emissions (although this cut was not legally binding).
After this conference, the International Panel on Climate Change (consisting of over 300 
scientists) was created by the UN. Its remit was to investigate the possible effects expected 
from climate change. Their report (IPCC, 1990) made sobering reading: the scientists 
declared that unless serious reductions were made in greenhouse gas emissions, the average 
surface temperature of the Earth could rise by as much as 4.5 degrees in the next century 
(e.g. Bolin et. al, 1986). Such a rise would have catastrophic consequences on a global scale, 
and these possible consequences are documented at great length (e.g. Leggett, 1990). These 
include; rising sea-levels causing wide-spread flooding and the possible disappearance of 
small island nations under the waves, increased desertification, species migration and 
extinction, and positive feedback effects that could actually increase the rate of warming at a 
runaway pace. McMichael (1993) documents the serious potential threats to the human race 
posed by GEC. These include; rising temperatures bringing increased risk of infections and 
heat stress, and increased flooding causing the spread of more water-borne diseases. Finally, 
millions of environmental refugees (Houghton, 1994 suggests there could be as many as 150 
million by 2050) could be created as people flee once fertile areas in search of food and 
shelter, thus placing further demands on remaining resources, and creating possible social or 
political conflicts.
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Policy makers finally began waking up to the potential dangers from GEC, and in May 1992 
the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (FCCC) was adopted by representatives 
from over 150 nations. This included the statement that:-
“the global nature of climate change calls for the widest possible co-operation by all countries 
and their participation in an effective and appropriate international response, in accordance 
with their common but differentiated responsibilities and respective capabilities and their 
social and economic conditions”. p. 1
For the first time, there were serious discussions to prevent the spiralling increase of 
greenhouse gas emissions, as this extract from Article 2 of the convention illustrates:-
“The ultimate objective of this Convention... is to achieve ... stabilisation of greenhouse gas 
concentrations in the atmosphere at a level that would prevent dangerous anthropogenic 
interference with the climate system”, p.3
In June of the same year, the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development 
(better known as the Earth Summit), took place in Rio de Janeiro. An historic first agreement 
was reached to stabilise global emissions of greenhouse gases. However this agreement was 
not elaborated upon, and no legally binding targets were decided or implemented, aside from 
a general aim to keep emission levels at 1990 levels by the year 2000 and a commitment to 
hold future Conferences of the Parties (COPs), that would set the rates of emission 
reductions. The Earth summit also saw the first indications of opposition from those nations 
whose economies would suffer from reduced greenhouse gas emissions (such as the oil 
producing countries of the Middle East). The world’s largest fossil fuel emitter, the USA, 
also refused to sign up to certain parts of the agreement in order to protect its economy. By 
the third COP conference in Kyoto in December 1997, this opposition had increased to such 
a level that agreement to make any cuts in emissions nearly collapsed, as those lobbying for 
the fossil fuel industries increasingly had the ear of the developed nations. The US seemed at 
points to be on the verge of pulling out of the talks, making any realistic deals impossible.
The final agreement to cut emissions by an average of 5.2% by the period 2008-2012 was 
only reached after a marathon 48 hour debating session. This was well below the 20% cut 
that had been demanded by the Association of Small Island States (AOSIS), who are most 
vulnerable to GEC (some even face extinction from sea-level rises of above one metre), and 
some developed countries, such as Australia, were actually allowed to increase their 
emissions. Nevertheless, this was the first legally binding agreement to reduce emissions, and 
may pave the way for further cuts. However, this agreement was criticised by environmental 
groups such as Greenpeace and Friends of the Earth (in Parker, 1997). They felt that while 
the agreement was a step in the right direction, it was not enough as there were so many
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loopholes in it that the major polluters would be able to continue their emissions. These 
groups argued that more radical action was needed if irreversible climate change was to be 
avoided.
1.3 The difficulties facing research into GEC
Despite the magnitude of the problem faced from GEC even research in this area is 
problematic in itself, let alone effective action to combat the possible effects. Pawlik (1991) 
felt there were three main methodological complications that needed consideration. Firstly, 
the processes involved in GEC are both complex and interactive, with different temporal 
effects arising from each variable. For instance, melting polar ice-caps could raise sea levels, 
but at the same time, the albedo (how much heat is reflected or absorbed from sunlight as a 
result of how darkly coloured a surface area is) of the polar regions could change as the 
surfaces become darker with less snow, thus increasing the temperature, and hence raise sea 
levels further still. This would make it difficult, if not impossible, to develop a reliable 
timetable within which one could predict the policy decisions that needed to be taken and 
when relevant action would become necessary. Secondly, research has to be truly 
interdisciplinary, involving all possible areas of social science. While great steps have been 
taken in this respect such as the GEC programme funded by the ESRC, it is of a limited 
scope, as these initiatives are currently only of a short-term nature (the GEC programme is 
only a 10 year project, and will soon be over). Finally, research into GEC is obviously a 
global concern, and so to reflect this, any research needs to be of a global nature, taking in 
studies from all over the world, and from different perspectives, reflecting the different 
concerns and solutions various nations will have about GEC, that need to be integrated.
The very nature that GEC research takes can also be problematic for its findings, for as 
Jager and O’Riordan (1996) feel, there are inherent biases that need to be confronted: -
“students of the sociology of science assert that climate change itself is a social construction 
that cannot be disentangled from political biases, interpretations, and expectations of funders 
and regulators, with a well-meaning but futile wish to appear neutral objective, and separate 
from policy making ” p.3
Scientists have even been accused of exaggerating the uncertainty and effects of GEC in 
order to justify further funding to study it, and to make sure that their work remains relevant 
and influential (Boehmer-Christiansen, 1995). Such views may lead to ordinary people 
becoming alienated from research into GEC as its technical nature may hamper lay-people’s 
understanding of GEC, thus reducing the chances of their involvement in action against it. 
But any research must take lay-people’s opinions into account for, as Kempton (1991) 
argues, mass participation is needed to confront the effects of GEC, and their opinions were 
valid (if not always scientifically correct)
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“The scientific issues are staggeringly complex, with major predictions still debated by 
climatologists. Nevertheless, a social consensus on climate change policy will be required 
because the costs of both prevention and adaptation are yery large, and preventive responses 
are inherently collective. Citizens’ comprehension and value judgements are therefore 
significant in the political decision making process” p. 183
1.3.1 Lay perceptions of GEC
Concern for the environment is not limited to policy makers or academics but is also shared 
by ordinary members of the public. For instance the British Green Party attained 15 % of the 
vote in the 1990 European elections, the highest ever of any Green Party world-wide. 
However, despite these apparent good intentions, there is a difference between expressing 
concern, and commitment to act upon that concern (e.g. Buttel & Flinn, 1978). Thus, the 
problem that general public awareness of the issues associated with GEC is low remains . 
Recent studies world-wide (e.g. Lofstedt, 1993; Kempton et al, 1995) have shown that 
subjects often believe that global warming and ozone depletion are the same phenomenon, 
despite the fact that they are two entirely different processes. Hedges (1991), in a report 
commissioned by the Department of the Environment, found that British people were 
increasingly concerned with environmental issues, although they did not understand how 
issues such as energy consumption and depletion of natural resources were related. Lofstedt 
(1995), in an evaluation of the UK government’s plan to raise public awareness of efforts to 
stabilise greenhouse gas emissions at 1990 levels by 2000, found that although over £6m had 
been spent, there was little effect in raising public awareness, and no increase in UK 
domestic energy efficiency.
1.3.2 The uncertainty inherent to GEC
It may appear that it is in the collective interest to act rapidly and effectively against GEC, 
but there are various problems that highlight the difficulty of action against GEC (e.g. 
Pawlik, 1991; Stewart, 1991) First, and perhaps most seriously, there is great uncertainty 
about whether or not GEC is a real phenomenon that warrants urgent action. Bruce et al. 
(1995) point out that there are three possible areas of uncertainty; scientific, socio-ecologic, 
and socio-economic. Due to this uncertainty about the science of GEC, the effects of these 
possible changes are also uncertain. The effects are complex and dynamic, and unevenly 
spread around the world, so different areas will be affected to different extents. Some areas 
may even benefit from warmer temperatures and higher sea levels, whereas others, such as 
the island states of the Pacific, obviously would not. The original term “global warming” has 
since been changed to Global Environmental Change to reflect the possibility of both 
warming and cooling, as some areas may even experience new ice-ages, as climate change 
disrupts local weather systems and warm water currents, such as the Gulf Stream which 
creates a much more moderate climate in north-western Europe than would be expected,
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given its northerly latitude (Stocker & Schmittner, 1997). The earth’s climate is also prone to 
natural variations, making it impossible to attribute short-term weather effects to GEC with 
any certainty, as Houghton (1994) illustrates:-
“The range of normal natural climate variation is large. Climate extremes are nothing new. 
Climate records are continually being broken. In fact a month without a broken record 
somewhere would itself be something of a record! Changes in climate which indicate a 
genuine long term trend can only be identified after many years.” p.7
This uncertainty about GEC means that there is disagreement over its possible effects, and 
over what action to take. This opinion ranges from the view of Greenpeace scientist Jeremy 
Leggett (1990) that>
"there is no single issue in contemporary human affairs that is of greater importance"p.480
to the belief of the scientists in the IPCC, that there was only the possibility of significant 
impact on the Earth. The 1996 IPCC report was less ambiguous, but still stopped short of 
categorically stating that GEC was as a result of human activity, merely accepting that their 
findings merely suggested such conclusions.
Some scientists even rejected the first IPCC report as being too pessimistic. Richard Lindzen, 
a climatologist from the MIT in Boston, suggested instead that current global warming was 
due to increased water vapour in the atmosphere and not because of human industrial activity 
(reported in Leggett (ed.),1990). However he did accept the principle of GEC, although he 
disagreed with the IPCC as to what policy decisions should be taken.
Various organisations (for instance the Global Climate Coalition - GCC, and International 
Climate Change Partnership -ICCP) have emerged in recent years which have exploited this 
uncertainty. They advocate waiting until there is more certainty over the subject and have 
gained increasing influence amongst the policy makers of developed countries, such as the 
USA and Australia. However these groups have been accused of using this uncertainty as an 
excuse for not acting at all. It has also been claimed that they are trying to create more 
uncertainty about GEC as a cynical ploy to prevent emissions cuts, and this is not entirely 
incredible, as they are accused of representing the interests of the fossil fuel industries, who 
stand to lose the most from any agreements to cut greenhouse gas emissions (Rowell, 1997; 
Vidal, 1997). Rowell accuses them of even trying to increase the uncertainty over GEC by the 
acronyms they use, as they are often very similar to established bodies already involved in 
combating GEC, and so it is possible to get them confused with each other (e.g. the 
International Climate Change Partnership’s initials- ICCP are similar to the IPCC’s). If no 
action is taken until scientists are unanimous in agreement that GEC is a real threat, then it
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may well be too late to prevent irreversible climate change. Indeed, one of the UNFCCC’s 
(1992) fundamental principles is to adopt ‘cautionary measures’, and act accordingly: -
“Where there are threats of serious or irreversible damage, lack of M l scientific certainty 
should not be used as a reason for postponing such measures” p.4
Deciding not to act can even be considered as action in itself that has consequences, for as 
Stewart (1991) points out>
“even doing nothing is a policy decision” p. 567
The uncertainty over GEC may make it more difficult to act against it, but this should not 
itself prevent action, as whilst GEC may be uncertain, its consequences are potentially 
catastrophic. For, as Leggett (1990) points out:-
"Nobody, repeat nobody can deny that there is at the veiy least a prospect of disaster on the 
horizon where the greenhouse effect is concerned. Those who choose to ignore the prospect, 
therefore willingly elect to ignore the environmental security of future generations" p.461
1.3.3 Delays in the onset of GEC
However, it is not just the uncertainty inherent to GEC that can hinder action, as there are 
other reasons that dissuade many people from acting pro-environmentally. Primarily, there is 
what Pawlik (1991) described as the Low Signal to Noise Ratio of Global Change. In other 
words, the increase in the Earth's surface temperature due to GEC may be so gradual that it 
may not be recognised as being caused by global warming. The change in temperature could 
be anywhere between 1.5 and 4.5 Degrees Centigrade over the next 40 years and so, on 
average, could be less than one tenth of a degree each year. This is much less than the 
seasonal variations in temperature that the Earth's climate normally experiences. Even if this 
temperature rise could be directly attributed to GEC, Pawlik (1991) notes that it is far below 
any level of increase that human sensory mechanisms could physically detect, as the rate of 
change would be so gradual. Therefore the gradual increase in temperature could go 
unnoticed until it is too late to actually rectify the problem. He concludes that other methods 
are needed to raise awareness of GEC.
“Human perception of, and reaction to, global change is not a matter of sensory 
psychophysics but of social communication. Improved human awareness of global change 
cannot be expected to come from improving human psychophysical acuity, but from better 
communicative mediation. Therefore future psychological research on global change will
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have to look into the behavioural and attitudinal mechanisms characteristic of such 
communications.” p.560
Another problem with the gradual onset of GEC is that any solutions resulting from pro- 
environmental behaviour will necessarily be gradual as well. Even if all contributing effects 
to GEC (such as depletion of the ozone layer from CFC emissions, and the increase in 
greenhouse gases from fossil fuel burning) were stopped tomorrow, there would be a long 
delay before the benefits became apparent, perhaps not even in our own lifetimes (IPCC, 
1996). Therefore a long-term strategy is needed, but people often find it hard to attend to 
problems that need such solutions. For instance Boniecki (1980) found that subjects had 
difficulty addressing problems that were more than a decade into the future, (let alone a 
generation, as are problems associated with GEC). Bjorkman (1984) also suggests that future 
events cause less concern because of their uncertainty, and hence ambiguity, resulting in less 
participation in events that may affect future outcomes.
The agents causing GEC are often not the victims of its effects either, thus potentially 
reducing the impetus for these agents to abate such effects. The major producers of 
greenhouse gas emissions are the industrialised countries of Western Europe and North 
America, but it is the highly populated areas in and around river deltas, (e.g. around the 
mouth of the Ganges in Bangladesh) that are most vulnerable to catastrophic flooding as a 
result of sea rises due to increased atmospheric temperature. Therefore those who are more 
responsible for the causes of GEC, and normally in a better financial position to be able to 
rectify it, may be less inclined to do so since they are not directly affected by the adverse 
effects.
1.4 Social Dilemmas associated with GEC
The processes involved in combating GEC are considered by some (e.g. Chase 1992,1994; 
Vlek &Keren, 1992; Vogier & Imber, 1997) to take the form of a social dilemma where there 
can sometimes be little direct motivation for individual action if others do not participate as 
well. Chase (1992) also believed that these social dilemmas can take three forms; 
interpersonal, intra-group, and inter-group:-
"Firstly, people may interact as individuals with salient personal identities. In this case no 
social identity providing commonality is present other than the most basic one of 'person', 
and therefore the interaction is an interpersonal one. Secondly, people may interact as 
members of a common social identity, a superordinate group identity. In this case the 
interaction is an intra-group one. Thirdly, people may interact as members of one or another 
of two or more salient group identities'' p. 16
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It is also possible for social dilemmas to be present in a fourth dimension- that of the intra­
personal. For instance individuals may have to choose between the benefits of buying organic 
food (healthier eating, and less pollution from fertilisers), and the disadvantages (having to 
pay more for it).
i
The phenomenon of the social dilemma is similar to that found in studies of the Prisoner's 
Dilemma (PD) games (e.g. Rapoport & Guyer, 1966), where subjects were rewarded for 
making choices in a two person binary-choice game, while being ignorant of their opponent's 
choice. They could make either co-operative or competitive choices, and the rewards given 
correlated with these choices. The following table illustrates the various scores given to the 
different possible combinations of co-operative and competitive choices made by A and B 
together.
TABLE 1
A
Co-operative Competitive
3 4
Co-operative
3 1
B
1 2
Competitive
4 2
As can be seen, the biggest individual pay-out comes from defecting and behaving 
competitively when the other person co-operates. However, the biggest collective pay-out 
occurs when both sides co-operate, but this involves risking that the other person will not co­
operate, thus minimising individual benefit, and showing the dilemma of acting co­
operatively. In experiments using this model, subjects tend not to make co-operative choices, 
to the detriment of both sides. This dilemma is also present if there are more than two 
players, in an N-person dilemma (e.g. Hardin 1971). Hardin (1968) also points out there is a 
‘commons dilemma’ to environmental protection, as individuals and nations can come into 
conflict over the use and development of the world’s common resources.
An example of such dilemmas can be found in individuals’ decisions whether or not to act 
pro-environmentally by paying more for “greener” products. For instance, an individual may 
feel less inclined to pay more for unleaded petrol if s/he perceives that others do not do so, 
and that s/he is alone in that behaviour. If that individual chooses not to buy unleaded petrol, 
and to wait for others to do so, s/he will receive the benefits of using unleaded petrol (e.g.
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less pollution) without incurring the costs (this is known as the “free-rider” situation). 
However, if everyone took this attitude, the logical conclusion would be that no one would 
buy unleaded petrol, and so no one would benefit.
This can influence members of groups to reduce their own efforts if they perceive that there 
is a “free-rider” amongst them - that is an individual who is capable of contributing to the 
group effort, but does not do so (e.g. Kerr, 1983). There are also difficulties in encouraging 
co-operative behaviour in social dilemma scenarios over resource use and conservation. For 
instance in an experiment about conserving fish resources, O’Connor and Tindall (1990) 
found that subjects perceived themselves to be acting co-operatively by not depleting fish 
stocks, when in actual fact they were not acting co-operatively, and stocks were indeed being 
depleted. They suggested that this could help explain the low correlation between pro- 
environmental attitudes and behaviour, and concluded that appealing to individuals’ 
altruistic natures was not sufficient in promoting effective resource management, (e.g. Rutte 
etal, 1987)
Therefore, while co-operative collective action rather than isolated individual action is 
needed to effectively prevent the onset of GEC, each person needs to make individual 
sacrifices themselves, and the four different levels from whence social dilemmas can emerge 
can each present problems for action, thus showing the unique difficulties in confronting the 
effects of GEC.
1.5 Group problems with GEC: International Relations
Given that GEC is a global problem, it is therefore logical to look for a global solution. 
However, this can create problems in itself, as it is difficult to get nations to agree amongst 
themselves at the best of times, let alone when it requires them to make sacrifices. Porter and 
Welsh Brown (1991) point out that, because some nations’ participation will be essential for 
any meaningful agreement, such nations or groups of nations, will have a de facto veto over 
such agreements, and could exploit that veto (as the US has threatened to do over its 
greenhouse gas emissions). It is also becoming apparent from the many international 
conferences so far held on GEC, that historical divisions are present during these 
discussions, and these divisions may be exacerbated. For instance the divide between the 
predominantly richer countries of the Northern hemisphere and the poorer nations in the 
South has threatened to block any progress. Before the Climate Conference at Kyoto, the US 
senate voted 95-0 to threaten to block any agreement to reduce its emissions, unless 
developing countries were required to produce targets to reduce their own greenhouse gas 
emissions. This was considered highly unfair by many of the developing nations such as 
India and China. They argued that their emissions were insignificant compared to the 
developed world’s (whose own emissions have caused the current problem), and that they 
should be allowed to develop their economies further in order to be able to afford the costs of 
converting to sustainable growth and emissions reductions. Even if agreement to reduce
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emissions is reached by nations, this does not necessarily mean that the onset of GEC will be 
abated, as it requires action by individuals on a global scale. Therefore, any agreement needs 
to be credible to the masses and implemented by them or it won’t work. O’Riordan et al. 
(1998) describe the inherent difficulties of any agreements to reduce the impact of GEC:-
“For international environmental agreements in particular, which require, in effect, 
individual citizens to alter their behaviour, effectiveness is not merely a matter of signatures, 
but whether support exists for ratification of the treaty, the desire and capability to cany out 
treaty provisions, and adequate monitoring of compliance to support legitimacy of the 
treaty.” p. 377
Many individuals from nations in the developing world would also not consider that altering 
their behaviour to combat the onset of GEC was a viable option, as their current economic 
position forces them to act in unsustainable ways. The Prime Minister of Zimbabwe, in an 
address to the UN, illustrated the difficulties facing his nation: -
“Those who are poor and hungry will often destroy their immediate environment in order to 
survive... if their commodities bring little money, they must produce more of them to bring 
in the same amount or at times even less. To do this, they cut down trees, bring under 
cultivation marginal land, overgraze their pastures and in the process make desert out of 
previously productive land. But in these actions, the poor have no choice. They can’t exercise 
the option to die today so as to live tomorrow” (in McMichael, 1993 p. 125)
This illustrates in its most extreme form the temporal conflict of short term gain versus long­
term sustainability, since there is little point preventing deforestation if one is not alive to 
enjoy the benefits of such behaviour. Platt (1973) defined such temporal conflicts as a social 
trap.
1.5.1 Potential future conflicts from GEC
Another worrying consequence of GEC could be the increased likelihood of wars, as 
countries may begin to perceive the dwindling world’s resources as a threat to their 
sovereignty. For instance, the increase in desertification resulting from deforestation may 
make water supplies more scarce. Therefore countries with more freshwater supplies than 
others will face the dilemma of whether or not to supply less well-off countries, or to build 
dams to divert the water and keep it within their own territory. If they do the former, they 
risk internal unpopularity for reducing their own stocks, and if they do the latter, they risk 
conflict with neighbouring countries that need the water as well (Homer-Dixon, 1994).
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Concern about the risk of conflict is great amongst international organisations, as is 
apparent in this extract from a World Commission on Environment and Development (1987) 
report
“The developing and widening environmental crisis presents a threat to national security and 
even survival... Already in parts of Latin America, Asia, the Middle East, and Africa, 
environmental decline is becoming a source of political unrest and international tension.. 
Climate change will quite probably be unequal in its effects, disrupting agricultural systems 
in areas that provide a large proportion of the world’s cereal harvest and perhaps triggering 
mass population movements in areas where hunger is endemic. Sea levels may rise during 
the first half of the next century enough to radically change the boundaries between coastal 
nations and to change the shapes and strategic importance of international waterways- effects 
both likely to increase international tensions “ (in McMichael, 1993 p.321-2)
1.5.2 The need for a change in values
There exists, therefore a paradox in action to prevent GEC. On the one hand, it is necessary 
to adopt global measures to resolve the threat of GEC (since rising sea levels do not respect 
national boundaries), and on the other, these global threats could in themselves increase 
inter-nation conflicts as countries become less prepared to share their dwindling resources. 
Hurrell and Kingsbury (1992) believed that it would be very difficult (as well as 
unprecedented) to get all the nation states of the world to co-operate to the degree that the 
problems arising from GEC will require. Dyer (1997) points out that having environmental 
and national security can also be two conflicting aims, thus creating further difficulties for 
collective co-operation.
“Environmental and national security are both alternative values, arising in the context of 
alternative world views. If the case is made out for adopting a global perspective, 
environmental security could stand as a universal value on which more localised 
environmental policy could be properly founded. If traditional inter-state perspectives hold 
sway, there is little chance of environmental security becoming any more than an addendum 
to the traditional politico-military security agenda” p.37
Therefore a radical shift in values is required, to promote better international co-operation in 
environmental matters, with nations needing a much more global perspective (Dyer, 1993). 
Pearce (1995) suggests one method would be to change the whole concept of land and 
resource ownership.
“ The solutions to such problems tend to involve a deliberate change in property rights, 
usually through the creation of an international agreement to protect the global environment.
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Effectively, such agreements convert what were global open access resources into global 
common property resources With open access there are no owners. With common property 
there are communal owners and their success in controlling the problem will depend on the 
design of incentives to maintain the agreement.” p.27
While the radical nature of this concept is obvious and perhaps necessary given the scale of 
the problem faced, it is fraught with difficulties. First of all, unless this agreement is legally 
binding it runs the risk of being disregarded or co-opted to suit individual nations’ needs. 
Secondly, it is difficult to redefine real things as abstract legal constructs, and expect people 
to then consider them as such. For instance, it is all very well to define the Amazonian 
rainforest as a common world resource that should be preserved, but it may not help dissuade 
a Brazilian timber company from felling an area to exploit the natural resources there.
There are also grounds for questioning the global socio-economic system of quantifying 
losses from GEC in monetary terms- commonly known as Cost-Benefit Analysis, or CBA 
(see Adams, 1995 for a more comprehensive critique of CBA). Bruce et al. (1995) note that 
no amount of money will compensate for the loss of low-lying island states under the waves, 
since the places from which the inhabitants of these islands gain their cultural, spiritual, and 
social values will disappear for ever, thus irrevocably changing their whole way of life. By 
trying to solve such problems through monetary terms, one runs the danger of reinforcing 
these values from whence the problem originated. The Ecologist magazine (1993), in a 
critique of the Rio Earth Summit, illustrated why it believed that performing environmental 
cost-benefit analyses were inherently threatening to the ‘commons’:-
“weighing the costs of an action against its benefits requires commensurating all the values 
which are assigned to its effects. But it is part of the structure of many values that they 
cannot be commensurated with others without being lost entirely. To apply cost-benefit 
analysis is simply to bulldoze these values.” p. 122
The use of financial evaluations in such debate could also merely reflect how much effort or 
help others are prepared to provide, rather than the value of such resources in any case. 
Adams (1995) argues that any negotiations about GEC should attempt to gain more 
consensus over which values should be used, and so the Western technological/ capitalist 
perspective should not always be assumed to be the optimum approach for such discussion. 
An alternative to the use of a single dimension of value (i.e. a monetary metric) is to use 
some form of multi-attribute utility in the valuation process (e.g. Keeney, 1988) This is an 
approach that has recently become more popular as a form of utility representation in risk 
analysis (e.g. Merkhofer &Keeney, 1987) It allows the integration of a complex set of
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independent values, and reduces the chances of a single dimension predominating over 
others.
1.5.3 The need for new identities to combat GEC
Chase (1994) suggested the adoption of a superordinate European identity as a possible 
solution for tackling the effects of GEC in Europe, but believed that such large scale 
superordinate identities are very difficult to maintain, (as they almost always fragment into 
smaller identities) if they even emerge in the first place. He also noted that that the way in 
which environmental problems are portrayed often reduces the chances of this superordinate 
identity emerging (e.g. disputes about over-fishing in EU waters are often portrayed as a 
problem between individual members of the EU rather than as an environmental problem of 
depletion of fish stocks). Recent research (e.g. Gray, 1997) into the Common Fisheries Policy 
has concluded that behavioural and national political considerations often took precedence 
over environmental concerns to preserve fish stocks. There is some hope for collective co­
operation however, as Brewer and Kramer (1986) found that subjects’ co-operative choices 
increased with a common group identity even when this identity effect was comparatively 
weak. They concluded by debating to what level this superordinate group identity could 
reach. Perhaps the greater identity perspective attained (be it global, continental, or national), 
the easier it would be to encourage wider co-operative action against GEC. In any case, it is 
necessary for people to develop a sense of belonging to the whole planet in order to increase 
desire to conserve it (e.g. Levy-Leboyer & Duron, 1991). Some form of collective 
identification with a collective actor that manages resources can also be beneficial when 
encouraging more sustainable use of commons resources, as was found by Tyler and Degoey 
(1995) in their study of reducing water consumption in California. Another way of helping 
this process of collective identification was suggested by Levy-Leboyer (1984). She believed 
that environmental actions can increase when a sense of belonging to one’s environment is 
high. She suggested adopting similar methods to those used in creating psychological 
barriers against vandalism, where individuals are less inclined to damage property in an area 
to which they feel they belong.
1.6 The Kyoto Climate Conference
The Kyoto summit on climate change in December 1997 highlighted the many difficulties 
present in negotiations between nations to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Different 
methods were devised by countries in order to make emissions cuts more manageable. This 
led to accusations that some nations were merely looking for loopholes to get out of making 
realistic reductions in emissions (e.g. McDonald, 1997). Foremost amongst these methods 
was the idea of emissions trade-offs. The USA insisted on this being included in the treaty 
before agreeing to sign it. Emissions trade-offs involve a rich nation buying another poorer
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nation’s quota of greenhouse gas emissions, that has either chosen not to emit, or is not in a 
position to produce. The idea would be that poorer countries could be rewarded by richer 
countries for not producing emissions. However this also means that richer countries’ 
emissions would not necessarily decrease, and could even increase as they use up other 
countries’ allowances. This was heavily criticised by developing nations such as India and 
China. They felt it was merely a ploy for the US to avoid making any realistic cuts in their 
own emissions, while at the same time demanding that the developing countries should begin 
limiting their own emissions (which are presently nowhere near the levels of the US, which 
is responsible for over 20% of all global greenhouse gas emissions). The US finally relented 
and retracted these demands. However this does not guarantee agreement because of the 
previously mentioned threat by the US senate to refuse to ratify the treaty.
There was also disagreement about reduction trade-offs between members of the EU. They 
agreed to average emission cuts amongst the EU as a whole, meaning that some of the 
stronger economies (such as Germany and the UK) would decrease emissions, while the 
weaker economies (such as Portugal) would be allowed to increase emissions. This was 
considered unfair by Japan, but was eventually accepted.
Incidentally, the ease with which some countries could meet their emissions targets, does not 
necessarily imply a great desire to keep the world’s climate stable. For instance the UK was 
initially in favour of a 15% cut in global emissions. This was easily achievable for the UK, 
but largely because of the virtual disappearance of domestic coal production since the 1980s 
and the increasing reliance of electricity generators on burning natural gas which produces 
less C02 emissions. In other words the ease in reaching the set target for emissions was more 
as a result of political and economic factors, (such as the Conservative government wishing 
to reduce dependence on domestic coal supplies, and to defeat the miners during the 1984-5 
strike) rather than from the environmental altruism of the British government in the 1980s, 
thus meaning this behaviour was only coincidentally pro-environmental.
Therefore, although agreement was reached at Kyoto, it is plain that there were serious 
disagreements amongst nations in a classic social dilemma, as no country would truly want 
to see the disasters forecast from runaway GEC, but few were prepared to make the perceived 
sacrifices to their economies to achieve the cuts required in emissions to prevent GEC. This 
illustrates the inter-group nature of the social dilemma here, which has been found to 
generate higher competition. The following Guardian (1997) editorial, written at the time of 
Kyoto, highlights the internecine disputes over a problem that should instead be uniting 
nations in their efforts to overcome it.
“This was supposed to be a new approach to a new world issue in the inclusive spirit of the 
Rio conference 5 years ago. Instead we have seen the same old divisions setting developed 
nations against the developing, with the same last minute concessions and late night fudges. 
The result, assuming it can be ratified, is acknowledged on all sides to be only a tentative
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stab at tackling a problem already soaring out of control. All concerned, including most 
environmental lobbyists, say a defective accord is better than none. Wearily we must accept 
the logic of this argument. The question remains, whether a few years down the road, such a 
spatchcock agreement will have made any difference at all”, p. 18
1.7 The effects of GEC on individual perceptions
There are disturbing suggestions that GEC may affect individual behaviour through its 
physical effects. For instance McMichael (1993) suggests that rises in temperature may cause 
increased civil disorder: -
“ Heatwaves also disturb psychological balance: tempers flare, crimes of passion increase in 
frequency and riots are more common” p. 1481
He also believes that the increased risk of natural disasters from GEC (such as Hurricane 
Mitch that recently devastated Central America) could have deleterious effects on those who 
survive them, such as Post Traumatic Stress Disorder, hopelessness, and even guilt for 
surviving when others died, as was the case in a study of survivors of a dam disaster in the 
US (Titcher & Frederick, 1976).
1.7.1 The effects of GEC on identity processes
The possible adverse effects of GEC could not only affect our physical surroundings, but may 
also have a profound effect on how we perceive these surroundings, how we perceive 
ourselves, and how we perceive and interact with others. For instance, Chase (1994) 
suggested that that GEC can create threats to our identity as well as our environment. 
Breakwell's (1986) identity process theory states that there are four identity principles; the 
self-esteem principle, the continuity principle, the distinctiveness principle, and the efficacy 
principle, and these could all be threatened by GEC. For instance, the physical changes to 
our surroundings brought about by GEC could cause the continuity principle of our identities 
to come under threat, and the belief that one was powerless to stop such changes could affect 
the efficacy principle. Studies of Place Attachment (e.g. Twigger, 1994) show that 
individuals can gain a sense of identity from attachment to their surroundings. This identity 
comes under threat if the place becomes threatened. For example a group of protestors who 
camped out on Twyford Down in Hampshire in 1992 to prevent the extension of the M3 
motorway named themselves the Dongas tribe after the ancient tracks and gullies that ran 
across the Down. They developed a strong sense of identity to that place, and put themselves 
through great adversity to defend it, as they felt their identity was under threat (Vidal, 1992).
1 Of course this does not mean that increased temperatures will solely explain the occurrence of riots, 
as social, cultural, and political factors can also influence such events.
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In the same way the distinctiveness principle of people's identities could also be at risk, as 
more places that they identify with and hence gain distinctiveness from, come under threat 
from GEC and so further threaten their identity.
1.7.2 Possible psychological effects of GEC
The enormity of GEC, and apparent inability to counteract the effects of GEC requires 
individuals to develop coping skills to address this feeling of powerlessness. These coping 
skills could include denying the perceived magnitude of the problems as a way of reducing 
anxiety. Although a tempting option, (as if one feels one can do nothing about a problem, 
there can often be little point in worrying about it), it is ultimately ineffective, as the problem 
remains. Vittachi (1990) suggests:-
“Denial is the psychological process by which a painful truth is pushed out of an individual’s 
consciousness. We use denial as a defence mechanism, to protect ourselves from the force of 
truth we imagine will he too shattering for us to cope with... And that may be what is 
happening in our response to global warming. Certain high-consuming humans (like 
ourselves in the West) have been putting huge amounts of greenhouse gases into the 
atmosphere. And now the terrible consequences of this behaviour are beginning to show, we 
suspect the loss of our high-consumption way of life. Rather than acknowledging that loss, 
and coming to terms with it, we choose to deny the reality of the greenhouse effect.” p.24
It is also possible that individuals will feel that there is nothing that they can do to stop the 
effects of GEC, and this lack of perceived control to prevent GEC, may generate extreme 
helplessness among individuals who then perceive that catastrophe is looming, and so 
descend into depression with increased anxiety levels and consequent psychological 
problems. Disillusionment, apathy, and withdrawal from participation in the democratic 
process could then ensue, for as Breakwell (1992) found, estranged youths were more likely 
to be disillusioned with the political system, but at the same time, they did not protest about 
their disillusionment and instead withdrew from participation in the political process.
1.7.2.a Learned Helplessness
Seligman et al.(1993) suggested the concept of Learned Helplessness to describe the 
behaviours exhibited when an unavoidable negative stimulus causes subjects to give up even 
trying to avoid it. For instance, when laboratory rats were placed in a metal cage and given 
repeated shocks that were impossible to escape, they eventually stopped jumping off the floor 
to avoid shocks, and just accepted the shock, showing high signs of anxiety. Breier et al. 
(1987) found that among the emotional responses of learned helplessness were; anxiety, 
depression, apathy, and anger. Individual helplessness over lack of perceived control can also 
extend to group helplessness, for as Seligman et al. (1993) believed:-
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“groups within a bureaucracy may experience collective helplessness when group members 
see no connection between what they do and the eventual products of their activity “ p. 262
Collective helplessness is more complex than individual helplessness. The group’s ability to 
achieve a goal has to be considered as well as the individual’s ability to contribute to that 
goal. Thus individual helplessness may not necessarily lead to impaired group performance, 
and vice versa (Simkin et al, 1983).
1.7.2.b Coping Strategies
Ironically, this perceived lack of control leading to impaired performance in environmental 
behaviour (e.g. Evans & Jacobs, 1982; Wener &Kaminoff, 1983) could be a coping 
mechanism as well. If individuals feel there is nothing they can do about environmental 
problems, then it is logical for them not to expend energy in a wasted effort (e.g. Snyder et 
al, 1978). Therefore, having low motivation means that one’s expectations are lowered, thus 
reducing the possibility of disappointment. It is also possible that individuals will delegate 
responsibility to higher authorities, (e.g. governments or non-governmental organisations), 
thus further reducing individual efficacy. This denial of individual responsibility for 
environmental problems (such as air pollution) can increase as collectively produced effects 
increase, since it becomes easier to blame others than oneself (e.g. Shippee &Christian,
1978). Latane and Darley (1970) also suggested the concept of the apathetic bystander, where 
diffusion of responsibility increases with group size, and found that people are less likely to 
act upon threatening stimuli as the number of others present who could act but did not, 
increased. This is essentially the same process as the decrease in efficacy as a result of 
increasing group size in a social dilemma.
However this coping strategy could worsen psychological well-being, for as Peterson and 
Seligman (1984) found, individuals who attribute uncontrollable events to factors outside 
their control were more prone to helplessness and passivity, and Peterson and Bossio (1991) 
even suggested that this kind of attribution could be linked to physical illness. Perhaps most 
worrying is Janis’s (1983) summary of research findings into perceived control:-
“Loss of perceived ability to control aversive events, which is strongly influenced by 
environmental circumstances, is now generally recognised as a major psychological 
determinant of reactions to stressful life events. When a person notices that protective actions 
are having little observable effect in bringing an end to an extremely disagreeable experience, 
his or her initial reaction is an upsurge of anger or protest. If the person’s efforts to regain a 
sense of control continue to be thwarted, he or she is likely to become demoralised. After that 
happens, the person copes less effectively and ultimately develops profound feelings of 
helplessness and depression... usually accompanied by apathy and social withdrawal. There
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is a growing body of evidence that the malignant emotional sequence associated with loss of 
perceived control, which often occurs among people who are ill or incapacitated, not only 
increases subjective suffering but also impedes physical recovery and sometimes leads to 
untimely death. Fortunately, however, there is also evidence that the malignant sequence can 
be prevented or interrupted by psychological interventions that enable distressed people to see 
themselves as having sufficient control over what happens to them to cope successfully” p. 10
1.8 Summary and Conclusion
The nature of the problems that are associated with GEC appear therefore, to create a 
formidable barrier to overcome. The potential consequences of GEC are by definition, global 
in their nature, and therefore need global solutions. These solutions also need to address 
more than just the expected physical effects, and should examine how people and social 
structures will perceive and react to the problem. However, the very nature of GEC can 
hinder effective action, because of its social dilemmatic nature. It is in the collective interest 
to act, but not always in the individual interest to do so. There is even the possibility that 
GEC could actually increase social and political conflict, as a result of these social dilemmas. 
Therefore a problem that often confronts policy-makers and campaigners against GEC is 
individual apathy arising from perceived failure to act against it. The main issue appears to 
be an initial lack of awareness of the nature and extent of GEC. Consequently there is a 
feeling of low self-efficacy in one's own ability to be able to effectively act to counter them. 
Levy-Leboyer (1991) found a sense of perceived helplessness about alleviating GEC among 
many people as they believed that there was little they could do about the problem, and 
therefore it was the responsibility of governments to solve through legislation. It is apparent 
that this feeling of helplessness affects individual perceptions of GEC and hence related 
action. Therefore it is necessary to examine not only the effects of such helplessness on 
attitudes and behaviour, but also how best to counter the belief that individuals can do 
nothing to prevent GEC. The next chapter will therefore examine how individuals get 
involved in pro-environmental behaviour, as well as the perceived effects of such 
involvement, and how this can be beneficial for individual and group processes.
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Chapter 2 
Social-psychological processes involved in pro­
environmentalism
2.1 Introduction
As discussed in the previous chapter, GEC is an immense problem for both policy-makers 
and individuals. However, action to prevent or delay it will only be effective if participation 
is on a global scale, and it is difficult to encourage such action. A major factor affecting the 
ability to motivate mass participation is undoubtedly the perception that isolated individual 
behaviour is of insignificant effect (although it is worth remembering that its effect, however 
small, is never zero), and so individuals can feel powerless in the face of GEC. However, this 
feeling of powerlessness itself often prevents action. If people were to perceive that their pro- 
environmental actions were efficacious, then there would be more impetus to engage in such 
behaviours. Therefore, increasing the perceived of efficacy in one’s actions may empower 
people to act, and so should be a priority for researchers of GEC. This chapter will examine 
theories of personal agency, and discuss how methods to increase one’s perceived control of 
one’s environment can relate to action against GEC.
2.2 Theories of personal empowerment
The concept of personal agency and empowerment has received attention from psychologists 
and philosophers over the centuries. Early theories such as Hobbes’ (in Tuck, 1996) 
Leviathan suggested that humanity’s desire for power was dangerous and could only be 
curbed by an authoritarian state. These concerns have continued into more contemporary 
theories. Adler (1966) believed that:-
“the striving for personal power is a disastrous delusion, and poisons man’s living together. 
Whoever desires the human community must renounce the striving of power over others” (in 
Ng, 1980 p. 123)
However there can be a distinction between power over others, and the belief in the power of 
one’s own ability to act effectively against GEC. These different kinds of power are similar to 
Moscovici’s (1974) theory that there are two kinds of social pressure that induce conformity. 
The first is institutional pressure which is exerted by the authorities to maintain social and 
public order, thus being used for social control. The second is inferential pressure, being 
based on moral or spiritual pressure which is rooted in individual values, and results in 
personal control. Inferential pressure can be further subdivided into two main areas when 
studying effectiveness in tackling GEC; direct and indirect effects. Direct measures of
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effective action could be considered as individuals feeling empowered by their own ability to 
act against GEC, and indirect measures, as feeling empowered by one’s ability to raise public 
awareness about the issues involved, and encouraging others to act pro-environmentally as 
well. Thus personal empowerment is more likely to be involved in the pressures that involve 
individual choice, and therefore derive from inferential power. However this does imply that 
power over one’s own outcomes can result in power over others, given the duality of power, 
for as others’ influence over one decreases, so then does one’s dependence on them. 
Consequently, influence over others could increase as a result of this reduced dependence. 
Mugny’s (1975) development of minority influence suggests a tripartite scheme made up of 
power elite, majority and minority groups. Whilst the relationship between power elite and 
majority is one of power, and between power elite and minority of antagonism, the 
relationship between the minority and the majority is one of influence.
2.2.1 Theorised benefits of empowerment
As was discussed in the previous chapter, Seligman et al.’s (1993) theory of Learned 
Helplessness illustrates how perceived lack of control can lead to detrimental psychological 
and physical well-being. Conversely, many theories also suggest that perceived control of 
events can be beneficial to psychological health (e.g. Marshall, 1991). Various studies have 
theorised that there is a desire amongst people to be efficacious in their actions. White’s 
(1959) classic study of motivation, showed that animals and children are driven to find out 
more through exploratory behaviours, even though these drives are not directly survival 
driven.
2.2.1.a Locus of control theory 
Another early influential theory is Rotter’s locus of control theory (1954,1966,1975) whereby 
individual behaviour could be influenced by the perceived rewards from that behaviour and 
perceived control over that behaviour. In 1966 he devised a locus of control scale (the I-E 
scale) that measured Internal versus External orientations, where rewards were attributed by 
individuals as being either due to their own efficacious actions, or due to chance factors such 
as luck Those who responded highly to internal orientations of behaviour were considered to 
have a high locus of control. However, he criticised research that tried to explain a 
relationship between locus of control and political activism, as he felt it was too simplistic to 
state that internally oriented people join protests to change the world through their actions 
(Rotter, 1975). There may be other reasons involved, such as externally oriented people may 
join campaigns as a result of their friends’ influence or because they want to become part of a 
group of powerful others, neither of which necessarily reflect a commitment to the group’s 
aims. On the other hand, internally oriented people may not join a political group because 
they disagree with the protest’s tactics, although they agree with its aims. This example also 
shows there can be differing motivations for involvement; such as individual motivations
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where someone is acting for their own benefit and collective motivations where one is acting 
for the collective good Therefore this theory was of use in determining how perceived 
control of one’s environment could be beneficial, but is only one factor amongst many in 
explaining behaviour. Therefore Rotter believed that it was of best use in domain-specific 
locus of control, where one area of an individual’s behavioural intentions was studied.
2.2. l.b Self-efficacy theory
More recently Bandura’s (1977,1978,1982) self-efficacy theory was developed, where 
individuals’ beliefs in the efficacy of their actions can affect their psychological health. He 
found it of use in the treatment of phobics where an important target for them to achieve is 
the belief that they can confront the causes of their phobia. They could then be encouraged to 
modify their phobic behaviours into non-phobic ones by seeing others interacting with what 
they feared without harmful effects (i.e. arachnophobics could watch someone else holding a 
spider without distress, and so realise that it was possible for them to do so too). This 
resulting increase in self-efficacy in successfully overcoming phobias could also result in 
improved performance in other behavioural areas (such as increased confidence in everyday 
life situations). Thus mental well-being in general may improve, and changes in fundamental 
personality processes may also occur, rather than just reconditioning a dysfunctional 
behaviour, as he illustrates:-
“ Self-efficacy beliefs are altered independently of a performance modality, and therefore 
cannot be described as by-products of performance. They demonstrate that changes in self­
beliefs of efficacy affect motivation and action. In actual societal practice, personal 
empowerment through mastery experiences is the most powerful means of creating a strong, 
resilient sense of efficacy. This is achieved by equipping people with knowledge, sub-skills 
and the strong self-belief of efficacy needed to use one’s skills effectively” Bandura (1989) 
p.413-4
There are problems with this theory however, arising from how individuals’ self-efficacy is 
measured. Feeling efficacious in one’s actions does not necessarily mean that one will 
actually be successful in them, and self-efficacy is difficult to measure aside from self-reports. 
It is also possible that an individual’s self-efficacy may be dependent upon certain conditions, 
and s/he realises that they will only be efficacious if that scenario arises. Therefore Bandura 
differentiates expectancy outcomes from efficacy expectations. For instance, an individual 
may believe that if they were in a position of authority (such as being an MP), then they 
could be effective in drafting pro-environmental legislation (high efficacy expectation), while 
at the same time realising that the chances of them reaching such a position of authority were 
slim (low outcome expectancy). This high self-efficacy could also be affected by the actions 
of others in a social dilemma scenario. For example, an environmentalist campaigning to
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increase recycling of waste products may feel that s/he is efficacious in conserving energy by 
recycling his/her own waste, but may not feel that their contribution is efficacious if others do 
not recycle their waste as well, and s/he is acting alone. Eastman and Marziller (1984) also 
felt that there was not enough differentiation between efficacy and outcome expectations, and 
therefore believed the concept of self-efficacy, while being of use if limited to specific tasks, 
was ill-defined and ambiguous. Nevertheless, despite these problems, it is still a popular 
strategy for modifying behaviour change, as feeling that one is effective in one’s actions can 
encourage further similar actions, something that is essential to feel if people are to be 
encouraged to act pro-environmentally.
2.2.1.C Action Competence theory
Another theory of belief in efficacy of one’s actions that has been applied to GEC issues, is 
Jensen’s (1993) Action Competence theory, where an eight stage problem-solving structure 
(ranging from specifying the nature of the problem, to prioritising and choosing appropriate 
action to solve the problem) was suggested as a method of developing effective strategies for 
pro-environmental behaviour. Individuals gain competence by reaching each stage in order, 
on their way to the final stage, and hence effective problem resolution. However Vognsen
(1993) criticised the idea that each stage had to be passed before the next one could be 
achieved. He suggested instead a multidimensional model of action competence, where the 
eight stages suggested by Jensen could be tackled in different orders (or some stages would 
not be tackled at all), to achieve problem resolution. This is logical, and also illustrates the 
problems that any other scalar model for problem solving has, for an individual may perform 
a behaviour requiring high commitment and knowledge of issues, and thus high on the 
action competence ‘ladder’ (such as physically disrupting the AGM of a petro-chemical 
company that is trying to delay implementation of C02 emission reductions), while not 
performing a behaviour lower on the ‘ladder’ (such as engaging in dialogue with such a 
company to try to persuade it to reduce emissions), as s/he believes it will have little effect.
2.2.2 Evidence for the benefits of personal empowerment
These theories of perceived control being beneficial to one’s well-being are supported by 
research findings, especially in the area of personal therapy strategies for reducing stress, and 
health promotion (e.g. Peterson & Stunkard. 1989), with perceived control being linked with 
increased longevity amongst the institutionalised aged (Rodin & Langer, 1977). Terry (1992) 
found that subjects’ coping efforts positively correlated with their perceived control of events. 
Coping with stressful events can also be dependent on how one perceives those events (e.g. 
Baum, et al. 1981; Baum, 1991). If they are perceived as familiar and definite, and coping 
strategies are known, then coping will be more successful. This may help explain why the 
uncertainty associated with GEC can increase stress. Learned Helplessness can also be 
reduced by perceived controllability of events (Altmaier & Happ, 1985). Brown and Siegel
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(1988) found that this was also the case with depression, and noted that the processes 
involved were similar to Rotter’s (1966) Internal-External distinction. For instance, Janoff- 
Bulman (1979) argued that blaming one’s character for bad life events (external orientations) 
was positively correlated with depression, while blaming one’s behaviour at the time 
(internal orientations) was negatively related to depression. The mere belief that one is in 
control of one’s actions can be psychologically beneficial. Glass and Singer (1972) found that 
when subjects were exposed to aversive noise and told that they could stop the noise by 
pressing a button, the mere belief that they were in control of their actions was sufficient to 
reduce stress and increase task performance (even though pressing the button had no effect 
and they were not actually able to stop the noise).
2.3 Behaviour change resulting from empowerment
It is not sufficient to examine theories of empowerment without considering whether feeling 
effective about one’s actions, and enjoying the resulting psychological benefits, necessarily 
encourages people to act. Some theories suggest that this is indeed the case. Ajzen’s theory of 
planned behaviour (1988), theorised a link between attitudes and behaviour. He suggested 
that three factors (attitude to the behaviour, subjective norms, and perceived behavioural 
control) lead to behavioural intentions, which then lead to actual behaviour, and perceived 
behavioural control could predict behaviour as well, independently of behavioural intentions, 
as he illustrates:-
“The more that attainment of a behavioural goal is viewed as being under volitional control, 
the stronger is the person’s intention to try. In addition, perceived behavioural control can 
also improve the prediction of actual behaviour beyond the level obtained by the basis of 
intentions alone." p. 143
Despite its apparent use as a tool for predicting behaviour, there is a potential difficulty 
associated with these theories of planned behaviour. They suggest that actions may produce 
personal benefits regardless of the outcome of those actions, although success or failure in 
one’s actions can be a major influence on future behaviour. However, in order to influence 
meaningful changes in behaviour rather than one-off flukes, a fundamental shift in the 
individual’s normative or behavioural beliefs is necessary if these changes are to be 
sustained, as Fishbein and Ajzen (1980) illustrate:-
“It is important to note that the attitude towards a behaviour is based on the total set of 
beliefs about performing the behaviour... Only when the message brings about a shift in the 
summed products across the total set of underlying beliefs can it be expected to influence 
attitudes or subjective norms and hence intentions and behaviour” p.224-5
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Zimbardo and Levine (1991) believed that attitude change leading to behavioural change was 
more likely if the following criteria were met. First, the attitude had to be strong and clear 
(preferably formed from direct experience as well as being in context with the behaviour). 
Second, the attitude had to be relevant to the individual concerned. Finally, affective based 
attitudes were more effective at influencing behaviour.
2.3.1 Predictive models of pro-environmental behaviour
Studies in attitude change are also relevant to pro-environmental behaviours, as they often 
require basic changes in people’s values and perspectives (for instance some environmental 
groups argue that real reductions in greenhouse gas emissions can only come about if 
economic growth and consumption are halted or even reversed- something of an anathema to 
traditional Western capitalist theory). However, there are many different values and 
motivations influencing pro-environmental behaviour that make it extremely difficult to 
construct a single conceptual model of pro-environmentalism. Nevertheless, there have been 
various attempts to create such models of pro-environmental behaviour, as the following 
examples illustrate.
Sia et al. (1985) proposed such a model from the results they gathered from five years of self- 
reports of subjects' pro-environmental behaviours. Maloney et al. (1975) used cognitive 
scales to create a four-dimensional model of environmental response; verbal commitment to 
the environment, actual commitment, emotional response to environmental problems, and 
knowledge of environmental issues. This however had obvious limitations as it excluded 
external environmental factors that could influence behaviour as well. Ashford (1994) 
suggested three possible interpretations of pro-environmental response; linear, two- 
dimensional, and three-dimensional. The linear interpretation suggests that the values of the 
minority are incompatible with those of the majority, and so the two sets of values create 
fundamentally different perspectives. The two-dimensional interpretation notes a quantitative 
dimension relating to the strength of commitment overlaid by a qualitative dimension 
relating to whether the commitment is pro or anti-majority. Finally the three-dimensional 
interpretation considers that viewpoints do not necessarily have to be opposed, and that a 
pro-environmental individual can be placed at any point on a 3D scale depending on their 
commitment.
Hines et al. (1986/7) developed a multivariate model to predict responsible environmental 
behaviour that proposed that personality factors (such as attitudes, locus of control, and 
personal responsibilities) interacted with action skills, knowledge of issues and action 
strategies, to create intention to act, which along with situational factors (such as financial 
position or gender) could reliably predict behaviour. The theory behind this model is that 
these factors interact with each other on a cognitive level that leads to intentional and finally 
behavioural factors, which results in pro-environmental actions. Given the recognition that 
situational as well as personal factors can influence behaviour, this multivariate role is likely
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to be more accurate in predicting behaviour, although Ashford (1994) does point out that it 
does not consider educational influences (such as the effect of media reports or schooling) on 
behaviour, and that it is also an oversimplification of pro-environmental behaviour. 
Nevertheless, Ashford (1994) proposed a multivariate model along the lines of Hines et al.'s 
(1986/7) model to predict responsible environmental behaviour. This involved; attitudes, 
locus of control, and personal responsibilities influencing personality factors which in turn 
along with knowledge of issues, action strategies, and action skills would predict intention to 
act, with situational factors present as well. However, even this model neglects some factors 
that may influence behaviour, such as emotional or spiritual motivations for pro- 
environmental behaviour, which can be a major influence, (for instance, religions such as 
Buddhism or Paganism often have explicitly pro-environmental values and practices). So 
perhaps the validity of models of pro-environmental response would be greatest if they were 
specific to each individual, or groups of like-minded individuals engaging in pro- 
environmental behaviour, instead of trying to create general predictive behavioural models. 
As was discussed in the previous chapter, concern for the environment does not necessarily 
predict behaviour, and so these pro-environmental models may not necessarily predict 
similar behaviour either. Therefore, it is necessary to consider whether accurate behavioural 
patterns can be predicted from such models.
2.3.2 Translating predictive models into actions
Much research has been done in the area of behaviour prediction from similar attitudinal 
models, with sometimes ambiguous results. For instance, in a Prisoner’s Dilemma scenario, 
Ajzen (1971) found correlations between intention and behaviour as high as .82. Studies in 
weight loss prediction (e.g. Schifter &Ajzen, 1985) found that perceived behavioural control 
was a good predictor of weight loss intentions. Bandura (1982) also believed that this 
perceived self-efficacy was accurate in predicting behaviour, as he found that phobics’ sense 
of perceived control about performing a previously phobic action (i.e. rodent phobics 
declaring that they would be able to pick up a mouse) was a better predictor of future 
behaviour, than was previous success or failure that the subject had in performing that 
behaviour. However, Terry and O’Leary (1995) did suggest that while perceived self-efficacy 
and perceived behavioural control were compatible, they were not the same constructs, as 
self-efficacy was a positive predictor of behavioural intentions, but perceived behavioural 
control was a predictor of actual behaviour. It is also not necessarily the case that intentions 
to act and self-efficacy are the same constructs either, as feeling efficacious about performing 
a behaviour does not guarantee participation. Nevertheless it is still unclear whether there 
exists a difference between perceived self-efficacy and perceived behavioural control, as one 
is unlikely to have an amorphous feeling of inner efficacy that is detached from any 
behaviour that one performs, if one continues to fail in all one’s activities in the outside 
world.
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Perceived individual efficacy can also influence collective behaviour. For instance, 
Klandermans (1986) found that intention to get involved in collective action was related to 
the perceived collective ability of achieving the goal of the collective good. He felt that there 
were three types of cost and benefit motives involved in collective action; goal motives that 
were related to achievement of the collective good, social motives that were related to 
expected reactions of significant others, and reward motives that were the anticipated non­
social costs and benefits of their participation in collective action. However, Feather’s (1982) 
value expectancy theory suggests that the valuation of an outcome of collective action will 
have no motivating power unless individuals expect their behaviour to bring them closer to 
their goal. Bandura and Wood (1989) found that not only did business students have high 
self-efficacy on collective organisational tasks if they had high perceived controllability, but 
they also chose harder tasks to do, compared with a group that did not have high perceived 
controllability, who set lower goals and had lower self-efficacy. The high efficacy group were 
also more resilient to setbacks, and would not so easily give up difficult tasks. Finally, 
Cervone (1989) found that subjects had less difficulty dealing with long term problems if 
they sub-divided them into smaller, more manageable goals.
These findings are useful to consider when encouraging pro-environmental behaviour, as one 
is not going to save the planet overnight or without difficulty, and so strategies that make the 
problems of GEC seem less insurmountable and easier to section off into achievable goals, 
will surely help encourage individual involvement. As previously mentioned, the time delay 
involved in action against GEC and reaping the rewards of such action may mean that those 
acting pro-environmentally may not enjoy the direct benefits. Therefore the success of action 
against GEC may be viewed as causing a long-term shift in people’s attitudes and behaviours 
rather than directly reducing its immediate causes and effects, or in the short-term success of 
campaigns with more limited goals. Therefore perceived benefits to action can still be 
motivations even if they are not immediately apparent.
There are still problems involved when trying to forge a link between perceived behavioural 
control and action in the context of preventing GEC, as the social dilemma is apparent once 
again. For instance, most people would consider themselves environmentalists (Krause, 1993 
found affirmative replies of 75% to such a question) but when it comes to pro-environmental 
action, it is much more difficult to attract mass participation. There are conflicting results as 
to whether this self-efficacy of one’s own actions can actually increase pro-environmental 
activities. Various studies have found that high locus of control and self-efficacy arhongst 
subjects were strong predictors of membership of environmental groups and of pro- 
environmental behaviour, (e.g. Ashford, 1994; Manzo & Weinstein, 1987; Tucker, 1978). 
However, membership of environmental groups does not in itself equate with pro- 
environmental behaviour. High self-efficacy has also been related to general participation in 
political groups, such as women’s groups (Kelly & Breinlinger,1995). Milbraith and Goel
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(1977) suggested that efficacy was relevant to participation in more demanding actions such 
as protests, and some studies that have measured perceived efficacy, have indeed found that 
co-operation was higher when perceived self-efficacy was higher (e.g. Weyant, 1984), but 
others found that high or low efficacy made no difference in levels of contribution to a public 
good (e.g. Kaplowitz & Fisher 1985, Kantola et al.,1983).This ambiguity in levels of self- 
efficacy could perhaps be explained by the possibility that self-efficacy could be seen as a 
personality trait, and so more susceptible to individual differences. However, Ashford (1994) 
did not believe that it was possible to completely define effective environmental action as 
mere individual traits, as there was likely to be overlap between sociodemographic or 
ideological explanations of pro-environmentalism, and so self-efficacy was unlikely to be a 
single construct. Therefore, despite the value of studying perceived personal control in 
encouraging pro-environmental behaviour, it would be wrong to view an individual’s actions 
in isolation.
2.4 Wider influences on individual empowerment
There are many factors that need to be taken into account when assessing degrees of personal 
control and behaviour that cannot be measured at individual levels; such as societal, cultural, 
and ideological influences. An individual may feel highly efficacious about control over their 
actions, but may be constrained by their circumstances. For instance, a white, male, middle- 
class bank manager is far more likely to be able to act pro-environmentally and influence 
others to do so, than a black, single mother living in an inner-city council estate, (because the 
former is in a comparatively stronger financial and social position) regardless of how self- 
efficacious either feels about their actions. Bandura (1973) and Berkowitz (1972) found that 
participation in political protest was dependent on a certain degree of self-efficacy as well as 
on the perception of a legitimate grievance, as the most oppressed members of society were 
more prone to apathy rather than action. This is logical, as the most oppressed people are by 
definition the least powerful, and so are much less likely to feel efficacious in their actions. 
Therefore it is necessary to examine the world in which individuals find themselves.
Gecas and Schwalbe (1983) believed there to be a link between self and societal structure, as 
individual self-conceptions are also based on actions in the social world- especially 
efficacious actions. Therefore perceived behavioural control is dependent upon being able to 
find the correct situation in which one can maintain such control. They suggested that 
efficacy based self-esteem and societal structures are linked in three ways; ty  the contexts of 
actions, ty  the meaning of those actions, and ly  any unintended consequences of those 
actions. This link between self-efficacy processes and social interaction could help explain 
why those with greater sense of personal control engage in behaviours that question the 
status quo (as is inherent with much of pro-environmental action). Research into perceived 
behavioural control should be aware of this necessity and offer a critique of current social
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structures. Seligman et al. (1993) illustrate how they feel control should be re-introduced into 
people’s lives through reducing Learned Helplessness:-
“We must remember that each of us is part of the social world of everyone else, and we 
should become more responsive to them: clearly, directly, and immediately. Along these 
lines, we should make our social institutions more responsive. We need to get rid o f ... laws 
and social conventions that are flouted... politicians who are indistinguishable from one 
another except by their one-liners... More importantly, we should inculcate an orientation to 
the common good in our society. We need to make the interdependence of people something 
that we value... This seems to be a prerequisite for creating a world that is responsive, one 
that will encourage efficacy on the part of all. When we stop competing against one another, 
we can all be satisfied about our accomplishments” p. 308-9
2.4.1 The effects of social groups on behaviour
Given that most people on this earth live in close proximity with others, people will 
inevitably interact with others and become part of groups of people engaged in social 
interaction that will affect not only their actions, but also how they perceive those actions. 
Studies have found that the mere presence of others can enhance individuals’ performance on 
well practised tasks (Zajonc, 1965,1980), although it has been argued that this is not an 
innate drive, but a learned social tendency (Cottrell, 1972). Societal interaction is also not 
only just between individuals, but also groups of individuals which can operate beyond the 
personal level. These groups into which individuals are categorised create a level of group 
consciousness that cannot be explained solely through individual processes, or as an 
aggregated collection of individuals. People often behave differently than they would do 
alone, when they act in concert with others as members of social groups . Therefore any 
research into personal empowerment must also look at the perceived effectiveness of the 
group with which one is involved, and how one relates to this group.
2.4. l.a  Social Identity Theory
Tajfel's (1978,1982) Social Identity Theory (SIT) is a major influence on theories into why 
people join groups and how they relate to them. SIT suggests that people join groups as they 
have an innate drive for positive self-esteem, and joining groups is a possible method of 
enhancing this self-esteem ty  creating a positive social identity. Joining environmental 
groups may then be explained as a consequence of desire for positive self-esteem achieved 
through increased self-efficacy from involvement in pro-environmental action, as they are 
getting involved with others who wish to act the same way, and so will feel that they are not 
acting in isolation. However, Chase (1994) points out that the recent rise in membership of 
environmental groups cannot be entirely explained by individuals’ desire for positive self­
esteem, as this does not explain why they joined environmental groups rather than any other
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group. They could have joined groups where it would have been easier to generate more 
directly a positive self-esteem (such as a night shelter, where the effects of ones efforts are 
much more apparent- e.g. to give homeless people somewhere to stay). The content of the 
groups joined is also important, and SIT does not explain why the values that environmental 
groups espouse have recently become more popular than other groups that hold different 
values. It is also possible that people could find individual methods of enhancing their self­
esteem, and so would not need to join groups in order to enhance this self-esteem.
SIT also suggests that individuals may engage in inter-group comparison as a tactic to 
enhance this self-esteem, which is successful if an inter-group comparison that accentuates 
inter-group differences that favour the in-group is achieved. Research findings to support this 
are ambiguous; LeMyre and Smith (1985) found evidence suggesting that inter-group 
discrimination did enhance self-esteem, while Hogg and Turner (1987) produced findings to 
suggest that it did not. Abrams and Hogg (1988) felt that positive self-esteem was over­
emphasised in inter-group behaviour, as in some cases it could be irrelevant to inter-group 
differentiation:-
“the positive need for self-esteem has no more logical link with manifest inter-group 
behaviour than does a ‘need for nourishment’ (people do not eat out-group members, except 
in certain notable cases!)” p.322
They also believed that low self-esteem may even mean that individuals are not capable of 
engaging in inter-group differentiation, thus creating a vicious circle which is difficult to 
break.
Abrams’ later work (1992) suggests that the need for positive self-esteem could be 
problematic, since if high self-esteem reduces the need for positive inter-group differentiation 
and less inter-group discrimination results in low self-esteem, then discrimination by 
individuals with high or low self-esteem, should be the same. Therefore, positive, negative, 
and even zero correlations between self-esteem and inter-group discrimination are all 
possible. Therefore it is unclear whether positive self-esteem is a cause of inter-group 
discrimination, a product of it, or neither. This creates problems for the concept of self­
esteem, as it is difficult to measure a process that can bp influenced in all possible directions. 
However, perhaps the concept of self-esteem is too general, and it would be more useful to 
consider that it may be situation-specific, (as was previously suggested with the concept of 
self-efficacy) otherwise Abrams and Hogg (1988) argue that the self-esteem hypothesis:-
“will provide at best an insensitive indicator of short-term variations in the positivity of 
specific self- images” p.323
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This does expose a methodological weakness of studies into self-esteem, especially one-off 
studies that are done in laboratory settings, since a person reporting that they do not feel 
efficacious in an experimental situation, does not necessarily mean that they will feel 
ineffective in their everyday actions. To effectively study individuals’ feelings of personal 
effectiveness, it is surely better to monitor their perceptions and behaviour at various 
different times in varying scenarios that will challenge their efficacy in different ways. This 
also means that the danger of treating it as a static concept without the possibility of 
dynamism is avoided.
2.5 Collective empowerment
To overcome this problem of self-esteem’s ambiguity, it has been suggested that how 
effective one feels in the group should be studied as well as how effective one feels 
personally. Therefore the idea of collective self-esteem was developed - that personal self­
esteem could lead to collective self-esteem as a result of involvement in inter-group 
differentiation. There is research to support this theory; for instance, Lay (1992) found that 
subjects with a high Positive Self-Esteem (PSE) are likely to show greater collective self­
esteem (CSE) on trait adjectives than subjects with low PSE. Crocker and Luhtahnen (1990) 
also proposed that inter-group discrimination may be an attempt to enhance CSE which is 
distinct from PSE.
“CSE is an individual difference variable that may moderate the attempt to maintain a 
positive social identity” p.60
Further studies (e.g. Crocker & Luhtanen 1992) suggested that CSE could be subdivided into 
four sub-scales (membership esteem, public CSE, private CSE, and importance to identity), 
and that these scales were reliable and valid.
However, there are still problems with this theory. Abrams (1992) felt that there was no 
reason why the evaluation of all one’s social group memberships should be equally positive. 
Long et al. (1994) felt that CSE was too general a concept (in a similar argument to Abrams’ 
and Hoggs’ (1988) belief that self-esteem was too general), and thus created problems.
“It is a measure of global CSE, that is esteem deriving from all the social groups to which 
one belongs, representing a general cross-group tendency to have a positive social identity, 
rather than focusing on the specific identity being enhanced. Requiring subjects to consider 
all their group memberships at once, quite apart from being a difficult request to fulfil, 
conflicts with SIT” p.315
Perhaps therefore, if CSE was subdivided into Crocker and Luhtahnen’s four sub-scales, it 
would become less general and more situation specific, since an individual may exhibit high
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Public CSE to in-group members, while at the same time having a lower Private CSE, as they 
have reservations about the group’s ability to achieve a collective goal, but will not exhibit 
such feelings for fear of reducing the group’s morale and hence its ability to act. This may 
also allow theoretical refinement of CSE, as the relationship between the sub-scales and 
action may not be uniform, and recognising the distinctions may help clarify the theory.
Long et al (1994) believed that CSE was related to inter-group differentiation, with higher 
differentiation to derogate the out-group when subjects had low CSE, and in-group 
enhancing bias when subjects had high CSE. They also found that subjects with low CSE had 
the same pattern of inter-group differentiation as those who had high PSE. This may not be 
as surprising as it first seems, since people with high PSE may feel threatened by inter-group 
differentiation, as their high personal self-esteem may no longer be so apparent in a group 
with high CSE, and those with low CSE may not have faith in their group’s ability to 
successfully enhance esteem through discrimination with other groups. Therefore they may 
have in common the idea that both help individuals define themselves positively in terms of 
their group membership, Long et al. (1994) concluded that while having similarities, CSE 
and PSE were independent dimensions of identity. Perhaps as with PSE, CSE can be 
effectively measured when it is done so on more specific levels, rather than broader levels. 
This can be of use in the context of action against GEC, as one can have low CSE about 
tackling the causes of GEC, but may have high CSE if the group’s efforts are targeted into a 
specific awareness raising campaign about GEC.
Some research suggests that self-efficacy decreases as size of the group increases, supporting 
the idea that PSE may decrease as CSE increases. For instance, Olson (1965,1977) believed 
that perception of the efficacy of one’s actions decreased as the size of the group that one was 
involved with increased, suggesting that individuals believed that they were having less of an 
effect, because their individual impact would be less in a bigger group. There is also the 
possibility that one’s identity is less distinctive in larger groups, and that members of small 
groups feel more committed because of their more distinctive nature, since their individual 
efforts will be easier to recognise (Abrams, 1994). Therefore, as SIT suggests, one’s 
individual identity will be more salient in small groups. Taken to its logical conclusion, this 
does not bode well for encouraging individual action to counter GEC, for the perceived 
efficacy in acting within the largest group that we are all members of - the human race, 
would therefore be extremely low, and a serious hindrance to pro-environmental collective 
action. However this need not necessarily be the case, as it is possible to adopt wide-scale 
identities and feel a strong sense of belonging to them (the concept of nationalism, especially 
in times of war, is a good example). This is consistent with SIT which argues that as a 
collective identity becomes more salient, then one’s individual identity will become less 
salient, but not disappear entirely, and can later re-emerge, given the appropriate context.
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Other studies have criticised the idea that personal efficacy will necessarily decrease with 
group size. For instance, Dunleavy (1988) points out that Olson's theory focused too much on 
objective measures and did not examine how people may become aware of how the group 
they are involved with has become relevant to them, or that the group may increase its power 
and influence as its size increases. Both of these may increase their identification to such a 
group and hence the perceived self-efficacy of actions within that group. Indeed, Ashford 
(1994) found that as one's feeling of belonging to a group increased, so did one's feelings of 
self-efficacy within that group, as one will feel more motivated to act towards the public 
good. Further, he found that this psychological identification to the group could 
independently predict intention to engage in pro-environmental action.
This is supported by various studies such as Triandis et al.’s (1988), who suggested that 
individuals with a collectivist orientation were more likely to perform collective action. Kelly 
and Kelly (1994) also found that the most significant correlate of participation in collective 
action was the subject’s sense of group identity. However, sub-sections of the group may 
develop towards which there is high commitment (so, instead of perceiving oneself as a 
member of a national environmental group, one could be an active member of a local 
branch). Perhaps even though personal efficacy may be low in a large group (because the 
impact an individual can have will be more noticeable in a group of 10 than in a group of 
10,000), belief in its collective efficacy will be high. It should therefore be expected that 
because much of pro-environmental behaviour involves collective action, perceived efficacy 
of those actions should be high, thus enhancing a positive group identity. It is logical to 
assume that there is some impetus among individuals to feel a greater sense of worth for their 
actions if they are involved in a movement where large numbers of people are acting in the 
same way to combat GEC.
To conclude, it is apparent that there are many factors that can influence efficacy, such as; 
the expectations that each individual has from the group, previous experience with the same 
or other groups, individual personality traits, and socio-cultural factors. Therefore, as was 
discussed with relation to individual efficacy, it is unlikely that any single relationship can 
fully explain perceived efficacy of collective action.
2.6 Identity processes relating to social interaction
As SIT proposes, identity consists of more than just one’s individual processes, or of groups 
of individually oriented people. A social identity develops through one’s interactions with 
others, and cannot be explained solely by examining each individual in a group in isolation, 
and this group identity creates more dimensions that relate to individual behaviour that 
would not exist in the absence of such a group. Abrams and Hogg (1988) illustrate this 
point:-
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"By dissolving the group into individuals, the concept of 'group' no longer has any separate 
conceptual status from that of the individual, and social psychology no longer studies the 
social group; it merely focuses on interaction between individuals." p. 13
Therefore, the threats to identity as a result of GEC that were mentioned in the previous 
chapter are just as likely to affect this group identity as well. Hence, the concept of how one 
identifies with a group and how one copes with threats to this group identity need to be 
considered as well as one’s feelings of effectiveness within that group.
2.6.1 Self Categorisation Theory
Self-Categorisation Theory (SCT) tries to explain the psychology of group behaviour in terms 
of the structure and function of social identity. Turner (1987,1991) proposed three aspects to 
SCT that comprise the concept of self. First, one sees oneself as a living, breathing human 
being, separate from nature. Next, one is perceived as a social entity based on the differences 
between the self and other as members of social groups, and finally the self is seen as 
personal, based on the difference between the self as a unique individual and others as unique 
individuals. The psychological constructs suggested by SCT were considered stable, but 
elements of these constructs could become relatively independent of each other, and cause 
variation in one’s social identity. For instance, one could become categorised as a group 
member with traits common to that group (such as seeing an environmental activist as 
having long hair, wearing sandals, and eating lentils) as opposed to an individual, and so 
become depersonalised. However, this depersonalisation does not necessarily mean that one 
is losing one’s identity. Instead, Turner (1987) felt that the categorisations of the self were 
part of a hierarchical system of classification, and that there could be positive benefits from 
depersonaiisation:-
“It is the change from personal to the social level of identity, a change in the nature and 
content of the self concept corresponding to the functioning of self perception at a more 
inclusive level of abstraction. In many respects depersonalisation may be seen as a gain in 
identity, since it represents a mechanism whereby individuals may act in terms of the social 
similarities and differences produced by the historical development of human society and 
culture.” p. 51
Turner et al. (1994) later concluded that, the concept of self was fluid, variable, and context 
dependent and suggested four ways in which one’s self categorisations could vary. First, 
when inter-group differences were perceived as larger than intragroup differences, then the 
self was more likely to be included into the group identity, and categorised as ‘we’ rather 
than T . Second, the social categorisation that becomes salient will match the relations 
between self and other in terms of what the observer expects from that category. Next, the
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context of the category is not fixed, but varies as a function of groups in context. Finally, 
what is considered as typical of the in-group and out-group will depend on the context, and 
as a group becomes more extreme, so then will the more extreme members of that group 
become typical of that group, in a process known as group polarisation.
This idea of a social self being open to change has interesting implications for the study of 
GEC, both in its effects, and in action against it. For example, as mentioned in the previous 
chapter, the symptoms of GEC could affect one’s individual, national, and international 
identity, necessitating adaptation of one’s identity to cope with the situation, developing a 
more global identity to deal with the global problems that must be faced. SCT seems to 
suggest that different levels of identity are not only desirable, but also possible to achieve. 
However this will not be without problems, as it is difficult to maintain all encompassing 
super-ordinate identities. For instance there may be conflicts between the different identities 
(a member of Greenpeace USA may find that their individual identity as an activist 
campaigning against fossil fuel emissions will conflict with their national identity as an 
American, since the US is the largest single emitter of emissions).
2.7 Collective action
It is not sufficient to consider theories of social interaction and identity without considering 
the context in which they occur, and so it is necessary to examine how and when such social 
identities can manifest themselves. This often happens when people come together in groups 
to perform collective action. A common form of collective action that is performed, is the use 
of popular protest, often by people airing their grievances through mass demonstrations, and 
the methods used by pro-environmental campaigners confronting GEC are no exception (as 
recent anti roads and airport extension protests have shown). The processes that occur 
through these manifestations of collective action in the form of crowd behaviour have been 
extensively studied, with theories developing over time. The view adopted at the start of this 
century was that people in crowds were an irrational mob, prone to an uncritical social 
influence process (contagion) without legitimate grievances. They subsumed their identity 
into a collective mass consciousness that made them less fearful but also more impulsive and 
intellectually inferior (Le Bon, 1908), and consequently needed controlling (Freud, 1921). 
Later theories (e.g. Prentice-Dunn & Rogers, 1982; Zimbardo, 1970) developed this idea of 
‘deindividuation’, and that the anonymity of being in a crowd encouraged people to do things 
they would not normally do. However, there have been many socio-historical studies that 
contradict these theories and suggest that rather than being part of an irrational mob, 
individuals in crowds often had legitimate grievances and could exhibit ordered, pro-social 
behaviours (e.g. pilmour,1992; Rude, 1964). Theories emphasising the negative aspect of 
crowd behaviour have been criticised for having a reactionary agenda towards crowd 
psychology, as Reicher (1982) illustrates:-
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“nearly all the work on crowd psychology has occurred at times when the crowd was seen as 
a threat to the stability of society .. .The concern has been not so much with the processes of 
collective psychology as with the crowd as a social problem, and in line with this concern, 
the crowd was characterised as a set of undesirable behaviours. This ‘social problem’ 
orientation led in this direct way not only to the classification of the crowd as abnormal, but 
it also dictated an approach to the research that reinforced the classification” p.42
This idea of irrationality was later criticised by more rationalist theories of individuals in 
crowds (e.g. Berk, 1972; McCarthy & Zald, 1977; Olson, 1965). More recently there has 
been research that suggests that psychological change occurs through involvement in 
collective action (e.g. Cocking, 1995a; Drury, 1996;Reicher, 1987; Stott, 1996). Instead of 
being seen as an illegitimate rabble, individuals in crowds are now often perceived to behave 
in an ordered manner that changes as the situation changes, and can have legitimate 
concerns or grievances.
The way that one perceives oneself may also change through one’s own actions as 
individuals’ self-definitions and social representations can develop through involvement in 
collective action (e.g. Chase, 1994). Behaviours that were previously perceived to be 
illegitimate may become more acceptable. For instance, Stott (1996) in his study of the 1990 
Poll Tax riot, found that members of the crowd rapidly changed their perceptions and identity 
categorisations throughout the day of the Poll Tax riot. Many respondents originally saw 
themselves as peacefully protesting against the Poll Tax (at a mass meeting before the march 
there was an overwhelming desire to be non-violent amongst participants),and excluded 
others who advocated conflict with the Police from their perceived in-group. However, 
following Police attacks on a sit-down protest outside Downing Street, and the crowd being 
forced into Trafalgar Square, a full scale riot ensued. Over 5000 people fought the Police in 
pitched battles around the square, and many others actively supported them. Respondents felt 
that violence in self-defence had now become legitimate given the illegitimacy of the Police’s 
actions. This process of change in perception through collective action continued and 
developed into offensive action when the crowd was pushed into the West End. Wide-scale 
looting occurred against what respondents perceived as symbols of wealth (the Poll Tax was 
perceived as unfairly taxing the poor, because of its flat rate for all, regardless of financial 
position). Therefore, respondents who had perceived themselves originally as diverse groups 
against the Poll Tax later became a homogenous group fighting against the Police. Even later 
still, they became united in active opposition to the system that symbolised the inequality of 
the Poll Tax. Drury (1996) in his study of those protesting against the M l 1 extension in 
north-east London, found that such identity changes were stable over a longer time period. 
Respondents developed from being purely against the specific road in question, to a wider 
critique of transport policies and society in general. Therefore, the processes of change 
involved in collective action and the ordered behaviours exhibited by participants reflect its
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dynamic and often pro-social nature, and this needs to be recognised if the expected social 
upheavals from GEC result in increased instances of collective action.
2.8 Inter-group conflict
Groups of individuals engaged in collective action in the form of demonstrations are often 
confronted by an out-group that can oppose the aims or goals of the demonstrations (e.g. the 
Police or other operatives of the state), and so inter-group conflict may occur. Inter-group 
conflict can arise as a result of individuals being arbitrarily allocated into separate groups 
with conflicting aims. Sherif s (1966) classic study of boys on summer camp illustrated the 
levels that inter-group conflict can reach. He divided the boys into two groups who were 
randomly chosen beforehand, and found that quite intense inter-group conflict between the 
two could result, despite the fact that the different groups had only been created for the sake 
of the experiment, and did not exist as categories beforehand. He therefore concluded that:-
“ the mere awareness of other groups within the range of our designs generates a process of 
comparison between ‘us’ and the ‘others’ “ p.3
This process of comparison arising from inter-group conflict can also give rise to a negative 
perception of the group with which one’s group is in conflict with, which Sherif (1966) 
called the realistic conflict theory. Tajfel et al. (1971) found that a negative out-group bias 
can occur from merely being categorised into different groiqss and seeking a positive self­
esteem for one’s group. However, later research suggested that if groups already have a 
positive self-evaluation, then this self-categorisation is not enough in itself to produce a 
negative out-group bias (e.g. Turner, 1978).Inter-group conflict can also often generate a 
more distinctive group identity, as well as a more positive attitude towards the in-group. 
Perceived illegitimacy of the out-group’s actions can also increase in-group bias (Caddick, 
1982) and create a negative out-group bias (Stott, 1996). There is also evidence to suggest 
that out-groups will try to denigrate the in-groups’ position (e.g. Birmingham, 1995) which, 
in turn, could further increase in-group cohesion as well as positive in-group attitudes. 
Therefore, the group interactions that pro-environmental campaigners find themselves in 
may enhance their perceived group identity, as well as in-group bias against the out-group. 
Participation in collective action can also correlate with a strong group identity (e.g. Kelly & 
Kelly, 1994). These effects of in-group bias arising from inter-group conflict may not at first 
seem that useful in promoting effective action against GEC, given that inter-group conflict 
needs to be minimised if its global effects are to be delayed or prevented. However, despite 
this inter-group conflict, Sherif (1966) also found that when a superordinate goal requiring 
co-operation from both groups was present, inter-group conflict was partially reduced.
Brewer and Kramer (1986) also found that co-operation increases with a superordinate group 
identity, with this co-operation being at the intra-group level. This is useful for encouraging
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action against GEC, as groups that were previously in conflict could well have to co-operate 
in any pro-environmental activity, given the global nature of the problem.
2.9 Minority Influence
The inter-group conflict that often arises from pro-environmental collective action means 
that those involved in such action will often be confronted by a larger, more powerful out­
group. This can occur both through physical contact with those upholding the status quo, and 
by questioning the majority ideological views and attitudes of the current political socio­
economic system in general. Classic studies into social influence show that this majority can 
influence not only attitudes, but also behaviour (e.g. Asch, 1951,1956), even when the 
behaviour is contrary to the individuals’ values or perceptions. However, despite these 
influential studies, later research has found results contradicting this concept of the 
dominance of conformity, and small groups can have an influence on larger ones that is 
disproportionate to their size. This is a concept that has become known as Minority Influence 
(e.g. Gerard, 1985; Moscovici, 1976; Moscovici et al., 1985; Mugny 1982), and this 
phenomenon has certainly been apparent in the ability of some pro-environmental actions in 
the UK to influence awareness of green issues. For example at the eviction of the protest 
camp against the A30 at Fairmile in Devon, one protester, “Swampy”, who stayed in 
underground tunnels for a week, managed to attract nation-wide publicity about privatised 
road building schemes, and has since become a minor celebrity in his own right.
Moscovici suggested that by becoming involved with a minority individuals were no longer 
passive targets of influence but became sources of influence themselves. Therefore, a 
fundamental theoretical shift in influence occurs, from a functionalist model of society to an 
interactionalist one, where individuals feel they have more effect on society’s attitudes and 
perceptions. Becoming part of an influential minority often involves taking a conscious 
decision to oppose the majority, and so is more likely to be internally driven by the 
individual's value systems, requiring a fundamental shift from the majority's values. This 
shift in values involves the same processes as in Moscovici’s (1974) previously mentioned 
theories concerning institutional and inferential influences on power, as inferential 
influences are more likely to be internally driven as opposed to being externally imposed by 
the majority perspective. Consequently, inferential influences on power could be equated 
with the values involved in minority influences. Therefore, those involved in minority 
influence may also experience increased personal efficacy as behaviour based upon 
inferential influences can produce a feeling of moral superiority, as a way of justifying their 
defiance of majority opinion, especially if others join them. Gerard (1985) illustrates this 
point:-
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" The minority by virtue of being in touch with the reality of social facts in which the 
majority is not able or willing to countenance directly, in a sense has right not might on its 
side” p. 173
Therefore being in a minority that is having an influence can create a sense of personal 
empowerment, and hence self-efficacy. Not only are individuals doing something that they 
believe in, but they may also be having an effect that justifies their actions, thus over-riding 
more immediate goals of personal safety or conforming to society’s values and constraints. 
For instance, those who participate in pro-environmental action may often come into conflict 
with the majority by virtue of the fact that activities such as occupying tunnels underneath 
the site of a proposed by-pass leave them open to arrest and imprisonment, let alone the 
possibility of the tunnel collapsing and killing them. However, the values that individuals 
have in this situation, would relate to them pursuing a higher ideal of defending an area from 
being developed for a new road scheme, and highlighting the contribution that car and other 
petro-chemical emissions make towards GEC. This personal efficacy from being in a 
minority can also extend to group effectiveness in a similar process to Collective Self Esteem. 
Levine and Moreland (1985) suggested that being part of a minority creates greater 
commitment to the in-group, and so a greater belief that the group is effective. Therefore, it 
is possible that a minority with high self-esteem about the effectiveness of their own and their 
group’s actions will be able to influence the majority that may previously have had a lower 
opinion of their and others’ actions to prevent problems arising from GEC.
Ashford (1994) in his study of motivations for pro-environmental behaviour, suggested two 
different influence processes that were involved- affiliative and non-affihative processes. 
Non-affiliative processes involved external influences such as social education and the 
application of societally consensual values to new information, and so did not undergo any 
fundamental value changes when acting pro-environmentally. Affiliative processes involved 
new values that were different from the majority, and viewed pro-environmental behaviour as 
social protest or a critique of majority values that were inherently anti-environmental. He 
believed that the processes and values involved in majority and minority influences were 
similar to those involved in his models of pro-environmental behaviour, suggesting that pro­
environmentalism can be seen as a process of minority influence. However, there is a 
problem with this definition in that it implies that the processes involved in pro­
environmentalism must always be in a minority position to retain their values. This is not a 
desirable situation for action against GEC, as this means that pro-environmental values can 
never become part of the majority, something which is needed if mass participation is ever to 
be achieved. Perhaps as current pro-environmental values become incorporated into the 
majority position, then more radical values could emerge that will then adopt a position in 
which they can serve as a minority influence on the pro-environmental majority.
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2.9.1 Degrees of minority influence
The influence that this minority can have depends upon certain criteria before it is able to 
revise the basis upon which the majority makes its judgements. Primarily, the minority must 
be consistent in its behaviour (or at least be perceived to be consistent) if the majority 
viewpoint is to be changed. Moscovici et al.(1969) found that a minority who consistently 
reported seeing green shapes, when they were in fact blue, could influence a larger majority 
to change their responses to green as well. However, this influence is not unconditional, and 
there are situations where some minorities will have more influence than others. For 
instance, while a consistent minority can be influential, if it is perceived as being inflexible, 
it risks being considered too dogmatic, and thus its influence is reduced (e.g. Mugny, 1982). 
There is also a need for some kind of consensus if minority influence is to work, as 
Arbuthnot and Wagner (1982) found that a minority of one was less effective than a minority 
of two or more, or even a minority of one who later gained a convert. In-group minorities can 
be more effective than out-group minorities, as it is easier to influence people who share 
some common ground with the minority, rather than having fundamentally different 
positions. For instance, Maas and Clark (1982) found that a heterosexual minority had more 
influence arguing for gay rights with a heterosexual majority than did a homosexual 
minority. This raises the possibility of different degrees of minority influence on a majority, 
depending upon the minority’s standing with the majority, and also how the categories are 
defined (whether the minority is a ‘real’ minority, or merely perceived as a minority by the 
‘majority’). Maas et al. (1982) suggested that there could be minority influence on more than 
one level; single versus double minorities. They believed that single minorities differed from 
the majority by virtue of their beliefs, and double minorities differed by their category 
membership as well. For example a short-haired, suit wearing member of an NGO lobbying 
the delegates at the recent Kyoto climate conference could be considered from a single 
minority, while someone with dreadlocks living up a tree on the site of a proposed new road 
scheme, would be from a double minority. Finally, Mugny and Perez (1987) argued that a 
minority was more influential if it was perceived to endorse a progressive shift of values 
within society that reflected the ‘spirit of the times’ p. 152
However, the concept of minority influence is not without problems, as influence can be 
measured in different ways, and deciding how and when the majority is influenced is not 
always straight forward and linear. For instance, as mentioned in the previous chapter there 
are differing possible reasons as to why the UK has developed a more sustainable transport 
policy in recent years. These range from effective lobbying by environmental groups, to the 
uneconomic viability of uncontrolled road-building, or to the rising economic and political 
costs of dealing with physically preventing protestors from disrupting construction (it is 
unlikely that this last factor will be admitted by any government to have been a deciding 
factor, given the political embarrassment of admitting that protestors who were often outside
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the law could influence policy, and it would only encourage them to continue breaking the 
law!)
2.9.2 Critiques of minority influence
Minority influence is not without its critics, as Latane and Nida’s (1980) social impact theory 
suggests. They proposed that when others are a source of social impact, and the individual is 
the target, then the impact is a multiplicative function of the strength, immediacy, and 
number of other people. Latane and Wolfe (1981) later suggested that given the processes of 
social impact theory the differences between majority and minority influence were merely 
quantitative, and not qualitative. Therefore the majority, by virtue of its greater size and 
power would have more influence. However, Turner (1991) criticised social impact theory for 
being too ambiguous, as it does not specify when social impact occurs, how it is transmitted, 
or explain the processes involved: -
“In other words it seems primarily to be an attempt at the quantitative description of a 
number of empirical relations rather than a theory of the underlying processes” p. 123
If Moscovici’s theory that majority and minority influence processes are fundamentally 
different is correct, then it would therefore appear that comparing the two in quantitative 
terms is of limited use. This is so because minority influence is assumed to work by 
encouraging the majority to change their value orientations, while majority influence 
operates by persuading or coercing people to maintain the majority position and not requiring 
a change in value orientations.
Nevertheless, despite evidence suggesting that minorities can make a majority question their 
values and change responses, it is unclear if these processes can encourage the long-term 
behaviour change required if GEC is to effectively confronted. There is also little evidence to 
suggest that the different values suggested by the wielders of minority influence can be 
conferred on to a majority to continue the learnt behaviours outside the confines of the 
laboratory environment. Translating these into real social change may be much harder 
(“Swampy” may be well known, but that does not necessarily mean that people have instantly 
recognised the link between building new roads and GEC, and are now all living in tree- 
houses to stop a road project and avert the causes of GEC!). Perhaps the minority influence 
created by campaigners against GEC is most effective in its ability to shift public attitudes 
and beliefs over the long term, rather than influencing short-term behavioural change.
Indeed, Mugny (1983) found that subjects were initially influenced by an in-group majority 
immediately after the experiment, but in a post-test two weeks later, subjects experienced a 
delayed shift of influence from an out-group minority, if this minority was not perceived as 
too conflictual. Mugny termed this the Sleeper Effect, and there is evidence that pro- 
environmental campaigns can have this kind of delayed influence. For instance, only a
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decade ago environmental issues were not of great political importance, and the increases in 
road building proposed by the Conservative government of the late 1980s were not generally 
considered to be controversial. However, the anti-roads campaigns of the 1990’s generated 
massive media coverage and public awareness to such an extent that society’s attitude 
towards transport policies has undergone radical changes, and the proposed increases in new 
road construction have been drastically reduced. Nevertheless this change in public attitudes 
was not immediate, but gradual over the period of a few years, with the protestors initially 
being vilified, and their position denigrated by the majority.
2.10 Summary and Conclusion
The previous chapter documented the psychological processes behind perception of GEC, 
and showed the difficulties involved in trying to act against it. Because of the myriad of 
difficulties, any action could at a first glance being doomed to failure, given that mass 
participation in action is needed, but individual action is often so seemingly insignificant, 
that there is little impetus to make individual sacrifices. However, as this chapter illustrates, 
it is possible to act against such processes, and there are beneficial effects to be had- both 
individual and collective, in engaging in pro-environmental behaviour. What seems to be 
important in encouraging such action is the adoption of the belief that one’s actions will be 
efficacious. Personal self-efficacy is also influenced by social interaction, and so how 
effective one is in groups needs to be examined as well. Involvement in groups often means 
the performance of collective action, which also involves examination of how people behave 
in crowds and the resulting inter-group conflict, as often happens with instances of pro- 
environmental collective action. Those participating in such activity, while often being in a 
minority, can have an influence on the views and values held by the majority. This is relevant 
to GEC research, as much of pro-environmentalism requires fundamental changes in not 
only our behaviour, but also in how we perceive the world around us, and how we interact 
with it. Therefore the next chapter will look at the theory and values associated with pro- 
environmental behaviour, as well as considering who engages in such behaviour, and why.
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Chapter 3 
The theory and values behind pro-environmental behaviour
3.1 Introduction: What is pro-environmental behaviour?
The previous two chapters of this study have focused on the nature of the problems associated 
with GEC, the difficulties inherent in encouraging pro-environmental behaviour resulting in 
effective action to combat GEC, and the possible beneficial effects of performing such action. 
However, little mention has yet been made of what actually constitutes pro-environmental 
behaviour, or the ideology behind it. Therefore, this chapter will discuss the various theories 
and values commonly associated with pro-environmental behaviour.
Although there is much discussion in this study of pro-environmental behaviour, it would be 
a mistake to define it as a single construct that can be sectioned off from other behaviours. As 
the previous chapter illustrated, there are many different variables influencing environmental 
behaviour, including different social, cultural, and political motivations (Jacobs, 1997). This 
means that any general psycho-social models will find it difficult to make any accurate 
predictions about the likely occurrences of such behaviour. Moreover, if one was to take the 
broadest possible definition of environmental behaviour, it would be all human activity, as 
everything we do has some affect on the environment, be it beneficial or harmful.
It may also be unclear whether or not changes in behaviour are done for pro-environmental 
reasons or not. People may act in ways that are considered by others to be pro-environmental, 
but the reasons for doing so may be out of self-interest and not because they genuinely desire 
a better environment, making that behaviour only coincidentally pro-environmental. For 
instance, the ‘NIMBY’ (not in my back-yard) syndrome is often used to explain why some 
individuals object to a new development, such as a road scheme, in their locality- the 
implication being that they are only opposed to it because it will affect their own quality of 
life (by bringing more traffic and hence pollution), and would not complain if it was 
proposed elsewhere. Therefore this behaviour would be for personal rather than for pro- 
environmental reasons, and does not necessarily mean that other environmental behaviours 
could be predicted from this act.
Therefore pro-environmental behaviour is defined by some as intention-based as Ashford
(1994) illustrates with his definition of pro-environmentalism being:-
"some degree of commitment to protect, conserve or cherish all or part of the world's 
biosphere, for its own sake, and/or for the well being of the human race" p. I
However, this implies that the effect of one’s behaviour is less important than one’s 
intentions, which could result in people engaging in what are perceived to be pro-
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environmental behaviours that are ultimately not that effective in conserving the 
environment. For example, recycling one’s domestic waste in Western European nations is 
often considered a pro-environmental behaviour, but far more energy (and hence greenhouse 
gas emissions) is expended in recycling waste, than if the material had been cleaned and re­
used, or if less had been consumed in the first place. Therefore it would perhaps make more 
sense to consider the effects of a behaviour when deciding if it is pro-environmental 
(although this does mean that ironically, the ‘NIMBY’ is in this sense behaving more pro- 
environmentally than someone who recycles!). Vlek (1996) argues that identifying the actual 
costs and benefits of actions is an essential first stage in increasing pro environmental 
behaviour.
One also has to be aware that considering the effects of one’s actions can require an 
arbitrary cut-off point from where effectiveness is measured. For example, does one judge the 
effectiveness of an environmental group’s campaign to minimise the effects of GEC in its 
ability to halt GEC outright (which will not happen as a result of one isolated campaign), or 
to alter government policy (which is possible, although unlikely), or, (as is most likely) to 
raise the public’s awareness of the relevant issues? The most logical answer to this dilemma 
is therefore to consider the effects of one’s environmental behaviours at varying levels.
3.1.1 Differing perceptions of the environment
It is important to remember that even the concept of "the environment" is a subjective term, 
and can be different for each person, depending upon the "cultural filter" (Pepper, 1984) 
through which s/he sees it. Therefore pro-environmentalism is heavily influenced by 
individual perception of one's environment and consequent action within it. For instance, a 
valley that is a Site of Special Scientific Interest but that is also rich in coal deposits directly 
under the surface, will be viewed differently by an executive of an open-cast mining company 
and a botanist. The executive may consider that re-landscaping the area after the coal has 
been extracted is sufficient environmental restoration, while the botanist will be of the 
opinion that the specific ecological diversity of that area took hundreds of years to develop, 
and would be damaged irreparably by any open-cast mining. Therefore how we perceive the 
environment around us is likely to be much constructed by the values we attribute to it as 
well as the actual physical reality present.
3.2 The problem of maintaining current values
As suggested in the previous two chapters, both mass co-operative action to confront GEC 
globally, and belief in one’s own individual ability to act effectively against GEC, require a 
fundamental shift in values and beliefs if such action is to be successful and sustained. These 
are concepts frequently explored by environmental theorists and philosophers, who often 
maintain that the traditional socio-economic and political perspective held by much of the 
developed Northern hemisphere, is to blame for the current environmental crisis. The ideas
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that continual growth is necessary to maintain prosperity and that progress will always be 
able to deal with environmental problems are often criticised (e.g. Axelrod & Suedfeld 1995; 
Goldsmith, 1988; Schumacher, 1973), as they themselves are seen as responsible for poverty 
and environmental degradation. Therefore, sustainable growth or even no growth is 
encouraged. Some even criticise the whole concept of growth (both positive and negative) as 
fundamentally flawed (e.g. Jacobs, 1991) since indicators of growth (such as the Gross 
National Product) are often based on financial indices and it is not always possible to 
quantify everything in such terms. For instance, an area of unexplored tropical rainforest can 
not be quantified merely in relation to how much it would contribute to the local economy if 
it was logged, since it would also have value in its ability to convert Carbon Dioxide back 
into Oxygen (thus helping abate the effects of GEC), which is difficult to quantify in 
financial terms with any accuracy. Furthermore, it is nigh on impossible to quantify the value 
this forest would have in terms of its contribution to the local ecosystem, and the possible 
beneficial therapeutic effects that any undiscovered species within may offer humanity. 
However, as was discussed in the first chapter, approaches snch as multi-attribute utility 
theory do have the potential to represent such complex and varied values (Vlek, 1996), and 
may offer a solution to this perceived dichotomy of values. Multi-attribute utility theory 
allows independent dimensions or attributes of value to be combined in a mathematically 
coherent manner to provide a single value that can then be compared. The theory does not 
prescribe what the attributes should be nor how important, relative to one another, they are. 
Some theorists even believe in the intrinsic value of nature through its very existence, and 
popular environmental campaigns can be conducted without there being any obvious benefit 
to those involved (such as preserving global whale populations). Porritt (1997) illustrates this 
perspective:-
“It has long been ‘a given’ of the modem environmental movement that it is highly critical 
of the instrumental use of nature that has been at the heart of the industrial revolution, and 
that it would like governments and people to recognise the intrinsic value of all other species, 
regardless of their political usefulness to us. The philosophical bedrock has always permitted 
environmentalists, when it suits them, not to be bound by the soulless techniques of cost 
benefit analysis and ‘contingent valuation’, and to defend certain courses of action in defence 
of the natural world that might very well have ‘no economic rationale’. “ p.70
3.2.1 The need for a fundamental shift in values
So if the environmental crisis is to be resolved, humanity needs to change the current 
emphasis on economic growth as a measure of well-being, and develop a new perspective, 
which can only happen if new values are developed, as Capra (1982) illustrates:-
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“The restoration of balance and flexibility in our economies, technologies, and social 
institutions will be possible only if it goes hand in hand with a profound change in values. 
Contrary to conventional beliefs, value systems and ethics aren’t peripheral to science and 
technology but constitute their very basis and driving force. Hence the shift to a balanced 
social and economic system will require a corresponding shift in values from self-assertion 
and competition to co-operation and social justice, from expansion to conservation, from 
material acquisition to inner growth. Those who have begun to make this shift have 
discovered that it’s not restrictive, but on the contrary, liberating and enriching” p.440
This need for new values that emphasise co-operation and inner development, lead some 
environmental theorists to conclude that alternative spiritual values that are different from 
the majority view-point should be incorporated into any new perspective, and that the 
Judaeo-Christian religious tradition of the North is partly responsible for the environmental 
problems now faced. White (1967) in her historical analysis of the current crisis believed 
that:-
“Human ecology is deeply conditioned by beliefs about our nature and destiny - that is by 
religion. Christianity inherited from Judaism a story of creation... God planned all of this 
explicitly for man’s benefits and rule... it is God’s will that man exploit nature for his proper 
ends.” p. 1207
Therefore the idea that the Judaeo-Christian perspective sees humanity as superior to nature 
and so charged with its stewardship, is criticised as being responsible for the exploitation of 
its resources, thus causing the current environmental problems that are faced. The adoption 
of alternative spiritual perspectives that are not from the major organised religions is 
sometimes suggested as a possible solution to this problem, as they do not assume humanity’s 
superiority over nature, or that humans have an inherent right to exploit its resources for 
their own ends. For instance, Schumacher’s (1973) ‘small is beautiful’ philosophy draws 
upon a Buddhist economics model to encourage sustainable growth. Some theologies 
maintain that the planet Earth has spiritual qualities that mean it is worshipped as a goddess, 
as Paganism believes, thus fostering respect and concern for other species and the 
environment in general. (Dragon, 1996). Shamanistic spiritual values have also been cited as 
possible models for environmentalism, especially amongst radical environmental groups in 
the USA, such as Earth First! (Taylor, 1991)
3.2.1.a Models of pro-environmental values
There have been attempts to define these new values into a coherent ideological perspective, 
most notably by Dunlap and Van Liere (1978), and Dunlap and Catton (1982). They studied 
subjects’ attitudes to environmental values. They proposed a New Ecological Paradigm
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(NEP) as opposed to the Dominant Social Paradigm (DSP). Instead of looking at specific 
environmental issues such as local pollution or population growth, they examined broader 
issues, such as sustainable growth. They found that many subjects (especially 
environmentalists and young people) accepted its assertions, and concluded that the NEP had 
predictive, content, and construct validity. They predicted that the NEP would be further 
endorsed as time progressed, and would rise to challenge the DSP (although they recognised 
that it would be naive to expect the DSP to come crashing down overnight).
More recently, MORI invented the Environmental Activist (EA) scale in 1988 to measure 
pro-environmental behaviour amongst people in Britain (see Worcester, 1997 for a more 
detailed description). There are 12 environmental activities on the scale, and in 1996,29% of 
respondents were considered as ‘Environmental Activists’ (e.g. they performed five or more 
activities from the scale) [source: Worcester 1997]. Behaviours that required relatively low 
commitment (e.g. ‘walked in the countryside’) were performed less frequently than 
behaviours requiring higher commitment (e.g. ‘campaigned about an environmental issue’). 
Worcester (1997) felt that this scale was ‘powerfully predictive’, and noted that it is currently 
in use in over 30 countries.
Some research has shown that individuals who engage in pro-environmental behaviour such 
as recycling are more likely to have different value systems along the lines of the NEP than 
are those who do not (e.g. Dunlap et al. 1983). Stem and Dietz (1994) suggested more 
evidence for differing values motivating behaviour when they theorised that among those 
who acted pro-environmentally, there were three main reasons for their action. There were 
egotistic reasons, where individuals would act pro-environmentally for their own benefit, 
social-altruistic, where the behaviour is for the benefit of others around them, and biospheric, 
where the behaviour is for the benefit of the planet as a whole.
However, as was discussed in the previous chapter vis-a-vis the link between intention to act 
and actual behaviour, displaying pro-environmental values does not automatically mean that 
one will behave pro-environmentally. Therefore it is also necessary to look at research that 
has attempted to predict which groupings of people engage in pro-environmental behaviour.
3.3 Predictive studies of pro-environmental behaviour
Studies to assess whether pro-environmental behaviour can be linked to social or cultural 
background are numerous but yield inconclusive and sometimes contradictory results- see 
Cotgrove (1982) for a more comprehensive examination of the literature. Dunlap and Van 
Liere (1978) felt that the NEP was more likely to be apparent amongst the young, the 
educated, and those with a ‘liberal’ ideological orientation. Later studies, such as Cotgrove’s 
(1982), found a positive correlation between middle-class status and membership of 
environmental groups. However, Mohai (1985), when studying the general link between 
social status and activism, found that environmental activists were no more middle class than
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any other sample of the general population. Ashford (1994) believed that while poor, 
working-class people were more likely to be affected by environmental degradation (as rich 
people are more likely to be able to afford to live in a better environment), it would be richer, 
middle-class people who could more easily afford to pay for environmental benefits and 
protection. Therefore he concluded that a pro-environmental response was modestly linked to 
a middle-class background.
Studies in gender can be equally ambiguous. Steger and Witt (1989) found that women were 
more pro-environmental than men, particularly about local issues, but Arcury and Scolley 
(1987) found that men were more concerned about the environment than women. There has 
even been research to suggest that there were differences between white and black Americans 
on NEP measures, with black Americans being less concerned about limiting growth (e.g. 
Sheppard, 1995). However, this could have been more as a result of economic inequality 
between the two groups rather than as a result of differences in environmental concern. 
Alternatively, other factors which correlate with environmental concern may mediate the 
relationship. Women have been found to be more concerned about health than men (e.g. 
Verbrugge, 1980). Perhaps women may express greater concern about the environment when 
health related consequences are salient.
3.4 The wide dimension of pro-environmental values
While of use in gauging the extent to which the values of the NEP differ from the DSP, it is 
slightly simplistic to section off certain beliefs as specifically ‘green’ values. The 
‘environment ‘ can be defined in its broadest term as everything surrounding us, so it 
encompasses all areas of our lives. Guerier et. al (1995) believed that:-
“environmental values look into economic values, political and intellectual values; they are 
not just the sole province of ‘green’ thinkers but are dispersed among many different 
organisations reflecting very different moral and political standpoints” p. xiv
Therefore much of environmental theory should have at least an implicit critique of societal 
structures and the processes contained within, although the extent of this critique varies 
greatly amongst different strands of environmental thought. There are those who want to 
work within the current socio-economic and political system to bring about improvements to 
the environment. They accept that necessary changes may need to be made within the current 
social structure, and also believe that modem technology can solve any problems that may 
arise. On the other hand there are those who see the current system as largely to blame for 
the problems faced, and reject modem technology as a solution. These two groups have been 
described as Comucopists and Catastrophists (Cotgrove, 1982).
These different groups fulfil similar roles to the minority influence processes that were 
discussed in the previous chapter, as suggested by Moscovici et al. (1985) and Mugny (1982),
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in that the more radical viewpoint deviates from the majority view, but may still have a 
disproportionate influence on that majority. There are even those who believe that today's 
society does not need changing. They try to bridge the gap between the two perspectives, by 
working within the current societal structure. This includes promoting the idea of Green 
Capitalism (ElMngton & Burke, 1987), where industry and environmentalists are encouraged 
to work together, and calculating the economic value for environmental resources (Barde & 
Pearce 1991). These concepts have also been supported at the highest levels, such as in the 
Brundtland Report (WCED 1987) that popularised the idea of sustainable development, 
which believes that continual economic growth is compatible with environmental 
conservation, and encourages development as a way of making environment protection 
affordable. This popularisation of sustainable growth led Jacobs (1997) to believe that there 
had been established an:-
“historic compromise between the ideology of capitalism and its environmental critique” p.4
3.5 The appeal of pro-environmentalism to conventional political thought
Given that ‘green’ values can evolve from many different motivations or orientations because 
of their all-encompassing nature, it is possible for these values to appeal to many different 
political affiliations. The anti-capitalist nature of much of environmental thought means that 
common ground can be found by environmentalists with socialist and Marxist ideologies. 
Pepper (1993) illustrates this, although he recognises that environmentalist thought can be 
criticised by Marxism as lacking a proper class analysis. Marxists also tend to aim for 
working-class control of the means of production, rather than questioning industrial 
production per se, as environmentalists often do.
It is also possible for right-wing politics to forge alliances with environmentalism. For 
instance, some believe in the idea of the steward-ship of land by rich land owners to preserve 
it for the next generation (Paterson, 1989), and the recently formed Countryside Alliance 
which claims to represent the best interests of the countryside, has attracted considerable 
support from right-wing MPs, with the Tory leader William Hague, endorsing the group’s 
aims. There have even been links between the far-right and environmental thought, with this 
being most noticeable in the emphasis on Blut und Boden (blood and soil) and defending 
nature in Nazi ideology (Hitler, 1939). However, this does not necessarily mean that 
environmental ideology has fascist tendencies, and many environmentalists often actively 
campaign against fascist activity. There has also been considerable concern amongst many 
environmental theorists who have recognised attempts by the far-right to incorporate green 
thought into their ideology, and have sought to counter such attempts (Biehl &
Staudenmaier, 1995; Kalman & Murray, 1995).
Others have equated pro-environmentalism with liberalism (e.g. Ashford, 1994) or centrist 
politics. Many environmentalists have often described themselves as ‘neither left nor right,
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but forward’ (Ferris & Wiesenthal, 1993). Indeed it could be argued that the new values 
needed to prevent environmental disaster also require a new kind of political awareness that 
is fundamentally different to current political processes. Attempts to provide this are 
apparent in much of green political thought.
As previously discussed, both personal and collective empowerment are necessary if the 
magnitude of the problem faced from GEC is to be effectively confronted, and this is 
certainly the case with Green political parties throughout Europe. Decentralisation of power 
and greater representation are emphasised, and regional assemblies are often called for as 
well. Proportional representation as a form of voting is encouraged, if this is not already the 
electoral norm (Green Party, 1997). The idea of representative democracy, where people elect 
members of Parliament to represent their interests is criticised. Instead ‘participatory 
democracy’ is encouraged, which advocates greater participation in politics from the grass­
roots. The aim is to empower individuals to take more responsibility for their lives.
Green political theory can necessitate radical behaviour change, as it often involves the re- 
evaluation of everything we do, and so can result in the politicisation of everyday life. 
Eckersly (1992) felt that an eco-centric approach attributed values beyond the human domain 
(i.e. in the form of animal rights, or assigning eco-systems with value beyond financial 
considerations) thus extending the moral community, and so creating a more ethical 
democracy. Moreover, increased democracy is not considered as a tactic to save the planet 
that can be dropped once that goal has been achieved, but as a fundamental part of green 
political thought. Barry (1996) illustrates this belief:-
“From the green perspective enhanced democratic structures and practices are not merely 
desirable, but fundamentally necessary. That is, not just the case democracy is weakly 
compatible with green politics, in little danger of being undermined, but rather that the 
achievement of sustainability makes democracy a core, non-negotiable value of green 
political theory.” p. 117
He later elaborates that while recognising that the current system needs radical change, he 
does not believe in outright revolution, and prefers instead a restructured and more 
accountable state that can continue the process of empowering the individual to act 
sustainably:-
“The state is a necessary (though not sufficient) condition for the elaboration of discourses of 
sustainability in the public sphere of modem liberal democracies. The state envisaged here is 
an ‘enabling’ one bound by the rule of law, with a constitution that embodies the outcome of 
citizen deliberation... A democratised, decentralised state and civil society would seem to fit 
best the demands of green democracy and the achievement of sustainability” p. 125
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This is congruent with the liberal democratic ideal that state structures are necessary to 
encourage debate, and protect the rights of minorities who may have differing orientations or 
ideologies from the majority. De Geus (1996) argues that some kind of state regulations are 
necessary to force people to act co-operatively and avoid the Social Dilemma of the ‘free­
rider’ scenario. However there are those that feel that the radical behavioural and value 
changes advocated by an eco-centric approach are so extreme that they could not be 
voluntarily achieved, and only an authoritarian state with absolutist powers would be able to 
implement them (Ophuls, 1973), in a similar position to that advocated in Hobbes’ Leviathan 
(in Tuck, 1996). This implies that green political theory is inherently undemocratic 
(Passmore, 1993). However, these radical behaviour changes could be made incrementally in 
order to make the transition easier, thus reducing the need for authoritarian behaviour 
regulation, as these changes could be achieved most effectively by an evolutionary process.
3.6 Anarchist perspectives on pro-environmentalism
However, this dilemma (that authoritarianism is needed to save the planet) faced by some 
greens who believe in the democratic process has been rejected by other environmentalists 
from a more eco-anarchist perspective. They believe that people do not need to be coerced to 
act pro-environmentally as they are inherently co-operative, and are only forced into acting 
in un-environmental ways because of the emphasis that capitalism places on accumulation of 
wealth, which pits individuals and nations against each other. However, unlike socialist 
thought, they believe that co-operative behaviour will only be possible when all oppression, 
hierarchies, and state structures are abolished. There have been examples this century of such 
decentralisation of power on a large scale. For instance, during the Spanish Civil war, large 
areas of land were collectivised as land and property were taken from the large land-owners 
and given to the peasants who then controlled them collectively. At one point, over 75% of 
the land in the Northern province of Aragon was collectivised, containing over 1000 
collectives, totalling half a million people (Thomas, 1961).
The ideal utopian model for anarchist thought is one in which people live in decentralised, 
autonomous communities where they will only feel a moral obligation to act for the good of 
the community, similar to Hardin’s (1968) idea of mutual coercion. They often reject the 
formal democratic process, as delegating responsibility to elected representatives is the first 
step in the process of creating hierarchies. Instead, they believe in devolving power to the 
grass-roots as much as possible. Decision-making is done by consensus, where everyone’s 
views are considered, and decisions that anyone strongly objects to will not be made. This 
theory of devolution of authority is intended to bring back power and control into people’s 
lives, for as Clark (1990) believes:-
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“The underlying purpose of self-managing democracy is to provide each member of society 
with effective control over her or his life, and its underlying assumption is that everyone is 
capable of competently exercising such control. To achieve this control, it is necessary to 
abolish all concentrations of economic and political power, so that decision-making power is 
evenly distributed throughout society. The resulting form of individual control will not mean 
control over others, but rather control with them, in directly democratic popular assemblies.
It should not be confused with the instrumental conception of control over something as an 
object or means for the realisation of one’s own purposes. The latter concept leads to the 
objectification and domination of those being used as instruments. For this reason, perhaps it 
would be better to speak of ‘equal participation in the political process’ rather than of 
‘individual control’ p. 98
This is similar to the idea of power within oneself, rather than power over others, and 
Moscovici’s (1974) distinction between institutional and inferential influence, which was 
discussed in the previous chapter.
3.6.1 Direct action
This emphasis on empowerment means that autonomous individual and collective action are 
encouraged, and people are expected to take responsibility for their own actions without 
waiting for others to act on their behalf. They are also more likely to reject authority, and less 
likely to have faith in the ability of states or large institutions to alleviate the problems 
produced by GEC. Behaviours resulting from these attitudes are often termed as direct action, 
where individuals who are frustrated by the lack of action from higher authorities, decide to 
act on their own beliefs and desires. In the specific case of pro-environmental behaviour, this 
means that rather than sign petitions or write letters to protest against environmentally 
unsound projects, they will physically confront the direct causes of such damaging projects 
(e.g. obstructing building work of a controversial road project). The use of direct action can 
then be empowering not only in enabling people to confront directly the causes and effects of 
GEC, but also in helping them realise that this can extend to them taking more responsibility 
over their whole way of life. Baugh (1991) argues that:-
"Direct action constitutes the social practice by which individuals assert their ability to 
control their own lives. Direct action is not just a tactic, but the political expression of 
individual competence to directly intervene in social life and manage social affairs without 
any mediation or control by bureaucrats or professional politicians. The individual takes 
direct action instead of relying on someone else to act for her or him. It is not meant to be a 
last resort when other methods have failed, but a preferred way of doing things. It enables 
people to develop a new sense of self-confidence and an awareness of their individual and 
collective power. Founded on the idea that people can develop their social competence and
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ability for self-rule only through practice, it proposes that all persons directly decide the 
important issues facing them” p. 100
However, this rejection of formal power structures does not mean that environmentalists 
involved in direct action do not organise actions and instead wait for spontaneous events to 
emerge. Instead, the organisation is kept to a bare minimum and is as open and democratic 
as the situation allows. A good example of this is the mass direct actions organised by the 
environmental group ‘Reclaim the Streets’. The group evolved from the campaign against 
the Ml 1-link road extension in London, and protests against road construction and the wider 
social or environmental effects of the dominance of the car in modem society. They have 
become famous for their ability to take over major roads in cities across the country (often in 
the face of opposition from the authorities), block off the roads to motorised traffic, and hold 
parties in the reclaimed areas. The most recent ones were in July 1998, when two 
simultaneous street parties were held in North and South London, each attracting nearly
10,000 people. The organisation has to operate within a certain organisational hierarchy 
during the planning stage, for if the authorities found out which road was the target for the 
street party, then they would almost certainly try to stop it. However, once the road has been 
taken, all hierarchies are meant to disappear and the crowd as a whole (rather than just those 
who organised the action) is supposed to take control of that area, with no outside 
interference. Bey (1985) termed this as a ‘Temporary Autonomous Zone’. An extract from 
one of Reclaim the Streets’ (1997) leaflets that are given out once the street has been 
reclaimed illustrates this:-
“Ultimately it is in the streets that power must be dissolved: for the streets where daily life is 
endured, suffered, and eroded, and where power is confronted and fought, must be turned 
into the domain where daily life is enjoyed, created, and nourished.”
There are similarities between the ideas of Reclaim the Streets and the situationist theory that 
developed in France towards the end of the 1960s, and was very influential during the 
uprising of May 1968. Situationist thought (e.g. Debord, 1970; Knabb, 1981) believes in a 
fundamental change in every aspect of our lives and how we relate to each other in order to 
create a truly libertarian society. This also entails redefining our identities through our 
interactions at grass-roots level, and by redefining public spaces as areas where life should be 
celebrated, free of hierarchies and institutions. Common graffiti slogans that appeared on 
walls in Paris during May 1968 included “underneath the cobblestones lies the beach”
[source: Ali & Watkins, 1998]. This has a double meaning in that it was encouraging rioters 
to dig up the cobblestones that lined the streets of Paris and throw them at the Police, but it 
also illustrated that through the act of confronting the state, a new festive, holiday-like spirit 
of celebration could be encouraged in the streets which were being occupied. This has
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relevance to GEC related issues, as the threats to one’s identity from GEC that were referred 
to in the first chapter, could be countered by the emergence of a new identity that comes from 
people’s interactions with each other through the formation of these temporary autonomous 
zones by collective action. National identities which can cause conflict over access to 
‘commons’ resources, would perhaps be less salient in these autonomous spaces, and people 
could instead relate to, and identify with each other on a more immediate level of social 
interaction. This may at first seem contradictory to the idea mentioned in the first chapter, 
that in order to be able to confront GEC effectively, we may need to adopt a more global 
approach and hence global identity. However, it is possible for decentralised, autonomous 
areas to identify and relate to each other, at least on the most basic level of expressing 
solidarity with others’ similar struggles. For instance, during a Reclaim the Streets 
demonstration against the G8 summit in Birmingham in July 1998, barricades were pulled 
across the road to block Police access, and the slogan “we all live in Jakarta” was painted on 
them, which expressed solidarity with pro-democracy demonstrators who were rioting in 
Indonesia at the time [source: field notes].
3.6.2 Different varieties of ‘green anarchist’ thought
There is still much diversity amongst these anarchist environmental perspectives, with 
frequent debate (which has sometimes been acrimonious) between them over ideology and 
strategy- perhaps unsurprisingly as anarchist thought rejects any rigid ideology or dogma. To 
illustrate the differences of opinion, three kinds of anarchist environmentalist theory will 
now be examined, which represent (although not exclusively) what has become known as the 
radical environmental movement; Deep Ecology, Social Ecology, and Eco-feminism.
3.6.2.a Deep Ecology 
One of the most radical perspectives, is that of Deep Ecology. This has been influential 
amongst such environmental groups as Earth First! especially in the United States. Deep 
Ecology (as opposed to other more ‘shallow’ ecologies) states that there is currently an 
environmental crisis that is potentially apocalyptic (at least for the continued existence of the 
majority of the human race). The looming disaster will not be addressed until we 
fundamentally change our perception of the environment. Humanity should be seen no longer 
as dominant over nature, but instead as being inextricably linked into a chain of life that 
encompasses all living things, each with an equal right to existence. Nature has inherent 
value and humans do not have an automatic right to exploit that value, as Sessions and Naess 
(1984) illustrate with the first basic principle of Deep Ecology:-
“The well-being and flourishing of human and non-human life on Earth have value in 
themselves. These values are independent of the usefulness of the non-human world for 
human purposes” p. 157
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Therefore humans are considered as just one of many species on the planet, and all species 
should therefore deserve equal respect. Following on from this idea of equal value for all life, 
Deep Ecologists believe that all life is inter-connected, and therefore a common identity 
exists amongst all life-forms, that humans should recognise and nurture. They try to enhance 
this identification with all life through their rituals. For instance, they perform ‘The Council 
of all Beings’ ritual, where participants come together and each choose a life-form and 
identify with that particular organism by imagining how it would feel and behaving as they 
believe how it would behave. The hope is that, through identifying with a particular life-form 
and recognising the threats posed to it by modem civilisation, participants in the ‘Council of 
all Beings’ would develop respect for its right to exist and then be motivated to defend it 
from such threats (Seed et al., 1988). Lucardie (1993) argues that identifying with nature 
may encourage more environmentally aware behaviour, as one moves from a personal to a 
more collective identity thus changing how one perceives the self and others, as this quote 
from Seed (1985) illustrates:-
“Tm  protecting the rainforest’ develops into ’I’m part of the rainforest protecting myself. 
I’m that part of the rainforest recently emerged into thinking’ The thousands of years of 
separation are over, and we begin to recall our true nature”, p.324
Bragg (1996) termed this the ‘ecological self and also suggested it could be a useful 
psychological construct for action against GEC.
For Deep Ecologists, technology, and even civilisation itself, are considered to be the 
problem. Thus they are rejected outright, as they are the cause of society’s current ills, and so 
any technical ‘fix’ will not address the underlying problem (Anon, 1996b). The idea of 
Primitivism is encouraged (Moore, 1998). This argues that the ecological problems faced 
would be much less severe, if people returned to a much simpler way of life. Pre-industrial 
hunter-gatherer tribes living in the wilderness are offered as examples of how future 
sustainable communities should operate (La Chappelle, 1989) after the advent of the Eco- 
collapse when global industrial capitalism will lie in ruins (Taylor, 1991)
However there are difficulties with a Deep Ecology perspective. It has attracted vociferous 
criticism from those who believe its emphasis on the equality and inter-connectedness of all 
life is profoundly anti-humanist. Some Deep Ecologists (e.g. Sessions & Naess, 1984) have 
argued that environmental disaster will only be avoided if there is a substantial decrease in 
the human population world-wide. There have even been suggestions that natural disasters 
such as famines (in Bookchin & Foreman, 1991), or diseases such as the AIDS virus (Miss 
Ann Thropy, 1987) were merely ‘nature’s way’ of dealing with over-population, and 
therefore should not be confronted. These ideas have been strongly criticised (e.g. Bradford,
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1989; Morris, 1993), and attracted accusations of racism, (since it is people in the third 
world who are most likely to be affected by famine, although they contribute much less to the 
causes of GEC than those in the first world), as well as being potentially homophobic, 
forcing some to later retract and apologise for earlier statements (e.g. Bookchin & Foreman, 
1991).
Ironically, given the accusations levelled against it of anti-humanism, Deep Ecology has also 
been accused of transferring human values into areas that are wholly inappropriate. For 
instance, if one is trying to identify with a species such as a tiger in the Council of all Beings 
ritual, it is impossible to truly identify with how a tiger thinks and feels, since it is being 
approached from a human perspective, and all that one can do is imagine how a human 
would perceive how a tiger might feel. One would need to be a tiger without human 
consciousness to truly identify as a tiger. It can be hard to see how ‘thinking like a mountain’ 
-a common phrase amongst Deep Ecologists (e.g. Seed et al., 1988; Manes,1986) is anything 
more than a contradiction in terms! Bookchin (1993) also questions the bio-centric view of 
Deep Ecologists:-
“one wonders whether Deep Ecology’s bio-centric maxim that all living beings can be 
equatable with one another in terms of their ‘intrinsic worth’ would have had any meaning 
during the long eras of organic evolution before human beings emerged. The entire 
conceptual framework of Deep Ecology is entirely a product of human agency - a fact that 
imparts to the human species a unique status in the natural world. All ethical systems are 
formulated by human beings in distinctly cultural situations, and there’s not the least 
evidence that animals exhibit behaviour that can be regarded as discursive, meaningful or 
moral.” p. 47-8
3.6.2.b Social Ecology
There are those who believe, that while a fundamental shift in values is required if 
environmental disaster is to be avoided, the role of human activity through societal structure 
must be examined. Bookchin (1971) states that:-
“The notion that man must dominate nature emerges directly from the domination of man by 
man” p.63
Such ideology is known as Social Ecology, and unlike Deep Ecology, it proposes that 
preventing environmental degradation can only be done by recognising the pre-eminence of 
human consciousness and challenging the hierarchies and oppression that arise from human 
relations. Clark (1990) illustrates how Social Ecology often involves consideration of issues 
that some may not immediately associate with environmentalism.
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“Social Ecology rejects the dualism that has plagued Western civilisation since its 
beginnings... A dualism that is intimately related to the social divisions that are so central to 
the history of civilisation: ruler versus ruled, rich versus poor, urban versus rural, ‘civilised’ 
versus ‘savage’ , male versus female, in short, the dominant versus the oppressed. In 
opposition to this dualism, Social Ecology proposes a dynamic of ecological wholeness, 
which Bookchin (1981) defines as ‘a dynamic unity of diversity’ in which ‘balance and 
harmony are achieved by ever-changing differentiation. ’ As a result, ‘stability is a function 
not of simplicity and homogeneity but of complexity and variety. ’ p. 24 The entire course of 
evolution is seen as a process aiming at increasing this diversification.” p.5
Social Ecologists believe in involvement in class struggles that may not normally be 
considered as specifically environmental struggles. They may even make alliances with those 
who may at first seem to be in direct opposition to environmentalist concerns. For example, 
environmentalists in Britain recently forged links with sacked dockers from Liverpool during 
their campaign for reinstatement- (Anon, 1996a). They have attracted criticism however, for 
betraying their environmental values (Anon, 1997a), although Bookchin (1991) rebuffs such 
attacks, arguing that any lasting environmental changes will need mass participation from 
the working classes, since they are often involved in environmentally destructive occupations 
or practises out of economic necessity. Thus in order to encourage more pro-environmental 
behaviour it is more important to confront the class inequality that causes them to act in 
environmentally destructive ways, rather than criticising them out of hand as part of the 
problem.
Again in contrast to Deep Ecology’s primitivist outlook, Social Ecology does not advocate 
the downfall of civilisation. While having severe criticisms of the current system, it does not 
reject civilisation or technology outright, but believes power should be decentralised to 
localities as much as possible, and appropriate technologies should be used to help deal with 
environmental problems (although Deep Ecologists would argue that the very technological 
processes that create these appropriate technologies are part of the problem).Clark (1990) 
believes:-
"it is necessary to create eco-communities and eco-technologies that can restore the balance 
between humanity and nature, and reverse the process of degradation of the bio-sphere. An 
ecological community will not attempt to dominate the surrounding environment, but rather 
will be a carefully integrated part of its eco-system” p. 8
(Bookchin, 1971) describes the city states of ancient Greece, as examples of participatory 
democracy in action that future eco-communities could adopt, although he attracts criticism 
for this, for being statist, and so counter to traditional anarchist ideology (Black, 1997).
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3.6.2.C Eco-feminism
There are also those that believe that environmental degradation is an inevitable result of the 
gender inequalities caused by patriarchy. It is argued that until these inequalities are 
confronted, the degradation of nature will continue. This ideology has been termed eco- 
feminism (see Mies & Shiva, 1993), and believes in a fundamental shift from what it sees as 
the traditional ‘male’ values maintained by society, to more ‘female’ values. King (1993) 
describes the eco-feminist perspective:-
“eco-feminism is about connectedness and wholeness of theory and practice. It asserts the 
special strength and integrity of every living thing ... We are a women identified movement 
and we believe we have a special work to do in these imperilled times. We see the destruction 
of the earth and her beings by the corporate warriors, and the threat of nuclear annihilation 
by the military warriors as feminist concerns. It is the same masculinist mentality, which 
would deny us our right to our own bodies and our own sexuality, and which depends on 
multiple systems of dominance and state power to have its way.” cited in Mies & Shiva 
(1993) p. 10
In this analysis, many areas of environmental degradation are seen as feminist concerns 
because of the way in which women are more involved with them, and so worse affected by 
them, such as food production and trade (Mies & Shiva, 1993), and packaging and pollution 
from washing up products (Women’s Environmental Network, 1993).
There are difficulties with this theory however, as there is a danger in over-simplifying the 
dangers of environmental degradation in blaming patriarchy and male values. Firstly, it 
assumes that certain traits are specifically ‘male’ or ‘female’ (and by implication ‘bad ‘ or 
‘good’). This implies biological determinism, and eco-feminism has attracted criticism of 
such an implication (Kitzinger, 1990). Eco-feminists argue that women are more in touch 
with nature because of their ability to give birth, and so are inherently more nurturing and 
caring, and less aggressive or war-like. However, Biehl (1991) points out that aside from 
there being no biological evidence (beyond socio-cultural conditioning) to support this 
assumption, similar arguments of behavioural differences as a result of gender have been 
used throughout the centuries as a way of oppressing women- something that eco-feminists 
should hardly support.
“Unlike other feminists, who try to demolish gender stereotypes as insufferably constraining 
to women’s development as full human beings, such eco-feminists enthusiastically begin to 
embrace some of these same psycho-biological stereotypes” p. 12
Finally, Biehl (1991) also mentions that eco-feminists often offer mythical and spiritual 
explanations for women’s environmental consciousness, emphasising ancient cultures’
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matriarchal structure and worship of a goddess as opposed to a god. However, as she 
illustrates, women were not necessarily better off in such societies, and indeed were 
sometimes more oppressed.
3.7 Conclusion and theoretical justification
As is apparent, it is virtually impossible (as well as misleading) to define pro-environmental 
behaviour as a unitary construct or ideology. While there is a at least a common recognition 
amongst pro-environmentalists that some sort of change is needed, and that people need to 
feel that any action to be taken will be effective, (and therefore worth the effort), this is where 
the agreement ends.
Within the boundaries of ‘green’ behaviour and values, there are many different perspectives 
that are not necessarily all in agreement as to the causes of GEC, nor is there unanimity in 
methods to alleviate the effects. Opinion ranges from advocating minor changes in the 
current socio-economic system to enable it to confront GEC more effectively, to believing 
that the only way of averting environmental apocalypse is to dismantle the entire current 
global socio-economic system. Few studies into pro-environmentalism have noted these 
differences, instead preferring to see it as homogenous. Research therefore has been hindered 
by this inability to recognise that there may be fundamental differences and values between 
different environmental perspectives. However, there are difficulties associated with defining 
those who are pro-environmental by attitudes and values alone, since any definition of 
different pro-environmental groups will necessarily be open to interpretation and influenced 
by the bias of the researcher. Breakwell and Canter (1993) noted that to create two forms of 
groups such as 'hard-liners' or 'moderates' would be treating the groups as social 
representations, and so open to subjective interpretation. Therefore it is the intention of this 
study not only to examine the values of those involved in action against GEC, but also to 
compare the values and perceptions amongst those involved in different kinds of pro- 
environmental action, in order to assess whether there exists differences between them.
It would perhaps be expected that those involved in different behaviours have different values 
and perspectives regarding the threat of GEC, and how effective they perceive their 
behaviour to be in the light of such a threat. There may well be radical differences in 
behaviour arising from these different perspectives as well as different perceptions about the 
effectiveness of these behaviours, depending on the nature of specific acts. For instance, there 
is a wide variety of possible courses of pro-environmental behaviour, with differing levels of 
commitment; ranging from signing a petition calling for reducing the consumption of fossil 
fuels (low commitment) to chaining oneself to a ladder 150 feet up a tree to delay it being cut 
down (high commitment). Consistent with Worcester’s (1997) Environmental Activist scale, 
it should be expected that participation in pro-environmental behaviours would decrease as 
the commitment required for each behaviour increases. It is also logical to assume that the 
higher the commitment required from each behaviour, then the higher the perceived efficacy
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of that behaviour would be, since if one doubted the effectiveness of a behaviour that put 
oneself at considerable personal risk, one would be unlikely to engage in such behaviour, and 
so groups of people involved in such behaviours should consider those actions more effective 
than others who were not involved.
As was seen in the previous chapter, pro-environmental action should not always be seen as 
cumulative, and there is no reason to expect that all pro-environmentalists will all engage in 
similar pro-environmental behaviours. Consequently, it does not necessarily follow that those 
involved in a behaviour requiring high commitment will necessarily perform a behaviour 
requiring low commitment. Therefore it is also important to examine the different groups of 
pro-environmentalists engaging in such different behaviours. For instance, someone who 
believes in the parliamentary process will be more likely to lobby one’s MP, and less likely to 
get involved in illegal direct action, as they could believe that it will detract support from 
their cause. On the other hand, an anarchist who has no faith in representative democracy 
will consider lobbying their MP as a waste of time, and may instead prefer to get involved in 
autonomous, decentralised collective action, which (as is documented in the previous 
chapter) often involves inter-group conflict, and a resulting in-group bias. It is also likely 
that there will be different value systems apparent, reflecting the different kinds of ideologies 
behind pro-environmental behaviour.
Therefore this study will concentrate on two separate forms of pro-environmental action; 
direct action against road construction projects (in this case the campaign against the 
Newbury by-pass), and the LETS (Local Exchange Trading Systems- a form of trading skills 
and resources without using Pounds Sterling) that operates in the Brighton and Hove area. 
These two actions can be considered ais radically different pro-environmental behaviours.
One directly confronts a major contributor to GEC (car pollution), while the other indirectly 
creates an alternative for the financial system perceived by many to be one of the factors 
contributing to GEC. Study of these two actions should give a better insight into the different 
values and perceptions held by different pro-environmentalists (although it should be borne 
in mind that these two by no means comprehensively define pro-environmental activity).
3.8 Hypotheses
From the decision to study these different groups, four main hypotheses emerged. Firstly, 
both groups were expected to exhibit values and motivations that were opposed to the 
Dominant Social Paradigm, and exhibit values and behaviours more associated with the New 
Ecological Paradigm (Dunlap and Van Liere, 1978; Dunlap and Catton 1982), and the 
Environmental Activist Scale (MORI, 1988). However, given the different nature of both 
forms of behaviour, it should be expected that there will be different values and beliefs 
apparent amongst respondents from each group, with different motivations for their action. 
Secondly, it was expected that those involved in pro-environmental activity will experience
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feelings of self-efficacy in their actions, consistent with studies of personal agency (e.g. 
Bandura 1978,1982; Rotter, 1966). This was predicted because they would be expected to 
have overcome the social dilemma of low individual efficacy in action against GEC. The 
anti-road protestors at Newbury were also expected to have higher perceived efficacy of their 
actions against GEC than those involved in LETS, because of their more direct nature and 
requirement of higher commitment for their behaviours. Thirdly, both groups were expected 
to exhibit a positive in-group bias from their involvement in pro-environmental action, as 
predicted by studies of group behaviour (e.g. Tajfel 1978,1982; Turner, 1987). Finally, as a 
result of this inter-group conflict, the direct activist group was expected to exhibit strong 
out-group derogation, as was found by Sherif (1966) (the LETS group would not be studied 
for its out-group derogation as in their case there was not expected to be such a defined out­
group with which there would be an explicit inter-group conflict, and so it was considered 
that this would not be a valid comparison). The next chapter will therefore deal with the 
methodological issues associated with the study of the first case of pro-environmental 
behaviour, namely those involved in the direct action campaign against the construction of 
the A34 Newbury by-pass.
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Chapter 4 
Methodological issues concerning the study of the campaign 
against the A34 Newbury bypass
4.1 Introduction
This chapter and the following three analyse the behaviour and perceptions of those involved 
in the direct action against the construction of the A34 Newbury by-pass which saw mass 
pro-environmental demonstrations in the period from January 1996 until January 1997. The 
biggest and most publicised form of pro-environmental direct action in the UK during the 
last 5 years has been that undertaken by the anti-roads movement. The first direct action 
campaign against a new road happened against the M3 extension at Twyford Down from 
1992 to 1994 (direct action against roads had occurred previously (e.g. Tyme, 1978) but this 
was confined to the Public enquiries, and had not physically obstructed the actual 
construction work). Since then, the anti-roads movement has grown to become one of the 
largest pro-environmental campaigns in this country and abroad. In May 1998 there was ‘a 
global street party’ with simultaneous environmental demonstrations all over the world, and 
over 8000 anti-roads campaigners occupied the ‘Bull Ring’ roundabout in Central 
Birmingham and held a party in the road as a protest against the G8 summit being held in 
the city at the time. The march for “Social Justice” through central London in April 1997 
(where environmentalists marched with sacked dockers from Liverpool) also attracted around
20,000 people.
It was felt therefore that the direct action anti-roads movement was the most common form of 
pro-environmental action that involved large amounts of participants who could be studied. 
The recent campaign against the A34 Newbury by-pass was therefore chosen. It was 
considered suitable for research, as it has been the biggest anti-roads campaign to date both 
for numbers involved and for media coverage. It was also a current, ongoing campaign, that 
involved a diverse cross-section of society.
4.2 Background history of the anti-bypass campaign
The A34 is a major arterial route linking the channel ports of Southampton and Portsmouth 
to the Midlands and the North. It is also part of the Euroroute E05 that runs 1200 miles from 
Glasgow to Northern Spain. Its path took it through the centre of Newbury. Although there 
had been discussions about a bypass since 1936, no serious proposals were put forward until 
1982. There were public enquiries in 1988 and 1990, when a route to the west of Newbury 
was approved. There was no Environmental Impact assessment of the route (a requirement 
for all new roads under European law), as the decision to build the Western route was taken 
before the requirements came into force. The construction was delayed in December 1994
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when the Department of Transport requested further consideration of the scheme. In July 
1995 the scheme was approved, and protestors began squatting land threatened by the road. 
At this time there was a brief phase of direct action that involved occupying some houses on 
the route that were subsequently demolished.
The main phase of direct action began when work started in January 1996 to clear the nine 
mile route before the main contract was awarded. In the first eight weeks of the campaign 
most actions were concentrated around disrupting clearance work (which involved felling 
and removing trees on the route), and setting up camps on route, (which the Highways 
Agency then had to take to the High Court in order to gain a possession order to evict the 
protestors). Other peripheral actions included; holding up the convoys that brought in the 
workers and security guards, and pressurising coach companies to stop supplying transport 
for the security guards. For the first three days, all work was successfully halted by protestors, 
and from then on clearance work was regularly disrupted, with varying degrees of success. A 
protest march and rally was organised by the environmental pressure group Friends of the 
Earth on February 11th, and over 7000 people attended. In the first week of March, the 
Under-Sheriff of Berkshire (Nicholas Blandy) began evicting the camps that were on route 
(by that time there were over 30) with teams of bailiffs and professional climbers who were 
trained in mountain rescue. The final eviction was completed in April 1996, and the main 
contract to build the road was begun in August 1996 by the construction firm Costain. 
Protests against construction continued however, and camps were set up along the side of the 
proposed route. In January 1997, at a mass rally to celebrate the anniversary of the start of 
mass direct action at Newbury, around 1000 protesters invaded a construction compound, 
and caused upwards of £250,000 worth of damage to machinery. In November 1998, the by­
pass was finally opened one night amidst great secrecy, and minimal opposition. During a 
demonstration to commemorate the third anniversary of the campaign in January 1999, over 
250 protestors occupied the completed by-pass, causing the whole nine miles of road to be 
closed for the next 24 hours.
4.3 Nature of the research
Different data collection methods from those involved in pro-environmental direct action 
were considered, each with their own advantages and pitfalls. The preferred method of study 
for many social psychologists is that of the experimental laboratory situation, with the main 
advantage being that the experimenter controls the situation, and only manipulates the 
variables that s/he desires. This reduces the chances of confounding variables influencing the 
research. However the intention of this research is to examine people’s perceptions of their 
behaviour in real social and group settings, and it is generally accepted that it is very difficult 
to re-create such complex phenomena in a laboratory environment. Drury (1996) also points 
out that the experimenter being in control of, and manipulating the variables in an
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experimental situation, creates an unequal power relationship between the experimenter and 
the subjects. This is similar to claims made in previous social dilemma research (e.g. Plon, 
1974). Whether this power differential affects the validity of the research is an open question. 
However, since much of this research looks at people’s perceptions of the effectiveness of 
their behaviour, it is hardly suitable to study them in a situation where they begin the 
exercise in a position of unequal power relations.
4.3.1 Participant Observation
In order to overcome this problem of unequal power status, I decided to adopt the 
ethnographic method of Participant Observation (for a more detailed analysis of the pros and 
cons of ethnography see Hammersly and Atkinson, 1995) for data collection from those 
involved in the protests against the Newbury by-pass. Hammersly (1992) believes that this 
has considerable advantages over experimental situations, as a structured nature of data 
collection can impose the researcher’s assumptions on the research, thus reducing the 
possibility of finding any data that contradicts these findings. He also notes that making 
claims on the basis of findings from an experimental situation tends to result in a 
generalisation that is not necessarily representative of social interaction in the real world. 
Thus, if a researcher wanted to re-create a social setting in an experimental situation and 
observe what happens, s/he would have to re-create the social background to each situation, 
and ensure that the subjects fulfilled the characteristics of each role. For instance, to 
effectively observe the processes involved in a group of people involved in collective action 
(such as striking miners), one needs to re-enact such episodes accurately. However, it would 
be nigh on impossible to re-create a picket-line struggle from the 1984 miners’ strike in a 
controlled environment, and expect the situation to replicate reality, with all the subjects 
performing their assigned roles accurately (the impracticality of such replication as well as 
the cost would surely be a deterrent too). Hammersly (1992) concludes by stating that the 
main assumption of ethnography is:-
“that the nature of the social world must be discovered: that this can only be achieved by 
first-hand observation and participation in ‘natural’ settings, guided by an exploratory 
orientation; that research reports must capture the social processes observed and the social 
meanings that generate them” p. 12
There can be difficulties with Participant Observation however. Respondents may feel that 
they are being exploited by researchers who are only concerned with gaining academic 
recognition for their work, and not in helping their cause. There can therefore be a reluctance 
to divert one’s time in helping academics if there do not seem to be any apparent benefits for 
the campaign. There is no easy way to overcome this problem, as it can be difficult for 
participants to see how the finished work can help their cause if it remains as a dry, academic
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text, unread by anyone outside the confines of academia. However, if the researcher’s interest 
in the cause (as well as their participation) is genuine, and the results can be represented in a 
way that is of use for those being researched, then the fear of exploitation may be reduced. 
Armstrong (1993), in his study of Sheffield United football fans, hoped to allay such fears by 
giving the football fans he studied some reward for their help in his work. He did this by 
portraying them in a more sympathetic way than was the norm:-
“In return it is hoped that the end product will in some sense be my gift to present the reality 
of the Blades [the name given to Sheffield United supporters] in contrast to the uniform 
opinions surrounding them. I hope this is compensation for my ‘using’ them” p.25
There have been various studies where academics have openly researched protest campaigns 
while at the same time being actively involved with them. For instance there has been 
Participant Observation research of those involved in the miners’ strike of 1984-5 (Green, 
1993) and of those involved in the campaign against the Ml 1 link road in East London 
1994-5, (Drury, 1996). Feminist social psychology (e.g. Wilkinson, 1996) also shows this 
partisan nature. This overt Participant Observation form of research has notable advantages 
over other methods in regard to this domain of interest. Firstly, activists are more prepared to 
talk to those they identify as being involved in the campaign with them, as opposed to 
external observers. This data is therefore also likely to be more honest and so more accurate. 
Armstrong (1993) was open about his research to his subjects, as well as his support for 
Sheffield United. Consequently he was on the whole accepted by those he was studying, and 
awarded the status of an ‘honorary observer’. Incidentally, overt observation is better than 
covert surveillance in groups that have a political aim, or that may be involved in breaking 
the law. This is so because it eliminates the risk of one’s data collection being found out by 
chance later, and thus leading to accusations of being a spy for the authorities, as Kaplan 
(1991) encountered.
However researchers being supportive of the aims of those they are researching does leave 
them open to potential criticisms of bias towards them, and that their findings will therefore 
be less accurate as a result of this partisanship. This attitude assumes that there is a method 
of research which is unbiased and value free, something that is often disputed by researchers 
(Kuhn, 1970; Drury, 1996). Fantasia (1988) even suggested that being biased in research 
involving inter-group conflict could be a pre-requisite for data-gathering, as if the 
researcher’s subjects do not feel that s/he supports their aims, then s/he may be treated with 
suspicion, and may find data collection difficult. However, this can create an additional 
problem for studying inter-group conflict by Participant Observation, in that associating 
oneself too closely with one side of an inter-group conflict may deny access to the other, as 
Green (1993) found, when trying to interview miners who continued to work throughout the 
1984-5 strike. This may create difficulties when trying to build a consensual account of
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collective action and inter-group conflict, as one only has one side’s account of the 
interactions that happen. Previous studies have tried to overcome this problem by 
approaching different sides involved in collective action and inter-group conflict, in order to 
build a more consensual account. For example, Stott (1996) in his study of the Poll Tax riot, 
approached Police officers for their opinions of the day’s events, but was not generally able to 
interview those who were directly involved in the riot, and had to settle for other officers’ 
general opinions of public order situations from a different Police force. However, I had 
decided beforehand that trying to build a consensual account would be impractical because 
security guards and Police are often told not to speak to protestors at demonstrations, and my 
association with the protestors would make it difficult, if not impossible to gain their 
confidence enough for them to talk to me. I had also decided that gathering a consensual 
account of the inter-group conflict was less important for my study, as the main focus of the 
research was to examine the perceptions of those involved in pro-environmental behaviour, 
and so the inter-group conflict that would arise from these activities, while of interest, was of 
secondary importance (those involved in the clearance work were not considered to be 
involved in pro-environmental behaviour in the same way that the protestors were).
Therefore, the difficulties that could arise in data collection from protestors (loss of trust and 
perceived support for their cause) by interviewing their opponents, were not felt justifiable to 
achieve data that was perceived to be of less direct use for my study.
There may even be advantages to be had in partisanship. For example, Roseneil (1993) 
concluded from her study of the Greenham Common women that:-
“ I simply would not been able to interview most of the women I did, had I not been a 
Greenham Woman myself. Greenham was an extremely intense ‘life-changing’ experience 
which many of my interviewees said they would never have agreed to talk about to someone 
who had not shared it. Greenham was a community with its own history, vocabulary, and set 
of reference points, knowledge of which indicated membership and elicited an extraordinary 
amount of trust and openness. I am convinced that the degree of intimacy between myself 
and the women I interviewed was the product of our shared experiences and was only 
possible because they knew that I was a Greenham woman and a feminist first..., and a 
sociologist second” p. 191
I was able to exploit this advantage in being partisan myself, as I had previously been 
involved with anti-roads protests and other pro-environmental direct action campaigns before 
my research at Newbury. I had also been a subject in Drury’s (1996) study on those 
protesting against the Ml 1-link road, and was known and trusted (at least hopefully!) by 
many of those I intended to research. I was therefore able to ‘go native’ and live with the 
campaigners on the camps set up on the route during the protests, and to gather information 
more easily from them.
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4.4 Methods of data collection
I decided to gather data from participants in two main ways. These were open ended 
interviews with activists and questionnaires containing both quantitative and qualitative 
questions. This was supplemented with field notes, reports in the media of the protests, and 
sample literature from groups supporting and opposing the scheme. I chose to use both 
qualitative and quantitative methods in my data collection because there are advantages to be 
had from both methods. Questionnaire surveys with scaled answers have the advantage of 
being suitable in gathering uniform answers from a large sample, and allowing the data to be 
quantitatively analysed. However, data that is gathered in this method can be of limited 
value, as the questions may be limited in their scope for subjectivity, and can often just 
reinforce assumptions that the researcher may have. Stott (1996) and Drury (1996), who 
were studying the processes of change involved in collective action, argued that surveys were 
inadequate to study these changes. This was so because they could only produce information 
on how the respondent felt at that particular time, and the dynamic nature of collective action 
means that these feelings could then later change as events unfolded. Therefore, unless one 
asked participants to fill in repeated questionnaires after each instance of collective action 
(which is extremely difficult to do from a practical point of view), one will not obtain an 
accurate account of participants’ feelings. It is also impossible to stop a crowd of people 
involved in collective action, ask them to fill in a questionnaire, and then tell them to 
recommence once they have finished!
Open-ended interviews, on the other hand, create much more room for the respondent to air 
their views without being constricted by any assumptions that the researcher may have. 
Respondents can be interviewed over periods of time to confirm the continuity of their views. 
Because the information is gathered either while the behaviours occur, or shortly afterwards, 
it provides a first hand account rather than a second hand report (such as in the media) 
which can often be biased or factually inaccurate. It is also less likely to be subject to 
temporal effects on data, such as memory loss or distortion.
However some practical problems do arise with the use of this method. One has to decide 
whether to make notes of data gathered after the event (which will be subject to temporal 
effects), or to tape record all relevant information at the time and transcribe it later (which is 
very time consuming). One must also decide with which medium to record- audio or video. If 
just audio is used, then one only has the respondents’ spoken word to analyse, and not their 
body language, or the context in which they are speaking. However, I decided beforehand 
that video-recorded interviews would not be suitable. This was so, as I suspected that it would 
jeopardise the subjects’ trust in me, and their confidentiality to such an extent, (as there is 
often constant filming of protestors on demonstrations by the authorities, and protestors often 
have to disguise their appearance) that data collection would become impossible. This 
suspicion was later justified, as the Police imposed strict bail conditions on those arrested not 
to return to the sites of the protests. The contractors, Costain also began issuing injunctions
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against any known protestors requiring them not to enter the construction sites, meaning that 
if they returned to anywhere along the proposed nine mile route, they would risk facing 
prison for contempt of court.
I therefore decided to conduct open-ended interviews using an audio tape-recorder with the 
protestors while work to clear the route was happening, when I anticipated most 
demonstrations would occur. This maximised the likelihood of gaining contemporaneous, 
subjective, and more valid accounts. Then once clearance work was finished, I devised a 
questionnaire concerning protestors’ involvement during that period. Scaled quantitative 
questions were used to gather data that could be statistically analysed. There were also some 
more open ended questions in the questionnaire. I hoped that this pluralistic approach would 
provide a high likelihood of eliciting valid and reliable data, to provide a fuller picture of this 
complex collective action. It is important to realise that qualitative and quantitative methods 
of data collection need not necessarily be diametrically opposed, for as Hammersly (1992) 
felt:-
“ We are not faced then with a stark choice between words and numbers, or even between 
imprecise and less precise data; but rather with a range from more to less precise data. 
Furthermore, our decisions about what level of precision is appropriate in relation to any 
particular claim should depend on the nature of what we are trying to describe, on the likely 
accuracy of our descriptions, on our purposes, and on the resources available to us; not on 
ideological commitment to one methodological paradigm or another” p. 163
4.5 Procedure
I visited Newbury on a few occasions in the period Oct-Nov 1995, to familiarise myself with 
the area and with the campaigners. I stayed on a camp between the Kennet and Avon Canal 
and the river Kennet, approximately two miles from Newbury town centre. I interviewed 
people from this camp, and also on two actions against companies involved in the contract 
for the road. I also attended the evictions of tree villages at Biynhellys and Selar Farm in 
South Wales that were set up in protest against the open-cast mining of the area in order to 
gather background data on similar actions. I returned to Newbury when clearance work 
began in the second week of Jan 1996. From then until when clearance work was completed 
in April 1996,1 divided my time roughly half and half between staying on the camps at 
Newbury and interviewing participants, and transcribing the data at home. I also gathered 
data at High Court hearings for possession of the camps, and at a mass rally organised by 
Friends of the Earth against the by-pass on Feb 14th. I also collected relevant articles from the 
local and national media. Once clearance work had been completed, I devised a six page 
questionnaire and gave it out to those who had been involved at Newbury. I went back to 
Newbury on the weekend of 8* 9* January 1997 for a Reunion rally, and conducted more 
interviews during that weekend as well as afterwards, on respondents’ perceptions one year
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on, and also about the weekend’s events, which included a day of mass collective action. The 
following three chapters provide a detailed account and analysis of the data that I gathered.
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Chapter 5 
Newbury Interview results
5.1 Introduction
The following chapter examines the data I obtained from respondents at Newbury through 
the use of tape recorded interviews. I interviewed 39 participants directly. In addition, other 
data was gathered from leaving the tape recorder running during various actions, from tape 
recordings of public meetings, and from interviews that people conducted for the media. This 
resulted in data from a total of 49 respondents in all. Interviews ranged from five minutes to 
30 minutes in length. Although the interviews were open-ended, and respondents were 
encouraged to speak freely, conversations focused on a number of issues. These included; 
reasons for involvement, perceived efficacy of actions, views on traditional campaigning and 
the current political system, perception of the in-groups, and perception of the out-groups 
present. Data was coded by reading through the text and extracting 72 specific topics. 
However, this was felt to be a rather large number of topics, given that many were quite 
similar, so the number of topics was reduced to 43 across the five issues. For each issue tables 
were designed to show how often each topic was mentioned by respondents (respondents 
often gave more than one response to each issue, thus explaining why the sum of all topics is 
not necessarily equal to the number of respondents). Where I have quoted speech, I have used 
the initials 6CC’ for my speech, and two other initials for each respondent (I did not use their 
real initials, so that their confidentiality would be assured). Quotes from respondents were 
also typed in a smaller type face (‘9’ point instead of ‘ 10’), in order to differentiate them 
more easily from the rest of the text.
5.2 Reasons for involvement
Respondents were asked for the reasons behind their involvement in the protests at Newbury. 
This was done in order to assess possible motivations for getting involved in pro- 
environmental direct action. It was expected that there would be a mixture of specific and 
general motivators for action, consistent with the idea that while action against GEC needs to 
be on a global scale, such action is often necessarily specific. Table 2 documents the most 
common reasons for involvement that respondents gave.
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TABLE 2
1)Prevent general environmental 
destruction
2)Attachment to countryside around 
Newbury
3)Belief that by-pass won’t work
4)To add support to campaign/friends
5)Against cars/ road building
6)Political/anti-capitalist
7)Previous involvement in direct action
8)To observe
9)Against GEC
10)Emotional/spiritual 
1 l)Desire for efficacy
4
3
5
6
5
3
5
7
7
8
1
Additionally a few respondents had more idiosyncratic reasons. These included; a biology 
student who was investigating whether or not a rare beetle lived on route, a playwright who 
was researching material for a play, and two professional climbers who had come down to 
show their opposition to other climbers being used in evictions as bailiffs.
There was often a distinction between respondents’ private and public reasons for 
involvement. Respondents gave both types of reason suggesting that both individual and 
collective reasons motivated their behaviour. For instance, the desire to prevent general 
environmental destruction could be considered as a collective motivation for involvement, 
whilst attachment to the countryside around Newbury could be a more individual motivation, 
and the desire to add support to friends and/or the campaign, may be influenced by both 
individual and collective motivations.
Respondents mentioned a desire to prevent environmental destruction in general, as their 
most typical reason for involvement. They believed that such destruction should be 
confronted globally, as well as locally, and that the destruction happening locally was 
inextricably linked to global environmental destruction. Thus, they were aware of a 
connection between local and global action, as well as unitising their identity with other 
struggles world-wide. This is illustrated by the following quote: -
SE:I mean this is not just Newbury trees, this is Yanomani culture against trees being felled in the 
Amazon, this is Penan culture in Malaysia against the Sarawak felling of trees and the same reason 
why trees are being felled all over the world are being brought home today in Newbury in the heart of 
the civilised world.
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Respondents also felt it was important to defend the specific area around Newbury. In 
particular because of its particular environmental value (the road goes through three Sites of 
Special Scientific Interest, Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty, National Trust nature 
reserves, and English Heritage sites).
CC: What are your personal reasons for being involved in today’s actions?
GW: I’m involved in this particular campaign because this is a very beautiful part of Britain, I grew up 
here, I was here when I was a small child. I was very distressed when we had Greenham Common.
That was such a wicked thing in the most beautiful part of Britain I know. I used to spend weekends 
there, but now fortunately that is not necessary, and now to have a motorway, well a road, coming 
through what I call paradise, is just desecration of paradise.
The Highways Agency (the government agency responsible for building the road), declared 
that the by-pass would be the solution to Newbury’s traffic problems. They also claimed that 
it was the most environmentally friendly option: -
“The Newbury Bypass will remove heavy trunk road traffic from the centre; for example it is 
estimated that as many as 400 lorries in peak hours will be taken out of the town not only 
improving the local environment but also providing relief for the local traffic.” p.2 
(Highways Agency, 1995)
However, many respondents believed that it would not have this effect, and so would not be 
of any long-term use. In fact, they argued that more traffic would be generated from the new 
road. Therefore this was a common reason for respondents’ involvement.
DC: You need to get traffic away... away from the congestion in Newbury at the moment. If you look 
at car statistics, ever since it’s been invented, it’s never gone down, it’s always gone up. It will 
probably take about two to three years for the bypass to be used and filled up, and now the statistical 
record shows- this is by the Government themselves, about 30% of the people around Newbury have 
stopped using Newbury because it’s congested, and I think they’re all hoping that once the bypass is 
built, they’ll all be hoping they can drive back into Newbury, because there won’t be anyone else there, 
cos they’ll be using the bypass and what will have happened will have had an effect where Newbury 
won’t have changed. Maybe for a year or two the air quality might be slightly better, but only for a 
year or two, and that’s relatively nothing, and you’ll have nine miles of tarmac filled with cars also, 
and by building the road, you’re taking out the trees that take away the existing pollution from 
Newbury anyway. So where do they think that the pollution in Newbury that is left is going to go, ‘cos 
there isn’t going to be any trees left to disperse that.
Therefore some respondents felt that as well as there being ideological reasons for opposing 
the road (because of the environmental destruction that it would cause), there were also
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pragmatic reasons. These latter concerns could appeal to those who would perhaps be in 
favour of the road (since although the road may have brought short-term relief to the 
congestion and hence temporarily ease the pollution that Newbury suffered, this pollution 
could actually increase in the long-term). Thus there was a realisation of, and consequently a 
certain consideration of the perspective of those who were in favour of the road’s 
construction.
Desire to support the campaign, and /or friends involved was also mentioned by some 
respondents as well as their previous involvement in similar campaigns.
CC: Could you briefly describe your personal reasons for going down to Newbury this week please.
JJ: Well basically I know quite a lot of people down there.
CC: Why are you protesting down here at Newbury?
OB: I wanted to add my weight to a campaign that I’ve had a lot of involvement with and I believe a 
lot in.
As the second quote illustrates, there is also they possibility that by adding their “weight” to 
the campaign, respondents would increase their own self-efficacy, in that they might feel that 
their support was having a beneficial effect on the campaign.
The desire to support others’ involvement was often similar to the desire to prevent general 
environmental destruction, as their involvement was no longer simply for individual reasons, 
and included collective motivations too. This means that personal attachment to a specific 
area was not essential in order to have a desire to defend it, as some respondents’ 
perspectives were often wider than the particular case in hand. An activist with previous 
experience of direct action campaigns explained why she felt it was important to defend an 
anti-open cast mining protest camp in South Wales, although she had never been there before 
(and so could not possibly have a personal attachment to that specific place).
CC: How would you feel about being at the eviction of a place you’ve never seen before, would you 
find it different?
BK: Yes, I’d still find it disturbing, because the place might not be the same, but you’d still know a lot 
of the people there, and you’d know what their attachment is, and I still have a really strong 
attachment for any land, wherever it might be, whether I’ve seen it before or not. I know after coming 
back from Brynhellys where I hadn’t been before, and coming back here straight after an eviction, I 
was buggered.
CC: So was the first time you were at Brynhellys was for the eviction?
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BK: I’d just been trying to avoid it like mad because I just didn’t need to see another really beautiful 
place that I knew was going to get trashed, and so I spent most of the summer actually avoiding getting 
there at all. You know people would be going “are you going up to Selar?”, and I’d be like “no!”
Although protestors were against this particular bypass, believing it would not work, there 
was also opposition to the wider implications of the bypass. This was reflected in the general 
opposition of many respondents to cars and road building in general, who believed that the 
issues transcended a debate about a local bypass. The following is an extract from a speech 
made by a Green Party Councillor from Oxford City Council at a rally on the 11th February 
1996:-
GC: When we go home, we’re not leaving the problem here in Newbury. It’s a problem that will be in 
every town that we come from throughout the country. From my example in Oxford, if  they widen the 
A34 here, we’ll get more traffic round our ring-road, round South and West Oxford, where the A34 
goes after it goes through Newbury. If we move the bottleneck that is here at Newbury up the road 
some where else, there’ll be congestion, there’ll be more traffic, and more pollution. So the fight of the 
people here for Newbury far their own surroundings, for their environment, is the fight we’re all 
involved in.
These wider reasons for involvement were not just purely pro-environmental, but included 
more political reasons. For instance some were there to protest against how the authorities 
dealt with such demonstrations (recent laws such as the 1994 Criminal Justice and 1986 
Public Order Act are often perceived as illegitimately trying to restrict such demonstrations). 
Therefore, motivations for action sometimes extended to more abstract issues such as concern 
for civil liberties. It is interesting that this is consistent with the previously mentioned belief 
held by many environmental theorists that greater democracy and individual freedom is 
necessary if a truly sustainable, environmentally conscious society is to be achieved.
CC: Have you been involved in campaigns like this before?
JS: Not long-term campaigns, this is very different. I’ve been on short-term protest marches. I got 
interested recently particularly by the Criminal Justice act, which I found very worrying, partly just 
because of what it was doing. There are lots of aspects of that I really disagree with. It was removing 
the right to silence, victimising certain sectors of society who are blamed for certain things, and whilst 
victimising them, the impact was on a much larger scale. I was basically worried by it being a political 
game which would end up with no real use. So that it would enable the government to victimise certain 
people and pin the blame for various problems of society on certain people.
There were also yrider objections to the global economic system in general that some 
respondents perceived as responsible for creating the current environmental problems.
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CC: How easy do you think it is to raise awareness against the global issues you’re talking about by 
doing this local direct action against local roads schemes?
SE: Well I think it’s a matter of, first of all that we raise awareness amongst ourselves, how it is a 
manifestation of a global issue on a local environment, and then how we can spread that awareness to 
the media and through our actions put up banners not only saying this is beautiful wildlife we’re 
destroying, but it’s also local communities, unemployment will go up, local economies will be 
devastated and replaced by the ever encroaching global and multinational ruled economy which is ruled 
by GATT, the WTO and free trade agreements going round the world at the moment, and the nation­
state governments are themselves not even able to be accountable to the people who’ve elected them 
because of the pressures exerted on them by the multinational corporations and free trade agreements 
that they’re foisting on nation states.
Some respondents were also conscious of the implications that the environmental destruction 
at Newbury, and the expected increases in car use that the road would generate once 
completed, had for GEC. Seven respondents mentioned this as a reason for their 
involvement.
NK: It’s a global thing, global warming and the relationship with the car. It’s just so interesting that 
they’re building things which pump out carbon dioxide and they’re cutting down the things which took 
the C02 away.
NL was a local from Newbury, who also felt there were wider implications for the protests.
CC: Why do you think it is a global issue, as opposed to a local bypass?
NL: Because I think that people across the world are becoming more conservation conscious.
Erm.. .We’re all aware of what’s happening around the world, and how the ecological balance is being 
disturbed through over-consumerism, the motor vehicle, and man’s general lust and greed for material 
things, and I think there’s a big movement now, against all that because we’re becoming more aware of 
the real destruction that is taking place, and the ramifications from that destruction.
5.2.1 Summary and Discussion
These reasons for involvement are broadly consistent with the hypothesis already established 
that respondents could have different motivations for their involvement in collective action. 
Primarily, as expected it was felt important by the respondents to prevent environmental 
destruction in general, regardless of where it occurred. This is consistent with the idea that 
although direct action involves physically confronting specific instances of environmental 
destruction, the intention was often to act pro-environmentally oh a much wider, sometimes 
global scale (with involvement being for more than just pro-environmental reasons). 
Respondents often saw their actions as linked to other environmental issues world-wide, and 
realised the link between the campaign they were involved in and the causes and effects of 
GEC. However there were also motivations for involvement that related to the local area,
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such as; the perceived environmental value of the countryside around Newbury, and the 
belief that the by-pass would not work. These are broadly consistent with the individual and 
collective motives previously mentioned, and shows that there are indeed different 
motivations for pro-environmental action, as Stem and Dietz (1994) suggested. Although 
many respondents had both private and public motivations at the same time, and sometimes 
both motives were involved. It also suggests that these motivations, and their relative 
importance, vary across time i.e. they are dynamic.
There was also a rough progression of motivations for involvement; developing from a desire 
to protect specific areas, to a desire to protect the environment in general, to opposing road- 
building, and finally, to opposing the current global economic system in general. Those with 
the wider motivations for action, often also had more specific ones too. This is consistent 
with Drury’s (1996), and Stott’s (1996) findings that wider perspectives than just for the 
immediate issue at hand can arise from the dynamic processes involved in collective action. 
Therefore, this suggests that there is a process of change from individual to collective 
motives. These motives for involvement need not necessarily be contradictory, as was implied 
by those supporting the by-pass. Protesters were continually referred to in negative press 
reports as “outsiders” not from the local area, and so by implication, less legitimate in their 
actions. However, many respondents felt both kinds of motivation were equally legitimate, as 
the priority was to prevent the environmental destruction that road building creates, an ideal 
that all protestors shared regardless of specific individual differences. The differentiation is 
also perhaps only a specific- abstract split, as one can have general global concerns but action 
is necessarily specific (one cannot chain oneself to an iceberg in the Antarctic to prevent it 
from melting!), and so need not even be a problem at all, as the specific action can inform 
others of the global effects of GEC.
5.3 Perceived efficacy of actions
Respondents were asked how effective they perceived that their involvement in collective 
action was, both in the short term of stopping work, and in the long term of highlighting 
issues related to GEC. The vast majority felt that they were efficacious in their actions, and 
often in many different ways, with some giving more than one dimension. Table 3 illustrates 
the differing levels of efficacy that respondents felt.
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TABLE 3
1)Raising public awareness of environment/GEC
2)Direct action effective
3)Long-term determination to continue/victory not 
as important as struggle
4)Ability to attract media coverage
5)Belief in ability to stop road
6)Ability to stop work on a particular occasion
7)Collective empowerment from actions
8)Financial costs arising from security/policing
9)Personal empowerment from actions
10)Temporarily disempowered at inability to
3
2
4
5
6
6
7
9
10
13
prevent work
The most frequently mentioned factor in respondents’ perceived efficacy was in their ability 
to raise awareness of environmental issues through their involvement in the protests at 
Newbury. This was mentioned by over half of the respondents. This efficacy was perceived 
on various different levels from feeling personally efficacious about one’s actions (i.e. 
response number 9) to a more general efficaciousness, arising from involvement in collective 
action (i.e. response number 7). Respondents felt they were highlighting not only the 
destruction occurring in the vicinity but also the wider implications of such destruction. They 
also believed that this increased awareness would engender a more sympathetic attitude from 
the general public.
CC: How effective do you think the protests have been in the last couple of weeks?
NL: I think it’s been quite effective actually. Erm..., obviously the security have outnumbered the 
protestors. Erm... but I think we’re making a very strong point. World-wide, not just in this country, 
and I think the message is getting across to a lot of ordinary people now around Newbury who probably 
never really thought when they agreed to this motorway, where it was actually going. I’m quite sure 
90% never even looked at the route, and realised what was going to be destroyed in their countryside.
It was also felt by some respondents that their actions could raise awareness of wider issues:-
OB: It is starting to put the whole road-building programme into the public eye, and people are now 
starting to make the link between reduction in car use and traffic fumes and the increasing effects 
emissions have on pollution and global warming.
Some even believed that awareness could be raised of GEC simply by their involvement, as 
this extract illustrates:-
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AA: It is an effective way of raising people’s awareness about global environmental issues, because it 
brings home to them in local ways that this biodiversity loss is happening here, you know in this bit of 
ground here, and the destruction of trees, the life support systems of the planet, and replacing them 
with nasty cars which are causing climate change and stuff.
A number of respondents felt that this efficacy in raising awareness was achieved by 
attracting media interest of the campaign. The presence of national TV and newspapers (as 
well as international media) at many of the demonstrations ensured that a potential audience 
of millions would see the coverage. Therefore, if coverage was favourable, this could 
engender a sympathetic attitude to the campaign and so perhaps raise public awareness of 
wider issues associated with the environment. This might also create a better understanding 
of the processes involved with GEC, as well as increasing concern to act against it.
CC: How effective do you think; today was?
TB: I think it was very effective, we won-1 feel good about it. The press were here, it’s going to be on 
all the news, so it’s going to raise awareness everywhere, so yeah, I think it’s good.
CC: Do you think it will raise more global issues, like global warming, and how this ties in with it? 
TB: Yeah definitely, that’s what it’s all about, that’s what people are going to think about. If that’s the 
way it’s reported. That’s the only way people hear about it, on the news, so it depends how it’s 
reported really.
The support of media coverage was not unequivocal however. Some respondents were 
sceptical of the Press’s motives. Whilst there was a realisation amongst respondents of the 
power of the media to raise awareness of the campaign, there was also wariness that the way 
it was covered could distort the facts. The following is an extract from an interview of a 
protester by a foreign journalist.
J: Why do you think there is so much media interest?
DC: They like to see something that makes news, they’re here about selling newspapers, you see. 
There’s a lot- 60 million people in this country, and most of what they read is absolute junk, it makes 
no sense whatsoever. But the amount of money to be made in the media, they’ll report a story from 
something like the by-pass, just cos something controversial happens. Now they might very well the 
next week go and be biased to the other side, unfairly, just cos it makes people continue reading the 
story, it continues the story. The media can be very powerful and very useful on your side, but then 
again it can destroy you the next day, and so I don’t really... I mean it has to have publicity. It has to 
have media ... and because of the media people in Britain do know the Newbury by-pass, and they’re 
more aware of an environmental issue, even within three weeks. But then suddenly someone can think 
the next day that all tree protestors are scum, and lazy layabouts and jobless idiots that don’t do 
anything, which isn’t true.
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Many respondents mentioned that they felt direct action was effective. This is perhaps 
unsurprising, as they would hardly engage in actions that required relatively high levels of 
commitment if they doubted the efficacy of such actions. However, this efficacy was not 
absolute, and it related to more than just whether or not the goal of their physical direct 
action was achieved (e.g. preventing the destruction of the countryside around Newbury and 
stopping the road being built). Instead, many respondents’ efficacy came from their 
determination to continue regardless of whether or not they felt they would be successful in 
stopping the road.
CC: Do you think once people are involved in this, that it involves fundamental thought change, once 
they’ve performed direct action?
AA: Well I would hope so, to a degree. Well that’s my hope anyhow, is that it’s going to change a few 
people’s minds, and alter the way people approach things- like I was saying that people see, not that 
this is amazingly effective like “we’re going to stop the road”. I mean you know Twyford Down didn’t 
stop the road, the M l 1 probably won’t stop the road. But that’s not necessarily the point. It’s that 
through the ability to show, you know that you can do something in opposition to this, and I mean the 
best example is probably the M l 1 in that the creation of an alternative community in opposition to 
it'even if  you don’t ultimately stop it, you’ve created something better in failing than you would have 
done, I mean perhaps even if  you had managed to stop it by political lobbying. That might actually be 
worse in a bizarre sort of way, than failing to stop it in such a great way.
This is similar, to Baugh’s (1990) idea cited in chapter 3 that direct action is a way of life, 
and not a tactic to use when other methods are exhausted. For if illegitimately perceived road 
schemes were stopped by traditional methods of protest, then there would be less need to 
offer a critique of the political status quo as direct action does. Neither would other possible 
sources of efficacy that arise from direct action (such as personal and collective 
empowerment from taking direct action, and perceived efficacy from the increased awareness 
of others) even occur. This means that perceived efficacy in those areas would be much less 
likely if it focused solely on the immediate physical effects of respondents’ activities.
Despite this self efficacy arising from the performance of direct action regardless of its 
perceived success, there were still some respondents who reported feeling efficacious in terms 
of their ability to physically stop the work.
CC: How successful do you think today’s actions have been?
RH:I think today has been absolutely brilliant. They’ve only done a negligible amount of work, before 
we managed to stop them and now they’ve stopped work on the whole route for the rest of the day, 
even earlier than yesterday, so I think it’s pretty excellent.
1 a major hallmark ofthe M il campaign was that blocks of houses, and in one case a whole street, were squatted and turned into 
examples of alternative lifestyle, with regular parties and concerts to celebrate what became known as a’ festival o f resistance’ (Anon, 
1995)
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There were even some respondents (six in total) who believed that construction of the road 
could be stopped altogether. This belief may have been influenced by the fact that the 
Highways agency had to complete the clearance work before the bird nesting season began in 
the spring. Thus it was working to a tight schedule which was disrupted every time work was 
stopped by direct action. Therefore, this efficacy was conditional on events, and as the 
clearance work neared completion, belief in the ability to stop it decreased (and as is 
apparent from Table 3, some respondents mentioned their feelings of disempowerment at 
their inability to stop the work).
CC; How effective do you consider your actions?
OB: Today I don’t feel very effective. I feel a bit disempowered by today’s actions, because basically 
we have been caught on the hop. But at the same time they’re a week and a half into the programme, 
they haven’t got a site compound, they’ve felled a minimal amount of trees. They are getting better at 
what they’re doing, but it’s hardly surprising. They had to really, or it would be absolute chaos. We’ve 
had massive victories in the last week, and essentially they’re having to fight every inch of the way for 
this road.. .We’ll have to wait and see, but generally, yeah I do feel empowered about th is, on the 
immediate level that if  they don’t finish the clearance work by nesting season, or the end of March, 
they are in serious trouble- penalty clauses.. .they’ll have to stop. I’m not sure if they will stop, but 
they’ll be breaking an EU directive if  they do, so there’s a real chance in the short term, that we can 
actually stop this.
A desire for self-empowerment was listed as a reason for engaging in direct action, and 
consequently this led to some respondents mentioning this as why they felt efficacious 
through their actions. This is consistent with the idea that through the process of 
involvement in direct action one can develop a feeling of personal empowerment from taking 
responsibility for one’s actions and not relying on others to act in one’s place. This self­
empowerment can be enhanced if one’s actions are perceived to be legitimate in the face of 
illegitimate actions from the out-group, as this respondent describes:-
CC: Do you feel any sense of personal empowerment from, that you have more than if  you were 
reading or writing letters, doing this?
SB: Yeah I think so, cos your reaction is always to flinch from authority when someone tells you not to 
do something, but if  you stand there and defy them when you know you’re in the right and they’re in 
the wrong, it does empower you.
There was a hope amongst some respondents that their actions would help empower other, 
uninvolved people, thus showing a desire for wider in-group inclusion.
JF: Personally I’m quite concerned with .. .making people realise that they can stand up, the whole 
self-empowerment thing, actually feel able to get involved, and whatever. If you want to change
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something you can get in there and change it, and that’s a big message and this is sort of an example 
for people in a way.
This feeling of empowerment also extended to collective empowerment, since feeling self­
empowered, led respondents to then feel effective as a group through their involvement in 
collective direct action
CC: You talk about a feeling of strength from the actions, is this a personal strength, or a collective 
strength, or both?
JJ: Both. The last year and a half, we’ve seen many protests which have been entirely defensive, that 
weakened people’s collective strength, but literally people haven’t been acting collectively, they 
haven’t been in a crowd, and it’s in crowds that one’s collective strength really grows. They’ve been in 
small groups, individually up the trees, fighting individual bailiffs, and they haven’t really felt much 
strength in a large group. The first time this happened in quite a while was probably the M65 court 
case, and then the Whatley Quarry action, so it’s collective power, but it’s also a personal power 
because once you feel that collective power, then you feel a lot stronger in yourself, because obviously 
the hell of going through these situations and the hell of daily life, you need a feeling that you’re part 
of strong group, and that makes you stronger as an individual.
Efficacy was also gained from the costs that the authorities expended in physical and 
financial resources to deal with the protests. Respondents believed that the more was spent, 
the greater was their effectiveness (to date over £37 million has been spent on security and 
policing, excluding the costs of damage to equipment), as in the long-term such costs could 
deter other construction companies from taking up similar road-building contracts.
CC: What.. .do you hope to achieve by being here?
SK: There’s costing them extra money when they come to evict this place.
LB: Seeing so many people gathered, it makes us even more positive and certain that we are so close 
to victory here. They are making really slow progress on the ground, they have to bring in 800 security 
guards every single day to move each single metre, every single day, it’s incredibly slow.
5.3.1 Summary and Discussion
Respondents felt efficacious through their participation in collective action. This is broadly 
in line with the hypothesis that those involved in direct action tend to rate the efficacy of 
their actions highly, and also in line with previous similar research (e.g. Cocking, 1995b; 
Drury, 1996). However, this efficacy was not considered as a single construct, and success 
was measured in different ways (this is similar to the results regarding motives which were 
also multi-dimensional) There were measures of individual efficacy, such as personal 
empowerment from involvement in successful direct action (e.g. stopping work). This is 
consistent with theories of self-efficacy that suggest personal efficacy can arise from feeling
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that one is successful in one’s actions (e.g. Bandura, 1977) This also appears to be consistent 
with Ashford’s (1994) finding that high self-efficacy can predict pro-environmental 
behaviour.
Respondents’ personal empowerment could also lead to them feeling collective empowerment 
from their involvement, such as being involved in an effective collective protest that was 
helping to raise the general public’s awareness of environmental issues. This belief that 
personal empowerment arises from collective empowerment, and vice-versa is concurrent 
with studies that argue for a link between personal and collective self-esteem (e.g. Crocker & 
Luhtahnen, 1990; Lay, 1992).
The perceived efficacy of respondents also ranged from short-term (increasing the security 
and policing costs) to long term (raising awareness of GEC issues through their actions). As 
with reasons for involvement, these measures of efficacy are not necessarily mutually 
exclusive, although as has been discussed, some measures of efficacy (stopping the road 
before it is built) will prevent others occurring (empowerment through participation in direct 
action). However, some measures of efficacy may arise from other measures. For instance, 
respondents may have felt personally empowered from their involvement in a collective 
action that was perceived to be successful, thus increasing belief in their ability to act 
successfully against GEC in future. This suggests there can be relationships between different 
measures of efficacy, depending on situational and individual traits. Finally, these different 
measures of perceived efficacy suggest that there may be differing expectations of direct 
action amongst subjects, reflected in how successful they thought their actions were. For 
instance, it is possible that experienced activists who have been involved in similar 
campaigns previously, may not expect to be able to actually stop the road (and therefore have 
low short-term efficacy), but may believe they are being effective in raising awareness for 
others to act against GEC (and so have high long-term efficacy).
5.4 Views of traditional protest and the current political system 
Respondents were asked for their views of the current political socio-economic system, and 
also for their opinions of traditional methods of campaigning within this current structure 
(e.g. lobbying or protest marches). It was expected that because of their involvement in direct 
action, they would not feel it was worthwhile to engage in such behaviour (and hence have 
low perceived efficacy concerning such activity), or at least offer a critique of more 
‘traditional’ methods of protest. Table 4 documents the most frequent responses.
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TABLE 4
1)System illegitimate/ undemocratic
2)Direct action more effective
3 frustration/ disillusionment with traditional 
methods
4)Need for all tactics
5)Distrust of politicians
6)Cause of current problems
3
6
4
5
9
1
The current political system was considered undemocratic or illegitimate by many 
respondents. This is perhaps not too surprising, as if they had considered it to be satisfactory, 
then they would not then have felt the need to engage in direct action, which often involves 
breaking the laws that are designed to uphold the same system. This extract from an 
interview with SK typifies this attitude:-
CC: Do your views of the current society and political system have any bearing on what you do now? 
SK: I’m utterly peed off with the political system as it is, I think it’s an absolute farce basically, it’s 
not democracy- it doesn’t do anything like that. I’m learning to think that I’m a bit of an anarchist in 
the way that I believe.
There are also more specific reasons for anti-roads protestors to be sceptical of the current 
political system, as the public enquiry procedure for debating roads schemes was perceived 
by some as inherently biased.
SE: For a start the whole lobbying procedure and the public enquiry procedure is very undemocratic 
because it doesn’t look at local issues, it only looks at the issues that are in favour of the bypass.
Because of this perception that the current political system was illegitimate, it is also likely 
that respondents would not consider actions taken within traditional methods too favourably 
Some respondents therefore were distrustful of those who represent the system (MPs or local 
councillors for instance), and instead preferred to take responsibility for their own actions 
through direct involvement. This is illustrated by the following quote:-
SK: This is a good way of getting things done really, I’ve done all the normal stuff you’re supposed to 
do, writing to your MPs and that and nothing’s happened. They don’t even write back, and if  they do, 
they don’t read your letter, it’s the bog standard one. Voting, if  I was to vote anyone, I’d vote Green, 
but that has absolutely no effect whatsoever, and there’s no way a Green party’s going to get into the 
system that we’ve got at the moment, so there’s ..., this is the only other thing I can do.
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However, there were also some respondents who believed that while direct action was an 
effective tactic, it was only one of many. They felt that there was often a need for all methods 
of acting pro-environmentally, so as to increase chances of success.
CC: What are you reasons for being down here today?
SB: I came today because today was a direct action. I think it’s good to do things that are actually on 
the front line because it’s all very good reading about it and lobbying and other ways, but sometimes 
you never really feel that it’s having an effect.
CC: Do you think this is the best way to have an effect?
SB: No it’s one of several. But I think you need to do a bit of all of them, cos you can get depressed 
with whichever one it is you’re doing, cos you feel that it’s mot getting anywhere, and usually when you 
do get somewhere, it’s a combination of all of them.
Here, DC expresses his belief that society per se was not perceived as illegitimate, but rather 
the actions of a corrupt few in positions of influence within society, who were illegitimately 
using their positions for financial gain.
DC: I think the reality of the situation is that I certainly as an individual am not going to be told by the 
system what to do. I like society, I’m not an anarchist, I’m certainly very much part of society, but not 
when I feel that all the money in society is going into the wrong things, and there’s a massive 
imbalance, and there’s a group of politicians who have empowered themselves, no-one’s given them 
the power. You only get power by being corrupt, and they’re working the system, using everybody 
else’s hard work, and everyone’s money for their own gain, and this is about capitalism, this road.
5.4.1 Summary and Discussion
Respondents were generally sceptical towards protests within the traditional political system, 
and consequently had low perceived efficacy of any such action. They often saw the current 
political socio-economic system as responsible for the environmental problems facing 
humanity, and so it was perceived as being in need of radical change. This is implicit from 
their involvement in direct action, as if respondents had had high perceived efficacy of 
‘traditional’ methods, then they would have been more likely to perform such behaviour. 
These views are consistent with the emphasis on the need for decentralised and autonomous 
decision-making espoused by much of environmental and anarchist political thought (e.g. 
Baugh, 1990; Bookchin, 1981). Respondents also favoured alternative value systems within 
their criticisms of the current status quo (e.g. greater democracy and less emphasis on 
monetary considerations), that were cited in previous chapters (e.g. Capra, 1982; Jacobs 
1991).
However there was also a desire by some to remain part of society, despite the misgivings 
they had towards it, suggesting that there was a recognition by some at least, that there was a 
need for greater in-group inclusion in order to be able to confront the problems arising from
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GEC. This is consistent with environmental theories that call for increased democratisation 
of the current political structures rather than their abolition (e.g. Barry, 1996; De Geus, 
1996), to encourage greater participation in pro-environmental behaviour.
Nevertheless, the majority of respondents were opposed to reformist action within society’s 
current structures, and preferred to embrace more revolutionary perspectives. Thus they 
favoured direct action as a way of acting pro-environmentally, but also as a way of 
fundamentally challenging the status quo. These radical changes in the current political and 
economic system are considered necessary by much of radical environmental theory if GEC 
is to be confronted effectively, as was discussed in chapter 3.
5.5 Perceptions of In-group
Respondents were asked about their opinions towards the people that were involved with 
them on the protests. This was done to assess whether a positive in-group bias had emerged 
from their involvement in inter-group conflict, as was theorised. They were also asked about 
their perceptions of the in-group to judge if they had developed a collective identity from 
their actions, as was expected. The following table records the most common responses.
TABLE 5
l)United against road 8
2)Diversity of in-group 7
3)Resourceful/ dedicated 5
4)Attachment to specific camp 3
5)Dislike of classifying in-group 2
6)Wider outlook of in-group 1
7)Oppressed/in need of support 1
The most common perception of the in-group was that it was united in its opposition to the 
road:-
CC: Do you think the actions of these.. .people create a common identity amongst protestors here? 
DK: Yeah there is a kind of tribal union among people in the forest.
This sense of a common identity was felt by some to increase as result of the adversity they 
faced. The following respondent was interviewed after being evicted from Snelsmore camp, 
the oldest camp on the path of the route.
CC: Do you think this has encouraged you to resist further evictions?
SL: Oh God yeah! I’ve been on protest marches and stuff, and Reclaim the Streets, but this is my first 
stint at sitting on cranes and stuff, and it’s brilliant. I’ve never had such a good time in my life you
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know. Everyone is in such a good mood, there’s such a sense of community, and you know it’s 
absolutely brilliant.
CC: Do you think that gives a common identity to the people here, this feeling of community?
SL: Yeah, I mean you know, it’s us and them, and you talk shop quite a lot, and... yeah you know, we 
got hit, erm..., we were the first camp to get hit, and we were up there for two days, and then we came 
down, and it pulled the camp together, and everyone was really getting on loads, and things were 
getting done really quickly. So you know what I mean, you get pressure, and you come together as a 
group, you know.
However, as is clear with the next most common response, this unity was considered to be 
very diverse as a result of the protesters being from differing backgrounds:-
CC: What do you think of the people involved in this campaign, do you think there’s a common 
identity amongst protestors?
GW: W ell... quite a mixed bunch actually, quite a mixed bunch. I think there is a common identity, 
you get all sorts, you get young people, you get people with freaky hairstyles, you get people like 
myself- much older, mature and upwardly respectable middle-class. But between all the groups, there 
is a unity against building roads, either through you know your environmental facts, or purely 
emotionally, or a mixture of the two.
SB: There’s a vague commonality like this pastoral green thing, but when you go any deeper than just 
that, it’s a different thing to every person. So I think it’s more that idea of a rainbow coalition. It’s 
people brought together by a vaguely similar thing, but within that... I mean they’re all here for 
different reasons.
Linked to this feeling of diversity, was a dislike of classifying the in-group. In particular, 
some respondents were concerned about alienating people from wanting to join the in-group. 
Therefore many respondents mentioned a desire for wider in-group inclusion.
CC: Do you think there’s a common identity among the protestors here?
SK: I think so, there’s a tendency now to go “urgh! Anti- roads protestor” and you know, I think that’s 
possibly a little bit dangerous in a way. I try and stay away from specifically being a roads protestor, I 
might if I was going to give myself a label, a sort of bit of an anarchist..., but I think there’s a danger 
in labelling yourself too much because you’ll start to close ranks and not allow new people into it, 
which at the end of the game is about changing other people’s minds, and you want to keep it very, 
very open, so that labelling yourself immediately excludes other people.
This desire for wider in-group inclusion meant that SK was in this case, avoiding adopting 
too strong an identity for fear of alienating others in the wider out-group, who may then shy 
away from joining the in-group. He also considers the possible out-group opinion of the in­
group (“urgh! Anti- roads protestor”!), and so is taking both an in-group and out-group 
perspective of his identity.
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There was also a general perception that members of the in-group were committed and/or 
resourceful.
DC: I just hope that what comes out of this whether or not the road is built, people will realise that 
people who protest in trees are no longer the weirdoes and the outcasts from society that people think 
they are. They are veiy intelligent, nice people, they have got the interests of everybody in their hearts. 
That’s why I’m here.
There was also a feeling by some respondents that the in-group had a wide theoretical 
perspective, as this extract illustrates:-.
SE: I think the amount of people I’ve spoken to, certainly has convinced me that most of the protestors, 
one thing most of the protestors have in common is that they have a more perhaps holistic way of 
looking at things. They’re able to see through veneers of PR campaigns and are slightly more 
questioning which is a very healthy thing. We’re educated to question things and in a way I feel that 
we’re coming together from all walks of life about the same systemic problems in the world today.
5.5.1 Summary and Discussion
Respondents believed that the in-group was united in their opposition the by-pass, and this 
gave them a common identity. They also believed that their fellow protestors were dedicated 
to the goals of the campaign, and that they were intelligent and resourceful in their actions. 
Therefore, themes that respondents used to describe the in-group, were generally favourable, 
and positive characteristics were attributed towards in-group members, as was hypothesised. 
This shows that there is strong evidence of a positive in-group attitude, and is consistent with 
Kelly and Kelly’s (1994) theory of strong group identity arising from involvement in 
collective action, as well as more general studies of in-group bias arising from inter-group 
conflict (e.g. Sherif, 1966).
However, there was also the perception that while having a common purpose and identity, 
the protestqrs were a diverse mix of people, that could not be classified simply as a 
homogenous whole. This could be explained by Turner’s (1982) review of previous research 
into social cohesion that has found results suggesting that interpersonal attraction between 
group members is not necessary for group formation (e.g. Dion, 1973; Kennedy & Stephen 
1977). He argued that social groups did not consist of people who had nothing whatsoever in 
common, and so concluded that a common ideal or goal could be a factor for social cohesion. 
The protests at Newbury attracted people from many different social and cultural 
backgrounds, who would not have previously considered themselves as from the same group, 
but were temporarily united in a common goal. For instance, hunt supporters who opposed 
the road (because it would cut through the route of their hunt) attended one demonstration 
where people who had previously been hunt saboteurs were present! (source: field notes]
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5.6 Perceptions of Out-group
Respondents’ opinions towards members of the out-group with whom they were engaged in 
inter-group conflict were studied. Respondents were asked what they thought of the out­
group as a whole, and also what they thought of them as individuals. They were also asked 
what they thought motivated out-group members to act in the way they did (e.g. why they 
were involved in the clearance work). It was expected that respondents would develop a 
negative out-group bias from the inter-group conflict, as classic inter-group conflict studies 
have found (e.g. Sherif, 1966). Respondents were also expected to perceive the out-group as a 
homogenous group that lacked individuality, and behaved in a uniform way towards the in­
group, as SIT suggests (Tajfel, 1982). The following table records the most common 
responses.
TABLE 6
1 )Victims/just doing their jobs 9
2)Motivated by money 8
3)Ignorant 7
4)Feeling of moral superiority to out-group 5
5)Weakness of out-group 5
6)Uncaring 4
7)Pity for out-group 3
8)Non-confrontational attitude/ appealing to 2 
out-group’s humanity
9)Illegitimacy of out-group 1
Respondents’ perceptions of out-group members showed considerable variability, and 
contrary to expectations, the out-group was not perceived as a homogenous whole. While 
there existed a differentiation between in-group and out-group, respondents often fragmented 
the out-group into separate sub-groups, and opinions often depended on which sub-group of 
the out-group was being referred to, as well as the role that individuals within that sub-group 
performed. However, in general, as is apparent from the two most popular responses, there 
was a feeling that members of the out-group were victims. They were often seen as being 
forced into the job for economic reasons. Thus respondents expressed a certain sympathy for 
their position while at the same time disagreeing with them.
CC: Right, I’ll finally ask you about your opinions towards the Police and security here, what are your 
opinions towards them as to the job they’re doing, and to them as people?
JS: I think... their claim if  you speak to them is, “I’m just doing my job”, and they basically try not to 
think about it. They’re being used as tools, for example the security are being employed as units of 
labour, and are paid not to think, I mean part of their job is not to actually question what they’re doing..
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Or some of them did seem ... quite involved and decided that the road had to be built, others were just 
there for the cash, and Working albeit grudgingly. Erm, the Police are similar, I think possibly thinking 
about it slightly more. Erm quite a lot of them were aware that there were quite worrying issues, and 
not entirely involved in it, but still realising that it was their job to be there, and if  they didn’t then they 
wouldn’t be able to support their family.
There was also a feeling that there was common ground between the in-group and out-group, 
as everyone is affected by GEC, not just those protesting against it.
SE: I mean the fact is, whether you’re a Policeman, security guard, or a road protestor, we’re all 
victims of the same global economic system.
Here SE redefines the salient groups into the most inclusive context possible- that we are all 
potentially united through our oppression from the current global economic system. So, 
despite the inter-group conflict, there exists the possibility for in-group inclusion in a wider 
context.
However, many respondents saw a difference between those who were forced into doing the 
job out of economic necessity, (relatively low-paid e.g. Police and security), and those who 
were involved in more specialised work by choice (e.g. the relatively highly paid contractors 
and bailiff climbers). The following extract from DC talking to a journalist about a contractor 
from Mott McDonald, illustrates this point:-
DC: If you ask John Chapman, the guy in charge- Chief Engineer of this project, he doesn’t care about 
the people in Newbury. He admitted it to my face. He admitted that he knew full well that a lot of 
people, children in the future may get asthma because of this road, but he did admit he was making a 
lot of money in his pocket, and that was all that mattered to him. I have to say I would have done 
something very horrible to him if  there hadn’t been so many Police there as well!
The professional climbers who helped evict protestors from the camps were perceived most 
negatively. This may be because they were perceived as the most influenced by greed, 
because of their high-pay for evicting protestors from trees. Respondents also felt that they 
should not choose to do the work, for they were perceived to be acting against the ethos of 
climbing, and therefore betraying its principles.
CC: What do you think of the people that have come to evict you; the climbers?
SL: Climbers are the worst really, because they’re all professional climbers, you know what I mean, 
because they go out and camp and sit in nature all the time, and they use its beauty and appreciate it, 
and then for... admittedly it’s quite a lot of money, it’s between £700 and £900 per day, they’re getting 
paid per day... you know they’ll come up and evict people, and you know they’ve been ostracised by
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the climbing community quite a lot, and do you know what I mean, it’s them that get to me the most, 
cos they’re in tune, they should be in tune with the whole..., with nature and conservation and such­
like, and they’re doing this, all of them are just doing this for the money.
This raises interesting identity issues. The professional climbing community in Britain is 
relatively small and close knit, with a strong sense of common identity, and shared values. 
When other climbers found out that some were working as bailiffs, there was great 
disapproval within the community. This disapproval was so great that some climbers even 
travelled to Newbury from Sheffield to physically confront bailiff climbers during evictions. 
The following is an extract from an interview with two climbers who knew the bailiff 
climbers.
CC: Why did you come down to protest at Newbury?
Cl: Well the environment is an intrinsic part of climbing anyway, so we’ve always passively protested 
when the environment was being hurt. But previously we’ve never got off our backsides and done 
anything about it.... It was only the involvement of other climbers that were bringing protestors out of 
the trees, this eventually got back to Sheffield, and we thought, well if they’re taking direct action, we 
should really go down and take direct action against them to show we’re in opposition to destruction of 
the environment.
CC: Why do you think they’re doing it?
Cl: Money, simply.
CC: Do you think that degrades what climbing is?
Cl: Absolutely yeah. We’ve all got values. Basically no matter what they paid us we’d never do the 
job that they’re doing. Basically they have paid the price and sold their souls.
CC: How did they react when they were confronted by people they knew?
C2: They were ashamed. I think they were ashamed. They wouldn’t look me in the face when they 
were moving me out of there.
Cl: They’re gonna get so much stress obviously when we tell everyone what they’re up to. They’ve 
been banned from the BMC [British Mountaineering Council] They’ve been banned from the Edge 
climbing wall- the second biggest climbing wall in Sheffield. Most of the people there who work in 
climbing shops won’t serve them.
Cl: I think ostracised socially. They can’t go to the usual climbing pubs that climbers associate in.
Well they could, but they’d be very lonely in the comer, and they’d feel well out of place.
This shows how respondents felt that the values associated with climbing, were compromised 
by the actions of the bailiff climbers. This affected the reputation of climbing, and also 
threatened the common identity of climbers as a whole. For instance, if the actions of the 
bailiff climbers were perceived as typical of climbers as a whole (that they would help 
facilitate the destruction of environmentally sensitive areas if they were paid enough), then 
all climbers would be perceived as members of this sub-group, and experience negative bias 
from environmentalists. This identity was important enough to the climbers that other
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identities were of secondary importance during this inter-group conflict. For instance, the 
bailiff climbers were confronted at evictions by old friends, instructors, and in one case, an 
ex-partner [source: field notes].
This intense level of inter-group conflict between those who once shared similar identities 
and group membership can perhaps be explained by previous research on inter-group 
conflict. For instance, Moscovici (1986) noted that there is more animosity in Northern 
Ireland between Protestants and Catholics (who are both Christians), than there is between 
either group and the Jewish community.
This theory is further supported by respondents’ attitudes towards one of the climbers who 
had dreadlocks. He was often singled out for most criticism, and often called “Judas” by 
protestors. There was even a reward offered for anyone who could cut off any of his dread­
locks [source: field notes]. He shared a similar appearance to some protestors, and so had 
more common arid more visible identity traits to them which made them perceive his 
behaviour as even more illegitimate.
Therefore climbers were perceived more negatively by respondents, as their specific skills 
meant that they had more knowledge of the issues involved, and so would be more aware of 
the perceived damage they were doing. The climbers were also deviating from the normal 
behaviour expected from their sub-group (having respect for the environment through their 
close contact with it) and so were singled out for more criticism than other sub-groups from 
the out-group, who did not deviate from the expected norm.
Some respondents had feelings of pity for the out-group as they were perceived to be ignorant 
and less aware of the issues involved. Some respondents also felt that they were morally 
inferior to the in-group.
CC: What do you feel about the people you will come into conflict with; i.e. Police, security ?
NK: Well I feel sorry for them to be quite honest. You know to be so stupid as to destroy your own 
future, you must be in a pretty bad place I’d say. I think they’re motivated primarily by money, and I 
think they have a very limited world view. I think they feel disempowered and powerless, and that’s 
led them to cynicism, and the feeling that, ’’well there is no point, so let’s make lots of money and have 
a party”. I think that’s what it’s all about for them, and personally I disagree with them. But then I’m 
probably more responsible. I think they’re more irresponsible than we are, yeah I think we are the 
responsible ones.
However, while there was a feeling that in-group members were more thoughtful because 
they were aware of the issues involved (since if the out-group was aware too, then by 
implication they would not be involved in the work), other respondents were wary of 
sounding morally superior, as OB elaborates on why he felt there was a difference between 
protestors and those involved in clearance work: -
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OB: Essentially on a fundamental level there is a common basis that we are here as a belief, as 
opposed to security, Police, and contractors, who are paid to be here. So in that way we are different 
from them. I don’t like to say we are on a morally higher ground, because then you get into self- 
righteous bollocks. But I’d say we’ve put more thought into what we’re doing. It’s not just on a whim, 
that you get up a tree.
Despite the fact that respondents were in conflict with the out-group, they often tried to 
minimalise this conflict, and appealing to a common perspective that they hoped the out­
group would possess.
CC: What are your opinions towards the people that are going to come up against you, like the road 
builders, the Police, and security?
SK:Itry and look at it... I’m going to get “argh you gits!, you gits!”, but I’m trying to look at it as other 
people doing potentially what I’m doing now, and they’re either just trapped in what they’re doing or 
they haven’t, and this is probably a very patronising way of looking at it, but they just haven’t thought 
things that other people have thought yet, and they’re just a little way behind, or I don’t like saying 
that, but I’m hoping that they have just as much ability for compassion of the planet as the people here, 
so I’m not going to be shouting at them or trying to be horrible to them because I think they’ve got to 
change as well for things to be done on this planet and saving it at all, so you’ve got to be nice.
Some protestors went a stage further, appealing to the out-group to cease their actions, and 
leaflets were given to those involved in clearance work to persuade them to stop (see 
Appendix A for examples of such leaflets). This was partially successful, as many security 
guards (as well as a professional climber) did indeed resign, with some even joining the 
protestors on their camps. The following extract from a protestor’s speech at the Friends of 
the Earth rally on February 11th 1996 documents such a case.
CH: There was this mayhem amongst security lines, and this running person came heading into the 
camp. He was a security guard. Followed by another security guard- followed by another security 
guard. We've got two security guards who had the courage of their convictions to leave their job and 
come and join us.
5.6.1 Summary and Discussion
As predicted by the hypotheses, respondents did indeed have a negative out-group bias 
arising from inter-group conflict as suggested by Sherif (1966). They also denigrated the out­
group’s position and saw their reasons for being involved in the clearance work as 
illegitimate. They were perceived as ignorant of the issues involved, or greedy, and some 
respondents felt themselves to be morally superior to the out-group. This is consistent with 
previous studies that have found that perceived illegitimate behaviour of the out-group can 
increase in-group bias (e.g. Caddick, 1982).
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However, despite this tendency towards negative out-group bias, respondents did not 
perceive the out-group as a homogenous unit. Instead, the out-group was sub-divided into 
smaller sections, and the extent of negative out-group bias depended on the characteristics 
and perceived illegitimacy of that sub-group. Those members of sub-groups that were 
perceived to be involved out of ignorance or financial necessity were perceived less 
negatively than those who were perceived to be involved out of greed. This is contradictory to 
Tajfel’s (1978, 1982) SIT assumption that the out-group will be perceived as homogenous, 
and so one should expect a clear division between ‘protestors’ and ‘road-builders’. From 
these results it is clear that negative out-group bias can vary and also be context dependent.
Finally, while there existed various degrees of out-group bias amongst respondents, there 
were also attempts by some respondents for greater in-group inclusion. This was because 
there was often the belief that all of the out-group could be potentially included within the in­
group to combat GEC, as the out-group members would be suffer the adverse effects as well, 
and so they should be willing to combat GEC too. This is also consistent with Sherif s (1966) 
discovery that giving two opposing groups a super-ordinate skill that required both groups to 
co-operate, could help reduce inter-group conflict, and also with Brewer and Kramer’s 
(1986) findings that intra-group co-operation can increase with a superordinate identity. 
However in Sherif s (1966) study, group co-operation only arose when the two groups of boys 
were given a common goal to achieve by a third party (the experimenter). Billig (1976) 
criticised Sherif for not recognising this factor, and concluded that the intervention of a third 
party can influence inter-group co-operation. This study differs from Sherif s (1966) findings 
in that the desire for inter-group co-operation already existed amongst respondents at 
Newbury, and did not need the intervention of a third party to be created. This suggests that 
their desire for inter-group co-operation was a conscious strategy by respondents, as opposed 
to a tactical by-product of situational factors that were imposed upon them.
This desire for wider inter-group co-operation is logical in the context of action against GEC. 
This is so because involvement in action to counter the causes of GEC is a global problem, so 
solutions must too be found on a global scale, meaning that the widest possible definition of 
the perceived in-group is the entire human race (and perhaps other species as well).
Therefore it is perceived to be necessary, and desirable to try and encourage involvement 
from those that are in conflict with the in-group, in any future pro-environmental activity.
5.7 Conclusion
The interviews with participants at Newbury while clearance work was happening produced 
data concentrating on five main areas of research; reasons for involvement, perceived 
efficacy of actions, views on the current political and economic system and conventional 
campaigning, perceptions of the in-group, and perceptions of the out-group. There were
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different motives for respondents’ involvement, that ranged from individual to collective and 
ideological to pragmatic, and there were often wider motivations involved beyond merely 
wishing to protest against construction of the bypass, such as a desire to show opposition to 
the current economic or political status quo. Respondents felt efficacious about their actions 
on the whole, but this efficacy was often felt in different ways, and was therefore far from 
being a single construct. For instance efficacy ranged from the individual to the collective, 
and from short term to long term, with some feelings dependent upon each other, while 
others were mutually exclusive. Views of the current political and economic system were 
consistent with that of environmental and anarchist thought, in that the status quo was seen 
as responsible for environmental degradation, and so treated with suspicion, as well as 
campaigning for change within the said system. The in-group was considered favourably, 
and there was out-group derogation, although there was a desire for wider in-group 
inclusion, even from those with whom they had been involved in inter-group conflict, as 
respondents recognised the need for mass involvement in action against GEC. The next 
chapter will examine the results gathered from the questionnaires that were given to 
respondents after clearance work had been completed, to compare their perceptions once the 
main stage of the protests was over, and to see if their perceptions were stable over time.
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Chapter 6 
Newbury Questionnaire Results
6.1 Introduction
This chapter documents the data that I gathered from a questionnaire study of respondents 
involved at Newbury. After clearance work had been completed in April 1996,1 devised a 
questionnaire to give out to protestors at Newbury (see appendix B for a copy of the 
questionnaire). This was designed to complement the results gathered from the interviews, 
and generate quantitative as well as qualitative responses. Information gathered from the 
interviews as well as my field notes were used to phrase the questions in a way that I hoped 
would both be relevant and interesting to the protestors, as I feared the length of the finished 
questionnaire (six sides of A4) would deter some participants from completing it. It consisted 
of seven sections; sociodemographic responses, the level of respondents’ actions and 
perceived efficacy, reasons for respondents’ involvement, perceived efficacy of the campaign, 
wider issues associated with the protests, perceptions of the in-group, perceptions of media 
coverage of the campaign, and finally, perceptions of the out-group.
200 questionnaires were given to those involved in the campaign against the Newbury 
bypass, and 90 were posted back to me, giving a response rate of 45%. The length of the 
questionnaire and the fact that it included sections requiring qualitative replies, meant that it 
took a long time to fill in, and so respondents had to take them away, and fill them in at their 
own convenience. Given the population sampled, it was therefore much more difficult to 
pursue them for completed questionnaires
6.2 Sociodemographic data
1)Mean age: 26.1 yrs
The mean age of respondents was largely as expected; that those involved in direct action are 
relatively young (mean 26.1 yrs) The ages of respondents ranged from 17 to 55 years.
2)Sex: Male: 49 Female: 41
3)Do you work? Yes: 30 No:60 (13 students)
Of those in employment, nine were teachers, two were care workers, and two were retail 
assistants. There were a variety of other jobs listed including; shiatsu practitioner, novelist, 
actor, and fund raiser.
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4) Approximate annual wage
The following table documents the percentage of respondents within each wage bracket. 
TABLE 7
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
<£5k £10k- >£15k£5k-
10k 15k
Only a third of the respondents were employed, but this was not considered to be that 
surprising, as being involved in direct action meant that many of them did not have time to 
do paid work, and many commented that they had ideological problems with many areas of 
paid employment. Some respondents took issue with the question, believing that they were 
working by doing direct action at Newbury, and felt that this was more worthwhile than 
traditional employment, as this quote illustrates:-
“Everyone works- some are not employed and paid,”
Consequently, it is hardly surprising that the majority (70%) of respondents’ annual income 
was less than £5000 a year, as most would be on state benefits, or student grants. Thus, 
results pertaining to financial status would be different from a random sample of the 
population, and skewed to a financially less well-off sub-section of society
5)Are you a resident of Newbury or the surrounding area?
Yes: 20 No: 70
The majority (78%) of respondents were not from Newbury or the surrounding area. This 
may be because although the local anti-bypass group was very popular, most anti-bypass 
Newbury residents were either employed, or had families to look after. Therefore they did not 
have as much time to devote to direct action as other activists from around the country. 
However they were often active in other ways not covered by the questionnaire such as; 
providing material and financial support, and working in the campaign office.
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6) Voting intentions if there were a general election tomorrow 
TABLE 8
50% -r- 
45% -- 
40% -- 
35% -- 
30% -- 
25% -- 
20% - -  
15% -- 
10% - -  
5% -- 
0% -H
Anti-No- LabourGreen
one
7) Previous support for political parties 
TABLE 9
Tory
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As with the data for respondents’ annual wage, these results are heavily skewed in favour of 
a certain sub-section of society, and would not be representative of a random population 
sample. Voting intentions were unsurprisingly mainly in favour of the Green Party (the only 
political Party opposed to the road), or no-one (90% for both). The high percentage in favour 
of not voting may be explained by the fact that tty their involvement in direct action, 
respondents have already shown their lack of faith in traditional forms of political action. 
Therefore they would be expected to be less likely to vote for those that symbolise such forms. 
This is compatible with the more anarchist perspective that certain environmental theorists 
adhere to (e.g. Bookchin, 1971,1980; Clark 1990). The fact that there was no support at all 
amongst respondents for the Liberal Democrats (who like to portray themselves as the most 
pro-environmental mainstream party) may be explained by the actions of their local 
politicians. Both the MP for Newbury (David Rendel), and the majority of Newbury District 
Council are Liberal Democrats, who strongly supported the construction of the bypass. They 
were also outspoken against the protestors. Therefore respondents would have been highly 
unlikely to favour the Liberal Democrats, despite their previous support of anti-roads 
campaigns. This factor may explain why a relatively high proportion of respondents (14%) 
had previously supported the Liberal Democrats, but stopped doing so. The previous support 
that some respondents (9%) felt for the Socialist Worker’s Party may be explained by the fact
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that the Party is one of the biggest and most militant of the left-wing groups in the UK. A 
large proportion of their membership comes from young people or from students, and as was 
apparent with the mean age of respondents, these are the kind of people who would be more 
likely to be involved in direct action.
The almost non-existent support either currently or previously for the Conservative Party was 
to be expected. Most pro-environmental direct action protests in recent years have been in 
response to schemes proposed while the Conservatives were in power, or to laws enacted by a 
Conservative government. Therefore respondents were highly unlikely to have viewed it 
favourably.
8) Involvement with environmental groups
The following table represents the percentage of respondents who recorded involvement with 
environmental groups. Many respondents listed more than one group, so the categories are 
not mutually exclusive.
TABLE 10
Environmental GrouD
Earth First! 31%
Third Battle of Newbury 20%
Reclaim the Streets 13%
Friends of the Earth 13%
Greenpeace 11%
General anti-roads groups 6%
Animal rights groups 3%
Anti-open cast mining groups 3%
Green Student Network 3%
The Land is Ours (land rights campaign) 2%
Critical Mass (cycling group) 2%
Keep our Downs Public 1%
Lloyds and Midlands Boycott 1%
MOVE (environmental group in USA) 1%
Surfers against Sewage 1%
Wilderness Society 1%
World Wildlife Fund 1%
The respondents’ involvement with environmental groups is relatively self-explanatory. It is 
also interesting to note that the three most popular groups for involvement; Earth First!, 
Reclaim the Streets, and Third Battle of Newbury (the local anti-bypass campaign run by 
Newbury Friends of the Earth), are anarchist in nature, having no formal structure or
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leadership, and prefer action by small autonomous groups. The more hierarchical and 
structured environmental groups (national Friends of the Earth, and Greenpeace) had less 
involvement from respondents. This reflects the unstructured and non-hierarchical nature 
behind much of the theory of direct action, and is also consistent with Abrams’ (1994) belief 
that individuals may feel more committed to small groups because their individual identity is 
more distinct within them.
6.2.1 Summary and Discussion
Respondents were of a comparatively young age, thus reflecting the appeal of direct action to 
young people, and the number of male and female respondents were roughly equal. Two 
thirds of respondents were not in paid employment, and consequently, average annual 
income was lower than that which would be expected from a random population sample. 
Support for political and environmental groups was greater for those with a radical 
ecological perspective or anarchist tendencies, which would not be representative of a 
random population sample either.
In conclusion, the sociodemographic details were largely as predicted from what was 
expected about those involved in direct action, and concurrent with the hypotheses as well as 
previous sociodemographic research on direct activists (e.g. Cocking, 1995b; Drury 1996). It 
was decided to create two distinct groups from these results (those who were local to 
Newbury, and those who were not), and to compare the results of both groups on future 
sections, to see if there were any noticeable differences in responses, and this is mentioned in 
future sections where such differences exist (if the comparison between these or other groups 
is not mentioned in later sections, then it is because there were no noticeable differences).
6.3 Level of involvement
This section examined the extent of respondents’ involvement while at Newbury, by asking 
them to list which pro-environmental behaviours (from a choice of ten different forms of 
action) they performed, and to rate their perceived efficacy of each behaviour. On the first 
section concerning whether or not respondents participated in each action, a positive 
response was recorded as “1” and a negative response as “0”, thus giving a percentage score 
of how many participated in each action. The questions relating to perceived effectiveness of 
actions in preventing work and also raising awareness were recorded on a 1 to 5 scale, with 
“1” signifying “not effective at all”, and “5” signifying “extremely effective”. The means of 
each response to involvement and perceived efficacy of each action are as follows.
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TABLE 11
Action % narticinating Preventing Raising Awareness
CN=90) work (SD) (SD)
l)Writing protest 36 1.26 (.4635) 2.09 (.9146)
Idlers
2)Going on protest 80 1.7 (.7412) 3.96 (.8889)
marches
3)Attending direct 93 3.2 (.6262) 3.88 (.7719)
actions
4)Disrupting work 88 3.73 (.7868) 4.24(1.0119)
5)Tree sitting 81 4.2 (.8407) 4.49 (.8363)
6)Actfons against 64 3.06 (.9594) 3.54 (1.0403)
companies
involved
7)Staying on 83 3.25 (.9894) 3.91 (.8023)
threatened camps
8)Attending High 26 2.13 (1.1207) 2.77 (.9125)
Court hearings
9)Resisting camp 78 3.95 (.7863) 4.54 (.815)
evictions
10)Being arrested 60 2.32 (.99) 3.29 (1.1849)
Other actions that respondents participated in were; “helping out in office”, “route 
monitoring”, “legal observer”, and “ambushing the convoys of security and bailiffs’ vehicles 
on their way to work”. The sums of the means of all responses to “preventing clearance 
work” and “raising awareness” were 2.88 (SD=.9874) and 3.67 (SD=.7751) respectively.
This difference was found to be significant (t=4.56, df=9, p<.001), showing that respondents 
believed that their actions were more effective in raising awareness, than in actually stopping 
the work.
One exception to this is the final question “were you arrested at any of these actions ?”. This 
was not rated highly in regard to preventing clearance work, although it often requires a high 
level of commitment to be arrested for one’s beliefs. This may be because once the 
respondents had been arrested, they would not be able to continue preventing clearance work 
that day, as they would have been in custody. Most people arrested were also given strict bail 
conditions that prevented them from entering land on the route, and so they would risk arrest 
and imprisonment for merely returning to the work sites. Therefore for a lot of people arrest 
would mean that they could not continue direct action on site, so they would perhaps be less 
likely to feel it was an effective tactic. Some respondents commented that they felt actions 
that could lead to arrest were often effective but arrest itself was an unfortunate consequence 
that should be avoided as much as possible. Belief in the ability of arrests to raise awareness 
was slightly higher. This may be explained by some respondents commenting that they felt 
large numbers of arrests would generate more media coverage and so increase others’ 
awareness of the campaign and of environmental issues in general.
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The responses of those who were locals of Newbury were compared with those who were not. 
10 out of the 20 locals were employed (as opposed to 20 out of the 70 non-locals), so it was 
predicted that their involvement in direct action would be lower than the non-locals, and 
consequently so would the perceived efficacy of their actions. The following table shows the 
level of involvement in each action for both groups.
TABLE 12
% of locals % of non-locals
Action narticiDatinu Darticinatihu
l)Writing protest letters 85 22
2)Going on protest marches 100 74
3)Direct actions at clearance 95 93
work
4)Physically disrupting work 85 89
5)Tree sitting 60 87
6)Actions against companies 75 61
involved
7)Staying cm camps on route 70 87
8)Attending High Court 60 16
hearings
9)Resisting camp evictions 55 77
10)Being arrested 40 66
As can be seen, locals’ involvement in actions that required relatively little physical 
commitment was greater than the non-local group, but vice-versa with actions that required 
greater physical commitment. The means of the sums of each response for belief in 
preventing clearance work were 2.84 for the local group, and 3.01 for the non-local group. 
This was found to be significant (t=2.23, df=9, p<.05). The means of the sums for belief in 
raising awareness were 3.6 for the local group, and 3.94 for the non-local group. This was 
also found to be significant (t=4.17,df=9 p<.005). This suggests that involvement in the 
actions at Newbury increased perceived efficacy of such actions, and the greater the physical 
commitment required, the greater the perceived efficacy would be as well.
6.3.1 Summary and Discussion
Respondents did indeed feel efficacious about their actions, although as with the previous 
chapter, this efficacy was not considered to be a single construct, and was felt in varying 
degrees according to the action they performed. As predicted by the hypothesis, the highest 
scores (both for preventing work and raising awareness) were given to those actions that 
required most commitment such as; actively disrupting work, and resisting eviction of the 
camps, and the lowest given to those that required least commitment, such as writing protest
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letters, and going on marches. This suggests that perceived efficacy increases as the degree of 
involvement increases. Respondents also felt more efficacious in their ability to raise 
awareness of environmental issues than they did in their ability to physically prevent the 
clearance work. This may not seem surprising at first, considering the questionnaires were 
completed after the clearance work had actually finished, and so it would have been apparent 
that they had failed to prevent such work being completed, while they could still claim to 
have been successful in raising awareness. However it is interesting in that it supports 
previous research (e.g. Cocking, 1995b) that perceived efficacy of direct action is often 
greater in the long term than the short term, even though it is the immediate short term 
causes of GEC that are confronted by direct activists.
6.4 Reasons for involvement
Respondents were asked to rate on a scale of 1 to 5 how important they felt were 15 different 
reasons for involvement. The mean scores and the Standard Deviations for each reason were 
recorded in descending order of importance in the following table (5 was the highest score, 1 
the lowest).
TABLE 13 
Reason
2) Wanted to protect any countryside under 
threat
5) Against new roads in principle
8) Wanted to raise other people’s awareness 
about environment
10) Get upset seeing environmental destruction
13) More able to preserve environment by 
taking collective action
15) Felt disillusioned with other forms of protest
7) Wanted to feel I was having an effect
1) Wanted to preserve countryside around 
Newbury
14) Wanted first hand experience of what was 
going on at Newbury
9) Want to help in struggles against state
4) Didn’t think it would solve Newbury’s traffic 
problems
6)Have spiritual attachment to the planet
11) Wanted to belong to group of like minded 
people
3.19 (1.4134) 
3.02 (1.5112)
3.4 (1.3886) 
3.36 (1.3009)
Mean (SD) 
4.47 (.8373)
4.13 (1.1917) 
4.06 (1.155)
4 (1.06)
4.26 (.9368) 
4.24 (1.0419)
3.73 (1.2252)
4.37 (.9416) 
4.34 (.8735)
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Reason
12) Enjoy lifestyle of protesting
3) Didn’t oppose by-pass in principle, but was
Mean (SD) 
2.66(1.189) 
1.54 (.9962)
opposed to Western by-pass
Other reasons for involvement were given, and these included; “guilt”, “I like groups of 
people saying no”, “my children”, “sheer frustration at the injustice of the scheme, “against 
capitalism”, “support friends involved”, and “ I want to be involved in effective movements”. 
The highest responses (for questions 2 and 5), suggested that respondents had a much wider 
perspective than just a personal desire to stop the road going through that particular area 
(although the score given to question 1 shows that it was still important to protect the specific 
area under threat). This is supported by the low score given to question 3. There were 
alternative routes for the by-pass, for instance to the East of Newbury, but these were rejected 
by most in the campaign. It was felt that any new road would just generate more traffic, and 
the imperative was to reduce car use, not encourage it.
The comparatively low score given to question 12 was not surprising, and was only listed to 
test the accuracy of various reports from unfavourable media and supporters of the by-pass 
who had criticised the protesters by implying that they were only there for hedonistic reasons. 
The protesters at Newbury often suffered considerable physical and mental hardship 
throughout the clearance work. The period from January to April 1996 was one of the coldest 
winters in Britain for several years, making life extremely difficult for those living in the 
camps. Many protestors developed a considerable attachment to the area. Therefore, it was 
often extremely upsetting to see the homes that they had built in the trees get destroyed in 
front of them. Thus, their motives were unlikely to be for pure enjoyment, but rather their 
previously stated motives; feelings of responsibility and concern for the environment.
A factor analysis was done on the responses to the 15 reasons for involvement on the SPSS 
for Windows 95 software package. This was done in order to explore the commonalities 
underlying the 15 separate reasons. Five factors were extracted with an Eigen value of 
greater than one. They accounted for 67% of the variance between them. The Equamax 
rotation method was used, as the normal default skipped rotation and did not produce 
sufficient values of the variables loading onto each other. From examination of the rotated 
factor matrix and the original items the five factors were interpreted as corresponding with 
five different groupings of motivations; l)desire for efficacy, 2) attachment to the 
environment, 3)sociability, 4)views on roads, and 5)desire for collective action. The 
following table shows the highest loadings each question had on the factors.
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TABLE 14
Question Efgcae Attach Social Roads Action
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
.74162
.78096
.80463
.59030
-.67794
.52845
7) .70799
8)
9)
10) 
11) 
12) 
13)
.52997
.88364
.64413
.75484
.81267
.57773
14) .72803
15) .74145
As can be seen, all the loadings are quite high (over. 5), suggesting that there are groups of 
different reasons for involvement which are quite similar within those groups. The one 
exception was question 5, which had quite a high negative loading on the “roads” factor. 
However if a respondent was against all new roads, then they would have a wider perspective 
than just solving Newbury’s traffic problems, and so would be less likely to feel questions 3 
and 4 were important motivations for action. Nevertheless, each variable was associated with 
views on roads, and so were grouped together.
The factor scores were used to divide the respondents into five sets of two different groups; 
those who had a positive loading to each factor, and those who had a negative loading. These 
groups were then used to compare scores on other sections of the questionnaire, to see if they 
conformed with their respective expectations. For instance it was expected that those who 
rated positively on the desire for efficacy factor, would rate higher on perceived efficacy of 
actions than those who rated negatively. The means of the two groups (positive efficacy and 
negative efficacy) were compared with section 6.3 which examined level of involvement and 
perceived efficacy of actions.
The mean scores in section 6.3 for belief in preventing clearance work (a) were 2.75 
(SD=.8863) for the negative efficacy group, and 2.97 (SD=1.0914) for the positive efficacy 
group, and for belief in raising awareness (b) were 3.36 (SD=.7239) and 3.9 (SD=.8524) 
respectively. Although the difference between means for (a) was not found to be significant, 
it was for (b) (t=-5.481, df=9, p<.001).
This suggests that those who have a higher desire for efficacy feel their actions are more 
useful in raising awareness than do those who have less desire for efficacy, but both groups 
have similar opinions on beliefs in their ability to actually stop work. This is consistent with 
the findings that perceived efficacy is often felt more strongly in long-term rather than short­
term measures.
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6.4.1 Summary and Discussion
Respondents rated most reasons for their involvement relatively highly, (all but two were 
rated over 3 on a 1 to 5 scale). This suggests that they were genuine motivators for the 
respondents’ involvement.
As with the data gathered from the interviews in the previous chapter, respondents listed 
both individual and collective reasons for involvement. Collective reasons for involvement 
tended to be rated more highly than individual reasons. This concurred with the interview 
findings that there were wider motivations for involvement than purely personal or specific 
to opposing that particular road. This is also consistent with previous studies that suggested 
different motivations for pro-environmental behaviour (e.g. Stem & Dietz, 1994).
6.5 Effectiveness of the campaign
Respondents were asked questions relating to their perceived efficacy of the campaign as a 
whole on a 1 to 5 scale. The following table shows the mean scores given to questions 
relating to respondents’ perceived efficacy of their actions, with Standard Deviations in 
brackets.
TABLE 15 
Question
1 Effectiveness in resisting clearance work
2)Effectiveness in raising awareness
3)Belief in ability to stop road by traditional ways
4)Ability to stop clearance work once started
5)Ability to stop road being built now
6)Will you continue protesting
7)Will others continue protesting
8)Involved in campaign before clearance work 
began
As is consistent with the first section, belief in the efficacy of actions is relatively high, with 
ability to raise awareness rated higher than ability to prevent clearance work. The lack of 
faith in traditional methods of stopping the road is to be expected from those involved in 
direct action. However it is interesting to note that there was a difference in mean scores 
given to question 3 between the local and non-local groups (2.65 for locals{SD= 1.4609} 
compared to 1.52 for non-locals {SD=.8272}). This may be explained by the fact that many 
of the locals had been campaigning for years against the scheme by traditional methods. 
Therefore they would not have done so, if they had expected it all to fail, but would have 
simply waited for the direct action protests to start.
Mean (SD)
3.62 (.7764) 
4.41 (.7517)
1.77 (1.0994)
2.78 (1.0576) 
2.4 (.9836) 
4.17 (.8513)
3.72 (.7719)
2.73 (1.5346)
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Belief in all respondents’ ability to stop the clearance work once it started and to stop the 
road in the long term were both low. However as was discussed in the previous chapter, 
perceived efficacy is often measured in more ways than just pure ability to stop the road. It 
was interesting to note that while respondents rated their determination to continue 
protesting (4.17) highly, it was higher than their belief in the ability of others to continue 
protesting (3.72). This may be because the respondents were determined to continue 
regardless of perceived mass involvement from others. This suggests that personal reasons 
for continued involvement were more important than collective reasons, and also that 
personal efficacy in this area may be higher than collective efficacy. The score for question 8 
was unsurprising, in that there were only a few mass protests (the biggest being a rally in 
July 1995) before clearance work began, so most respondents were less likely to have been 
involved then. However, the scores that the local group gave for this question were 
considerably higher than the non-local group (4.2 compared to 2.8), and this was found to be 
significant (t=2.77,df=T9,p< 05), reflecting the fact that locals had more opportunity to have 
been previously involved.
The efficacy factor that was extracted as part of the factor analysis on the reasons for 
involvement in section 6.4, was used to assess the validity of these questions. It was decided 
to test the mean responses of those respondents who had a positive loading to the efficacy 
factor, with mean responses of those who had a negative loading. The difference in means 
(3.14 for the positive efficacy group {SD=.914}, and 3.36 {SD=.9813> for the negative 
efficacy group) was also found to be significant (t=-3.097, df=9, p<,05), thus adding validity 
to the questions.
Questions 10-15 were answered qualitatively, and so not recorded on any scale, but there 
were interesting commonalties. 67 subjects completed this section, with responses ranging 
from nothing, to a couple of paragraphs for each question. The following tables represent 
how common various themes were for each question (rated as percentage scores for how 
many respondents mentioned each theme). Exception for question 1, the themes were not 
mutually exclusive, as there was often more than one response to each question).Relevant 
quotes were also selected from the responses.
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TABLE 16
9) Was the campaign a victory, defeat, or neither?
40%
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Relevant quotes included:-
“Bit of both, brought roads issue to the front of people’s minds although clearance work was eventually 
carried out”
“neither, we weren’t totally defeated ‘cos we’re still here, and not a total victory as the trees are gone- 
spirit isn’t gone yet”
“I believe we were victorious in defeat - we lost the battle, but we will (must) win the war.”
Clearly, efficacy feelings were high, and only four percent thought it was an outright defeat. 
This is despite the fact that clearance work was completed, and in that respect, the immediate 
goal of their direct action was unsuccessful. There appeared to be a distinction between the 
short term failure to prevent clearance work, and the long-term success of raising awareness. 
Some respondents considered that they had won the “moral victory”. This is consistent with 
the view that direct action may not always achieve its short term objectives, but may have 
greater success in long term objectives, and so as has been seen in previous sections, 
perceived efficacy is measured in more than one dimension. Another possible explanation for 
this positive outlook in the light of apparent defeat is Turner et al’s (1984) findings that 
failure of a group can sometimes increase cohesiveness of that in-group. They found that if 
subjects had high commitment towards an inter-group task and felt personally responsible for 
their actions (as many of the protestors would presumably have had), then failure actually 
increased in-group cohesion and self-esteem.
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TABLE 17
10) Did you gain anything from your involveqient?
Experience/knowledge 
New friends/solidarity 
Inspiration/determination 
Illness
Criminal Record
Increased attachment to environment
40%
8%
2%
23%
9%
11%
Relevant quotes included: -
“3 months intense diverse experience and growth as a person”
“massive satisfaction in doing something which is for the good of everyone whether they realise it or
“a feeling of relief in discovering that there are other people, especially young people who are 
interested in the environment”
Most respondents showed feelings of not only personal gain, in their own development, but 
also in a sense of more altruistic motives where they felt they had acted for a greater good (as 
can be seen, all replies except for two were positive gains). This suggests a sense of collective 
gain, similar to the social-altruistic motives for pro-environmental behaviour suggested by 
Stern and Dietz (1994). The perceived gain from personal development also adds credence to 
the idea of individual psychological change occurring through collective action, as has been 
found in various studies of such actions (e.g. Drury, 1996; Reicher, 1996; Stott, 1996)
TABLE 18
11) What was the best thing about the campaign?
Sense of community/solidarity 23%
Feeling of collective strength 18%
Challenging those responsible for 12%
environmental destruction
Victories that the campaign had during 9%
clearance work
Self development/improvement 7%
The size of the campaign 4%
Raising positive awareness of the 4%
not’
environment
Being able to interact with nature 3%
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Being part of history 3%
The spectacular battles 3%
That itwas enjoyable 2%
Feeling of moral superiority 2%
That no-one died 1%
The variety of the campaign 1%
Relevant quotes included: -
“Doing something positive with my anger at the massive environmental damage being done towards 
the planet”
“The unity of different people against one enemy”
“The feeling of community, love and respect on the camps”
As can be seen, the highest scoring responses were those that mentioned positive feelings 
towards the in-group, and feelings of efficacy about both personal and collective actions. This 
is consistent with the hypothesis that inter-group conflict generates a positive in-group bias 
as well as a stronger group identity, as previous studies on inter-group conflict have found 
(e.g. Sherif, 1966; Kelly & Kelly, 1994). The fact that seven respondents mentioned self 
improvement or development as the most positive gain adds support to the hypothesis that 
increased self and collective efficacy comes from involvement in direct action.
The high number of respondents who replied that the best thing was their ability to confront 
those causing environmental degradation is particularly interesting for studies of GEC on 
two different levels. Primarily this shows that one can gain a sense of personal empowerment 
through one’s involvement in direct action. However, it also shows that this empowerment is 
achieved through confronting those who are perceived to be responsible for environmental 
damage, and hence increasing the causes of GEC. Therefore the problem inherent in GEC 
that individuals perceive their actions to be of such little consequence that they are not worth 
performing, could perhaps be countered by engaging in inter-group conflict with those 
perceived to be responsible for the causes of GEC. By directly confronting a manifestation of 
such causes, and gaining efficacy from this, they may feel more efficacious in other areas. 
Although this is still a comparatively indirect way of action against GEC, as it would be 
ridiculous to hold a single security guard or bailiff climber at Newbury as directly responsible 
for any sea level rises that are associated with GEC!
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TABLE 19
12) What was the worst thing about the campaign?
Divisions within in-group 
Hostile out-group 
Seeing the destruction 
Lunch-outs 
The weather 
Narrowness of tactics 
Not enough support 
Negative portrayal of in-group 
Seeing friends hurt
17%
16%
15%
15%
13%
7%
5%
4%
2%
Relevant quotes included:-
“The manifestation of ego-warriors1, bit elitist, depending on whether you can climb trees. We mustn’t 
forget all roles”
“The realisation of the level of people’s personal greed over the cost of the environment... the 
destruction wrought in front of me.”
“The way you sometimes feel that this has all been taken into account, and you are performing a game 
for them”.
Therefore, despite the previous positive view of the in-group, there was the realisation 
amongst respondents that it was far from perfect, and there was often a lack of unity 
(nevertheless the positive aspects of the in-group were rated higher than the negative 
aspects). The word “lunch-outs” was a term used by campaigners to describe genetically 
those people who were perceived to have turned up at the camps (often with alcohol and drug 
problems) to live off the goodwill of others, and did not make any worthwhile contribution to 
the campaign. The campaign was often disrupted by these people and it was felt by many to 
be a serious problem. Interestingly, this problem has similarities with the Social Dilemma 
problem of free-riding that initially prevents many from pro-environmental action. As 
previously stated, it has been found that in-group members may reduce their own efforts, if 
they believe there to be a free-rider among them (Kerr, 1983). Therefore, these ‘lunch-outs’ 
could reap the benefits of involvement with the campaign (free food and lodging as well as 
respect and positive coverage from others) without suffering the hardships of involvement in 
the protests. At the same time, if everyone at Newbury was a ‘lunch-out’ then the campaign 
would be totally ineffective, as nothing would get done.
1 a play on the word “eco-warrior”, used to describe those perceived to be involved for purely egotistical reasons
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The high rating given to the hostility of the out-group being the worst aspect was not 
surprising, given that conflict with the out-group was often highly stressful, and involved a 
certain amount of danger to both sides. This is consistent with the hypothesis that 
respondents would experience out-group denigration, as found by Sherif (1966), and also 
with research that has found that perceived illegitimate behaviour from the out-group can 
increase in-group bias (e.g. Caddick, 1982).
TABLE 20
13) Did anything about it surprise you?
The size of it 20%
No 16%
Dedication of in-group 9%
The media coverage 3%
Illegitimate actions of out-group 3%
Everything 3%
Lack of in-group unity 2%
Ability of state to complete work 2%
The involvement Of Friends of the Earth 1%
Personal attachment to the area 1%
Relevant quotes included: -
“Sheer size of the protest-a war”
“The levels of individual commitment”
A sizeable proportion were not surprised by anything about the campaign. Many respondents 
had previous involvement in similar campaigns, and so knew what to expect, although many 
did not expect it to be as big as it actually was.
' \
14) Had you been involved in any direct action campaigns before Newbury?
Yes: 48
How did it compare to the others?
a) Newbury was bigger/ better organised 27%
b) Newbury more intense 7%
This high instance of previous involvement in direct action amongst respondents (72% of 
those who answered this question replied positively) may help explain the previous lack of
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surprise at what happened at Newbury, (as seen with the previous question). For, if 
respondents had experienced direct action campaigns, there would be less possibility for 
novel experiences than if they had not. Relevant comments include:-
“This was bigger, richer, with more of a winning chance, so more of a shock to lose- greater state 
mobilisation”
“On a much bigger scale and sometimes better organised- but also the same problems as before” 
TABLE 21
15) Has your involvement changed your views on anything?
No 14%
Outlook on life 12%
More distrustful of out-group 10%
More determined 9%
Need to evolve tactics 7%
View on transport issues 3 %
Value of outdoor living 2%
Non-violent direct action is not enough 1%
without mass civil disobedience 
Relevant quotes included:-
‘No, it just confirmed them”
This is consistent with the high rate of previous involvement, and lack of surprise at events. 
Therefore, many respondents probably entered the campaign without many expectations, or if 
they did have expectations, they were more moderate and realistic, and so did not experience 
fundamental changes to their attitudes, as this had alreadty happened during previous 
campaigns.
However, the following comment shows how psychological change can occur through 
involvement, so that activities previously felt to be illegitimate became acceptable, as was 
found by Drury (1996) and Stott (1996).
“The value of direct action. I had previously considered it counter-productive and dangerous”
Other perceived changes were much more fundamental:-
“I have become less willing to compromise my basic values, and more ready to say what I’m really 
thinking. It has changed me as a person in that I have learnt to overcome fear, and face the possibility 
of my own death, which is a very liberating thing”
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Not all change was for the better though: -
“That I don’t want to be involved in the so-called direct action anti-roads movement anymore!.. .Not 
cohesive anymore.. .mass movements don’t seem to work, once they get big they go crap.”
A good example of how perceived efficacy was conditional on circumstances, and could be 
much greater, is illustrated by this respondent’s closing comments:-
cTf everyone opposed to the scheme got involved in non-violent direct action, it wouldn’t be built”
Therefore it was only lack of numbers that reduced respondents’ efficacy, and they realised 
that the primary goal of their direct action was possible, given mass involvement (although 
perhaps highly unlikely).
6.6 Wider implications of actions
Respondents were asked about their views on wider environmental issues as a result of their 
involvement at Newbury, on a scale of 1 to 5. The following table charts mean responses to 
the following questions concerning the implications of their actions, with the Standard 
Deviation in brackets.
TABLE 21 
Question
1)Concem with GEC issues
2)More than just issue about local by­
pass
3)Influence in curbing future road 
building
4)Encouraging others to be pro- 
environmental
5)Intention to protest on wider issues in 
future
As the results show, concern for the issues below were high, with concern about GEC rated 
the highest. Belief that the campaign involved wider issues, and the determination to 
campaign accordingly were also high (although some respondents mentioned that they 
already were protesting on wider issues). Finally, perceived efficacy was high in this section; 
both in the physical act of disrupting future road building, and also in regard to raising 
awareness. This is encouraging for addressing GEC related processes, as it shows that these 
participants in pro-environmental action had concerns beyond the immediate boundaries of
Mean (SD) 
4.76 (.4574) 
4.62 (.6285)
4.06 (.8273)
4.09 (.8298)
4.57 (.6369)
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their action, which is necessary if such pro-environmental action is going to be effective on a 
wider scale. Interestingly, these levels of concern were rated comparatively higher than 
respondents rated their own feelings of efficacy in stopping future roads, or in encouraging 
others to act more pro-environmentally. This suggests that their concern for GEC related 
issues is higher than their belief in their ability to act against such issues, thus reflecting the 
idea that attitudes in this area are more salient than actual perceived behavioural control. 
However, this is perhaps not surprising in the light of Fishbein and Ajzen’s (1980) belief that 
a fundamental shift in one’s perspective is necessary if continued efficacious behaviour is to 
be performed rather than one-off flukes. For in order to feel that they are capable of acting 
against GEC, these respondents have developed a perspective that is radically different to the 
Dominant Social Paradigm.
6.7 Perceptions of in-group
Respondents were asked about their feelings towards their fellow protestors during the 
campaign, on a scale of 1 to 5. The following table charts mean scores to questions relating 
to the in-group, with Standard Deviation in brackets.
Here, attitudes towards the in-group were relatively positive, although there was some variety 
amongst the respondents. Many subjects commented on question 1 that it depended on which 
sections of the in-group it referred to (i.e. it was not simply unitary), although most felt 
generally positive. The comparatively low score given to question 3 need not necessarily 
imply that in-group identity was weak. It may reflect the view among many that there was a 
wide cross-section of individuals involved, who were united against the road, (“a rainbow 
coalition against a common enemy” as one respondent described it) but this stopped short of 
a common identity for all, perhaps many different similar identities instead of a single 
superordinate one.
The identification respondents felt with a particular camp was interesting in that there 
appeared to be perceived sub-divisions amongst the in-group that created different levels of 
identity, adding weight to this idea of a ‘rainbow coalition’. By far the most popular camp
TABLE 23
Question
1)Feelings to those in campaign
2)Was there a sense of community
3)Was there common identity 
^Identification with particular camp
5) Were there divisions
6)Did the campaign work well
Mean (SD)
4.08 (.9359) 
4.31 (.7702)
3.66 (.9705) 
3.73 (1.3348)
3.8 (1.0515)
3.66 (.6896)
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was that between the River Kennet and the Kennet and Avon canal. Because it was 
surrounded on two sides by water, it was difficult to access, and so one of the most remote, 
untouched camps {it was also designated a Site of Special Scientific Interest).Consequently 
out of the 72 respondents that expressed a preference from over 30 camps, 20 said they 
identified with this camp.
The Kennet camp developed a reputation, as it was perceived to be one of the most difficult 
to evict. Virtually all of it was above ground, and the marshy terrain meant that hydraulic 
platforms could not be used by the bailiffs here to reach protestors in the trees, as were used 
in other evictions. Therefore it was expected to survive the longest of all the camps. 
Consequently, as mentioned before, respondents from Kennet were perceived to have a high 
level of commitment, and developed a strong sense of identity from that area.
This is consistent with the findings of previous studies into place attachment, which show 
that people can gain a sense of identity from their local environment (e.g. Twigger, 1994). 
This has also been the case on previous road protest camps (for instance the Dongas tribe at 
Twyford Down, were named after the ancient trackways that crossed the Down, which they 
camped on to try and prevent the construction of the M3 extension). There were even slogans 
they would shout at actions that were specific to Kennet- i.e. “youTl never take the Kennet!” 
[source: field notes]
Other camps developed along similar lines, depending on their circumstances. One camp, 
Skyward, became known as the Vegan camp, as it was set up by a group of campaigners who 
did not want to eat any animal products. Redding’s Copse attracted participants who were 
more committed in a similar way to the Kennet camp, as the tallest tree on route was there (a 
Corsican Pine that was over 140 ft high, which took two different attempts to evict, and 
required specialist equipment from Holland). One respondent described the identities that 
developed from the camps:-
“You get different people going to different camps; you get hard-core nutters at Kennet and Redding’s 
Copse, families at PP3, more cosmic types at Snelsmore as well as a few lunch-outs, and people from 
Cambridge at Bagnor Lane”.
This sub-division of the protest into different camps that would suit different identities was 
not unique to those at Newbury and there are other documented cases of sub-division of in­
group identity on protest camps. For instance, during the protests against the transportation 
of spent nuclear waste to a storage depot at Gorleben in central Germany, protesters were 
arranged in camps along the route of the transports according to their identified sub-group. 
There was a sit-down blockade by pacifists outside the gates of the train station from where 
they were transported by road, beyond them, anti-roads protestors dangled from ropes in the 
path of the convoy, half-way down the route, anarchists who wanted to fight with the Police
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were camped, and towards the end of the route, were bikers who tried to block the route with 
their bikes [source: Anon., 1997b].
This attachment to a particular camp was not perceived as beneficial by all respondents, as it 
could also be divisive:-
“some protestors were rather NIMBY [Not in My Back Yard] and didn’t boost other camps along the 
route once their own camps had been evicted”.
This extract illustrates the potential disadvantages present with such fragmentation of the in­
group’s identity. Since, for some activists the identity they gained from the sub-group 
(identification with a particular camp) became more important than their wider identity (as 
that of a protestor at Newbury), and as a result the campaign would suffer.
There were other divisions that were mentioned by respondents in response to question 5 
such as; between the campaign office and the camps (mentioned 30 times),differing levels of 
commitment amongst protestors (10 times), lunch-outs versus hard-workers (7 times), and 
violence versus non-violence (5 times). These responses are perhaps indicative of the 
comparatively low score given to perceptions of the campaign working together well.
6.7.1 Summary and discussion
Respondents’ perception of in-group was generally favourable. This is consistent with studies 
showing that positive in-group bias can arise from inter-group conflict (Sherif, 1966; Tajfel, 
1982). However, as was found in the data gathered from the interviews in the previous 
chapter, the in-group was not always perceived as a homogenous whole. Instead, respondents 
often sub-divided the in-groups into smaller sections, and identified with these smaller sub­
sections. This may be because as Adams (1994) argued, people can develop a more distinct 
identity within a smaller group, since they are more likely to stand out. Similarly, Gerard and 
Hoyt (1974) found that people can make smaller groups within their in-group to keep their 
social identity distinct.
6.8 Attitudes towards the media coverage
Respondents were asked their opinions on media coverage of the protests, on a scale of 1 to 
5. The following table charts the mean responses to questions about perceptions of the media 
coverage, with Standard Deviations in brackets.
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TABLE 24
Question
1)Was local press coverage generally positive
2)Was national press coverage generally positive
3)How important was it to get favourable coverage
4)Was media able to raise awareness of wider 
issues
5) How accurate was portrayal of protestors
Mean (SD)
2.53 (.8506) 
3.56 (.6953) 
3.94(1.1452) 
3.91 (.8705)
2.02 (.8706)
The national press was considered to be more favourable than the local press. However, many 
respondents felt that quality of coverage depended on who was reporting it:-
“divided along partisan lines: e.g. Guardian and Independent- informed and positive (if a little over­
romanticised at times), Daily Mail, Sim- pathetic: trying to enhance false stereotypes of protestors”.
This view of some sections of the press stereotyping protestors helps explain why the 
perceived accuracy of portrayal of protestors was low. Questions 3 and 4 were rated 
comparatively high, but there were interesting comments that elaborated on perceptions of 
the media
“I personally don’t care what the media thinks, but I do believe it has an effect on what the public 
thinks,.. .favourable press is more helpful, but at the end of the day it is irrelevant [when] trying to stop 
the destruction of our planet”
“The media are important, but as a tool for us to use, not to pander to”
Therefore, trying to engender positive attitudes towards the press was not always 
unconditional. Whilst there was realisation that the media was able to raise awareness, many 
felt that it was more important to continue effective actions, rather than to tone them down, 
in order to gain favourable coverage, as the media was perceived to have a separate agenda 
from the protestors. It may also be that maintaining any coverage to keep interest is the most 
important factor, regardless of whether the content is positive or not.
6.9 Perceptions of out-group
This final section dealt with respondents’ opinions of the sub-sections of the out-group with 
which they came into inter-group conflict. Unlike the previous sections that had scaled 
responses from 1 to 5, responses in this section were recorded on a 1 to 7 scale. This was 
done so because it was expected (as was found in the data gathered from the interviews) that 
out-group bias would vary with each sub-group, and given the high number of sub-groups 
(10 in total), a scale of 1 to 7 would better illustrate the variance in perceptions. The
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following table represents the mean responses to each question, with Standard Deviations in 
brackets.
There are noticeable differences in attitude towards different sub-sections of the out-group. 
This can perhaps be explained by reference to the reasons respondents gave for their choices. 
The comparatively low score given to the security guards who guarded the work sites was 
interesting given that they were the sub-section of the out-group that the respondents were 
most likely to be confronted by when trying to disrupt work. Therefore one might have 
expected their rating to be more negative, given the direct and physical nature of the 
confrontation. However, there was often a feeling of sympathy towards them. They were seen 
as low-paid, overworked, and exploited by their employers (many were previously 
unemployed, and threatened with withdrawal of state benefits if they did not accept the 
work), although this sympathy was not always unconditional:-
“mainly pawns treated like shit and some sympathetic- but they didn’t have to be there”
“very varied in the variety of guards (from sympathetic grasses needing money, to violent, thieving 
bullies)”
There also was a feeling that they lacked intelligence for doing this particular job:-
“The ignorant led by football hooligans. If there was a thought in their heads it was money and the 
power of a uniform”
TABLE 25 
Section of Out-group
l
1) Locals in favour of the by-pass
2)David Rendel- Lib-Dem MP for Newbury
3)Security Guards
4)Surveyors
5) John Chapman- Chief Engineer of Mott 
McDonald
6)Chainsaw Operators
7)Police
8)Nicholas Blandy- Under-Sheriff of Berkshire
9)Other Bailiffs
10) Professional bailiff climbers from RTA
Mean (SD) 
4.14(1.1804) 
5.97 (1.0547) 
4.12(1.1619) 
4.86 (1.1194) 
5.78 (1.055)
5.9 (.9125) 
4.91 (1.1577) 
6.46 (.6714) 
5.86 (.8422) 
6.78 (.5862)
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Some sympathy was expressed with locals in favour of the by-pass, as all sides accepted that 
Newbury had a serious traffic problem, but most protestors did not feel that a by-pass was the 
correct solution:-
“they want a traffic solution - and have only been offered one choice- Western by-pass”
The pro-bypass locals were sometimes perceived as not having given the matter much 
thought:-
“The majority are ignorant of the real issues. They think the by-pass will be a quick-fix method of 
getting to work more quickly”
Surveyors from Mott McDonald were not as directly involved in clearance work as were 
other workers. They were the consultant engineers responsible for designing the road, but not 
actually building it, so this may explain the comparatively low score that they received 
(although many felt that they should not have worked on such an environmentally sensitive 
project).Comments on them included:-
“They didn’t really do that much either way”
“knew what their role was, professional people, don’t need job”.
The Chief Engineer of Mott McDonald was previously involved in the construction of the M3 
extension through Twyford Down and so was already known to many protestors. This may 
explain why he was rated more negatively than other workers from the same company.
The Police were ostensibly involved in the campaign to maintain public order during the 
protests, and continually claimed to be impartial about the issue. However, although they 
were not directly involved in the actual clearance work, (perhaps explaining why they were 
not rated as negatively as those who were) there was little belief amongst respondents that 
they were impartial.
“some supportive, but all refuse to face their freedom- they should have complained about position they 
[were] forced into, but proved again in the end they’ll support the state”
“I don’t tend to like the police anyway, and although they didn’t get stuck in here as much as they 
could have, I found their pretence at impartiality rather patronising”
The bailiffs were used to evict protestors from the camps, which were often their homes, and 
so were perhaps unsurprisingly rated more negatively than others. Additionally as with the 
Chief Engineer of Mott McDonald, many were familiar with the protestors from previous
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campaigns. Therefore it was unsurprising that they were rated quite negatively. Comments 
included:-
“heavy handed, arrogant and believing their selves to be ‘right’ in what they were doing”
“Met them before. They’re thugs, but at least they don’t pretend to be anything else”
In both extracts here, the respondents express a negative out-group bias towards the bailiffs. 
This is unsurprising as they were involved in the evictions of the camps. However, this 
derogation is not as extreme as was found with the climbers’ sub-group, who were involved 
in the evictions as well. This may be explained by the second respondent’s quote, “at least 
they don’t pretend to be anything else”. Here this respondent believes that they are 
conforming to the behavioural norm of their group (part of a bailiffs job is to remove people 
from land or property that they are occupying illegally), and so this derogation is not as 
extreme as it was against those groups whose members were deviating from their perceived 
behavioural norm (such as the climbers’ sub-group which will shortly be discussed)
The reasons for the highly negative rating given to the chainsaw operators were often 
because they were the most directly involved in the clearance work:-
“They chop the trees down with an audience of hundreds, sometimes and enjoy the macho buzz of their 
penis extension power”
“Earth rapists!”
David Rendel, the MP for Newbury was perceived by many to be opportunist and hypocritical 
for his support of the by-pass. This was especially so given the Liberal Democrats desire to be 
seen as having an environmentally friendly transport policy.
“Idiot- thinks he can save his seat at the next election by going on anti-protestor rants - though was 
quite brave in not being afraid to argue with protestors”
“He was very active representing what was probably a majority of his constituents’ views, but had a 
blatantly hypocritical attitude in supporting Lib-Dem transport policy everywhere except Newbury”
Nicholas Blandy, the Under-Sheriff of Berkshire was in charge of each eviction, and so seen 
by many respondents as personally responsible for them, especially because he was very vocal 
in condemning the protestors in the press. Respondents’ comments on him included: -
“The boss or at least the manager responsible for the evictions and clearance work”
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“enjoyed the power of the job. Showed little attention to health and safety issues.”
The professional climbers who were used to evict protestors from the frees were rated most 
negatively. Some respondents extended the scale beyond ‘7’ to rate them. This was not only 
because of their close physical involvement in evictions, but also because many respondents 
felt that they of all people should be pro-environmental, as climbers were perceived to be in 
close contact with nature through their climbing, and so should have more respect for it.
“How can people so into climbing, which develops such an intimate relationship between climber and 
climbed, person and landscape, have such a repugnant lack of respect for what they’re climbing? They 
have no shame.”
“Utter traitors to everything that climbing should stand for- many admitted they were only in it for the 
money. I’m glad they have been ostracised from climbing circles and other climbers came down to 
Newbury to confront them”.
6.9.1 Summary and discussion
Consistent with previous studies into inter-group conflict (e.g. Sherif, 1966), there was a 
negative bias towards the out-group. However, like the data gathered from the interviews in 
the previous chapter, the out-group was not seen as a homogeneous group, and respondents’ 
opinions of them and perceived reasons for their involvement were considerably varied, 
suggesting that multiple out-groups instead of a single out-group were present. This out­
group derogation depended on the extent to which each sub-section was involved. Members 
from those sub-groups that were perceived as being exploited or not (here out of choice (such 
as security guards or the Police) were rated less negatively. However, those who were from 
sub-groups that were perceived to be there out of their own free will, and/ or out of greed 
(such as the professional climbers), were rated more negatively.
It is necessary however, to add a note of caution about these results. Some respondents were 
wary of being too critical of the individuals involved in clearance work. This was so because 
although they recognised the illegitimacy of the out-group, they felt they were engaged in a 
struggle against the system that creates the need for road construction, and thus contributing 
to GEC. Therefore, it was a global problem that needed targeting, and not specific 
individuals or groups of individuals, as this respondent illustrates:-
“I found it difficult to cope with the intense emotion which arises from having your home destroyed, 
your and your friends’ lives endangered, being arrested and imprisoned, and enduring extremes of 
hunger, thirst, exhaustion, and cold. Most of all seeing the trees fall made me rage against anyone who 
could make this happen- BUT time and time again I found myself not hating the individual people 
involved. There really is no point in reducing this to a level of personal blame or hatred, it’s 
inappropriate to foster self-destructive hatred and bitterness.”
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This is not surprising in light of the data gathered from the interviews in the previous 
chapter, that whilst respondents showed out-group derogation, there was also a desire for 
wider in-group inclusion. Therefore the desire by this respondent not to personalise the 
struggle will facilitate attempts to encourage the maximum number of possible could get 
involved in pro-environmental action against GEC, and improve the chances for wider in­
group inclusion.
6.10 Conclusion
In general, the data gathered from the questionnaires were broadly in line with those from 
the interviews. Respondents felt efficacious in their actions, although this efficacy was felt on 
more than one level. Long-term efficacy regarding their ability to highlight awareness was 
rated more highly than the short-term efficacy of their ability to physically disrupt 
construction work. There was strong faith in activities and groups that favoured rejecting the 
current socio-political system, and instead encouraged more autonomous, non-hierarchical 
action. There was a positive in-group bias and negative out-group bias as a result of the inter­
group conflict experienced at Newbury. However, the in-group was not considered as a 
homogenous whole, with it often being sub-divided into smaller units, and respondents 
experienced greater in-group bias and identification with these sub-divisions, (these usually 
related to which camp they identified with) than with the more superordinate identity of 
being an “anti-roads protestor”. The out-group denigration was not homogenous either, and 
was also dependent upon the sub-divisions of the out-group from whence they came, as well 
as to the perceived illegitimacy of their behaviour as a member of the sub-divided out-group. 
However, a cautionary note is necessary here, as the opinions of the in-group were more 
favourable than those obtained from the data conducted in the form of interviews (although 
the questionnaire results still tended to show a favourable in-group bias). There are possible 
explanations for this discrepancy, firstly that the interviews were done face to face, and the 
questionnaires were completed in private by respondents, suggesting that they were more 
prepared to voice negative opinions when their anonymity was more secure, and they wanted 
to portray the in-group in a more favourable light when interviewed directly. Another 
possibility may be the time when the data were gathered. The interviews were done before 
and during the period of clearance work, and the questionnaires were completed after 
clearance had finished, meaning that respondents may have had more time to reflect on their 
involvement while doing the questionnaires, and mention the negative as well as the positive 
aspects of their involvement (as well as the fact that when completing the questionnaires, 
respondents would have been aware that the short-term aim of stopping clearance work had 
failed, something that was not certain while the clearance work was in progress).
This discrepancy between results (although of a relatively slight nature) does illustrate the 
limitations inherent in researching participants involved in collective action in a one-off 
study, and then reporting the results as representative. The dynamic nature of such action
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means that the psychological processes studied in this theses, such as perceived efficacy of 
actions, can change as events unfold. Thus a respondent reporting low efficacy after being 
evicted from their tree-house, does not mean that s/he will report the same levels of efficacy 
if interviewed after a action that successfully halted work for the day. If long-term 
environmental problems such as GEC are to be effectively confronted, then it is clear that 
stable, long-term feelings of self-efficacy would facilitate this process. Therefore, I decided to 
assess whether the high levels of efficacy reported by respondents would remain stable over a 
longer period of time, and whether respondents’ perceptions had changed through their 
involvement, as was found by Drury (1996) in his year long study of protestors against the 
Ml 1 extension in East London. The next chapter documents the data I gathered a year after 
the protests against clearance work began, and a study of a specific day of action that many 
respondents considered as one of the most empowering moments of the campaign.
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Chapter 7
One Year on: a case study in empowerment
7.1 Introduction
This chapter documents the data gathered concerning retrospective perceptions of 
respondents from Newbury during January 1997 (a year after clearance work began), and on 
events surrounding the weekend of the 9th -10th of January, which saw one of the biggest 
displays of collective action in the campaign so far. I had originally intended to gather data 
from participants over that weekend concerning their opinions on their actions over the 
preceding year. This was done in order to compare it with the previous data I had gathered, 
and to assess whether there had evolved any changes in perception through their involvement 
in direct action, in similar processes to those that Drury (1996) and Stott (1996) found. 
However after the events of what has since become known as the “Reunion Rampage”, I 
decided to gather data from those involved on that day as well. This was because I expected 
the event would provide useful data about personal and collective empowerment, as well as 
possible processes of change involved. The number of participants that I was able to 
interview (fourteen in total; six about their perceptions one year on, and a further eight were 
interviewed about the Reunion Rampage as well) was considerably less than those 
interviewed during the protests against clearance work, for a number of reasons.
First of all, there was the practical difficulty that by January 1997 there were no more 
permanent camps in the area, and the protestors had dispersed. Therefore, I had much less 
time to gather data. Secondly, I was unable to interview people during the demonstrations, as 
I was arrested with a group of protestors on the morning of the first day, and held for the 
duration of the action before being released without charge, and during the “Reunion 
Rampage” the situation was too fluid and chaotic to justify interviewing people without 
seriously disrupting the collective action in which they were involved. The crowd also 
quickly dispersed after the event, meaning that I had to interview respondents as and when I 
met them at later dates. Finally, and most importantly, the security implications of such a 
demonstration (most of the machinery on site was destroyed at the Reunion Rampage and 
despite extensive surveillance on the day by Police and private detectives, there have not been 
any related convictions to date) for protestors meant that there was an understandable 
reluctance to discuss such events.
Therefore I had to conduct the interviews after the event, when it was less likely that any 
arrests would be made (some were conducted nearly a year after the event), meaning that 
memory loss or distortion was a possible confounding variable. However, given the 
importance attached to these events, they were still remembered vividly by many 
respondents, and the accounts given do not contradict each other. Therefore it seems
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probable that the data was accurate, suggesting that valid processes and conclusions can still 
be gathered from the interviews.
7.2 Perceptions of involvement one year on
The data concerning respondents’ perspectives on their involvement in direct action were 
generated through open-ended interviews during and after the weekend of January 9^-10th 
1997. Although respondents were encouraged to speak freely, there were two broad areas of 
inquiry. First of all they were asked about their perceived efficacy of their participation in 
direct action in retrospect. Secondly, they were asked whether their participation in direct 
action in general had affected their behaviour or opinions in any other areas of their life. As 
with the previous interviews, common factors were extracted and the number of times that 
they appeared were documented in tables.
7.2.1 Perceived efficacy of participation
The following table charts how many times the following themes relating to perceived 
efficacy were mentioned by respondents.
TABLE 26
1) Raising other’s awareness 10
2) Belief that road would be stopped 4
3) Costing state resources/ money 4
4) Didn’t expect to stop road 4
5) Individual empowerment 4
6) Collective empowerment 3
As with the previous interview and questionnaire results, respondents reported feeling 
efficacious most often in their ability to raise other’s awareness of the issues involved. This 
can be subdivided into different areas of perceived ability to raise awareness. Ten measured 
their efficacy through changing public opinion towards road-building, and four felt 
efficacious as a result of the media attention that the protests attracted as this respondent 
illustrates:-
CC: One year on, how effective do you think the campaign has been?
GK: It’s been fantastically effective. I mean the shift in public consciousness as a result of Newbury, I 
don’t think could have been any better. I don’t know why it happened, but it became such a big issue 
all over the media, erm... fantastic, yeah.
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Some respondents also felt efficacious in their ability to highlight wider issues involved in 
their protests as this extract shows, where LS illustrates the need for a fundamental re- 
evaluation of traditional concepts such as Continual growth.
CC: Can you give me some examples of how you think it’s been effective in raising awareness?
LS: Well as I mentioned before, about cancelling the road programme. It’s also having an effect on the 
whole argument about the use of cars, and the kind of development that they encourage; out of town 
supermarkets, in-town supermarkets, with car-parks, lifestyles that are just driving everywhere- driving 
kids to school, when they used to be able to walk, erm and beyond that- questioning the whole goals of 
society, what progress is all about.
As can be seen, as many respondents mentioned that they had initially hoped to be able to 
stop the road at the start of the campaign, as those who had not expected to do so. However, 
even those that had expected to stop the road, tempered this belief, and did not see their 
failure to do so as outright defeat. Instead they redefined their perceptions of how successful 
they were and so felt efficacious in other ways, that related to a wider context of their actions. 
LS had been previously involved in anti-roads campaigns, and so was presumably aware that 
stopping the road being built was unlikely. However, she still believed it was possible, while 
at the same time recognising the effectiveness of her actions to raise others’ awareness of 
relevant issues in the light of the failure to prevent its construction.
CC: What expectations did you have when you first got involved?
LS: I thought there was a good possibility of stopping this one. We didn’t stop the M l 1 and all the time 
that was going, I wasn’t kidding myself, I realised they’d probably go ahead with it. I thought there was 
some possibility of stopping this one. I thought they might have learned their lesson. There did seem to 
be an even better argument for not building it than there was with the M l 1, and so I was a little bit 
surprised it’s gone as far as it has. I think even so it’s still a vague possibility of stopping it, but I think 
that isn’t the real reason we get into these things in the first place. We get into them because we want 
to raise awareness of people about development in general, not just roads, but the destructiveness that 
is going on across the country, across the world.
Here, GK in retrospect, realises that his efficacy expectations were over-optimistic. However, 
he still considers his actions to be efficacious.
CC: Did you have any expectations at the time about what you’d achieve when you first got involved? 
G R  Erm... when I first got involved, I don’t know. I think it took a while to get my head round what 
we could expect. Erm.. but a year ago I was... I thought very much we would stop this road. Erm... but 
when you’re defending yourself in a camp, it’s easy to get into the invincible frame of mind. Erm... 
now I think we probably won’t stop the road-1 wouldn’t rule it out completely, but I think what has 
been achieved has been far bigger than that.
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Therefore, through their involvement in direct action against a specific anti-roads campaign, 
these respondents have developed a wider definition of efficacy of their actions, and feel 
successful in their ability to raise awareness of the need to question the traditional values that 
the current socio-economic system espouses. They may also have become more realistic in 
their expectations as a result of their experiences of direct action and their apparent failure to 
directly stop construction of that particular project.
Some respondents did not expect to stop the road from the start, but this did not prevent their 
involvement, as they had already considered that the efficacy of their actions would be from a 
wider perspective:-
WA: I never thought we’d stop the road, I thought that the usual economic costs through protesting, 
the arrests, the good P.R. that was generated by it, would put them off future developments that trash 
the countryside. So I thought we’d put them off, but I didn’t expect the massive scale of Newbury, 
obviously and it’s a difficult thing to interpret, you know at least you can be empowered by it. I didn’t 
think we’d stop it, but I thought we’d damage it on the way.
Interestingly, while WA was sceptical about the immediate success of the direct action 
campaign, he was still surprised by the size of it. Thus, there were still novel experiences, 
even for those with no illusions about the short-term efficacy of their actions.
For some respondents the mere fact that they were in conflict with the state and causing it 
economic and physical costs was a source of efficacy in itself, as these two extracts illustrate :-
SR: The effect actually on the ground-1 think it was pretty effective, it took three months for all the 
camps to be evicted, I suppose yeah, there quite a few, well a few good actions-1 suppose morning 
actions which were pretty effective, erm yeah there was the Tarmac office action, which was a bit of a 
highlight for quite a lot of people... you get the added bonus of confronting the state and nice little 
adrenaline rushes.
CC: Do you think it was effective?
ET: Newbury... erm.. difficult, in a lot of ways, it depends what effect you’re going for. It cost £12- 
15m or some thing in total for a £1.6m contract, so in that sense, in a money costing sense it was 
hugely effective.
Individual and collective empowerment were also specifically mentioned as a result of 
effectiveness arising from participation, with the two often being linked.
CC: OK, so how effective do you think you’ve been, now that you’re involved in environmental direct 
action?
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DB: Erm.. I dunno. I’d like to think I’ve helped other people get involved, by sort of talking to them, 
and getting involved in publications and stuff, and sort of getting the message out... I’m not sure how 
effective each individual action that I seem to spend all my time running round the country going on, is 
- I’m not sure how effective that is, but sort of overall, it all helps it. Even if  it only builds up my own 
experiences so that I’ve got better knowledge for next time, or for the future, and I think that’s all sort 
of effective on building on myself, and sort of community feeling...
However, respondents were not always empowered by their experiences as SR illustrates:- 
CC: Do you think this has effected you personally?
SR: Yeah... I don’t think... tree evictions didn’t do an awful lot for me, I felt powerless, and well quite 
scared actually, some times, cos I got cut off a walkway, I had the bottom line of a walkway cut, which 
was a really unpleasant experience, sort of being left bouncing in mid-air, erm cos I don’t know... not 
knowing who’d tied any of the knots.
CC: You say you felt powerless, did you at other points through your involvement have different 
feelings on empowerment, did you feel empowered at times?
SR: Yeah I’d say definitely. I think when you’ve got a big... I dunno cos tree campaigning is pretty sort 
of individualised, and elitist maybe, in that unless you’re a pretty good climber or you’ve got no sense 
of personal safety, or both maybe, then being on a small platform in a tree, with thin bits of rope to 
walk around on and lots of psychotic bailiffs coming to get you, is not a particularly empowering 
situation to be in really.... yeah I’d say on more collective ground actions where... which aren’t set 
piece confrontations ... I suppose Whatley1 would be another [example], where we basically outwitted 
the state, and there’s a good collective feeling, and yeah you carry out what happens to be effective. 
Both those actions happened to be criminal damage, but even if  it had involved just shutting something 
down- you know solidly, instead of having the usual thing where a few people get martyred, then that 
would have been just as effective, and I think the actual content of the actions may be... I think the 
effects are measured on an individual basis, it’s more important for empowering people and obviously 
the content has to be worthwhile- it has to be exciting or whatever, it has to feel worthwhile, but I think 
the form actions take is pretty important.
Interestingly here, while SR felt personally disempowered during the actions because of his 
personal vulnerability, he did recognise the possibility for collective empowerment arising 
from such actions. Although this empowerment depended on the form the actions took, in 
particular that they were not turned into specific individual struggles, and created a few 
‘martyrs’. This suggests that there is a desire amongst respondents to encourage mass 
participation from others, as opposed to having a small elite group of activists, and is 
consistent with data from the previous two chapters that found a desire for wider in-group 
inclusion among respondents.
Whatley’ refers to a mass action held at Whatley Quarry in Somerset in December 1995, where over 300 people invaded the site 
and caused nearly £1/3 m worth of damage to equipment and forced it to shut for the next week
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7.2.1.1 Summary and discussion
In conjunction with the data gathered from Newbury during, and just after, clearance work, 
respondents continued to feel efficacious about their actions a year on from their 
involvement. This suggests that the efficacy that respondents felt was a relatively stable 
construct, and that they had undergone a radical shift in attitudes and values that enabled this 
efficacy to be more than a single, isolated instance of perception, as suggested by Fishbein 
and Ajzen (1980). However, as was also found with the previous data, this efficacy was not 
considered to be a single construct, and was instead felt in different ways. Short-term efficacy 
was less apparent amongst respondents here than it was one year previously, since the goal of 
their short-term efficacy, to prevent the by-pass from being completed was not achieved, and 
the road has since being opened. However, this did not appear to have adversely affected 
perceived efficacy, as respondents had either not expected to halt the road’s construction (and 
so were not disappointed), or had since developed a wider perspective in regard to their 
conception of their efficaciousness. This wider conception of respondents’ efficacy was 
achieved by their having a long-term perspective to their actions. This ranged from their 
ability to cause additional financial costs to the road’s construction through increased 
security measures, to raising general awareness of not only environmental issues associated 
with road-building, but also of more fundamental concepts, such as questioning the whole 
idea of growth and development. This is logical, and necessary, if one is to feel that it is 
possible to confront the global nature of GEC through one’s own local activity. It is also 
consistent with many of the environmental critiques of the current global economic status 
quo, that were discussed in chapter 3.
7.2.2 Changes in behaviour or opinions
The following table represents the frequency of changes that respondents felt they had 
undergone through their involvement at Newbury and/or direct action in general.
TABLE 27
l)Wider perspective on life/more confident 11
2)More politicised/ confrontational 5
3) Re-appraisal of tactics 4
4) More committed 3
5) Opinions reinforced/ strengthened 3
6) Personal trauma/need for others’ involvement 3
7) Personal therapeutic benefits 2
8) More suspicious of out-group 2
9) More suspicious of sub-groups within in-group 1
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The most common change that respondents felt had happened from their involvement was 
that they had developed a wider perspective on life, or that they had become more confident 
within themselves. Here, SG describes how through his involvement at Newbury, he had not 
only lost his fear of intimidation by the Police in the form of surveillance but had also 
developed a different way of assessing people.
SG: For me personally, it was a fantastic time, it was really great, and it really took away any fear of 
the state if you like, cos when you’re confronted day in and day out by the Police and their video 
cameras, and their intimidation, it becomes routine, and it loses any sort of potency. I remember the 
first time I had a camera pointed at my face, I was really quire scared, and it really intimidated me, but 
by the end of Newbury, I was smiling at the cameras you know!
CC: Do you think this loss of fear and inhibition has affected how you approach other situations in 
everyday life, when you’re not protesting?
SG: Erm... yeah I’m sure, I’m sure it has... I certainly look at people when I’m approached in any sort 
of situation... I look at people for what they’re saying, what they’re doing, who are they as individuals, 
rather than who they represent or what power they wield. Erm... I think it’s very dangerous to look at 
people and say “you are this... you have this position, therefore I will put you up on a pedestal, and I 
will respect you for your position, not for what you are saying or what you believe in, and very much at 
Newbury people earned respect through their deeds, not through any importance.
This is interesting because it appears to contradict the assumption made by Tajfel’s (1982) 
SIT that members of an in-group will see out-group members as homogenous as a result of 
inter-group conflict. This did not occur here, even though respondents were themselves often 
treated as homogenous by the out-group. For instance, the Police and private detectives 
routinely filmed everyone at the demonstrations at Newbury, regardless of what they did as 
individuals, and mass arrests of all those inside the security cordons during evictions were 
common.
This change in opinion was also felt by some to be manifested in their ability to consider a 
wider perspective:-
CC: Do you think your attitudes have changed from your involvement?
RH: Yeah, I guess I’ve become much more theoretically aware and, and a much better grounded view 
of what I’m doing, so yeah I suppose I’m a bit more full on, and a lot more aware of what we should be 
doing, and what are the best sort of actions.
In this extract, DB (who had been on anti-nuclear waste transportation protests in Germany 
as well as Newbury) describes how he became more confident in his actions beyond the 
protests through his involvement in direct action:-
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CC: Has your involvement in campaigning affected how you approach and deal with everyday life 
situations?
DB: Yeah, definitely. It’s made me a lot more confident, and a lot more... yeah, just a lot more 
confident in myself and my ability to deal with situations, and with other people. It’s .... I dunno, erm,
I grew up in a sort of rough area, and was always wary about wandering around and stuff on my own, 
or late at night when there was just a couple of us, cos we used to get quite a lot of hassle. But I don’t 
feel that anymore, I feel sort of after being confronted with 30,000 German riot cops, a couple of pissed 
people walking out of the pub shouting at you, it isn’t that much... it puts everything like that into 
perspective.
Some respondents even felt that they had received personal therapeutic benefits from their 
involvement in direct action, as IJ describes:-
CC: Do you feel personally effective in your actions through being involved in direct action generally? 
IJ: Yeah therapeutically, it’s a therapeutic process. You know, we all see so much shit you have a go. 
Stopping a digger, it’s a start, you know thinking about it. But you don’t think about it, you just do it. 
Stopping a digger for just five minutes, that whole action just gives me hope, mid such passion that I 
can go on and do other things, I can talk to people, rationally, without wanting to bite their heads off 
basically. It’s therapy.
Several respondents, as a result of their increased self-confidence had become more willing 
to take a stand against those who were perceived as trying to enforce the will of the 
illegitimate authority of the state. The following extract from an interview with SR illustrates 
this point:-
CC: Finally do you think your involvement in direct action has changed your outlook on life in any 
way- has it affected you in other areas than just pure campaigning?
SR: I think it has. I think I’ve become more... I don’t know... more confrontational person. I mean 
most people tend to take... you know it gives you a greater awareness of I don’t know... sort of 
authority, and the ability to stand up to all forms of authority, and areas of oppression which aren’t 
directly linked to campaigning - well I suppose they are sort of-1 mean everything’s linked, but which 
aren’t directly linked... I mean the DSS for example. I think it enables you to become a lot more 
confident in dealing with supposed authority figures... other institutions.
CC: What do you mean by DSS?
SR: Well I don’t know, that’s just an example of an institution that you can learn ways around things, 
you can get a better understanding, be more coherent... I don’t know... if you don’t have any 
involvement, if you’re just a normal person or whatever, coming up against an institution like the DSS, 
where there’s a lot of “you must do this, you must tell us that, if you don’t do this” etc. I think it 
enables you to see through... challenging authority and power- capitalism and all its reins. It enables 
you to see more clearly in other areas of life... know that there are ways around and ways of 
challenging it.
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Not all changes were beneficial for the respondents however, and some expressed feelings of 
disempowerment at times, as this extract with WA illustrates:-
CC: Do you think it’s affected you in other ways of life?
WA: Yeah it was traumatic as fuck- it put my head through a ringer, and a lot of people round me for 
quite a while, and I think there’s people still dealing with that.. .But yeah it was traumatic. The 
empowerment... I suppose it was empowering during it, but for some reason a lot of us that came away 
from it, despairingly, looking back on the campaign were pretty fucked by it, and we didn’t so much 
take empowering elements, but damaging elements from it. That’s partially cos a lot of us were quite 
experienced going there, and had a lot of burnout and trauma inflicted already. So it was quite a hard 
thing to deal with. I wouldn’t change it, I might do it differently.
The personal trauma experienced led some respondents to conclude that it was necessary to 
continually involve new people in direct action, as this extract shows, where SK describes his 
views on direct action:-
SK:I think it’s very valid, and I still think it’s a very good thing to do. At the moment my personal life, 
I’m beginning to think that, I don’t think that any one person, unless they’re really sort of specialist can 
be a permanent direct activist. I think I’m learning that one year after, full on trying to do that all the 
time is er, you get, you bum out, and paranoia just creeps up on you. The whole thing the whole stress 
thing- it’s one of the most stressful things for me. Some of the time I don’t actually like doing it, but I 
do it anyway. Erm, and I’m sort of thinking that I want to go and grow some vegetables and plant some 
trees somewhere. But in terms of, I think it’s a sort of rolling thing, it’s like a wave - the wave ripples 
through, and picks up the water molecules and they do the role, and then stay where they are. So 
hopefully more people will come along and there’ll always be a continuing force of it, and you just get 
in when you can really.
This passage is also interesting, in that SK shows a recognition that greater participation in 
pro-environmental behaviour is required, and so expresses a desire for wider in-group 
inclusion, as was found in previous data from respondents. Therefore these respondents do 
not see themselves as a small, elite group of pro-environmentalists, but part of a wider group 
that needs encouragement to act pro-environmentally, when they can no longer continue 
themselves because of personal fatigue or trauma. Furthermore this can be related back to 
different ways of feeling efficacious through one’s actions. For instance, encouraging others 
to become involved can be more effective than merely raising general public awareness of 
environmental issues, as this results in changes in others’ behaviour rather than just their 
attitudes. These changes in others’ behaviour can also be more powerful and lasting than 
mere attitudinal changes. This may be even though comparatively fewer out-group members 
change their behaviour than those who adopt a more favourable attitude to pro-
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environmental issues as a result of their increased awareness from the actions of the 
protestors.
Some respondents did not feel that their opinions had changed to a great extent, and instead 
felt that they had just been reinforced, as GK illustrates:-
CC: Do you think your opinions have changed from being involved?
GK: That’s a difficult one! Probably not very much. I think my opinions have continued on a 
progression that they were going on anyway. It may have helped reinforce certain ideas, it may have 
changed the rate at which my ideas changed, but I don’t think I think vastly differently from how I 
would have done otherwise. Well, maybe... I suppose the change in my opinions on methods of change, 
on means rather than ends, erm.. that’s something I constantly think of, what are the most effective 
means of achieving political ends. Erm... and probably what’s be come most clear is that there isn’t 
any obvious answer, there’s lots of different things.
In this example LS states that as well as having her attitudes reinforced, she had also 
experienced greater out-group derogation from her participation.
CC: Has your involvement changed your opinions on anything?
LS: It’s just reinforced them really. I mean I think I started out with some pretty strong opinions. I can’t 
think there’s any way in which they’ve completely changed. I suppose I’m more suspicious than I was 
of the Police, even, more committed to what I was doing already.
The lack of change apparent in some respondents is to be expected. This is so because 
protestors with experience of previous campaigns would have a better idea what to expect 
from the protests and so will not necessarily encounter novel experiences that may make 
them change their attitudes. In any case, they may have already changed their attitudes as a 
result of previous experiences. Attitudes based on such direct experience are also reported to 
be more stable than those based on vicarious, representationally mediated experience (e.g. 
Fazio and Zanna, 1981; Zanna and Olson, 1982). Incidentally, the change that GK later 
mentions (the need to re-appraise one’s tactics), may be a logical thing to do in light of the 
fact that direct action was ultimately unsuccessful in preventing the route being cleared and 
the road being completed. This is consistent with previous results found concerning the 
redefinition of efficacy, that respondents often shifted their measure of how successful they 
were from a short to a long-term perspective, and so continued to feel efficacious.
As previously found, the protestors’ in-group was not always considered as a homogenous 
unit. Instead, it was perceived as consisting of diverse sub-groups with differing identities. 
This belief is illustrated by this extract from WA, whose involvement made him more 
suspicious of a sub-section of the in-group:-
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WA: It made me more suspicious of liberal pressure groups like Friends of the Earth, and all that. 
Because of the interaction there, the way they seemed to steal our thunder. The direct action we do gets 
turned into their agenda. Yeah that made me a lot less trusting of broad alliances, but It also made me 
realise the limitations in that there was a lot of dissatisfaction our side, especially on site the office was 
not that popular, and certainly the Friends of the Earth element was even less popular.
7.2.2.1 Summary and discussion
It is therefore apparent that the respondents experienced changes in both their opinions and 
behaviours. Some described radical shifts in their behaviours and perspectives that were 
apparently stable over a year after the event (as was perceived efficacy of actions). This 
suggested that their involvement in direct action had influenced them in areas beyond those 
directly relating to the protests. Respondents often felt more self-confident and empowered in 
general and this was reflected in how they approached and dealt with normal, everyday 
situations that were removed from the protests. This is consistent with previous research that 
has found long-term, enhanced self-confidence amongst civil rights activists in the US 
(Pelton, 1974), amongst anti-roads protestors in the M il campaign (Drury, 1996), and also 
amongst protestors against a landfill site in Kent, who even reported feeling that their local 
village had become a closer community as a result of the protests (Rootes, 1997). These shifts 
in behaviour can be to such an extent that even institutions that are not directly related to 
their protests at Newbury can be perceived as illegitimate. For respondents such institutions 
represent a form of the current status quo that is degrading the environment and causing 
social injustice, and therefore they consider themselves justified in confronting them. This is 
consistent both with the anarchist goal of dismantling all state structures, and with the idea 
of much green political thought that fundamental behavioural shifts in all aspects of life are 
necessary to address the problems associated with GEC. This is also congruent with the 
theory proposed by Social Ecologists that direct action is more than a tactic to use when all 
others have failed, and should be the standard practice for political and social activity 
(Baugh, 1990).
7.2.3 Conclusion
To summarise, these results are broadly consistent with the findings from the main body of 
research done at Newbury the previous year, and therefore were also consistent with the main 
hypotheses. Respondents did indeed feel efficacious in their actions, and this efficacy was 
perceived in more dimensions than just in the immediate effect of their direct action (raising 
general awareness of the wider issues that were involved, for instance). This efficacy was also 
considered to be a relatively stable phenomenon, being apparent one year after the start of the 
protests. Many respondents also mentioned that they had developed a wider perspective on 
life in general as a result of their involvement. This more holistic approach had made some 
of them more confident in their everyday activities and inter-personal dealings (although
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there was also a degree of personal hardship and trauma as a result). These findings agree 
with the shift in attitudes and behaviours that are considered necessary if action against GEC 
is to be successful. The next section will examine what is considered to be a microcosmic 
account of empowerment arising from one mass action at Newbury .
7.3 The ‘Reunion Rampage9
The following is a brief description of the events that transpired on the weekend of 9^-10* 
January 1997, that will help explain the background and content of data that was collected. A 
weekend of demonstrations was called from 9th to 10th January to commemorate one year 
since the mass protests began- billed as “the Reunion Rally”. The first day was intended as a 
day of direct action. The local anti-bypass group (The third Battle of Newbury) was to stage a 
rally on the second day, with Charles Secrett from national Friends of the Earth and Tony 
Benn MP among the speakers, where campaigners planned to surround the perimeter fence 
of one of the construction sites and dress it with ribbons as a symbolic protest.
However, despite briefly stopping work on one site on the first day of direct action, it was not 
considered a great success, and only attracted around 200 people. The next day saw over 
1000 people gather for the rally and fence dressing ceremony. After the ceremony, a large 
crowd began pushing the fence and cutting holes in it, in order to enter the site. Despite 
attempts by Police and security guards to prevent them, people began entering the site in 
large numbers, and began dancing around a large oak tree that was in the middle of the 
compound. The Police began making arrests of those suspected of damaging the fence, but 
these were actively resisted by the crowd. Soon afterwards, the Police and security were 
overwhelmed and unable to prevent farther incursions, and so moved to protect the 
machinery and constructions that were on site, especially a large crane at the bottom of an 
excavated slope at the South end of the compound. Here, a large group of security were 
surrounding the crane and resisting attempts by protestors to climb onto it. During these 
scuffles one protestor’s leg was broken, and so a large group of protestors moved down to the 
crane, and were able to overwhelm the security guards and occupy it after a few minutes.
Soon afterwards, the Police and security received orders to leave the site for their own safety, 
leaving protestors in control of most of it. At first they began smashing the machinery and 
structures that remained, but later they set fire to them as well, causing over £ lA m worth of 
damage. The demonstration was condemned by representatives from national Friends of the 
Earth, who referred to the protestors as “malicious hotheads” (Secrett, 1997). The national 
media also portrayed it as a peaceful demonstration that “descended into chaos and crime” 
(Gilmour, 1997) but it was supported by many of those present on the day, and elements of 
the alternative media (Anon, 1997c).
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7.3.1 Procedure
I conducted interviews with respondents in a similar manner as before, except that this time 
they were encouraged to speak more freely about their interpretations of events. This was so 
because I felt that by concentrating on one specific event, there was less need for me to direct 
their answers. Therefore, despite my asking some relevant questions at the end, these 
interviews were less structured. Even so, remarkably similar processes and perceptions 
emerged from the data. I decided that the best way to report the data would be to deal with 
each topic in as near to chronological order as possible (rather than in tables documenting 
frequency of responses), in order to best illustrate the processes that occurred as events 
unfolded.
7.3.2 Developing empowerment with events
Respondents appeared to begin the day with low expectations about what would happen on 
the day of the ‘Reunion rampage’, and hence had correspondingly low perceived efficacy 
about their coming actions.
DB: Erm.. .well we all woke up early in the morning not expecting much, a few people were talking 
about going into the compound, and running around a bit, thinking we’d get thrown out straight away.
This low level of expectation about what the rally would achieve was reinforced by the 
perception that the previous day’s protests had not been as successful as some had hoped.
OB: It was a bit weird, waking up that morning at the visitor’s camp, on the day of the Reunion 
rally/rampage. I was feeling a little disempowered, and uninspired. The day of action the day before 
hadn’t been a huge success, and all we had to look forward to was a liberal Friends of the Earth rally. 
Still a lot of people were expected, so I thought it would be a good chance to meet up with more 
people, and hopefully get a more radical message across-1 certainly didn’t expect what happened that 
day to happen! There was a bit of push and shove outside the fence to Middle-Oak, but it didn’t seem 
to be going anywhere, and there were people hassling us to go down and see the speeches (which was a 
bit annoying).
SG: It was funny- there were two flyers going around; there were the fluffy fliers, they were going on 
about Reunion Rally, and then there were the spikey ones going on about Reunion Rampage. I guess 
my first feelings, I was more interested in the Reunion Rampage flyers, than the Reunion Rally, and I’d 
had a very frustrating day the day before. In theory the idea was to have a day of action on the Friday, 
and a fluffy thing on the Saturday. I’d been arrested very early before the sun had come up on Friday, 
and spent the action day twiddling my thumbs in a Police cell, and so I was actually quite frustrated 
and wanted to get out there and do something real and meaningful.
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In this second extract, SG is making explicit the perceived division felt by many (“fluffy or 
spikey”2), that existed between the two planned demonstrations, and so highlights the 
different sub-sections of the in-group that existed at the start of the demonstration, and the 
frustration that SG felt at being unable to go on the action that suited his preferred sub­
section of the in-group.
However, despite this low level of expectation mentioned by respondents, protestors were 
soon able to break through Police lines and enter the compound by sheer volume of numbers. 
This created an initial feeling of surprise amongst some respondents at their ability to even 
enter the site.
CC: Could you tell us your perspective of events of the day, on the reunion rampage ?
IJ: It started off really mellow, like it was going to be the equivalent of a candlelight vigil throughout, 
and it was kind of like FoE doing their media stunt again, and remembering how terrible it is , and 
standing outside the fences. It was kind of like a year on, so certain things were more up-beat. People 
were actually talking in the main speakers’ forum before the actual going on to site about how direct 
action was really great, and how it really worked- so that was quite cool, and then we had a certain 
person from the Ploughshares perspective going T m  going to snip the fences, and off they went really 
and snipped fences and I think they were just planning to snip a few fences and hand themselves in, 
and that was going to be it, and that’s all anybody thought was going to happen. So the fact that that 
person snipped the fence, and everybody piled in was quite incredible. So it started off with nobody 
thinking anything was going to happen, and then it turned into a very remarkable day- probably the 
most memorable highlight of that year.
As IJ illustrates, events on the day were perceived to have turned out even better than 
expected, because there had been such low expectations about the symbolic criminal damage 
that had been planned. However, these plans were soon superseded by actions that were 
much more direct and real. Therefore, because some respondents had started the day with a 
low initial level of perceived efficacy (that there would only be a symbolic candle-lit vigil), 
the fact that these low expectations were later far exceeded, meant that they felt even more 
efficacious about the later events than if there had been higher initial expectations.
Because of these previous low expectations for the day, there was also a feeling amongst 
respondents that the events of the day had not been pre-planned and so were fairly 
spontaneous. This created an initial sense of elation amongst some, as they were able to act 
in ways that had not previously been considered as possible for that particular day.
2
these refer to the different tactics adopted by protestors, with ‘fluffy’ describing actions that are explicitly non-violent, while 
‘spikey’ refers to more militant actions, that do not exclude the possibility of violence to people or property by protestors.
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RH: We’d been arseing about outside the compound fence quite a bit and been getting pulled hither 
and thither by the cops, a bit, and OK we were resisting - but what was even the point we were talking 
about two yards of grass outside the fence, and it was after we’d heard all the speeches and the liberal 
rhetoric from FoE representatives, and we’d been thinking oh shit shit and blah de blah, and whatever, 
and we’d gone back to the fences. That was the fun point- everyone spontaneously, or I think pretty 
much spontaneously, suddenly knew what to do together- and that was a great sort of in tuneness 
moment. Everyone acting spontaneously and yet collectively as well, getting over the fence, and I 
thought “wow wicked!”
There was also a development in the crowd’s behaviour. The entire crowd did not enter the 
site in a solid mass, but in a more gradual way, and actions developed according to events. 
This illustrates the dynamic nature of much of collective action, as respondents’ actions 
developed in tandem with events of the day, and became ever more exuberant. Some 
respondents mentioned this incremental process of actions that increased as the crowd 
became more empowered. Here, SG describes his feelings on first entering the site:-
SG: someone had removed the bolts to the fence and a few of us got in and people were very hesitant, 
but suddenly people realised, hey there’s a few more, and then there’s a few more, and people thought 
“yes I can do it too” , and more and more people started jumping through the fence. From that one stage 
there was 20 of us thinking we can’t do anything, then more and more fence came down, more and 
more people got in. Before we knew it, we well butnumbered the security and Police
This development of behaviour was also related to perceived illegitimacy of the out-group’s 
behaviour on the day, as these two examples illustrate:-
TJ: They were really confident that nothing was going to happen as well, and there was plenty of 
Police - they were actually working the site that people were gathered around, which was really 
provocative. I think they were just relying on the FoE thing, and nothing would happen because of that,
I think they were very over confident because of that.
OB: I remember walking off away from the main group, cos it didn’t seem like anything was 
happening there- how wrong I was! Just as me and a couple of others were standing at the top staring at 
this razor-wire fence, we suddenly saw all these people running around inside, being chased by 
security. We started running back to where we started, and there was this huge gap in the fence, and 
the Police had given up trying to stop people getting in. I was a bit cautious at first, cos I’d been nicked 
the day before, but then I thought “fuck it- I’m not missing out on this !” At first people were just 
content to dance around the big Oak tree in the middle of the compound, but they got more and more 
adventurous. People tried de-arresting a few that the Police had stupidly decided to nick, and although 
they failed and more people could have helped, it was more active than I had seen in the past. Soon 
people felt it wasn’t enough to just dance about, and so started getting on the machinery. The security 
retreated to guard the more expensive bits, so people went for them as well! There was a big crane at 
the bottom of this pit, and the security were being pretty full-on- and some guy had just had his leg
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broken by one of them, so we ran down to help out. I remember seeing this guy being dragged around 
by a security guard, so I just piled in screaming at him to leave him alone, and dragged him off him, 
and I got quite a shock, partly cos the security guard was a woman (not that that in itself should have 
stopped me from rescuing one of my friends from a potential beating), but also that my own actions 
surprised me. It was like we were realising our potential power, and it was unusual to be in these 
situations with that feeling.
Here, the perceived illegitimacy of the out-group (the security moving to guard machinery 
and mistreating other protestors), was a spur for escalation of the in-group’s behaviour, and 
the crowd reacted to this by trying to occupy the crane where the protestor was injured. Both 
of these extracts also show the way in which respondents explored the boundaries of their 
behaviour by testing the limits of what they could achieve, and pushing these limits when 
they deemed it possible. For instance the crowd moved from the passive act of dancing round 
the Oak tree in the centre of the compound, to the more active act of occupying machinery, 
and resisting what were perceived to be illegitimate attacks from the out-group.
7.3.2.1 Summary and conclusion
Respondents began the day of the ‘Reunion Rampage’ with low expectations about what they 
thought they would be able to achieve, given the relative lack of success the day before, and 
also because of the intention by the organisers of the rally to hold a symbolic rally rather than 
a more direct protest. However, after some protestors managed to break through the 
perimeter fence, the majority of the crowd gradually entered the site, and escalated their 
behaviours in light of the inability of the out-group to stop them. This is a similar process to 
that found by Drury (1996) in his study of those involved in an anti-Poll tax demonstration 
outside Exeter Guildhall in 1990, where respondents who had initially intended merely to 
express their disapproval of the Poll Tax, then became empowered to actively disrupt the 
meeting, after it became clear that the Police were unable to prevent such disruption 
happening, and some protestors even began throwing food at councillors in the meeting. 
Respondents ’ behaviour also escalated in response to the perceived illegitimate behaviour of 
the out-group. Protesters resisted the Police when they tried to arrest other protestors, and 
assaults by security guards on protestors were met with the occupation of the machinery that 
they had been guarding. This escalation of behaviour is consistent with Stott’s (1996) study 
of the Poll Tax riot, where the situation developed from a peaceful march to a full-scale riot, 
as a response to the perceived illegitimate Police attacks on the crowd.
7.3.3 Gaining control of the compound
Once protestors had taken control of the site, many respondents expressed their feelings of 
empowerment (over half explicitly used the word ‘empowered’ in their reports). OB
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describes his feelings on discovering that the Police were retreating, and thus leaving the 
protestors in control of the site:-
OB: Then all the Police moved off, and my first reaction was “shit- they’re re-grouping to charge!” 
Then I saw the copper in charge with this really pissed off look, and it dawned on me that they weren't 
going to charge, they were withdrawing! We had taken the whole fucking site right in front of their 
eyes, and they were powerless to stop us! After months of defensive battles of attrition where we 
responded to their moves, and invariably lost- we had taken the initiative, and won. We did practically 
everything we wanted to, and had pretty much got away with it. On a personal level, it was great as 
well, cos when I had been nicked, the day before, the Police had been really annoying and smug, doing 
everything they could to humiliate and degrade us, so it was nice to take the piss back, and expose their 
powerlessness.
This empowerment that OB felt was therefore manifested in two ways. Firstly, he felt 
collective empowerment at the ability of the in-group to gain control of a site that had 
previously been controlled by the out-group, and secondly he felt personal empowerment 
from being able to confront, and also defeat the section of the out-group (the Police), who 
had previously behaved towards him in an illegitimate way.
Other respondents expressed similar feelings of empowerment arising from personal 
satisfaction at the events. This was akin to a feeling that a previous illegitimate situation had 
been rectified, and that ‘justice’ had been done, as these two examples illustrate:-
IJ: So I see it as a good get-back It was a good kind of... it was our day. I felt a little bit of revenge had 
been rendered.
CC: Can you tell us what it felt like on the day of the Reunion rampage to be part of that crowd?
TJ: I guess it felt like something long overdue was happening. Erm... kind of like payback time , or 
something like that.
For some respondents the site became an area that was no longef subject to the authority of 
the state, as the account with OB continues:-
OB: I remember standing at the bottom of the crane, looking up, seeing people all over it, with 
someone at the top fire-breathing, and raising a clenched fist above my head and howling at the top of 
my voice. If I had seeing anyone else doing that, I probably would have thought that they were some 
mad hippy, but it was the only way I could find to express my feelings of elation and empowerment- 
this was the land of do as you please!
This is congruent with the idea of Bey’s (1985) Temporary Autonomous Zone that Reclaim 
the Streets actions aim to achieve, where power is reclaimed by the retaking of common
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spaces and redefining them as belonging to the commons. This is explicitly referred to in the 
next extract with RH:-
RH: It’s like the temporary autonomous zone, and this TAZ is more amazing than most- right in the 
middle of enemy territory - this whole fucking compound..., and just for a bit- that’s why there’s this 
sense of urgency comes from... We were outnumbering the Police vastly, and we’ve got this limit of 
time, and we’re really going to make the fucking most of it. So it was just that whole euphoria, nothing 
beats that euphoria of taking a space and making it your own for a bit, and yeah right... a big collective 
exaltation.
The fact that here RH refers to the “euphoria of taking a space and making it your own for a 
bit”, suggests that there is a relationship between control of space and definition of one’s 
identity, in a similar way to that found in studies of place attachment (e.g. Twigger,1994).
However, Temporary Autonomous Zones are defined by the shortness of their duration- thus 
creating a “sense of urgency”, which meant that the possible acts respondents could perform 
were constrained by a temporal factor (for there was little chance that the protestors would 
have been able to hold the site indefinitely in the face of concerted attempts by the authorities 
to retake it). Thus the temporary nature of this autonomous area was more a function of 
necessity than possibility. Nevertheless, this temporariness of the situation ironically 
appeared to empower some respondents to perform more committed and militant behaviours 
because of the urgency of the situation. This is supported by the following extract from an 
interview with SG:-
CC: How do you think the events of that day compared to the protests that were going on during 
clearance work, was there a difference ?
SG: Yeah, I guess there was a difference in that this was a one-off event. The clearance work was an 
ongoing thing, so people had to reserve... to keep their strength, they had to be a bit more measured 
about what they were doing. Tactics- you don’t want to get nicked today, cos you gotta do this 
tomorrow, or whatever... So it’s much more thought out, if  you like. People were looking much more 
to tomorrow, to next week, to next month, and it was a question of don’t bum out. People had been' 
like... “you’ve been doing too much, go home have a rest”. So there was a lot more level-headed 
approach to the clearance work. Whereas this, cos it was just one big BOOM! Of a day, it was just one 
day’s action, everyone just went for it. There was no question of having to hold back, having to reserve, 
conserve your energy for getting through the cold night, getting up in the morning to go out again. It 
was free for all if  you like, so it had a real buzz in the air - possibly more than any other day I’ve seen 
in the clearance work.
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This apparent contradiction between the feelings of empowerment at the limits of time placed 
upon respondents’ actions can perhaps be explained by Bey’s (1985) belief that one of the 
strengths of the TAZ is its ability to appear and disappear before the State can react:-
“The TAZ is like an uprising which does not engage directly with State, a guerrilla operation which 
liberates an area (of land, of time, of imagination), and then dissolves itself to reform elsewhere, 
elsewhen, before the State can crush it” p. 101
7.3.3.1 Summary and discussion
Respondents expressed feelings of efficacy and empowerment at their ability to occupy and 
take control of the compound in spite of the out-group’s attempts to stop them. Personal and 
collective empowerment were present, with the two often influencing each other, thus 
highlighting the relationship between the two, as studies in collective empowerment have 
suggested (e.g. Lay, 1992; Ashford; 1994).
This empowerment was felt to be even greater because of the unexpected nature of the in- 
group’s ability to achieve such an effect, and also despite the short-lived nature of the 
situation which reduced the range of possible behaviours, and meant that those behaviours 
were performed out of necessity rather than possibility. This empowerment was also linked to 
escalation of the in-group’s behaviour in light of the inability of the out-group to control 
them and also as a result of the perceived illegitimacy of the out-group’s behaviour, as was 
found in previous studies of collective action (e.g. Stott, 1996; Drury, 1996). This is relevant 
to action against GEC, not only as both personal and collective empowerment are required to 
act effectively, but also perhaps because it is through participation in collective action that 
one becomes aware of one’s ability to act effectively in areas that were previously considered 
too big a problem for individuals to address (such as the global issues associated with GEC), 
and individuals can also become more aware of the need for action through recognising the 
illegitimacy of those representing the Dominant Social Paradigm, as it is perceived to be 
responsible for causing environmental degradation.
7.3.4 Mood of the crowd
Respondents were asked their perception of the atmosphere of the crowd on the day, and of 
the crowd’s reaction to the events that happened, and three quarters of them believed that it 
was supportive of them. Despite the chaotic nature of events, respondents believed that the 
crowd was not at risk, and had a relaxed atmosphere, as this extract illustrates:-
CC: What do you think the mood of the crowd was to the events that were going on?
IJ: I didn’t notice anyone being scared, everybody that was inside... I saw a few people cautious, a few 
people were dangling around the fences not really sure whether they should go in or not. But come 
close to dusk, nobody really gave a damn- you could see that there was no heavy Police intervention at
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that time, so people were incredibly calm actually- quite elated. Obviously there were people on 
machinery whooping it up, dancing- there were a few people dressed up so it was made very safe for 
people to feel they could be there. I think I remember younger people there as well. There didn’t seem 
to be any distinction- once people knew it was ours- theirs, they felt alright about being there.
The empowerment felt by many in the previous section helped create for some a feeling of 
collective well-being, and even celebration, once protestors were in control of the site. The 
following extracts illustrate the good-natured atmosphere that respondents perceived:-
LP: There was breaking glass, and there was people attacking machinery, and suddenly what would 
have been a taboo thing became a festival, a festival of sabotage, and it was like... it was cool, and 
then it became an actual circus event with the people who had climbed up the end of the cranes, and lit 
the fire lamps, and did some fire breathing, and you know it became a highly theatrical event, and 
everybody was really into it.. .Then it was time to get back on the bus, just as it was getting dark, and 
we hadn’t ... as the Brighton bus set off, the diggers hadn’t actually got alight. We drove past as they 
were starting to bum. But the actual spirits on the bus- it was a FoE bus, and everybody was going “wa 
-hey!, it was like winning two nil away at fucking Watford, you know what I mean, like everyone was 
mad for it, and even Friends of the Earth were going “wa-hey!” it was absolutely cool, and I got home, 
and there was a general feeling of exuberance, at least from myself for three or four days, and down the 
pub that night was really, really good. It was a fucking exceedingly memorable experience.
SG: More importantly than anything it was a really light-humoured, positive day, people were 
laughing and dancing, and playing their harmonicas. It was a really positive atmosphere there. There 
wasn’t the aggression-1 guess cos the Police were outnumbered, and they couldn’t put the aggression 
into the situation. Time and time again the Police come storming in, want to heat things up, make 
things nasty, get people’s anger going, erm... but it wasn’t possible, there was not enough angry Police 
there to influence the atmosphere of the day, which was overwhelmingly positive, light-hearted, we’re 
gonna sort this out, and all sorts o f strangers coming up to each other, and hugging each other, and 
slapping each other on the back, and people getting together to do this, and do that- a little sabotage.
Respondents also felt that the supportive nature of the crowd meant that those involved in 
escalating the behaviour of the protestors that day were not criticised by others. Some who 
were not actively involved in such behaviour, still helped others by covering them from 
Police surveillance, as this extract with SG continues:-
SG: yeah it was fantastic, a real team spirit, everyone working together, no complaints, when 
something was being done, I didn’t hear one person say “don’t do that- that cs wrong “once we’d 
started, It was accepted that this is what’s gonna be, we’re gonna finish the job that has begun, and 
there were very few people who walked away from it once they saw what was going on, and people 
were covering each other, watching each others’ backs, looking after each other, getting in the way of
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the Police cameras so they couldn’t see what was going on .. .it was a fantastic operation, as I said 
before- all sorts of people come together.
The last extract is particularly interesting, because SG earlier referred to the perceived 
division between the protestors’ different tactics (e.g. ‘fluffy’ or ‘spikey’), in his expectations 
about the planned rally at the start of the day, and so one would perhaps expect there to be 
some dissent amongst these different sub-sections of the in-group. However, as these 
respondents mention, not only was there little disapproval of the events that happened, but 
many crowd members who would not expected to have previously been supportive, were also 
supportive of them, for as the previous respondent mentioned-“even Friends of the Earth 
were going “wa-hey!”.
This suggests that the crowd developed from a collection of individuals at the start of the 
rally, with differing opinions on what form the demonstration should take, to a more 
homogenous group that was supportive of the way in which the demonstration developed 
from what had originally been planned. Therefore respondents developed a sense of 
collective unity, and sub-divisions of the in-group that had existed before the rally (Friends of 
the Earth campaigners versus more militant direct activists) were less apparent.
This collective unity led some respondents to re-define their identity by widening the 
boundaries of their in-group, and including people within the in-group that they would not 
have previously done, as these two extracts describe:-
DB: People who hadn’t really done that thing before thought “aah we’ll go sit in the compound, and 
people became really empowered, and really confident about their ability to do things, and their... the 
impact such a massive number of people could really have, and it started off with people dancing 
around the tree, and being happy, and going “yeah! Let’s celebrate”, and then other people wanted to 
take out their anger on the machines, and people who didn’t appear like they’d done that sort of thing 
before, erm... were wandering around... like a woman came up to me-a very well dressed woman with 
a child saying, “excuse me, is there any way I can damage this machine? “
UP: Everybody I saw had a fucking whale of a time, and the one anecdote, which I don’t think you’ve 
got from anyone else, which I think is cool and the gang-was a guy who is very reserved, very quiet, 
you wouldn’t associate him with any sabotage at all. So me and another mate, were sitting on the arm 
of this digger, sitting on the cab-side, front wheel arch, having a chat, and this guy came up and said 
“excuse me, sorry, awfully sorry about this, but would you mind moving away for a while ?” So we did, 
and he picks up this fucking great rock, and he just caves in the window, and he goes “thank you, bye”, 
and strolls away.
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Here these respondents are re-defining their in-group by associating themselves with people 
that would not normally fit in with the characteristics pertaining to protestors (i.e. ‘well- 
dressed’ or ‘very reserved’), but are performing behaviours consistent with those of the 
protestors, because they wanted to show their disapproval at the illegitimacy of the road and 
also felt empowered to do so in such a militant way. Therefore they became included within 
the respondents’ definition of the in-group.
7.3.4.1 Summary and discussion
Respondents described the crowd as being relaxed and in high spirits, once protestors had 
gained control of the compound. However, the crowd was still perceived to be behaving in an 
ordered and pro-social way that was consistent with the events of the day and the out-group’s 
behaviour. These findings support previous studies of crowd behaviour (Cocking, 1995a; 
Drury, 1996; Reicher, 1984; Stott, 1996), and refute ‘traditional’ theories of crowd models 
such as the LeBonian (1908) idea that people in crowds become part of an irrational mob 
with illegitimate claims and in need of subjugation. This has relevance for studies into action 
against GEC, as those in authority will come under increasing pressure to accept that those 
participating in collective pro-environmental action may have legitimate grievances, and can 
no longer be categorised as an irrational mob that needs to be controlled, and instead there 
may need to be more investigation into the causes of such grievances that lead people to take 
collective action.
Respondents also believed that the crowd was generally supportive of events that occurred on 
the day of the Reunion Rampage, with many of them redefining the boundaries of their in­
group to include others that they would not have previously done This is a similar process to 
that found in Stott’s (1996) study of wider in-group inclusion when attacked by the out-group 
during the Poll Tax riot. However, it is unclear how consistent these findings are with 
Tajfel’s (1982) Social Identity model, where in-group identity increases in the face of 
perceived illegitimate attacks by the out-group against the in-group as a whole. This is so 
because, although the out-group was perceived to be behaving illegitimately, the crowd was 
not attacked as a whole by the out-group, and so this in itself cannot entirely explain why the 
in-group began behaving homogeneously with a common group identity once the compound 
had been occupied. Perhaps respondents developed this common identity, by creating an 
environment for others to act together in a way that they would not have done previously 
because of personal considerations, and not because they had an ideological disagreement 
with more militant actions (for instance a middle-class local who was employed, may be wary 
of causing criminal damage for fear of losing their job if they were caught). Another possible 
reason is that the anger felt by many people at seeing what was once perceived as a 
picturesque landscape into a building site surrounded by razor wire, could have given them 
the confidence to act in a more militant way (indeed a local resident was reported as saying :-
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’’what’s worse- the temporary dismantling of a piece of replaceable machinery, or the 
permanent destruction of beautiful countryside?- they had it coming”- [source: Anon,
1997c]). Nevertheless, this wider in-group inclusion is not surprising given the necessity for 
such inclusion if GEC is to be confronted more effectively, and is consistent with the desire 
for such inclusion that existed in previous data found amongst respondents.
7.3.5 Changes in Perception of events/escalation of actions
Not all respondents were initially supportive of the events that happened on the day. This 
extract from AT illustrates his feelings after the speakers at the rally had finished: -
AT: The idea then was to go back to the fence and I think hold hands round the fence, but as I arrived 
there were people who were shaking the fence- who were obviously trying to get in, and I was a bit 
saddened by that actually-1 thought the whole thing was about peacefully commemorating the start of 
trashing this beautiful bit of land, and it’s not about anger and violence, and shouting at cops, which is 
what people were doing, and you know- trying to tear down the fence, was not what it was about.
Therefore AT perceived the behaviour of others in trying to enter the site as inconsistent 
with the aims of the rally, which he saw as a peaceful commemoration, and so excluded 
himself from those performing this perceived illegitimate behaviour.
AT: But I did feel sad, and to a certain extent angry toward what people were doing. I didn’t get 
involved in what was happening for a while- walked around the fence, tried to just leave it, assuming it 
would stop, and it would cool off a bit, once people had got rid of some of their anger, and I went and 
read some more of the poems that were all round the fence.
However, as he continues, he later changed his perception of events:-
AT: I went right round the fence, which brought me back, by which time people had broken a hole in 
the fence, and got in- at which point I think my feelings on it changed, and it just felt good about what 
was being done, and eventually joined them, hi the compound people were streaming in there by that 
time, and then people were all over the bulldozers and diggers, and I jumped up on one of them and 
thought “bloody hell this is good!”, and it was pretty bog-standard stuff you know- it was nice to be 
standing all over something that’s really nasty, and feeling just for a short time, you’ve got some kind 
of... making a stand. People there just started demolishing things, and blowing things up, and I was 
standing on a sand-pit, and then after running around a bit I ended up banging African style rhythms on 
a big steel girder and it was jolly good fun!
This is a very good example of how something that AT originally disapproved of (protestors 
forcing their way onto the site), later became an acceptable behaviour, in which he actively 
participated, thus showing the process of change in perception that he experienced.
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There were other changes amongst members of the crowd, who were initially supportive of 
events in the first place, and so who presumably already identified with the more active sub­
section of the in-group, thus meaning that they did not need to change their perceptions in 
order to engage in such behaviour. The changes in these respondents’ behaviour and 
perceptions were therefore apparent in their ability to escalate their actions to a more militant 
nature as a result of the perceived illegitimate behaviour of the out-group. Here OB describes 
the scene at the bottom of the crane where scuffles broke out between protestors and security 
after a protestor’s leg was broken.
OB: At the foot of the crane, it was really hectic- security were trying to pull people off, and laying into 
some. However they were soon hopelessly outnumbered, and were effectively neutralised by people 
grabbing their arms to stop them punching people. It was weird, cos we still weren’t losing it towards 
them- we had no great desire to kick the shit out of them, we just wanted them to leave so we could get 
on the crane! Most of them retreated, but one nutter stayed there, and was obviously up for a bit of 
mindless violence (which was a bit stupid, considering he was surrounded by at least ten people), but 
even then he wasn’t beaten up. We just grabbed him to stop him hurting us and eventually it was his 
fellow security guards that came in and dragged him out, cos he wouldn’t leave.
However, as OB illustrates, there were still limits to the crowd’s behaviour, as they were 
continuing to be non-violent in the face of provocation, in spite of the fact that since they 
controlled most of the site, they were in a position to escalate their behaviour if they had 
chosen to do so. The primary aim was to gain control of the machinery. Thus, the inter-group 
conflict that occurred with security guards to achieve this aim was secondary to the main 
goal, and obviated the need for violence towards the out-group. There was also a distinction 
between definitions of what was construed as violent behaviour, since while some 
respondents defined themselves as non-violent (although this was not considered as part of a 
shared identity of the protestors as was found by Drury (1996) in his study of anti-roads 
campaigners), the act of criminal damage to machinery was not considered as violent, and 
therefore was a legitimate act, as this extract with IJ illustrates:-
U: I don’t believe you can do violence to an inanimate object, it doesn’t exist. I’d still say I was pretty 
non-violent - 1 will defend myself-1 will not let another person be violent towards me without 
defending myself, and I would have no qualms about disarming a piece of machinery I thought was 
being damaging, so I think that has possibly made the differentiation between violence to people and 
violence to machinery.
There was one recorded case amongst respondents of violence directed at the out-group, but 
even then it was only against a particular sub-section, was conditional upon events, and was 
a result of the perceived illegitimacy of their behaviour, as SG describes:-
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SG: I remember, one security guard... very large- big, ugly, brutal man, who was being very vicious as 
opposed to the rest, and he got one girl- it looked like he was trying to break her arm, and he got 
jumped on, dragged around the back of the dumper truck, and got beaten up. It was instant mob justice 
if  you like, because he seemed to be at the time the only man, the only person within nearly 1000 
people who was looking for violence, and so he got the violence he was looking for.
Here, the security guard’s behaviour is considered as particularly illegitimate, as he was 
trying to break a protestor’s arm, and so the crowd’s response is considered as appropriate 
(“instant mob justice”). However, this escalation in behaviour did not extend to the out-group 
as a whole, and this respondent emphasises the differentiation between this particular 
security guard and the rest. Again, this shows that respondents avoided perceiving the out­
group as a homogenous entity.
7.3.5.1 Summary and discussion
There were found to be noticeable changes in both respondents’ perceptions and behaviour 
on the day of the Reunion Rampage thus showing the changes that can happen through 
involvement in collective action, which has been found in previous studies (Drury, 1996; 
Stott, 1996; Reicher, 1996). This process of change was also apparent in a respondent who 
was initially critical of events, but later became supportive of them. This is perhaps similar to 
Festinger’s (1957) theory of cognitive dissonance, where in order to become a willing 
participant in the face of a discrepancy between his attitudes and others’ behaviour, he 
changed his attitude towards the events and adopted a more positive attitude to the events. 
There were also processes of change amongst respondents, who were already supportive of 
the events, in that they were able to escalate their behaviour as a result of both the inability of 
the in-group to stop them, and also as a result of the perceived illegitimacy of the out-group’s 
behaviour. Therefore physically removing security from machinery became acceptable, and 
in one case, so did violence towards a member of the out-group. However, there were still 
limits to the crowd’s behaviour, as this violence was either directed towards machinery 
(which was not considered tty some respondents as violence in any case), or was conditional 
on the behaviour of out-group members, and did not extend to the out-group as a whole. 
Nevertheless, it is unclear whether this produces evidence for a shared non-violent identity 
amongst respondents.
This desire to avoid out-group conflict, and instead concentrate on the machinery that was 
on the site also illustrates the interesting concept of people wanting to take out their feelings 
of anger against machinery rather than living beings. This is a common theme throughout 
much of modem history and culture since the industrial revolution, that humanity (and 
indeed other life-forms) are threatened by the increasing mechanisation of our lives. Good 
examples of this are the Luddite movement in 19th Century Britain where unemployed 
labourers smashed the machines that had made them redundant. A more contemporary
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example is the recent film Terminator, where robots attempt to destroy the human race in a 
future war between humans and machines, and can only be defeated by destroying the 
technology that enables the machines to evolve independent thought.
7.3.6 Perception of others’ portrayal of events
As was previously mentioned, the events of the Reunion Rampage were not universally 
supported. They attracted unfavourable media coverage, as well as being condemned by the 
leadership of national Friends of The Earth, that stated that a minority of ‘malicious 
hotheads’ had spoilt the rally, and that the day’s events would detract support from the 
campaign (Secrett, 1997). The respondents were therefore asked for their perceptions of these 
portrayals. Perhaps unsurprisingly given their previous support for the events, they were all 
critical of such opinions, believing them to be either mis-informed, or even factually 
incorrect.
CC: What’s your opinion of how the event was portrayed afterwards by the media, and leading 
members of various environmental organisations?
DB: Unfair, misguided, inaccurate, and in a lot of cases, blatant lies, erm... I presume you’re talking 
about FoE, and Charles Secrett, when you said that, and that was trying to make themselves goodies, 
and trying to make the best out of the situation. I don’t think, if  that is what they were aiming for, and 
I’m sure it is, I don’t think they did it in the best possible way, and they made a lot of enemies doing it 
that way, but it just wasn’t true what they perceived, but it didn’t surprise me that the media picked up 
on it like that, and articles like the green movement heeds “Leadership and not arson”, it was just crap, 
or it showed a total misunderstanding of which direction the movement was going in, and what most of 
the people involved in it stood for. But I expected worse from the Press actually.
However, as is apparent here, and with many of the other responses, respondents were not 
surprised by Friends of the Earth’s reaction. It was perceived as behaviour consistent with 
their identity as a reformist, mainstream organisation (as opposed to the explicitly 
revolutionary aims of groups such as Earth First!). Therefore, this respondent qualifies his 
disapproval of Friends of the Earth’s interpretation of events, by explaining that their 
behaviour was to be expected, and at the same time offering the possibility for conciliation, 
by noting their good intentions, as he recognised the constraints under which they operate.
CC: You mention before comments that were made by FoE, what’s your opinion on the response made 
by FoE leadership on the days’ events?
SG: Well I think it was wrong, and they called a wrong card there, but completely expected. They’re a 
hierarchical organisation that have a corporate image that are looking for money, funding, funding, 
funding. They’re... in many ways I see them as a business. I think they’re very well intentioned, but 
they have their public image to worry about, and, which restricts them, and they have to play the 
public image game, and hence... was it Juniper that said... Tony Juniper’s response was to slam the
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day, saying how shocking it was, and FoE disowned themselves from it. The fact was that most of the 
people in there, were FoE activists, who generally don’t go out and cause this sort of damage, and they 
saw what was going on, thought it was right, got in there, got mixed into it, backed everyone up helped 
out, they were in there doing the work, and their leader was saying how shocking it was... completely 
removed from the situation on the ground, hi many ways a classic management failure to know what’s 
going on, on the ground- yeah I think they got a lot to learn.
However, there were also some respondents who were so opposed to what Friends of the 
Earth’s interpretation of events (and indeed what they stood for) that they did not even 
classify them as belonging to their in-group, and therefore considered that it was of little use 
complaining about their behaviour.
CC: What do you think of how the action was portrayed, both in the media, and by people from 
environmental organisations?
TJ: To be expected really. I think it’s pointless whinging about the media slagging you off. I mean 
they’re not on our side, never have been and never will be. I think pretty much the same goes for the 
mainstream environmental organisations, erm. I mean they said as much, erm... practically.. .most 
definitely a reformist organisation - that’s what they’re about. Erm... they’re not going to support 
anything that they think is against their reformist aims, and it’s no surprise that they don’t. Yeah I 
mean they slagged us off of course, but it really is to be expected.
Therefore this respondent excludes a sub-group from his definition of the in-group as a result 
of its behaviour. However, he does not consider the behaviour illegitimate in the sense that 
given the type of reformist organisation that Friends of the Earth is, those involved in 
militant direct action can never expect support from it, and so should not ever include this 
sub-group within definitions of their in-group.
7.3.6.1 Summary and discussion
Respondents broadly rejected the portrayal by the mainstream media and environmental 
groups of the ‘Reunion Rampage’. However, there was little surprise at the negative coverage 
from the media, as this was consistent with their perceptions of the role of the media (as was 
seen in respondents’ wariness of depending on favourable media coverage in chapters 5 and 
6), and so did not perceive this as illegitimate behaviour on their part. There was more 
disapproval by some respondents of Friends of the Earth’s reaction, as being an 
environmental organisation who had previously supported the protests, this was seen as more 
illegitimate than the media’s reaction. However, there were other respondents who had never 
expected support from mainstream environmental groups because of their reformist nature, 
and so did not perceive their behaviour as illegitimate, and had initially excluded them from 
their own in-group definition.
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This not only supports previous findings that the definition of pro-environmental protestors 
as a single identity construct is far too simplistic, but also suggests that there are sub-groups 
which are specifically excluded from some respondents’ in-group definition, despite the 
earlier wider in-group inclusion that was found amongst people inside the compound during 
the demonstration, which contradicts traditional Social Identity Theory that proposes that in­
group cohesion necessarily increases as a result of inter-group conflict (Sherif, 1966; Tajfel, 
1982).
7.3.7 Conclusion
The events of the Reunion Rampage therefore illustrate interesting psychological processes 
occurring through involvement in collective action. Respondents’ empowerment grew from 
initially low expectations, was personal as well as collective, and developed as a function of 
events as well as a result of behaviour by the out-group, with individuals feeling more able to 
perform behaviours that they would have been previously wary of doing so. Definitions of the 
in-group were also extended to categorise people that would not normally been included, by 
virtue of their behaviour, although other sub-sections members who criticised the day’s 
events were excluded from this identity. Moreover, despite the chaotic and fluid nature of 
events, the crowd still showed ordered and pro-social behaviours, that were consistent with 
events and with the out-group’s behaviour.
This has implications for GEC related research, as well as social psychology in general, in 
that such instances of collective action are becoming increasingly difficult to ignore, or to 
demonise. If physical and social upheaval occurs from the predicted disasters associated with 
GEC do occur, then similar demonstrations are likely to happen with increasing frequency, 
and so such events need to be recognised and understood, rather than simply condemned out 
of hand. However, such instances of collective action, which may become increasingly 
common as a result of the changes predicted from GEC, are unlikely on their own to be 
sufficient to convince a majority of the need for more sustainable behaviour, and other ways 
of acting pro-environmentally may be needed help this process Therefore the final chapter of 
analysis in this research will examine another form of pro-environmental behaviour that 
seeks to create an alternative trading system to the one that is often perceived to be 
responsible for the environmental problems currently facing humanity.
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Chapter 8
Local Exchange Trading Schemes (LETS): a case study
8.1 Background to Lets
Although LETS in their current from are a relatively new phenomenon, the idea of trading 
skills and resources without the need for a centralised currency is not. Trade and barter 
existed long before the invention of money, and LETS have developed this tradition. In more 
recent times there have been similar examples. The Austrian town of Worgl issued its own 
local currency in 1930 to help ease high unemployment, and within a year had managed to 
reduce unemployment by over a quarter. There were over 150 ‘barter ‘organisations that 
involved over a million people in the US during the depression of the 1930s (see Shephard 
(ed.), 1995 for a more detailed history of LETS schemes).
The first appearance of what has since become LETS, was in Vancouver Island in 1979 
where the local economy was reinvigorated by the introduction of a Green Dollar Exchange. 
The schemes have since spread to the United States, where Time Dollar schemes (goods and 
services are exchanged for surpluses of time that can then be converted back into other goods 
and services) began in 1985, and they spread to Australia and New Zealand in 1988,The 
biggest LETS in the world is currently situated in the Blue Mountains area of Australia, with 
over 1800 participants- some of whom are almost self sufficient. Shephard (1995) documents 
the case of a couple in the Blue Mountain LETS, who survived on LETS alone for six 
months.
LETS first appeared in the UK in 1985 in Norwich, and although this scheme folded after 
ten years, other schemes were started around the country. In 1991 the first nation-wide LETS 
conference was held, and as a result, LETS-LINK UK was formed, which now facilitates co­
ordination between the local schemes. By 1995, the number of LETS had grown to over 350 
schemes nation-wide, with over 30,000 participants estimated to be trading the equivalent of 
£2m per annum (Willows, 1995). This represents a sizeable amount of trade being performed 
outside of the traditional economic system.
8.2 Structure and rules of LETS
LETS operate by the trading of goods and services without the use of sterling currency. On 
joining, participants record a list of up to five skills and resources that they can provide, as 
well as two services that they require. They are then given a cheque book in the local 
currency (e.g. ‘Brights’ for Brighton and Hove LETS, and ‘Bobbins’ for Manchester LETS) 
with which to pay for the services. The local currency is not valid outside of the LETS area, 
and can not be exchanged for cash. These lists are then collated by the core co-ordinating 
group, who produce the participants’ services and relevant charges with a contact telephone 
number in a directory that is mailed out to all members quarterly. When other participants
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require a service, they contact those offering it, and agree a rate of exchange for the service. 
Upon completion of the service to their satisfaction, they then write the provider a cheque for 
the agreed price of the service. Finally, the recipient of the cheque sends it to the financial 
co-ordinator who credits and debits the respective accounts. Yearly account balances are also 
sent out to all members.
While being critical of the rigid structure of the traditional economy, LETS have a basic set 
of premises that help facilitate the process of exchange, as Shephard (1995) describes:-
“These are designed to encourage its maximum usefulness to the community, help maintain 
its ethical basis, and keep the system as a whole running sustainably” ... the basics are;
• All accounts start at zero
• All credits and debits are interest-free
• Only the account holder can issue LETS currency from their account
• All accounts are open to members, and all balances and turnovers are published to all 
members, from time to time.
• Members can decline any particular invitation to trade
• The organisation is non-profitmaking. It covers internal admin, costs via charges in local 
currency on the members accounts “ p.20
8.3 Advantages of LETS
Advocates of LETS consider them to have numerous advantages over traditional financial 
transactions. Primarily, LETS participants are often considered to be more in control of their 
finances because of the de-centralised nature of the schenies, as opposed to having the 
traditional centralised economic system controlling them, as Turnbull (1995) illustrates
“ Decentralised banking thus provides the means for communities to liberate themselves 
from the financial control of external agencies and empower themselves to finance their own 
development in their own way with technology appropriate for their community rather than 
that determined by their financiers.” p.34
Some believe that LETS enable them not only to free themselves from the control of 
centralised banking but that they could also become sufficiently empowered to actively 
question the current economic system. Vidal (1994) describes the possibilities of LETS:-
“There is fervour at the social possibilities, and messianic hope that, if people really catch on, 
local communities could wrest back some power from unaccountable banks, supermarkets, 
chancellors and the infernal, mysterious supranational economic system.” p.8
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Great emphasis is placed on the ability of LETS to rejuvenate the local community; both 
symbolically and practically, as Vidal (1994) illustrates in an extract from an interview with 
a LETS activist:-
“People feel this loss of neighbourliness. LETS gives them a tangible way to be neighbourly. 
It’s a way of getting to know people, but it’s not just a social circle. People are trading skills 
and resources so there’s a productive, positive relationship” p.8
There also exists the possibility for individual empowerment from participation in LETS 
through the opportunity to develop new, more holistic values that are not centred around 
financial trading. The Time Dollars scheme in the US has a set of five ‘basic truths ’ that 
criticise the emphasis placed by the current economic system on wealth accumulation, and 
the lack of importance attached to familial and community well-being (Anon, 1992). The 
following ‘basic truth’ illustrates the potential for personal empowerment arising from 
participation in such schemes:-
“The third basic truth underlying Time Dollars is that people respond to rewards other than 
money. Since society lacks money to reward all the activity it needs and wants, society had 
better find another reward system. The reward system that Time Dollars provides is unique: 
it responds to a fundamental human need, the need to be needed and valued. It does so by 
providing a combination of additional purchasing power with psychological reinforcement. It 
turns out that the psychological reinforcement, the self-esteem that comes from helping 
others, may be even more important than additional purchasing power. If money continues to 
be the only value that is reinforced in American life, then society will continue to pay a great 
price in social and civic problems.” p.76
Even having a deficit on the LETS through paying for goods and services, can be considered 
in a positive way, as there is no stigma attached to being in debt to the system. Instead, 
participants are considered to be committed to providing a service back to the LETS at some 
future point. They are also perceived to have provided a ‘social service’ to the scheme, as 
they have enabled someone else to use their new credit within the system, thus encouraging 
yet more local trade (Shephard, 1995). Some LETS even give new members a surplus in their 
account upon joining to encourage them to start spending (Croall, 1998). Therefore, 
providing services or paying for others to provide them, can help individuals experience 
greater self-efficacy. This has interesting implications, since as has already been mentioned, 
the Prisoner’s Dilemma nature of many issues related to action against GEC often 
discourages altruistic behaviour. However, this idea of personal gain from helping others 
may encourage people to behave more altruistically. Rather than seeking to make people act 
selflessly, against the grain of being, one needs to show people how helping others is actually
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in one’s own interest over a more extended frame (both across time, space and people) i.e. 
substitute a broad for a narrow self interest.
8.3.1 The pro-environmental advantages of LETS
There are also environmental benefits to be had from participation in LETS. The emphasis 
on local trade means that they offer a more sustainable method of production and 
distribution, that does not require the economic and environmental cost of long distance 
transportation of goods. Lang (1994) describes how:-
“trading locally with local people can help fight.. .attacks on our beautiful world. Paying 
LETS to have something repaired saves us buying a new one and having it transported from 
a distant country with all the attendant pollution and energy use. It also means the old one 
doesn’t need to find its way to a landfill tip” p.36
He later argues that LETS could become a buffer against future disasters resulting from GEC 
that threaten the very stability of the current status quo and could cause global economic 
collapse:-
“In such circumstances it is wise for people to ensure that they have some trading 
arrangements in place which can function even after governments entirely lose control of the 
mainstream economy” p. 135
8.4 Literature review
There have been various studies of LETS, from differing perspectives, such as academic and 
environmental theory. Some studies have suggested the aspect of community rejuvenation of 
LETS in their ability to help regenerate deprived areas, and also through giving the 
unemployed the power to trade their skills, thus reducing their social exclusion (see North 
and Walker, 1996; Williams, 1996).
Barry (1998) noted the importance of LETS being community-based, and believed that LETS 
have the potential to ‘re-claim the ‘economic commons’, so that people can satisfy their 
collective and individual needs without needing to use financial transactions. Other studies 
have suggested that LETS can help people to question the fundamental values behind the 
current global economic system. For instance Barry (1998) notes the distinction between 
three ‘regulative social mechanisms’; the market, the state, and the community. He examined 
how LETS can offer a critique of the ‘artificial separation of the spheres of production and 
reproduction’.p.5
There have been a variety of different political perspectives attached to LETS. There are 
those who believe that businesses need to get involved in LETS, if it is ever to gain mass 
involvement, and become an effective alternative (Croall, 1998). This is similar to the idea of
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sustainable development mentioned in chapter 3, where environmentalists and business could 
work together to promote ‘Green Capitalism’. However there are those who believe that 
LETS has a more anarchistic nature, and would be opposed to such moves to link LETS with 
business, instead preferring to undermine capitalism, with an example of an alternative way 
of trading (Pepper, 1993). There are even those who believe that both perspectives are 
possible within the operation of LETS, as it can encompass a whole range of views from 
green anarchist to reformist capitalist (Seyfang, 1994; North, 1997).
Some studies explicitly mention the potential environmental benefits of LETS (e.g. Barry, 
1996; Dobson, 1995), as a way of pro-environmental activity. More recently, Barry and 
Proops (1998) studied LETS in an ESRC GEC funded programme. They examined the links 
between LETS and sustainability, as well as the extent to which LETS connected citizenship 
with greener economics, social behaviour and attitudes, in order to see if LETS could be 
perceived as a form of active citizenship. They used the Q methodology (a discourse analytic 
technique) to look at current themes across samples rather than individual traits. Primarily, 
they found that participation in LETS can create a social climate in which issues of 
ecological sustainability are related to active citizenship. They also found that while those 
joining LETS are not necessarily more environmentally aware, they may increase 
environmental awareness through their participation, albeit via the indirect form of 
environmental education. Thus, in this way, LETS may contribute to the ‘greening’ of 
society. Furthermore those involved in LETS had high levels of environmental concern, a 
strong idea of ‘global environmental responsibility’, and a belief that governments should 
take greater responsibility for environmental protection, and a willingness to pay extra in 
taxes for environmental improvements. However, while being critical of the present political 
system, and supportive of direct action anti-roads protests, this dissatisfaction did not 
generally extend to believing that revolution was necessary. Instead participants in LETS 
preferred to see reform within the current system. However, Barry and Proops (1998) 
conclude that LETS members are not a homogenous group in terms of their political views, 
beliefs and perceptions, and there are varying degrees of political discourse, with an 
inclusivist nature amongst members and consequent desire to seek wider involvement.
This apparent lack of direct environmental awareness amongst LETS participants is queried 
by Machiba (1998) in his study of LETS, who noted the lack of previous research in such 
areas, and wonders if LETS are merely a “strategy for ‘sustainable economic growth’ in the 
communities” (p. 23), since the environmental benefits are not explicitly mentioned. He also 
highlighted the apparent discrepancy between the relatively high involvement of middle-class 
environmentalists in LETS, and the apparent lack of environmental awareness. Therefore, he 
studied how LETS could contribute to sustainable consumption and hence greater 
environmental benefits, and found that LETS can bring benefits in three different dimensions
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of consumption. First, LETS can reduce emissions and conserve resources by promoting 
local trade through sharing and repairing goods, thus reducing demand for the transportation 
of goods over long distances. Second, the equality that LETS gives to labour means that 
participants’ purchasing power is increased, and so the self-esteem of otherwise 
disempowered groups (unemployed, disabled, single parents etc.) is increased. Finally, LETS 
can create a sense of well-being by creating a sense of community amongst participants 
through their trading.
8.5 Theoretical basis for the study of LETS
Thus, LETS appears to serve a role in empowering both individuals and communities. This 
happens through their use of the scheme to trade goods and services. There are also pro- 
environmental benefits because of its emphasis on sustainable, local trading. This is relevant 
to GEC related research, as if people realise that they can confront and create an alternative 
to the current global economic system however powerful and well established it may at first 
seem, then they may become empowered to confront the problems associated with GEC. The 
values associated with LETS (less emphasis on accumulation of capital and growth, and 
more emphasis on local sustainability) are also similar to the values that much of 
environmental thought espouses. It would also appear that the community enhancing aspect 
of LETS helps produce a more collectivist identity, which can encourage more collective 
action against GEC, and also reduce the possibility of social dilemmas arising from inter­
group competition. Therefore, LETS was chosen as a suitable form of pro-environmental 
activity to be compared with the pro-environmental direct action performed by anti-roads 
protestors at Newbury. It was expected that, consistent with Barry and Proops (1998) 
findings, participants in LETS would exhibit high levels of concern over GEC related issues 
and experience increased self-esteem in their actions as a result of their involvement. It was 
also expected that by identifying with their LETS, participants would have a more enhanced 
collective identity. However, it was not expected that they would feel as effective in their 
behaviour as those involved in the direct action protests against the Newbury by-pass. This 
was so because of the indirect nature of LETS in creating an alternative trading system rather 
than directly confronting the global economic status quo, and also because involvement in 
LETS requires comparatively less commitment than involvement in direct action. Thus there 
would be less opportunity for efficacy enhancement, as would arise from participation in 
direct action.
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8.6 Procedure
I joined the Brighton and Hove LETS scheme (known as the Bright exchange) in November 
1997 with a list of offers and needs. Unlike the research that I had performed at the protests 
at Newbury, I had decided that the Participant Observation method of data collection was 
unsuitable for two reasons. Primarily, aside from being a member of the Brights and trading 
within it, LETS does not involve collective action in the same way that direct action does. 
Therefore there was little opportunity to participate in a group involved in collective action 
from which I could then gather data. Secondly, there was the practical difficulty, that in 
order to interview participants performing their pro-environmental behaviours (e.g. trading 
on the LETS), I would have to trade with them. Thus I would have had to approach each one 
individually, and it was not practically possible to reach the majority of participants in this 
way. I therefore decided that I would be able to reach a larger sample by conducting a 
questionnaire survey.
Therefore, I obtained permission from the core group to place a questionnaire in the mail- 
out of the directory that is sent to all members in the scheme. There are approximately 550 
current members, but this is continually changing as new members join and others leave. The 
questionnaire was three pages of A4, (see Appendix C for a copy of the questionnaire) asking 
questions regarding respondents’ levels of environmental concern, levels of environmental 
actions and perceived efficacy. Answers to all quantitative questions were recorded on a five 
point Likert scale. Socio-demographic questions were included and questions specific to 
LETS were also asked, and these latter questions required more open-ended answers. 
Respondents were given a pre-paid envelope in which to return the completed questionnaires 
in order to increase response rates. The results, where relevant, were compared with the 
questionnaires given to those at Newbury.
8.7 Results
73 questionnaires were posted back to me, out of a total of 550 sent out, making a response 
rate of 13%. This was much lower than the response rate for the questionnaires given to 
protestors against the Newbury bypass. There are two possible reasons for this. Firstly, I had 
already gathered data from many of the respondents at Newbury in the form of interviews, 
and had also actively participated in the campaign, so they were more likely to be receptive to 
my research, and therefore more co-operative. Secondly an MPhil student from the 
University of Sussex also sent a questionnaire out to LETS members at the same time as 
mine. Therefore, there was the possibility that the number of participant responses would be 
divided between the two questionnaires. Nevertheless it was considered a sufficient number 
with which to conduct a reliable analysis, as consistent patterns emerged.
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8.7.1 Sociodemographic data
1) Mean age: 38.8 yrs The ages ranged from 25 to 66 years.
The mean age of respondents (38.8 yrs) involved with Brights is therefore quite old. There 
are a number of possible reasons for this. Firstly, the indirect nature of the Brights scheme 
could mean that it appeals to those who are unable to perform more direct pro-environmental 
behaviours (such as collective action protests) because of their increased age. Secondly, the 
values associated with trading in LETS (less emphasis on accumulation of wealth, and more 
emphasis on trading within one’s local community) may be more apparent in comparatively 
older people.
2) Sex: Female: 60 Male: 13
There was a large discrepancy between the numbers of men and women involved in the 
Brights, with far more women than men involved (60 compared with 13). This was an 
unexpected result, and there are no obvious explanations for this. This inequality of numbers 
is apparent in the Brights as a whole, although the inequality for the whole Brights 
membership is less extreme. A study of the individual entries of members in the back of the 
July 1998 directory showed that there were 334 women listed, as opposed to 118 men. 
Therefore the ratio of women to men in Brights is roughly three to one, while amongst those 
who answered my questionnaire, it was six to one. This suggests that the women in Brights 
were more likely to answer my questionnaire than were the men, thus the results of the 
survey may generalise more to the females than the males participating in LETS.
A possible explanation for this discrepancy may be that, as a result of cultural and 
sociological influences, women are less likely to be in full-time paid employment than men, 
thus meaning that they are less well off financially and so would have more need to trade on 
the Brights, while also having more time to do so. However, an examination of the numbers 
of Brights respondents who worked does not support this, and indeed, even contradicts this 
possibility. Of the 43 who worked, 39 were female and four male, and of those not in work, 
22 were women, and eight men. This means that women involved in Brights were actually 
more likely to be in employment than the men, with the ratio of working to non-working 
women being nearly 2:1, while the similar ratio for men was nearly 1:2. Maybe the Brights 
exchange appeals to unemployed men rather than employed men, but to women regardless of 
employment. If this is the case, then it suggests that women may be more used to the 
exchange of goods that involves barter than men are, as men may be more tied into formal 
monetary exchanges.
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3) Do you work? Yes: 43 No: 30
The following table lists the most common occupations listed by respondents.
TABLE 28 
Occupation:
1) Teacher 9
2) Social Worker 5
3) Therapist 3
4) Counsellor, 3
5) Artist 2
6) Self-employed 2
7) Cleaner 2
8) Student 2
9) Reflexologist 2
10) Masseur 2
Other occupations included; publisher, musician, gardener, designer, yoga instructor, writer, 
potter, and mother.
4) Approximate annual wage
The following table charts the percentage score of those working from each wage bracket 
TABLE 29
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
<5k pa 5k-10k pa 10k-15k pa 15k-20k pa >20k pa
Over half of the respondents were employed (59%), although this does not reflect the 
national average, and so this sample is skewed towards those not working and/or on benefits. 
This is consistent with the high proportion of respondents’ annual wages being below 
£5,000. These results were not totally unexpected, as they support the idea that respondents 
may have joined the Brights because they could not afford certain services if they were 
charged in Sterling. Of those respondents who worked, the occupations listed were of a more 
skilled or professional nature, that tend to attract people from the middle-classes (such as
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teachers, or social workers). This is consistent with studies that have suggested a link 
between pro-environmentalism and a middle class background (e.g. Cotgrove, 1982;
Ashford, 1994).
As was found with the questionnaire data from respondents at Newbury, some respondents 
took issue with the question of whether or not they worked, as they believed that unwaged 
labour could be just as worthwhile (if not even more so) as waged labour, as this quote from a 
questionnaire illustrates:-
“Everyone works, just some people are employed (usually doing destruction) and others (like 
myself) rest a lot, connect with the planet. Perhaps you should rephrase the question”.
5) Voting intentions
The following table records the percentage of those intending to vote for each respective 
party
TABLE 30
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Voting intentions amongst respondents were mainly in favour of the Labour Party (43%), 
closely followed by the Greens (42%), with only two per cent saying they would not vote. 
This would suggest that there was general acceptance of the current representative form of 
democracy, as Barry and Proops (1998) found in their study of LETS. The fact that 
comparatively few favoured the Liberal Democrats (8%) and no-one would vote 
Conservative, suggests a left-wing, or green political outlook of most Brights members, and 
is consistent with Pepper’s (1993) belief that pro-environmentalism and socialist ideology 
have common ground. LETS itself is a community based initiative and so could be 
considered as having communistic overtones which would appeal to those of a more socialist 
nature.
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6) Support for political/ environmental groups
Support for environmental and/or political groups was as follows, and the table below 
illustrates how often each group was mentioned by respondents. These were not mutually 
exclusive, as some respondents listed more than one group.
TABLE 31
1) Greenpeace 17
2) Friends of the Earth 8
3) Labour Party 7
4) Green Party 6
5) Permaculture/organic groups 3
6) Local conversation groups 3
7) World Development Movement 3
8) Amnesty International 2
Other groups that were supported included; the Local Agenda 21 group, a local recycling 
scheme, a pro-cycling campaign, Surfers against Sewage, a countryside trespass group, CND, 
Charter 88 (a civil liberties group) and the World Wide Fund for nature.
The two most popular groups (Greenpeace and Friends of the Earth, who between them 
accounted for over 50% of the responses) suggest a degree of awareness of environmental 
issues amongst respondents. Given the structured nature and tactics of both groups, this also 
suggests a reformist, rather than a revolutionary nature of change existed amongst Brights 
members. The next two most popular groups (the Labour party and the Green Party) also 
suggest a degree of faith in parliamentary politics.
7) Mean no. of Brights traded in last year: 459
The suggested hourly charge for services on the Brights is six Brights per hour, so this figure 
suggests that the mean amount of time spent by each respondent in Brights trade is 76.5 
hours per annum (or nearly an horn and a half per week) as well as the rough equivalent of 
£459 traded annually by each Brights member. If one assumes that a typical Brights 
member’s wage is around £5,000 per annum, then this figure represents almost ten per cent 
of respondents’ salary. Therefore, their trade on the Brights exchange accounts for nearly a 
tenth of their income. However, while being a significant amount, it is clear that few 
respondents could claim to be self-sufficient on the Brights, as was reported by some LETS 
participants in Australia (Shepherd (ed.), 1995).
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8.7.1.1 Summary and Discussion
Respondents to the Brights questionnaires tended to be comparatively old. When the mean 
ages were compared with the results from the Newbury questionnaire, there was a 
considerable difference between the two groups in mean age of respondents (38.8 yrs for 
those involved with Brights as opposed to 26.1 yrs for those involved at Newbury). This is 
consistent with the idea that this indirect form of pro-environmental behaviour attracts older 
people, while action of a more direct nature will appeal to those who are younger.
There was a large discrepancy between the numbers of men and women involved in the 
Brights, with far more women than men involved (60 compared with 13), and unlike those 
involved at Newbury, where the numbers were roughly equal (49 men and 41 women). This 
was an unexpected result, and there are no obvious explanations for this. While Steger and 
Witt’s (1989) findings that women are more pro-environmental than men (especially on local 
issues) could explain the discrepancy for Brights respondents, this is not supported by the 
data from the Newbury questionnaires. Perhaps pro-environmental behaviour of a reformist 
nature appeals more to women than men, while more radical pro-environmental action 
attracts both genders equally.
Nearly six out of ten Brights members were employed, and these jobs were of a skilled or 
professional nature. There were proportionately more people from the Brights who worked 
when compared with those involved at Newbury (only one in three of those at Newbury were 
in paid employment). Consequently the incomes of Brights respondents tended to be higher 
than respondents from Newbury. This was expected however, for as previously mentioned, 
the relatively low commitment of Brights does not necessarily preclude having a full-time 
job, while involvement in direct action can do so.
Brights respondents’ voting intentions were divided almost evenly between the Labour Party 
or the Green Party. However, in comparison most respondents from Newbury would vote 
either for no-one or the Green Party. This would suggest that there was more acceptance of 
the current parliamentary democracy amongst Brights members, as opposed to the 
ecological/ anarchist view of the respondents at Newbury. This assumption is further 
supported by the groups with which Brights members were involved, compared to those at 
Newbury, with well structured, hierarchical groups being favoured by Brights members (such 
as Greenpeace and Friends of the Earth), as opposed to unstructured non-hierarchical groups 
such as Earth First! or Reclaim the Streets.
These sociodemographic findings are therefore consistent with previous expectations, as well 
as previous studies on LETS (e.g. Barry & Proops, 1998). The social and political 
backgrounds of Brights members tend to suggest that the indirect nature of their pro- 
environmental action attracts those of a more reformist nature, who prefer to work within the 
system, and do not advocate the revolutionary change preferred by many of those who engage 
in more direct forms of pro-environmental behaviour.
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8.7.2 Reasons for joining LETS
The following table shows the mean responses on a scale of 1 to 5 for ten suggested reasons 
for joining the Brights, in descending order with Standard Deviation in brackets.
TABLE 32 
Reason:
1) I like the idea of trading without money
8) I wanted to reduce my dependence on the 
conventional economy
3) I wanted to be part of a local community
4) I wanted to put green ideas into effect
10)1 believe the current economic system is 
environmentally damaging
2)1 had resources I wished to share with others 2.94 (1.1697)
5) I needed to supplement my income 2.88 (1.6154)
7) I wanted to encourage others to trade 2.73 (1.36)
sustainably
6) I felt that local trade could help protect the 2.63 (1.2748) 
environment
9) I wanted to learn new skills 2.1 (1.282)
Other reasons for joining that were listed included; to meet more like-minded people (four 
times), to allow people to use services that they could not otherwise afford (four times), to 
undermine the capitalist system (twice), to avoid multinationals, wanting to be busier, to end 
feelings of isolation, and to regain confidence. One respondent joined for personal 
therapeutic reasons. He was chronically ill, but still wanted to offer services to his local 
community, as he felt it would help his recovery, as this quote illustrates:-
Wanted to find a way of working that would support my rehabilitation- wanted to feel 
valuable to the community “.
Therefore, through involving himself in the collective act of trading on the Brights, he 
experienced beneficial effects personally. This is similar to the results found at Newbury, 
where involvement in collective direct action often enhanced personal self-esteem, and vice- 
versa.
The two most important reasons for joining LETS were those relating to a desire to create an 
alternative trading system to the traditional form of currency (4.53 for question 1, and 3.53 
for question 8). This suggests that some critique of the economic status quo is present.
Mean (S.D.) 
4.58 (.7623) 
3.53 (1.415)
, 3.49 (1.0817) 
3.26(1.3153) 
3.05 (1.5446)
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However, this implicit critique did not appear to extend to a radical pro-environmental bias 
amongst respondents. While there was a relatively strong desire to put green ideas into action 
(3.26 for question 4), there was a comparatively weaker belief that the current economic 
system was responsible for environmental degradation (3.05 for question 10), or that using 
the LETS could be environmentally beneficial (2.63 for question 6). Neither did respondents 
have a strong desire to encourage others to trade sustainably(2.73 for question 7). This 
suggests that the perceived ability to raise others’ awareness of environmental issues through 
their involvement in Brights, was comparatively low amongst respondents.
Comparatively stronger than respondents’ environmental attitudes, was the communitarian 
nature of LETS (questions 2 and 3 scored 2.94 and 3.49 respectively). This suggests that 
there was a desire to develop the community aspect of LETS. Desire to supplement one’s 
income was comparatively low (2.88). This may be explained by the relatively high income 
of respondents (compared with those involved in direct action). This means that while 
respondents had some financial reasons for joining (as responses to questions 1 and 8 show), 
this did not mean that they were members of the Brights out of economic necessity. This 
suggests that these financial motivations were ideological rather than practical. The lowest 
score (2.1) was given to a desire to learn new skills, so this individual oriented motivation for 
personal improvement was not considered an important factor for joining the Brights.
A Principal Components analysis from the SPSS for Windows 95 software package was done 
on the ten reasons for joining to see if any common factors emerged. Three factors were 
extracted which accounted for 61% of the total variance. From inspection of the original 
items, the factors were grouped into differing motivations as follows; the first factor 
corresponded to green/communitarian values, factor 2 to skill sharing, and factor 3 to 
economic motives. The following table shows the loadings of each reason for joining to each 
factor.
TABLE 33
Ouestion
1)
Green/
communitarian
Skills Economical
-.52439
2) .69202
3) .65333
. 4) .63064
5) .81279
6) .72897
7) .80366
8) .66935
9) .59897
10) .6739
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All the items had factor loadings over 0.5, and did not strongly load onto more than one 
factor, thus the different factors were relatively distinct. The green/communitarian factor 
groups together both pro-environmental motivations for joining as well as the desire to act 
within a sustainable community. Questions 2 and 9 appeared to be grouped into a distinct 
factor that emphasised the skills sharing aspect of LETS. The negative loading for question 1 
on the economic factor is perhaps unsurprising. If respondents liked the idea of trading 
without money, then supplementing their income would be less important since they would 
prefer to avoid currency trading wherever possible and create an alternative from of trade 
that did not use such methods.
8.7.2.1 Summary and Discussion
Respondents’ most important reasons for joining the Brights were of a financial nature, 
although these reasons were more ideological than practical. Reasons of a more 
communitarian nature were also important to respondents, although slightly less so than 
were financial reasons. This is consistent with Barry and Proops’ (1998) findings that there 
is an ‘active citizenship’ character to LETS that emphasises communitarian values. While a 
degree of importance was attached to pro-environmental values, respondents were less 
confident that their participation in the Brights would bring direct environmental benefits, 
and did not rate highly a desire to raise others’ awareness through their actions as a reason 
for joining. This supports previous research that did not find a radical pro-environmental 
perspective amongst LETS participants (Machiba, 1998; Barry & Proops, 1998). Finally, 
respondents did not consider the desire to learn more skills as an important reason for 
joining the Brights.
When compared to the questionnaire data at Newbury, respondents’ rated similar reasons for 
involvement with differing importance. Respondents at Newbury rated pro-environmental 
values as comparatively more important motivators for action than they rated communitarian 
values (all pro-environmental reasons for involvement scored 4 or over on a one to five scale, 
while communitarian values were rated 3 or lower). A desire to raise others’ awareness was 
also a more important reason for involvement at Newbury than it was amongst Brights 
respondents (a mean score of 4.34 compared with 2.73 for a similar question). This suggests 
that respondents at Newbury had a wider perspective to their motivations for involvement 
than did the Brights respondents, as they considered it more important to generate greater 
awareness of environmental issues from others in the long term, than it was to enjoy any 
communitarian benefits in the short term.
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8.7.3 Concern for environmental issues
The following table records the mean responses for concern about a range of environmental 
issues:-
TABLE 34
Issue
1) Global warming
2) Increased traffic/ road 
building
3) Ozone depletion
4) Greenfield site 
development
5) Growth of 
multinationals
Concern for the aforementioned environmental issues was generally high, with all rated over 
4. Interestingly though, concern about increased traffic and road-building was rated the 
highest, and concern for global warming was rated the second lowest. This may be so 
because the effects of increased traffic or road building are more immediate and tangible than 
the effects of global warming which are long-term and less directly experienced. It is also 
possible that the high media profile given to many recent direct action anti-roads protests has 
heightened public concern of such issues, and the questionnaire respondents are reflecting 
this heightened concern.
Belief in the efficacy of action against these environmental problems was lower than was 
respondents’ concern for them. This is consistent with previous evidence of high 
environmental concern, but low pro-environmental activity (Krause, 1993; Cocking, 1995b), 
and also with Ashford’s (1994) research that found that concern with environmental issues 
does not independently predict militant action. It suggests that people are less likely to 
consider pro-environmental behaviours that they do not engage in as efficacious (for they 
would be more likely to perform such behaviours if they believed they were going to be 
effective). Corresponding with a high concern for increased road-building, respondents rated 
action against such increases as most effective. Again, this may be a direct result of the high 
profile given to such direct action anti-roads protests. There was an unexpected result 
however, in responses to the effectiveness of action against multinationals. Given that 
involvement in LETS offers an alternative to the current financial system from which 
multinational companies have produced their wealth and influence, it might have been 
assumed that participating in LETS would help erode the power that they wielded, especially 
considering respondents’ previous emphasis of the communitarian nature of LETS. However,
Concern (S.D.)
4.21 (.9615) 
4.59 (.7668)
4.26 (.9118) 
4.18 (.9458)
4.3 (1.0743)
How effective is 
action (S.D.)
2.73 (1.2726) 
3.32 (1.2668)
2.78 (1.2108) 
3.14(1.2103)
2.19 (1.322)
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perhaps the minute amount of trade that LETS generate in comparison to the trade of 
multinationals, results in low perceived efficacy of action against them. Therefore, in 
general, the measures of concern and perceived efficacy of actions did not appear to be 
related either, and relatively high concern with an issue did not mean that there would be a 
correspondingly high belief in efficacy (with the exception of question 2).
8.7.3.1 Summary and Discussion
Concern for environmental issues amongst Brights respondents was high, with the issue that 
was both most tangible and immediate (increased traffic and/or road building), causing the 
most concern. This result adds validity to the perceived efficacy of activists at Newbury in 
their ability to raise others’ awareness of their actions, and so suggests that they were 
successful in raising awareness of Brights respondents at the very least.
However, concern over longer term issues relating to GEC was comparatively low when 
compared with the data gathered from the Newbury questionnaires, where respondents gave 
a mean rating of 4.76 to a similar question. This would be consistent with studies cited in the 
first chapter which argue that action against GEC is difficult because of its long-term nature, 
(Boniecki, 1980; Bjorkman, 1984)but also that involvement in more direct action may 
increase perceived efficacy in ability to tackle such problems of a long term nature.
8.7.4 Environmental actions
The following table documents how effective respondents felt certain pro-environmental 
behaviours were; both in their ability to conserve the environment, and also in their ability to 
raise awareness of environmental issues. The range of actions was roughly based on the 
behaviours of the Environmental Activist scale devised by MORI and used by Worcester 
(1997), although the range was extended to include more militant behaviours. Perceived 
required commitment for each behaviour increased with each question.
TABLE 35
Action % Participating Conserving Raising
environment awareness
(S.D.) (S.D.)
1 )Pay more for green 96 3.23 (1.0957) 3.02 (1.1781)
products
2)Use public instead 89 3.84(1.246) 2.65 (1.2215)
of private transport
3)Sign petitions 88 2.8 (1.1314) 3.38(1.049)
4)Donate money 59 3.35 (1.0617) 2.92(1.1137)
5)Conserve energy 92 3.51 (1.2216) 2.67(1.181)
6)Recycle waste 88 3.41 (1.2452) 3.28 (1.112)
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Action % Conserving Raising
Particinatinp environment awareness
(S.D.) (S.D.)
7)Take part in 29 3.6 (1.1532) 3.4 (1.1807)
conservation projects
8)Join environmental 44 3.49 (.9122) 3.85 (.9526)
campaigns
9)Encourage others 69 3.19(1.1447) 3.34 (1.2283)
to be environmental
10)Join 40 3.34 (.8888) 3.48(1.1055)
environmental
groups
ll)Go to campaign 19 2.74(1.1865) 3.03 (1.2541)
meetings
12)Go on protest 40 2.91 (1.1133) 3.82 (1.0364)
marches
13)Go on direct 29 3.25 (1.0902) 4.1(1.051)
actions
14)Give up time to 11 3.3 (1.278) 3.88(1.0815)
live on protest camps
15)Risk arrest on 18 2.96 (1.3283) 3.66 (1.2758)
such protests
The numbers of respondents participating in each pro-environmental action tended to 
decrease as perceived commitment for each pro-environmental behaviour increased. This 
suggests that behaviours requiring relatively high commitment were less likely to be 
performed by respondents than those requiring less commitment, and is similar to the results 
found by MORI’s Environmental Activist scale (see Worcester, 1997). There is also an 
interesting paradox in participation in different actions. While virtually all respondents were 
willing to pay more for green products (96% of respondents), comparatively less were 
prepared to donate money to environmental causes (59%), suggesting that paying more to 
protect the environment was more important when it involved the individual rather than the 
collective benefits of this pro-environmental behaviour. This may also reflect the idea tha( 
pro-environmental behaviour can have a multi-dimensional structure, as studies in pro- 
environmental behaviour have suggested (Ashford, 1994; Hines et al 1986/7), since 
performance of one pro-environmental action does not necessarily mean that other similar 
ones will be performed.
This preference for individual rather than collective pro-environmental behaviour was also 
apparent with other behaviours that required action rather than financial contributions. For 
instance, questions 2, 3, 5 and 6 which involved personal action were all performed by at 
least 88% of respondents, while those that involved collective action, such as questions 7 to
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11, did not involve more than 50% respondents (with the exception of question 9, which 
involved encouraging others to act pro-environmentally). Furthermore, less than a third of 
respondents performed the behaviours listed in questions 12 to 15 which involved some kind 
of pro-environmental direct action. This reinforces the idea that respondents did not engage 
in direct forms of pro-environmental collective action, instead preferring more indirect forms 
of action.
The perceived efficacy of actions in conserving the environment was also consistent with this 
trend for respondents to participate in indirect behaviours requiring less commitment, and 
rated these behaviours as more efficacious than direct behaviours. For instance, mean 
perceived efficacy of questions 1 to 11 (which were considered as requiring relatively less 
commitment) was 3.32, compared with a mean of 3.11 for questions 12 to 15, which 
concerned behaviours of a more direct nature.
However, the perceived effectiveness of more direct behaviours in raising awareness of 
environmental issues was rated higher than the perceived effectiveness of indirect behaviours 
(a mean of 3.87 for questions 12 to 15, as opposed to 2.92 for questions 1 to 11). This was 
consistent with the high levels of concern for increased traffic and road building found in the 
previous section despite a comparatively low belief in the effectiveness of related actions, 
and suggests that respondents recognised the ability of direct actions to raise awareness of 
related issues, regardless of their immediate success.
The means of respondents’ scores given to perceived effectiveness in preserving the 
environment were then compared with the means for perceived effectiveness in raising 
awareness of environmental issues. The mean scores were 3.26 for the former, and 3.37 for 
the latter, and while this difference was not found to be statistically significant, there is still 
the possibility that respondents felt more efficacious in their ability to raise awareness of 
environmental issues through their actions, rather than through the direct pro-environmental 
benefits of their actions.
8.7.4.1 Summary and Discussion
Respondents’ participation in pro-environmental activity was therefore varied, often 
depending on the scale of commitment required. Participation in each activity tended to 
decrease as commitment increased, and activities requiring individual rather than collective 
action were favoured. Consequently, behaviours requiring high commitment were not rated 
comparatively high in respondents belief in their ability to conserve the environment. This is 
the opposite to the results found with activists at Newbury, where behaviours requiring 
relatively higher levels of commitment were more likely to be performed than those requiring 
lower commitment, and higher efficacy was felt for more committed behaviours. This is 
consistent with the hypothesis that greater efficacy will be experienced from involvement in 
actions requiring greater commitment.
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However, respondents rated higher the ability of such pro-environmental actions to raise 
awareness of environmental issues, even if they did not directly participate in them 
themselves. This is consistent with the idea that efficacy is more than a single construct, and 
that long-term efficacy may be present in pro-environmental behaviour, rather than short­
term efficacy. Similar results were found with the direct activists at Newbury, and so the 
concept of different levels of efficacy in pro-environmental action was apparent in both 
studies.
8.7.5 Effectiveness of LETS
The following table charts the mean responses to questions about respondents’ perceived 
effectiveness of their involvement in LETS, in descending order (Standard Deviation is in 
brackets).
TABLE 36 
Question:
1) How effective is LETS in encouraging 
local rather than global trade?
10) Do LETS contribute to the greening 
of society?
6) Has LETS helped you develop a sense 
of community ?
7) Has LETS made you more self-reliant ?
8) Have you made more friends from 
participating in LETS ?
9) Do LETS bring environmental 
benefits?
3) Do LETS encourage others to act more 
sustainably ?
2) Do LETS raise public awareness of 
green issues?
5) Do LETS help prevent environmental 
degradation?
4) Have LETS encouraged you to get 
involved in green campaigning?
Responses for this section were not rated particularly high, with only two questions scoring 
3 or more on the five point scale. LETS were seen as most effective in promoting local trade, 
and this is consistent with the high scores given to financial/economic reasons for joining
Mean (S.D.)
3.28 (1.2539)
3.21 (1.1662)
2.9(1.1076)
2.89 (1.3598) 
2.85 (1.2547)
2.78 (1.1334)
2.38(1.0131)
2.28 (1.0306) 
2.11 (.9712) 
1.38 (.6589)
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LETS in the first place, as was illustrated in the first section of the questionnaire. Similarly, 
high scores were given to questions regarding the communitarian aspect of LETS (such 
questions received the 3rd and 5th highest responses). LETS were also perceived as 
moderately effective in making respondents more self-reliant, suggesting an increase in 
personal efficacy through involvement.
Despite a relatively high belief in the ability of LETS to contribute to a greener society 
(3.21), scores for all the other questions relating to the environmental implications, were low, 
with only question 9 scoring above 2.5. This could perhaps be explained by reference to 
Barry and Proop’s (1998) study of LETS. They found that while LETS participants were not 
necessarily more pro-environmental than others, they recognised the potential of LETS to 
contribute to a greener society through environmental education. This may reflect the 
perception by Brights members of the relative inability of LETS to be of environmental 
benefit, or to encourage others to act pro-environmentally. Ironically, while the previous 
section illustrated Brights’ members belief that pro-environmental direct action was effective 
in raising public awareness of GEC, when it came to assessing the ability of their own LETS 
to raise awareness, this was rated much lower (2.28). This suggests that they did not consider 
LETS’ potential for environmental education to be very high, and in this instance, 
contradicts Barry and Proop’s (1998) findings for the same concept. Therefore, as previous 
sections have shown, environmental considerations were less important to Brights members 
than those of a more economic or communitarian nature.
8.7.6 Qualitative responses
The final section gave respondents the opportunity to give more open-ended answers 
regarding their participation in LETS, so the results were not recorded on a numbered scale, 
and therefore produced more qualitative data. The following tables document common 
themes among responses, giving the number of times respondents mentioned each theme, as 
well as any relevant quotes that they made.
8.7.6.1 Gains from involvement:
TABLE 37
a)Otherwise unaffordable services/save money 23
b) Meeting new/ like minded people 20
c) Greater confidence/ experience 17
d) Greater sense of community 13
e) Skill sharing 10
f) Physical/therapeutic benefits 4
Other gains included; “treats”, “a flat”, “advice”, and even “nothing”
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The financial benefits of LETS was the most common gain amongst respondents. Over a 
quarter of them mentioned this gain. Relevant quotes included :-
“When I first joined I was on a lower income and heavily in debt, LETS gave me freedom to 
supplement my income, it provided me with a network of resources I could use”
“trading without sterling is refreshing, and enables me access to things I wouldn’t otherwise 
be able to afford”
The idea that LETS can bring social benefits is again suggested here, with some respondents 
mentioning that they had met new and/or like-minded people through trading.
“meeting people challenging the system”
“interesting contacts with other people”
These social benefits could also develop into new friendships, and being able to rely on other 
Brights members thus introduced a dimension of personal gain into such benefits, as this 
quote illustrates:-
“ Additional friends, a feeling of being able to cope because I knew where to ask for help 
when needed”
The communitarian nature of Brights is further suggested in this section by the fact that 13 
respondents mentioned this as an explicit gain from their involvement. This is illustrated by 
the followingquotes:-
“feel I belong more to local community”
“by being involved in a group of people who are conscious about living in a more holistic 
community minded way”
This increased community feeling even enabled some to change the way they approached the 
traditional economic system, as this respondent illustrates :-
“a different experience of consuming- as a transaction and as interdependence with people 
with feces.”
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This is indicative of the alternative approach to financial trade that LETS encourage, and 
suggests one possible way in which this alternative system could operate, where localised 
trade encourages much more personal contact between those trading.
Personal gains in the form of increased confidence and/or experience were mentioned by 17 
respondents. This suggests that there was a degree of personal empowerment amongst 
Brights members as a result of participation in LETS, as these two extracts illustrate:-
“practical involvement in something I believe to be a genuinely empowering, useful and 
exciting way of getting things done”
“confidence in skills”
The idea that participation in LETS can encourage people to act more altruistically is 
supported by the fact that ten respondents mentioned the ability to share skills as a gain from 
their participation. This may be a result of one of the aforementioned principles of LETS, 
that being in debt to the scheme is often considered as socially useful, as one is in 
commitment to the scheme. Therefore, one is inspired to offer some resource or skill to 
another LETS member at some future date. This supports the argument that LETS can help 
overcome the Prisoner’s Dilemma aspect of GEC, which can discourage pro-environmental 
action, as the following quotes illustrate:-
“greater expansion of energy both in sharing with others and receiving”
“ability to give a value to my skills and those of my friends, and to show appreciation for 
them”
There were even four respondents who felt they had enjoyed a better quality of life as a result 
of their involvement in Brights. This was the same idea expressed by the previously 
mentioned respondent who listed physical rehabilitation as a reason for joining the Brights, 
and was described by one respondent as>
“better mental health and emotional security, self-esteem improved, better quality of life.”
8.7.6.1.a Summary and Discussion
Respondents felt they had experienced a variety of gains through their involvement in the 
Brights. The most popular gain was that respondents felt they were able to enjoy goods and 
services they could not have otherwise afforded. Social and communitarian gains were also 
mentioned. Respondents noted how their trade had increased their interpersonal contact, and 
that this had in turn helped them develop an increased sense of community. Some individual
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gains were mentioned as well, as respondents felt greater self-efficacy through their trade on 
the Brights. This is consistent with previous studies of LETS that have argued for the 
potential of LETS to empower and regenerate both individuals and local communities 
through trading without the use of Sterling (Barry, 1996; Williams, 1996).
S.7.6.2 Changes in perception through involvement in LETS
TABLE 38 9
a) Money less important
b) Disillusioned with LETS 5
c) Social/community aspect important 4
d) More aware of financial problems 3
e) Tried out new services 2
f) Value all skills equally 2
g) Improved personal outlook 2
h) Opinion on how LETS should be run 2
The most popular response was therefore one that related to financial considerations, 
although it was the perception that money was of reduced importance. Thus it shows a shift 
away from traditional financial values. Relevant quotes included: -
“That people are more prepared to do things without money than I would have imagined”
“money is an idea- not a physical thing “
Some respondents developed this idea further, and felt that LETS had helped them realise the 
need for a radical redefinition of the concept of ownership.
“There is no real solution except the ending of property (sometime long-term)”
On the other hand, there were some respondents who felt that other LETS members had 
retained too much emphasis on the role of money in LETS, and so had become disillusioned 
with LETS as a result:-
“If it’s not cash people not so reliable, dependable. LETS people often let you down if cash 
work comes up”
“people in general have a lot to learn spiritually for money to really be substituted for LETS.” 
This disillusionment was also felt in other ways. For instance:-
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“No matter what the type of group there’s always people who have their own agendas and 
who piss people off so much that a lot of good people leave.”
The communitarian nature of LETS is apparent in this section as well, with four respondents 
becoming more aware of its importance through their involvement. Two respondents 
described this communitarian nature in the following way:-
“Self help can work and encouraged me to find other ethigal people”
“increased faith that local co-operation has power and valuable impact”
Another potential aspect of this enhanced feeling of community is the idea held by two 
respondents of the equality of all members’ skills, thus encouraging a more egalitarian 
society, where people are not valued on the basis of the services they provide, as this 
respondent describes:-
“to value all skills equally. Good socialist philosophy”
Through this equality of worth given to skills on the Brights, some respondents developed a 
sense of personal gain through their ability to contribute back to the system in ways that were 
possible for them as well as being enjoyable.
“feel I am more valuable- can pay for things by doing something I enjoy”
This personal gain could also develop into a more optimistic view of people and life in 
general, as these two respondents describe:-
“It has made me a whole lot happier knowing that something like this can work. I always 
believed this”
“The existence and growth of the LETS shows grassroots freedom and awareness is growing”
Finally, some respondents felt they had developed a better awareness of how the Brights 
operated, and consequently an informed opinion on how the system could be improved:-
“need for more organised system of LETS”
However, as this respondent illustrates, some were encouraged by how it currently operated.
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“ has strengthened my view that organisations should be run collectively, anarchistically”
8.7.6.2.a Summary and Discussion
Respondents experienced change through their involvement in Brights in a number of ways. 
Chiefly, they felt that they placed less importance on financial transactions. Others felt that 
their involvement had encouraged them in the utility and efficacy of such a scheme. Some 
respondents even felt that it had changed their perspective on more general matters. Not all 
change was for the better however, and some respondents expressed feelings of 
disillusionment through their involvement in the Brights. Nevertheless, most respondents 
expressed changes in their perceptions that suggested they exhibited a fundamental shift 
away from the traditional values of growth and accumulation endorsed by the Dominant 
Social Paradigm. As was discussed in chapter 3, this is felt necessary by many environmental 
theorists, if the problems that have created GEC are to be confronted effectively.
8.7.6.3 Changes in behaviour as a result of LETS 
TABLE 39
a) More confident 7
b) Less dependent on traditional 5 
economy
c) More sharing attitude 5
The most common change in respondents behaviour in everyday life therefore, was that they 
felt more confident in their actions, thus suggesting the possibility of increased self-efficacy 
as a result of their actions. Relevant quotes included:-
“Brought more confidence in general”
“made me more confident and feel useful again”
“more control”
One respondent also mentioned a practical way in which this increased self-confidence was 
manifested.
“more likely to think of creative solutions to problems”
Another common shift in behaviour was that some respondents felt less need to use the 
traditional way of trading, and so were less dependent upon the mainstream economy. These 
two quotes illustrate this reduced dependence:-
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“feel less trapped by conventional economy”
“more laid back about earning”
Participation in LETS also encouraged more altruistic behaviour amongst respondents. Five 
of them mentioned that they had developed a more sharing attitude, as these quotes 
illustrate: -
“more sharing of what I can offer”
“I am more open to the possibility of offering my time and/or skill without having something 
(money) in exchange for it-just for the enjoyment of doing it and offering it”
This sharing attitude also extended to a more communitarian attitude among some 
respondents. For instance>
“ encouraged me to look to the community and communicate more”
“gratifying to feel a sense of connection, of many people working towards community 
involvement, although I know very few of them”
The second quote is particularly interesting because this respondent identifies with those in 
the LETS despite not knowing the majority of members, suggesting that involvement in 
LETS can produce a strong group identity that is not dependent upon strong inter-personal 
ties between members. Instead, the perception that one is in a group of like-minded people 
with similar aims and views, can still create a strong in-group bias among members, 
regardless of whether these members know each other or not, as one is committed to the 
ideas that the group represents.
There was also evidence among some respondents of a desire for wider in-group inclusion, in 
that they wished to inform other people about LETS (presumably in an effort to get them to 
join as well), as the following quote illustrates:-
“telling people about LETS”
Finally, one respondent mentioned that he was “more concerned about environment” as a 
result of his involvement in the Brights. This shows that pro-environmental concern can 
increase as a result of participation in LETS, although the fact that only one Brights member 
mentioned this, suggests that it was not a prime concern for the majority of members.
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8.7.6.3.a Summary and discussion 
The changes in respondents’ behaviour as a result of their involvement in LETS reflect the 
changes in perception mentioned in the previous section. Primarily, they were more 
confident, and had developed a more altruistic attitude, with less reliance on the traditional 
economy. There was also a desire for wider in-group inclusion amongst some respondents, as 
was found amongst respondents at Newbury. These changes in behaviour suggest that 
respondents had not only experienced a change in their values through their involvement, but 
were also prepared to act as a result of these changes. This is encouraging for GEC related 
research, as behaviour needs to change as well as attitudes, if problems associated with GEC 
are to be avoided.
8.7.6.4 Should there be trade between national and/or international LETS?
TABLE 40
a) Yes 45
b) No 11
c) Don’t know/ maybe 17
This question measured respondents’ preferences for local trade as opposed to trading in a 
wider radius, and whether they considered that it was possible to extend sustainable trade 
between like-minded schemes. Responses were generally positive, with support for extending 
the community aspect of trading wider than the local area, as this respondent explains:-
•yes, I’d be able to trade with friends in other towns”
However, other respondents, while being enthusiastic, had reservations, as these three 
extracts illustrate:-
“if it can be done with simplicity’’
“perhaps in particular circumstances, but only small scale”
“when necessary, yes- e.g. people move from one area to another, but very important that this 
should not damage personal beliefs of each system”
These reservations seemed then to be chiefly about whether LETS could operate in these 
wider parameters while still retaining the emphasis on sustainable, local trading. These 
concerns about keeping the local character of LETS, led some respondents to reject outright 
the possibility of trade beyond the local area:-
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“too complicated, should stay at community level”
“no I think it would tend to defeat the whole object of local trading “
This may be explained by reference to Abrams’ (1994) idea that people are more committed 
to smaller groups because of their distinct nature. The identity of the Brights may be quite 
distinct while confined to the Brighton and Hove area (the city is limited by the sea to the 
South and the South Downs to the North), but once trade is widened beyond these 
boundaries, this identity could become less distinct, and hence under threat.
8.7.6.S Do you feel a sense of belonging to your LETS?
TABLE 41
a) Yes 33
b)No 23
c) Don’t know/sometimes 15
Nearly half of the respondents who answered this question, felt they did identify with the 
Brights, although one in three did not, with the rest unsure. Nevertheless, there were 
noticeably favourable in-group attitudes amongst some respondents, as these extracts 
illustrate:-
“to some extent, but more social events would help”
“Yes. Only reversion to tribal/ local community status will return power to the people”
This second quote suggests the potential for empowering localities that can arise from 
identifying with one’s LETS.
Of those that did not feel a sense of belonging, some believed this was because of their lack 
of participation, thus implying that they would identify with the LETS more if their 
involvement increased, thus reinforcing the idea that in-group identification is correlated 
with participation with that in-group, as this quote illustrates:-
“not particularly- mainly due to not doing too much trading”
There were some respondents, who while not feeling a particularly strong personal 
identification, did at the same time identify with the concept of LETS in general through 
their participation:-
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“not personally, but as a knowledge that they exist and I have my part in it, then yes”
Of those who did not identify with the Brights, some listed its size as a reason for feeling this 
way:-
“no- too big for that”
This is to be expected, as identifying with a group that has over 500 members can be quite 
difficult. However, there have been attempts to sub-divide this rather large in-group into 
smaller sections, with the introduction of a smaller LETS within the Brights, that 
corresponds with the Hanover area (a residential area to the East of central Brighton, that has 
a distinct area and regularly holds community events under the same name) of the Bright 
exchange, trading in Hanovers. This process is similar to the subdivision of the identities of 
the activists at Newbury, who were more likely to identify with a particular camp, as opposed 
to the campaign as a whole, albeit on a much smaller scale, as only one local area of the 
Brights used such a scheme. Again, this may also be explained by Abrams’ (1994) belief that 
people feel more committed to smaller groups because of their distinct nature.
8.7.6.6 Should LETS be tied to Sterling?
TABLE 42
a) No
b) Yes
c) Don’t Know
This question was chosen because the Brights was recently tied to Sterling, with members 
allowed to charge a proportion of their services in Sterling. This is a topic that has been 
debated at length among the Brights, with some feeling that it betrays the original values of 
the LETS if currency is re-introduced into the system, and the decision to link Brights to 
Sterling has caused some members to reduce their involvement as a result (e.g. Dunk, 1998). 
Therefore, this was a matter about which some respondents had strong feelings. For 
instance:-
“No, I think £ should be abolished”
“NO NO NO! It leaves the door open for the establishment to take over once the pickings are 
rich enough to interest bankers, VAT men etc.
“No, encourages commercial ideology”
43
22
6
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This respondent was opposed to such a move, as she felt it could soon end up in the LETS 
being no different to the traditional economy.
“Not at all and I feel it’s undermining the whole scheme. I now have to charge more for 
tuition because most people I have used have used a Sterling rate, so you end up having to do 
the same or else greatly in debt.”
This is a very good example of how the Prisoner’s Dilemma aspect of action against GEC is 
apparent even in the operation of the Brights. The more people that charge a proportion of 
their services in Brights, the more it will encourage others to do so, in order to prevent them 
being worse off than others who currently charge Sterling. One Brights member linked her 
answer to this question back to question 3 of this section, as she felt that her behaviour in 
everyday life had changed in such a way that she no longer felt constrained by Sterling:-
“Whenever I’ve provided a service in the past, I’ve always measured my time in Sterling. 
LETS has freed me from that conditioning, I feel very strongly about never equating Bright 
to £.”
This antipathy towards the Brights being linked to Sterling is consistent with the previous 
data that found respondents had placed less emphasis on financial transactions as a result of 
their involvement in the Brights. This reinforces the idea that respondents’ values towards 
exchange and wealth accumulation had shifted away from the traditional norm. As was 
discussed in Chapter 3, it is felt necessary by many environmental theorists to develop values 
at odds with the Dominant Social Paradigm, in order to help encourage sustainable 
behaviour (Dunlap & Van Liere, 1978).
However, there were still over one in four respondents who were in favour of the idea, 
although they tended to list pragmatic rather than ideological reasons, suggesting that there 
remained a commitment to the idea of trading without money, as this respondents 
illustrates
“yes, simply for ease of trading”
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8.7.6.7 Should there be an hourly charge for jobs on LETS?
TABLE 43
a) Yes
b) No
c) Don’t know/ maybe
d) Only as a guideline 2
53
3
12
This question was chosen, because like question 6, it is a topical debate within the Brights, 
and highlights the ideological position between those who believe that in order to create an 
alternative system of trade, all skills should be valued equally, and those who pragmatically 
accept that some skills require more expertise and resources than others, and so should be 
given greater worth. The following two quotes are representative of those aspiring to the 
more ideological position:-
“Yes, to prevent people from charging £ and/ or different amounts for the same service”
“Yes- very strongly- work is work- time is time. Why should some work be paid more for 
than others”
However, others adopted a more pragmatic attitude:-
“No, I would expect to pay more for some services than others”
“The idea is that everybody’s time is equally valuable- but then some jobs are more 
demanding than others. There should be maybe a scale.”
The following respondent did not believe in any kind of renumeration at all for services, thus 
suggesting a fundamental opposition to the whole idea of surplus and deficit arising from 
trade, and an implicit opposition to the very basis of the current global economic system, 
which could be considered as one of the primary reasons for the initial existence of LETS 
and other similar schemes:-
“I’m in favour of no figures/papers/ LETS passing at all, just giving and receiving without 
payment”
8.8 Conclusion
To summarise, the results gathered from respondents in the Brighton and Hove LETS tended 
to correlate with the hypotheses that were suggested. Brights members were concerned with 
environmental issues, and felt they had enjoyed psychological and social benefits through 
their involvement. They were also critical of the current global economic system, and desired 
to create ja sustainable alternative to the traditional method of trade, with financial indicators 
being listed as important motivations for action. There was also evidence that respondents 
gained a sense of identity from the scheme, which helped create a more communitarian 
feeling amongst members.
However when compared with the data gathered from those involved in the anti-roads 
protests at Newbury, there were noticeable differences between the two. Brights members 
tended to be older, more likely to be in paid employment, and tended to prefer political 
activity that worked for change within the current status quo, as opposed to working to 
overthrow it, as was favoured by those at Newbury. Brights members were also comparatively 
less concerned with environmental issues than were activists at Newbury. This discrepancy 
was also apparent in pro-environmental behaviour, with LETS members tending to engage in 
those behaviours that required less commitment than those involved in direct action. They 
also preferred to engage in individual rather than collective pro-environmental action. 
Perceived efficacy of such actions was correspondingly lower than that of those involved at 
Newbury, but both groups felt that pro-environmental behaviour was more efficacious when 
measured in its ability to raise general awareness of environmental issues, rather than in its 
initial success to prevent environmental degradation. This suggests that perceived efficacy 
was considered to be more than just a single construct, and was concurrent with similar 
findings from direct activists. There was also evidence that Brights members’ awareness of 
environmental issues had been enhanced by the direct action tactics used in anti-roads 
protests.
While Brights members did display some favourable attitudes towards the in-group, this was 
not as apparent as was found amongst those at Newbury. There was more mention amongst 
Brights members of an abstract communitarian nature to the scheme as a whole with which 
some members identified, as opposed to a specific personal attachment. Conversely, those at 
Newbury preferred to see themselves as united in their diversity, often sub-dividing their 
identity into smaller groups corresponding to the camp with which they identified.
Finally, it would appear that the differences between members of the Brighton and Hove 
LETS, and those involved in direct action could be loosely described as similar to the 
different perspectives on environmental behaviour that radical and reformist pro- 
environmental ideologies suggested by some pro-environmental theorists (as was discussed in 
chapter 3). Brights members tended to prefer to work within the current system to bring 
about pro-environmental change, while those involved at Newbury were more in favour of
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fundamental change to the status quo in order to effectively confront the problems associated 
with GEC. This illustrates the varied nature of pro-environmental behaviour, and the 
inadequacy of trying to define it as a unitary construct. The final chapter will summarise the 
whole study, and attempt to draw any relevant conclusions and implications from the 
research.
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Chapter 9
Conclusion
9.1 Introduction
This final chapter will summarise the theoretical basis to the study, and the findings from the 
research. Limitations to the study; both theoretical and methodological will then be 
discussed. Finally, a theoretical account will then be provided, with implications for future 
research into GEC and other related areas.
9.2 Summary of thesis
This study concerned itself with the possible effects of Global Environmental Change on 
human perception. The first chapter examined the processes involved in GEC, both physical 
and social. It was considered that the issues associates with GEC present a unique and 
unprecedented problem for both researchers and policy makers. The problem arises because 
of the uncertainty surrounding the existence and possible effects of GEC which are not 
uniform, and can vary over space and time. The possible adverse psychological effects of 
GEC were also discussed. The need for global action was recognised, but so was the apparent 
lack of mass involvement in such action. A possible reason for this lack of involvement was 
that the processes involved in GEC represent a social dilemma (Chase, 1994). This is so 
because, while it is in the collective interest for a majority of people to act pro- 
environmentally, it is in the individual interest to forego the sacrifice of personal action, and 
reap the benefits of others’ pro-environmental behaviour. Therefore belief in the efficacy of 
individual activity is low, which can discourage pro-environmental behaviour. This social 
dilemma was considered to be on different levels, such as betw een individuals, groups, or 
nations, and needs to be overcome if action to prevent or delay the onset of GEC is to be 
effective.
Chapter 2 examined the social psychological issues involved in pro-environmental behaviour 
It was considered important to perceive one’s actions as efficacious, if such behaviour is to be 
encouraged. Studies that examined personal control and agency were reviewed (e.g. Bandura, 
1977; Rotter, 1966) and were considered applicable to pro-environmental behaviour. Such 
perceived efficacy of actions was considered to be more stable and lasting if they were 
accompanied by fundamental shifts in beliefs about one’s ability to influence one’s 
environment. Since much of pro-environmental behaviour involves collective action, the 
concept of collective efficacy was also examined, as well as theories relating to psychological 
change resulting from such activity (e.g. Reicher, 1996; Drury 1996; Stott, 1996), and the 
effects on one’s social identity (Tajfel; 1982). Finally, perspectives on inter-group conflict 
were discussed (Sherif, 1966), and the effects on social perception as a result of pro- 
environmental collective action (Drury, 1996) were discussed, as well as the influence that
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minorities involved in pro-environmental behaviour can have on a dominant majority 
(Moscovici, 1982).
Chapter 3 concentrated on the theory and values associated with w hat is perceived as pro- 
environmental behaviour. Rather than being a single construct, it was argued that pro- 
environmental behaviour can take different forms, which are neither necessarily 
complementary nor able to be measured with linear models of progression (Ashford, 1994; 
Hines et al., 1986/7). Consequently, there are different values and ideologies associated with 
different models of environmental theory, meaning that pro-environmentalism can appeal to 
a wide variety of political and social theories. However, it was argued that much of 
environmental thought supports the idea that radical shifts in behaviours and perspectives are 
necessary if the effects of GEC are to be avoided. This was consistent with the argued need 
for similar shifts in perceptions of the environment and one’s interaction within it, that was 
discussed in the previous two chapters. Different pro-environmental behaviours requiring 
different levels of commitment were considered to reflect values associated with different 
perspectives on environmental thought. Therefore, two different forms of pro-environmental 
behaviour were chosen for study; direct action anti-roads protests, and Local Exchange 
Trading Schemes (LETS).
The main area of the study, which researched protestors against the construction of the 
Newbury by-pass, was covered in chapters 4 to 7. Areas of inquiry included; respondents’ 
values and motivations for action, perceived efficacy of actions, and perceptions of both the 
in-group and the out-group. Chapter 4 provided a theoretical justification for the 
methodology' used in the research, examining the pros and cons of Participant Observation 
and questionnaire methods of data collection. A background to the campaign of direct action 
against the Newbury by-pass was also provided. Chapters 5 and 6 examined the data 
gathered from interviews and questionnaires respectively. Respondents were found to have 
values and motivations for action that tended to reflect an ecological/anarchist perspective 
that favoured radical action, and saw the current socio-political status quo as responsible for 
environmental degradation. Therefore they tended to reject environmental solutions within 
this framework. Respondents felt efficacious in their activities, but this efficacy was 
measured on varying levels. For instance both short and long term efficacy were reported, as 
well as individual and collective efficacy. They felt most efficacious in their ability to raise 
general awareness of environmental issues through their involvement. Positive in-group and 
negative out-group biases were also found, but neither group was considered as homogenous, 
and identity boundaries were often dynamic and re-defined. There was also an unexpectedly 
common desire for wider in-group inclusion. Chapter 7 studied data gathered from 
respondents a year after the start of the protests, and found that their perceived efficacy' was 
still present, and many had developed a wider perspective or greater confidence as a result of 
their involvement. Examination of a specific instance of collective action found that 
respondents’ feelings of empowerment and identity boundaries could develop and change as
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events unfolded, thus reinforcing the idea that such processes are dynamic and context 
dependent.
Chapter 8 looked at the second form of pro-environmental behaviour that was examined in 
this study- Local Exchange Trading Schemes (LETS), where goods and services are 
exchanged for local currency'. A questionnaire study was performed on members of the 
Brighton and Hove LETS, assessing their perceptions of their involvement and other 
environmental issues and actions. Respondents tended to have a reformist socio-political pro- 
environmental perspective, as opposed to the more revolutionary outlook of those involved in 
direct action at Newbury. Financial and communitarian motives for action and benefits from 
their involvement were felt more important by respondents than pro-environmental values. 
Perceived efficacy of respondents’ actions were low, and they tended to participate in 
behaviours requiring comparatively lower commitment than did those at Newbury. However, 
consistent with the data gathered at Newbury, respondents felt that the ability of pro- 
environmental behaviours to raise awareness of environmental issues was comparatively 
higher than the ability to affect the specific issue targeted. A positive in-group bias was also 
found, with a desire for wider in-group inclusion.
9.3 Limitations of the study
Before discussing the theoretical implications of the results found in this thesis, there are a 
number of limitations in the two studies that need to be considered, especially with respect to 
the methods of data collection chosen. The practical difficulty of collecting sufficient data for 
a reliable analysis was a constant problem throughout my research at Newbuiy. The short 
nature of the main phase of the campaign, (clearance work was completed in just over three 
months) meant that I had relatively little time to gather data before the camps were cleared 
and the protestors dispersed (Drury, 1996 argued that a year would be an ideal time period in 
which to gather such data, and enjoyed such a time span in which to conduct his research of 
the No Ml 1 Link road campaign). The dispersal of protestors into over 30 camps along the 9 
mile route, made it difficult to reach as many respondents as I would have liked during the 
campaign. My decision to stay on one particular camp (the Kennet camp), rather than move 
between them periodically, also meant that I had less opportunity to reach an optimum 
number of respondents. However, I chose to do this, as I felt the data gathered would have 
been more reliable, since I was more likely to be accepted by protestors and given reliable 
data if I was perceived to be involved with the campaign, as opposed to an outside observer. 
This was justified, as there were many academics and journalists researching at Newbury, 
and campaigners were often sceptical of their motives, and so were not always helpfijl with 
their requests for information. Many respondents told me that they would not normally talk 
to such researchers, but would make an exception in my case, as I was known to them. The 
ideal method of reliable data collection would have been to employ a team of researchers to
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perform PO at various different camps, but this was not practical within the scope of this 
study.
Another practical difficulty for data collection, was being able to reach the sites where 
collective action occurred, During clearance work, it was extremely difficult to accurately 
assess where the work (and hence the protests) would happen each day. This was so because 
the workers, security guards, and bailiffs, were transported into the area in convoys each day, 
before being removed at nightfall. Unless one was in the vicinity of the area in which they 
chose to work, or was staying in the camp which they decided to evict on that particular day, 
it was very difficult get through the security cordons which were created to surround the area. 
Therefore, I was sometimes not able to get first hand accounts of the collective action 
occurring in that area, and had to rely on second hand accounts gathered from respondents 
later on. There was no easy solution to this dilemma, aside from making an educated guess 
as to where collective action would take place, but I did manage to gather such first hand 
data on a few occasions, which increased the validity of the findings.
As was discussed in chapter 2, concepts such as self-efficacy are often dynamic and context 
dependent, especially when considered in the light of dynamic processes such as collective 
action. Therefore, studies of such processes must consider this factor, and realise that one-off 
studies are limited in their validity. Perceived efficacy can vary with events and over time, so 
relevant research needs to be done over a sustained period of time, and in different contexts. I 
had previously considered this factor, and so decided to conduct research before, during, and 
after the period of clearance work. However, more data could have been gathered over this 
time period, and the ideal study would have gathered data from the same individuals from 
their initial involvement to the completion of the road and beyond, in order to gain a more 
coherent portrayal of the dynamic nature of the processes involved. This was not feasible 
within the time-scale of my research, and to do this would inevitably have detracted from my 
other areas of research. Had I concentrated more on gathering data at Newbuiy, I would not 
have had sufficient time to study LETS and compare results from both activities. Future 
studies should consider this factor when studying dynamic processes, and perhaps narrow the 
focus of their research in order to create a more comprehensive analysis.
Limitations also emerged from the questionnaire study of LETS as a form of pro- 
environmental behaviour. Primarily, the question arises as to whether or not involvement in 
LETS is considered as pro-environmental behaviour by its participants. Despite the belief by 
some of its supporters (e.g. Lang, 1994) that participation in LETS provides pro- 
environmental benefits, previous research into LETS (Barry and Proops, 1998; Machiba, 
1998) has had difficulty in finding a direct link between involvement in LETS and a radical 
pro-environmental perspective. Instead, they found an abstract pro-environmental perspective 
that was expressed more indirectly- as a form of ‘green citizenship’ for example. This study 
was no exception, finding that communitarian or financial motives were considered as more
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important than pro-environmental values by LETS participants. Therefore it would appear 
that there is a danger of researchers imposing values onto such schemes that are not 
necessarily held by their members. Of the Brights members who failed to fill in my 
questionnaire, I spoke to two who did not do so because they did not feel it applied to them, 
as they did not join the scheme for pro-environmental reasons. It is possible that this feeling 
was prevalent amongst other members, thus helping to explain the low response rate to the 
questionnaire. It is possible then, that involvement in LETS is only coincidentally pro- 
environmental, in that it is an unintentional result of participants’ trading, as opposed to a 
desire to conserve the environment. This does not mean that pro-environmental values did 
not appeal to LETS participants, as many did indeed mention such values, but they seemed to 
be attracted to more indirect measures of pro-environmental response. Therefore, future 
research into pro-environmental behaviour may produce clearer environmental perspectives 
if a more explicit form of pro-environmental action is chosen, and also if researchers make 
less assumptions about the degree of pro-environmental response amongst participants.
This problem of the assumption that participation in LETS is necessarily pro-environmental 
behaviour, illustrates a theoretical limitation of the comparative nature of the study. 
Throughout the research of the two different forms of behaviour, I had assumed that there 
was a distinction between those involved in more committed pro-environmental behaviours, 
such as direct action, and the less committed behaviours of the LETS participants. While 
there were indeed differences in socio-demographic results, levels of perceived efficacy, and 
pro-environmental or ideological perspectives between them that strongly suggested these 
were two distinct groups, I was still concerned that the comparison was less valid than I had 
hoped. This was so because, although it was clear that the vast majority of protestors at 
Newbury had a pro-environmental perspective to their actions, this was not the case amongst 
those trading on the Brights. Therefore I may have found a similar distinction if I had 
compared the perceptions of direct activists with a more random population sample. Perhaps 
a better comparison would have been between two groups who were involved in similar 
environmental campaigns, but performed behaviours of varying commitment. For instance, it 
may, in retrospect, have been more useful to compare the attitudes of those involved in direct 
action against the Newbury by-pass, and those who campaigned against it by more 
‘traditional’ methods (such as letter writing, attending public enquiries, and donating money 
to the campaign). This would have had the advantage that I would have been able to 
concentrate entirely on the Newbury campaign (something I did not have time to do because 
of my decision to investigate those involved in LETS). However, this would have also risked 
being influenced by the assumption that the two groups were necessarily distinct (a sizeable 
proportion of campaigners were involved in both types of behaviour, and non-involvement in 
direct action would not necessarily mean that participants would rate it differently to those 
who were involved). Nevertheless, such comparisons may have been more valid than between 
the two comparatively unrelated activities chosen in this study.
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9.4 A theoretical account
Despite the limitations discussed, results emerged from the data that appear to give validity 
to the theoretical basis of this study. This section discusses such results with relation to the 
hypotheses mentioned in chapter 3 to create a theoretical account of the thesis. The problems 
associated with GEC are often considered to stem from values associated with the socio­
political and economic perspectives held by the Dominant Social Paradigm, which is usually 
perceived as global industrial capitalism. Researchers into GEC (e.g. Adams, 1995; Bruce et 
al 1995; Pearce, 1995) and environmental theorists (e.g. Dunlap & Van Liere 1978; Dunlap 
& Catton, 1982) believe that there needs to be a fundamental shift away from these values, to 
a more ‘ecological’ perspective if the predicted problems from GEC are to be avoided. Such 
values appear to be present amongst those involved pro-environmental behaviour. These 
values can be manifested in the desire to reform the current socio-economic structure into a 
more sustainable system of exchange that is based in the local community, as was apparent 
amongst members of LETS. Those involved in direct action anti-roads protests exhibited 
these values as well, but preferred more radical change to the status quo, and generally 
considered the current political and social systems as inherently environmentally destructive. 
Therefore, pro-environmental action was considered more effective if performed outside of 
these systems, and in an informally structured, non-hierarchical way. These results concur 
with the first hypothesis that while the two groups may have different values and motivations 
for action, both will exhibit values from an ‘ecological’ perspective that are opposed to the 
Dominant Social Paradigm.
A major problem that prevents individual and collective action to prevent or alleviate the 
effects of GEC is that the social dilemmas often associated with such action can create low 
feelings of efficacy, which hinder effective action. However, action against GEC needs to be 
on a global scale, with mass participation. Therefore, this perception of low efficacy of one’s 
actions against GEC needs to be countered, and individuals need to feel that they are indeed 
efficacious in their pro-environmental behaviour. Various studies in personal agency have 
found that belief in the efficacy of one’s actions can improve performance, and even 
psychological well-being (e.g. Bandura, 1978; Rotter, 1966; Terry, 1992). Such efficacy 
needs to involve fundamental shifts in one’s perspective if it is to be stable and lasting 
(Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975),and this was considered relevant to pro-environmental behaviour 
because the long-term nature of the processes involved in GEC require consistent and long­
term changes in behaviour. Consequently, the second hypothesis was that those involved in 
pro-environmental behaviour would feel efficacious in their actions, with perceived efficacy 
being greater for those behaviours that required comparatively high levels of commitment. 
This was indeed the case, and those involved in direct action anti-roads protests reported 
higher levels of efficacy in their actions than did those participating in LETS. However, this 
efficacy was not uni-dimensional, and was often reported in more than one dimension. For
instance, there was often a differentiation between the belief in the efficacy of one’s
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immediate actions, and the ability to raise long-term awareness of environmental issues. Both 
groups rated higher the ability of pro-environmental action to raise long-term awareness, 
thus reflecting the long-term perspective to their efficacy measures. Finally, the efficacy of 
those involved in anti-roads protests was considered to be a stable construct, when examined 
a year after the clearance work at Newbury had been completed.
Theories of social identity (e.g. Tajfel, 1978,1982) suggest that people desire positive self­
esteem, and may join social groups that compare with other social groups as a tactic to 
enhance this esteem and create a positive attitude towards the in-group. The involvement of 
people in collective action can often result in a positive in-group bias (Kelly & Kelly 1994; 
Drury 1996), especially if inter-group conflict occurs (Sherif 1966). Therefore, the third 
hypothesis was that participation in pro-environmental action would engender a positive in­
group bias. This was indeed the case, and positive in-group bias was apparent in both groups, 
although it was more apparent amongst the anti-roads protestors, whose in-group bias 
increased as a result of the inter-group conflict they experienced. This positive in-group bias 
manifested itself in different ways. For instance, many of the LETS respondents perceived a 
communitarian nature to their scheme which meant that they were committed to the ideals of 
the group, and had a generally positive perspective on other members that was not 
necessarily dependent upon them knowing every member. The in-group was not always 
perceived as a homogenous entity however, and respondents often sub-divided their identity 
into smaller sub-groups, from which they elicited a strong in-group bias. For instance, 
instead of identifying with the Newbury campaign as a whole, protestors often identified with 
a specific camp in the path of the road to which they felt a positive in-group bias. This 
suggests that theories of social identity need to take account of the fact that identity processes 
are dynamic constructs which can vary over time and events and may often be a product of 
the social context within which individuals find themselves.
The final hypothesis related to the idea that the inter-group conflict which resulted from the 
pro-environmental collective action at Newbury would create a negative out-group bias 
amongst respondents, as was found by Sherif (1966). This was generally found to be the case, 
but as was found with in-group perceptions, the out-group was not perceived as a 
homogenous entity, and there were often attempts for wider in-group inclusion amongst 
respondents, which was a conscious strategy of respondents, as opposed to a tactical by­
product of their activity (unlike Sherif s study which needed the intervention of a third party 
to induce inter-group co-operation). This suggests that it is possible to achieve at least a 
desire for inter-group co-operation from those involved in inter-group conflict as a result of 
pro-environmental collective action, and there will not necessarily always be out-group 
derogation as a result of such conflict.
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9.5 Implications of the study
There are various implications that arise as a result of this study. Chiefly, the finding that 
individual involvement in pro-environmental behaviour can be perceived as being 
efficacious, can help encourage people that it is worthwhile to engage in such behaviour.
This overcomes the problem of the socially dilemmatic nature of pro-environmental 
behaviour, and will help avoid the deleterious effects on psychological well-being that are 
caused by having low perceived control of one’s environment. The potential for stable, long­
term efficacy found amongst participants in this study is also encouraging for the prospects of 
concerted action against GEC. This is so, because effective action needs to be sustained in the 
face of adversity over a long-term, and will not necessarily be trouble free or totally effective 
straight away. The belief held by many respondents in this study that they were most effective 
in raising awareness of environmental issues through their involvement, can also be useful 
when applied to encouraging action against GEC. As previously discussed, studies have often 
found a lack of lay awareness over the issues and processes involved in GEC (Kempton,
1995; Lofstedt, 1993), which can lead to uncertainty, and hence inaction. If heightened lay 
awareness of such processes can result from high profile pro-environmental action, then 
those involved in such behaviour could be considered as performing a form of environmental 
education. Such education may be more effective if it is perceived as coming from a grass­
roots level from people that can be related to, as opposed to information filtering down from 
a detached ‘expert’ scientific perspective that does not have any direct bearing on most lay 
people’s lives.
The decentralised nature of the pro-environmental behaviour examined in this study suggest 
that such actions can become an integral part of co-ordinated action against GEC, and cannot 
be ignored by policy makers. Indeed the very use of the term ‘policy makers’, highlights a 
potentially false distinction between ‘experts’ and ‘lay people’. This is so, because the need 
for action on a global scale to combat GEC requires mass involvement, hot the actions of a 
few scientists or politicians, and therefore lay people can, and should have a role in the 
adoption and implementation of policy decisions. O’Riordan et al (1998) illustrate this need 
to consider lay perceptions:-
“The assumption of homogeneity of perspectives in the expert/lay dichotomy obscures 
significant variation in the perceptions and preferences of both. It also obscures the fact that 
real experts are not consistently experts or lay people. There are no universal experts and, in 
the civic arena, even the most modest lay person has some relevant expertise. Relevant 
knowledge brought to bear in the climate discourses is not composed solely of scientific facts 
about climate chemistry, dynamics and impacts, but also derives from various experiences of 
social change and societal responses to natural change.
The expert/lay dichotomy also structures communication as a unidirectional process in which
expert knowledge is passed to the public either to alleviate its ignorance or redress its
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misperceptions. In this mode, decisionmakers are often stopped in their tracks by recalcitrant 
populations who rightly insist that they have not been heard and their expertise has been 
ignored. The suggestion that expert discourses are structuredly the same elements of social 
organisation as lay discourses redirects efforts at communication from simply overcoming 
ignorance to creating shared frames of reference and opportunities for shared action. Public 
information campaigns that assume that discrepancies between lay and expert accounts of 
climate change are simply attributable to knowledge deficiencies are bound to fail. Effective 
communication about climate change issues requires understanding of the frames of 
reference being used by all participants. “ p.336
To be able to truly consider lay perspectives, and implement them in an effective way, there 
would need to be a fundamental shift in society’s values and structures. Some GEC theorists 
do indeed suggest that the bias placed on Western scientific and capitalist models may be the 
cause of the current environmental crisis (e.g. Adams, 1995; Bruce et al, 1995), and that 
such values need to be questioned, or even replaced with ones that can address the problem 
more easily (Pearce 1995; Dyer, 1993). Chambers (1983) suggested incorporating 
perspectives of those from developing nations into the Western capitalist perspective as a 
method of encouraging involvement from the third world in the decision making process.
Those involved in the pro-environmental behaviours examined in this study did indeed 
exhibit values that were in opposition to the current dominant social paradigm, suggesting 
that such behaviours can encourage the development of value systems that favour more 
autonomous and less hierarchical forms of making and implementing decisions. Such 
perspectives favour the wide-spread decentralisation of power relationships to combat GEC, 
and prefer action to be take at the grass-roots level. Hayes and Smith (1993) felt that NGOs 
who operated in this way had a positive advantage over governmental action, mainly because 
th y  could easily cross national boundaries, and were more independent of domestic and 
political concerns. This decentralisation of power may not be free of trouble, and there are 
potential disadvantages associated with this concept. For instance, Hurrell and Kingsbury 
(1992) felt that empowerment of local communities and environmental protection were not 
necessarily compatible. T hy  also argued that some kind of global co-operation to deal with 
GEC was needed, which may be more difficult between decentralised, autonomous 
communities, than it currently is between nation states. Nevertheless, decentralising the 
decisions and actions required to combat GEC as much as possible to the grass-roots level 
may help to encourage mass involvement in pro-environmental behaviour, as people will be 
more likely to act if th y  feel that they have more influence in deciding policies and actions. 
It is also possible for action against GEC to be co-ordinated on many different levels that 
incorporate both global and local decision-making processes (and is logical in light of the 
multi-dimensional and dynamic nature of GEC), and consider the perspectives of all those
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who will be potentially affected by GEC (i.e. humanity as a whole). For as O’Riordan et al. 
(1998) argue, we all have the ability to influence policy, and hence are all potential policy 
makers as well.
“Climate policy is shaped by formal organisational structures, as well as by informal 
networks of communication that, in turn, are the products of values, norms and expectations. 
These institutions range from the formal deliberating bodies engaged in treaty making to the 
informal liaisons among policy analysts and policy executives, regulatory agencies, and the 
day to day actions of billions of people. Both the extents and impacts of climate change will 
be determined by the willingness of these billions of decision-makers to change their ways. 
This change of behaviour could be achieved by persuasion, command, education, taxation, 
moral arguments, or changes in the notion of property rights. Any combination of these 
responses involves institutional change, ranging from incremental adjustment to profound 
transformation.” p. 346
9.6 Conclusion
Clearly, the global nature of GEC creates a huge problem which can be difficult to even 
comprehend, let alone to encourage effective action on a global scale to prevent its onset, or 
alleviate its expected effects. However, it is hoped that this study has helped illustrate that 
belief in the efficacy of pro-environmental action can be encouraged. While such action is a 
mere drop in the ocean given the scale of the problem, it is nonetheless a definite step in the 
right direction, and can help encourage others to act accordingly. Continuation of such action 
will not be without difficulty, especially because the theory and values behind such behaviour 
appear to contradict much of which the current global social and economic order stands for. 
Indeed the perceived division between policy makers and ‘lay persons’ can discourage the 
autonomous, decentralised behaviour that many environmental theorists believe is necessary 
to prevent global environmental catastrophe. The Ecologist (1992), in their critique of the 
1992 Earth Summit in Rio conclude that ‘reclaiming the commons’ for the majority and 
creating a sustainable global society cannot be achieved through the structures and values 
maintained by the current global socio-economic system:-
“A space for the commons cannot be created by economists, development planners, 
legislators, ‘empowerment’ specialists or other paternalistic outsiders. To place the future in 
the hands of such individuals would be to maintain the webs of power that are currently 
stifling commons regimes. One cannot legislate the commons into existence; nor can the 
commons be reclaimed simply by adopting ‘green techniques’ ... Rather, commons regimes 
emerge through ordinary people’s day-to-day resistance to enclosure, and through their 
efforts to regain the mutual support, responsibility and trust that sustain the commons.” 
p. 196-7
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Therefore, the struggle to delay or prevent GEC will not be an easy one, as those with vested 
interests in the status quo that is perceived by many as responsible for the current crisis are 
unlikely to relinquish their positions of privilege without complaints or outright resistance. 
However it would appear to be of the greatest importance for people to take a lead in 
encouraging action against GEC, without waiting first for action from rigid, institutionalised 
state and corporate structures. For if action is delayed until the waves are lapping at the 
doorsteps of government ministries and financial institutions, it may well be too late.
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APPENDIX A:SAMPLE DOCUMENTS AND PHOTOS FROM
NEWBURY
Os- *'>
Demonstration on the first day of clearance work: The Independent 9/1/96 p.l
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personally, in fact w e  would
As we wish to stop this road 
w e intend to disrupt work for a s  
long a s  possible.
"‘J  | l^'T '"■.........  "f
jAs you may nave  guessed , w e 
jare protesting against the 
building of this road. W e are  
j here b e c a u se  ail other 
! channels  of protest have 
! proved fruitless.
B ecau se  we are  a friendly 
bunch, our cam paign  is b a s e d  
solely on non-violent direct 
. Our aim is to s too  this
^ ^ ^ y xwf.f-w|road, not to harm anyone
------------ — t t.*.*• • ■ . s - - > k  tw iu r  H■   ..t£w M
/ith von  iPA’
>very muon iiKe it u you w o u ia  — <\\
i'ljoin us! R  H -y  r  y  - f
. j s r T 7 F s = : = ^ ^ ^ ' ; % - f ^ m
X •>*' **
. XW v
,.-^ i -p-._ w : /  i —•»
   _  b v v u W ' i ^ i y i
'P le a se  be peaceful, w e ’re just r  
doing our jo b ! ; §
R em em ber you’re getting paid ,  - —-
.for this - we're n e t . 1 W ^ K v \ J ^  tfgt - ........................... —, .,.. -->/•>.o ..WjfWv. .• •-. toi >-v<H yciy
TAKE A BREAK,  HAVE A B R E A T H E R  WND RELAAAAAAAXXXI!I!f
fovc, peace  and’ s u n n v  smifcs.
y o u r  JVicndTy ncujftftourfiootf protesters.
Flyer given to construction workers at Newbury Jan 1996
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YOU'RE BEING 
CONNED!
Reliance Security will receive £15 from lire 
Department of Transport for e a c h  hour which 
YOU work, while you're receiving ... £3 .50  or  
£5.50 per hour
•T w elve  h o u r s  o f  sloggiaj* it o u t  in  t h e  m u d  for s e v e n  d a y s  on  t h e  t ro t ,  1 v.r lve 
h o u rs  a t  a t i m e  in  t h e  w e t  an d  cold o f  w in te r  fo r ju s t  SI 3 .5 0  an  h o u r .  U nused in 
t e n t s ,  m i le s  f ro m  a n y w h e re ,  aw ay  front y o u r  fam ily  &* f r ie n d s ,  S lave  labour t h e r e ’s  
no  doubt, a b o u t  i t ,
• T h e  N ew bury  B y p a s s  is t h e  m o s t  c o n t r o v e r s i a l  road  s c h e m e  e v e r  ... ta r  m ore  th a n  
ev en  t h e  M i l  l i n k  ro a d .  R e l i a n c e  h a v e n ' t  sh o w n  y o u  th e  rea l  h o r r o r  o f  th e  Ml 1
•T h e  B yp ass  is o p p o s e d  by p e o p le  o f  all age*, f ro m  t h e  t r e e  dw elling  y o u th  t< 
O.A.P’s. H u s b a n d s ,  w ives ,  s o n s  and  d a u g h te r s ,  p eo p le  no t so d i f fe re n t  from your 
own fa m ily  a n d  f r ie n d s ,  o p p o se  t h i s  s c h e m e .
• T h e re  is o p p o s i t i o n  all o v e r  t h e  c o u n t r y .  Local r e s id e n t s  a r e  a p p a l l e d  a t  th e  
d e s t r u c t i o n  o f  t h e i r  c o u n t r y s id e .T h o u s a n d s  a re  e x p e c t e d  to  d e m o n s t r a t e  and  ta k e  
pa r t  in d i r e c t  a c t i o n  a t  N ew bury .  S e c u r i ty  will n e v e r  h a v e  w o rk e d  so m u c h ,  for so 
l i t t le ,  in  s u c h  aw fu l c o n d i t io n s .
•W h o  b e n e f i t s  f ro m  t h e  B y p a s s ?  T h e  c a r e e r s  o f  l o r y  p o l i t i c i a n s ,  b o th  locally and 
n a t io n a l ly .  D e v e lo p e rs  a n d  w e a l th y  la n d  o w n e rs  will l in e  t h e i r  p o c k e ts .  While 
t h e y ’re  w a tc h in g  t h e  s p e c t a c l e  u n fo ld  on  th e  TV in  t h e  w a r m t h  o f  t h e i r  h o m es ,  you 
cou ld  he s lo g g in g  i t  o u t  in t h e  m u d  a n d  e r e c t in g  ra z o r  w ire  for £ 3 .5 0  an  from!
•H ow  m u c h  d o  y o u  th i n k  t h e  b lu e  a n d  red  h a t t e d  R e l ian ce  s e c u r i t y  m a n a g e rs  w : T  
be o n ?  Or th e  c l im b e r s  p a id  to  pu ll  p r o t e s to r s  from  th e  t r e e s  ... o v e r  J‘,500 a dav*
•We h av e  m a n y  s y m p a t h i s e r s  - e v e n  w i th in  R e l i a n c e ’s ow n  r a n k s .  You m ay be 
s t a n d in g  b e s id e  s u c h  a p e r s o n  ... how do  y o u  th i n k  c a m p a ig n e r s  k n ew  about 
to d a y 's  o p e r a t i o n ?
• I t s  n o t  to o  la te ,  y o u  h a v e  t h e  r ig h t  to  q u i t ,  d u s t  w alk  aw ay  n o w  ... t h r e a t s  by th e  
DSS to  c u t  b e n e f i t s  if  y o u  d o n ' t  t a k e  th i s  job  a rc  u n f o u n d e d .  You c a n  re fuse  jobs 
for m o ra l  r e a s o n s .  D o n 't  c h o o s e  s lave ry ,  a c t  b rav e ly  ...
WALK AWAY NOW
Flyer given to security guards at Newbury Jan 1996
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MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
Photograph taken o f the Kennet camp Feb 1996
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July 1990
Bet Ready for Newbury
fhr> campaign against the New intty Bypass has nimady gone down hi twslory as (ho (atpost 
campaign of civil disobedience since Greenbarn Common and the Miner's Strike Now, with ihe 
mam contract signed and (tie drggei s ready to move in it is se( to get even bigger 
(linosantjs of people across tl*e country are now on red aferl. waiting for Ure alarm to go off 
When the alarm in (tie form of If re phone tree, does go off, Newbury will be rn desperate need 
of you oven if you can only spare one day to help
'The Situation Now
Contrary to what you may have gathered from tire media, (he Third Battle of Newbury is far 
from over Ten protest camps siill exist on and near tire route and tins number looks set to 
increase Nor have an the trees been felted, there ts still scope for free camps to be set up in 
several places along the route Indeed rn (he northern pad of (tie route a carpet of oak 
seedlings can be seen upon (tie cleared land Nature fights back 
Costam is the unfortunate construction company whicn has won the contract to build (he 
bypass Recently Uteri shares plummeted so far on the Stock Market they were suspended 
from trading Coslain has been subject to a rescue bid but it is still financially vulnerable I hoy 
will tie protected by the security firm Pinkertons These companies may have offices or sites 
near you - pay them a visit* Keep the pressure on *
I The Next Phase
In the next few weeks it is likely that construction wor k will begin on the route of the bypass 
the protests al Newbury writ centre firstly around preventing (lie erection of eighteen miles of 
sec urity fencing and a compound for site offices, plant and machinery Tire construction of a 
TOO acre gravel pit, earth moving and the construction of structures (bridges, etc ) are 
expected to follow It'll be a good summer for digger diving*
What YOU Can Do
Gel Ready* Gel yourself on the plione tiee contact us al ttie address below When the phone 
dee goes off be ready to come lo Newbury Visit (he I bird Battle office for directions to one of 
the camps Come prepared with food, sleeping gear etc There will be an off route camp for 
visitors who wish to use it Remember there is no need to get arrested or into any other kind of 
trouble 1 here is far more involved in protesting and keeping a campaign together than just 
sitting to front of diggers I letp is needed in the campaign office for example Can t get down to 
Newbury? Donations, however small, toward the campaign are aiways appreciated and are our 
sole source of finance Everyone can help in some way, so what will you be doing in the next 
stage of the campaign?
People are our greatest resource, 
enough people joining the cam paign will stop  this foatl
Third Battle of Newbury, P O Box 5520. Newbury, Berkshire. RG14 7YW 
24 hr info fine (01635) 550552 Tel (01635) 45544 Fax (01635) 45545  
E-mail info@battte3.demon-CQ.uk URL: http://www.9n,ape otg/newbury
We Fought For The Trees . . .  We Shall Fight Far The Land
Flyer issued by the Third Battle o f Newbury July 1996
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One year on, violence re-ignites the battle
■ ■ H H i
A tipper true* iwufeite attwm a&iam  pstentey meting fmrnm mto the ermpaumi, The protester* hurted metat holts
After road invaded a mn-smjtst&m site at &pma. art fwiee, then aetftretdttte im®k end ofttees, Thame* VhBey
Newbury. at the end ot a peAeefut ratty to martc the ftr** Puhee naki that they had seven demonstrators and
amtom-*wy of the eampaifR wgmmt the feu*idlog ®f the had drafted i» more officer* I© guard th« site. The violence 
ftewfeury bypass. Only 39 otftM**'«?« on hand to try to eon- w  condemned by Friends of The Earth, whose speakers 
trot an ie*rnated 3d0 ctemaostrater* who ail trough «*# wire had #«w«ted the r«%
Cutting from the Independent on Sunday 12/1/97 p.2
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APPENDIX B: QUESTIONNAIRE FOR THOSE PROTESTING AGAINST THE NEWBURY 
BY-PASS
Thank you for agreeing to complete this questionnaire which will form a large part of my PhD thesis. 
It will study your feelings towards yours and others1 involvement in the campaign against the 
clearance of the route for the Newbury by-pass, and related issues. In order to make this survey as 
unstructured as possible, please feel free to explain your choices or add extra comments at the end of 
each section. All answers are naturally completely confidential, and your anonymity is assured. 
However if you wish to take part in future studies, or are interested in the results of this one, leave a 
contact address at the end, and I will be happy to get in touch. Please send all completed 
questionnaires to: Chris Cocking c/o D ept of Psychology, University of Surrey, Guildford, 
Surrey, GU2 5XH
Personal Details:
1) Age in years
2) Sex
3)Do you work?
If so what as?
4) Approximate annual wage
5) Are you a resident of Newbury, or the immediate surrounding area?
6) If there were a general election tomorrow, who would you vote for? (if at all)
7) Have you supported any political groups in the past?
If so, which one(s) ?
8) Are you involved in any environmental groups?
If so, which ones?
The level of your involvement:
Please tick below which activities you participated in. Also please state how effective you think each 
one was in preventing clearance work, and in raising awareness about general environmental issues, 
on a scale of 1 to 5-1 for not effective at all, 2 for slightly effective, 3 for moderately effective, 4 for 
very effective, 5 for extremely effective (it does not matter whether or not you actually participated in 
each action to rate them).
Yes/No Preventing Clearance Raising Awarenessfl-5) 
W orktl-5t
1) Did you write protest letters to 
politicians or the local authorities ?
2) Did you go on protest marches 
(for instance the rally on Feb 11th)?
3) Did you attend direct action 
demonstrations to prevent 
clearance work?
4) Did you attempt to physically 
disrupt the work?
5) Did you tree-sit?
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(1 for not effective, 5 for very) Yes/No Preventing Clearance Raising Awareness(l-51 
Work(l-5^
6) Did you go on any actions 
against companies involved in the 
clearance contract?
7) Did you stay on threatened 
camps on the route?
8) Did you go to any High Court 
hearings to contest the evictions 
of the camps?
9) Did you resist evictions of camps 
under threat?
10) Were you arrested at any of 
these actions?
Please list and rate any other activities that you took part in ...
Your reasons for your involvement:
Please rate below how important each reason was for getting you involved in the campaign, on a scale 
of 1 to 5 (1 not important at all, 2 for slightly important, 3 for moderately important, 4 for very 
important, 5 for extremely important).
1) I wanted to preserve the 
countryside around Newbury
2) I wanted to protect any 
countryside under threat
3) I did not oppose a by-pass in 
principle, but was opposed to 
the Western byrpass
4) I did not think it would solve 
Newbury's traffic problems.
5) I am against new roads in 
principle
6) I have a spiritual attachment 
to the planet.
7) I wanted to feel I was having 
an effect
8) I wanted to raise other 
people's awareness about 
environmental issues
9) 1 want to help in struggles 
against the state
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(1 for not important at all, 5 for extremely important)
10) I get upset seeing 1 2
environmental destruction
11) I wanted to belong to a 1 2
group of like-minded people
12) I enjoy the lifestyle of 1 2
protesting
13)1 felt I would be more able to 1 2
preserve the environment by
taking collective rather than 
individual action
14) I wanted first-hand 1 2
experience of what was going
on at Newbury
15) I felt disillusioned with 1 2
traditional forms of protest
Please list and rate any other reasons you had for your involvement
The effectiveness of the campaign against the clearance work:
For the first 8 questions please rate from 1 to 5 as before (1 for not effective at all, 5 for very 
effective), for the rest, answer as appropriate.
1) How effective do you think the 1 2  3 4
campaign as a whole was in resisting
clearance work ?
2) How effective do you think the 1 2  3 4
campaign as a whole was at raising
awareness of general environmental 
issues?
3) Did you believe that the road could 1 2 3 4
have been stopped by traditional methods
of protest (petitions and legal challenges), 
before clearance work started?
4) Did you expect to prevent clearance 1 2  3 4
work once it had started?
5) Do you now expect to be able to 1 2 3 4
stop construction of the road?
6) Will you come back to future 1 2  3 4
protests against construction of the by­
pass?
7) Do you think many others will 1 2  3 4
continue to protest against the road?
8) Were you involved in the campaign 1 2  3 4
before clearance work started?
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9) Do you feel that the campaign to prevent clearance work was a victory, a defeat, or neither? 
Why?
10) Did you gain anything from your involvement? If so, what?
11) What was the best thing about the campaign?
12) What was the worst thing about the campaign?
13) Did anything about it surprise you?
14) Were you involved in any direct action campaigns before this?
If so, which ones, and how does it compare to the others?
15) Has your involvement changed your views on anything?
If so, what?
Any other comments:
Wider implications of your actions:
( Please rate this section on a scale of 1 to 5 - from 1 for not at all, to 5 for very much so)
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
(For q. 1 please rate 1 for very negative, 2 slightly negative, 3 indifferent, 4 slightly positive, and 5 for 
very positive, for the other questions, rate from 1 for not at all, to 5 for veiy much so)
1) How do you feel towards 1 2 3 4 5
those involved in the
campaign with you?
2) Do you feel there was a 1 2 3 4 5
sense of community
amongst protestors?
3) Was there a common 1 2 3 4 5
identity amongst protestors?
1) How concerned are you with 
global environmental issues 
(such as global warming and 
ozone depletion)?
2) To what extent do you think it 
was more than just an issue about 
a local by-pass to solve local 
traffic problems?
3) Do you think you have 
influenced the government to 
cxub future road-building ?
4) Do you think your actions will 
encourage others to be more 
environmental?
5)Will you now protest on wider 
environmental issues?
Your views of the campaigners:
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(1 not at all, 5 very much so)
4) Did you identify with 1 2 3 4 5
any particular camp?
If so, which one?
5) Where there any 1 2 3 4 5
divisions in the
campaign?
If so, please explain:
1 2 3 4 5
6) Do you think those 
involved in the campaign 
worked together well?
Any other comments:
Media coverage of the campaign:
(For the following questions please rate from 1 for not at all to 5 for very much so)
1) Do you think the local 1 2  3 4
press was generally
positive?
2) Do you think the 1 2 3 4
national press was
generally positive?
3) How important do you 1 2  3 4
think it was to get
favourable media 
coverage?
4) Do you think the media 1 2  3 4
was able to influence
awareness of wider 
environmental issues 
through its coverage of 
the campaign?
5) How accurate do you 1 2 3 4
think media portrayal of
the protestors was?
Any other comments.
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Opinions of those involved in clearance work:
Could you please rate your opinions of those involved in, or in favour of building the by-pass, on a 
scale of 1 to 7 (1 for very positive, 2 for slightly positive, 3 for indifferent, 4 for slightly negative, 5 for 
quite negative, 6 for strongly negative, and 7 for extremely negative). Please also explain the Reasons 
for your choices.
1) Locals in favour of 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
the by-pass
Reasons:
2) David Rendel, 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Liberal Democrat MP
for Newbury 
Reasons:
3) Security guards 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
from Reliance
Reasons:
4) Surveyors from 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Mott McDonald
Reasons:
5) John Chapman, 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Chief Engineer of
Mott McDonald 
Reasons:
6) Chainsaw operators 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Reasons:
7) Police 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Reasons:
8) Nicholas Blandy, 1 2 3 . 4  5 6 7
Under-Sheriff of
Berkshire
Reasons:
9) Other Bailiffs 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Reasons:
10) Professional 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
climbers from RTA,
used in evictions 
Reasons:
Any other comments....
Once again thank you for doing this questionnaire, and should you want to know more about this or 
other studies, please leave your name and address here.
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APPENDIX C: Questionnaire given to LETS participants
Dear Brights member,
I have recently joined the Brighton and Hove LETS, and have been given permission to insert this 
questionnaire into the mailout of this directory. I would be very grateful if you could complete it, 
which is part of a PhD thesis I am doing on environmental attitudes. It will look at your involvement 
in your local LETS scheme, and your views on environmental issues. Please feel free to explain your 
answers or add extra comments if you consider it appropriate. All answers are completely 
confidential. Please send completed questionnaires to:
Chris Cocking c/o Dept, of Psychology University of Surrey, Guildford, Surrey, GU2 5XH
Personal Details:
1) Age in years
2) Sex
3) Do you work?
If so, what is your occupation?
4) Approximate annual wage
5) Who would you vote for at a general election? (if at all)
6) Have you supported any political groups?
7) Are you involved in any environmental groups?
If so, which ones?
8)Roughly how many Brights have you traded in the last year?
Reasons for joining LETS:
Please rate below how important the following reasons were in persuading you to join the Lets, on a 
scale of 1 to 5 (1 for not at all, 5 for very much so)
1) I like the idea of trading 
without using money
1 2 3 4 5
2) I had resources I wished to 
share with others
1 2 3 4 5
3) I wanted to be part of a local 
community
1 2 3 4 5
4) I wanted to put green ideas into effect 1 2 3 4 5
5) I needed to supplement my 
income
1 2 3 4 5
6) I felt that local trade could 
help protect the environment
1 2 3 4 5
7) I wanted to encourage others 
to trade sustainably
1 2 3/*■ 4 5
8) I wanted to reduce my dependence on 
the conventional economy
1 2 3 4 5
9) I wanted to learn new skills 1 2 3 4 5
10)1 believe that the current 
economic system is 
environmentally damaging
1 2 3 4 5
Please list and rate any other reasons you had for joining...
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Concern for environmental issues:
Please state how concerned you are with the following issues, on a scale of 1 to 5 (1 for not at all, 2 
for a little, 3 for somewhat, 4 for quite, and 5 for very much so), and also how effective you think it is 
to act against each issue (again on a scale of 1 to 5)
How concerned are you? (1-5) How effective is action? (1-5)
1) Global Warming
2) Increase in traffic 
levels/ road building
3) Ozone depletion
4) Development on 
Greenfield sites
5) The growth of 
multinational corporations
Environmental actions:
Below is a list of possible environmental actions. Please state if you participate in each action, rate 
how effective you think each action is in conserving the environment, and also in raising the general 
public’s awareness of green issues (on a scale of 1 to 5 -1  for not at all, to 5 very much so). Please 
rate all actions whether or not you have taken part in them.
Participation (y/n) Effectiveness in conserving Effectiveness in raising
 ________   environment (1-5)_______ awareness (1-5)
1) Pay more for green 
products
2) Use public instead of 
private transport
3) Sign petitions
4) Donate money to 
environmental causes
5) Conserve energy
6) Recycle household waste
7) Take part in conservation 
projects
8) Join environmental 
campaigns
9) Encourage others to be 
more environmental
10) Join environmental 
groups
11) Go to environmental 
group meetings
12) Go on protest marches
13) Go on direct actions 
(such as anti-road protests)
14) Give up time to live on 
protest camps
15) Risk arrest on such 
protests
Please list and rate any other environmental activities that you participate in ...
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Effectiveness of Lets and implications:
For the following questions, please answer on a scale of 1 to 5 (1 for not at all, to 5 for very much so)
1) How effective is Lets 
in encouraging local 
rather than global trade?
1 2 3 4 5
2) Do Lets raise public 
awareness of green 
issues?
1 2 3 4 5
3) Do Lets encourage 
others to act more 
environmentally?
1 2 3 4 5
4) Has Lets encouraged 
you to get involved in 
green campaigning?
1 2 3 4 5
5) Does Lets help 
prevent environmental 
degradation?
1 2 3 4 5
6) Has Lets helped you 
develop a sense of 
community ?
1 2 3 4 5
7) Has Lets made you 
feel more self-reliant?
1 2 3 4 5
8) Have you made new 
friends from 
participating in Lets ?
1 2 3 4 5
9) Do Lets bring 
environmental benefits?
1 2 3 4 5
10) Do Lets contribute 
to a greener society? 1 2 3 4 5
The following questions do not require scaled answers, so please feel free to write as much (or as 
little) as you think appropriate to explain your answers.
1) Have you gained anything from your involvement in Lets? If so, what?
2) Has your involvement changed your views on anything? If so, what?
3) Has your involvement in Lets affected your behaviour in other aspects of everyday life? If so, what?
4) Do you think there should be trade between Lets schemes nationally and/ or internationally?
5) Do you feel a sense of belonging with your Lets?
6) Do you think Lets should be tied to sterling (i.e. 1 Bright = £1)?
7) Do you think there should be a standard hourly charge for jobs on Lets (i.e. 6 Brights per hour?)
Thank you for completing this questionnaire, and if anyone is interested in seeing the results, there 
will be copies available to view when my thesis is finished, via the address on page 1.
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APPENDIX D: EXAMPLES OF LETS LEAFLETS
The benefits of LETS 
to you...
k f  Beinj; part of a very supportive  com m unity - “LETS is like j 
It having a h undred  friends." !
k  Access to all k inds of goods and  services - m any of which 
are rarely available in the cash economy
k  Cash savings and im m ediate interest-free credit Hess need 
to borrow from a bank).
k  freedom , flexible hours, no pressure  and repaym ent when 
it suits you.
i c  r , O pportunities to turn  voor time or resources into assets:
- hi offer any level of sk ill or service;
- hi develop  new skills through tuition;
- to practice sk ills  through trading;
- or test the w aters for a new business.
Easing deb t and  cashflow  problem s for sm all businesses, 
and attracting trade both in LETS and cash.
to the community...
k  "Reaches the parts  other currencies can’t" - fam ilies on low 
incom es, part tim e w orkers, single  paren ts, the long-term  
unem ployed , young or re tired  people, d isab led  people, 
and the 3 %  of people w ithout bank accounts,
k  A su p p o rtiv e  and cooperative ra ther than  fragm ented , 
a lienated  com m unity  - peop le  get to know  one another. 
R educed lo n e lin ess , bo redom , psy ch o lo g ical i lln ess , 
vandalism, crime etc.
k  Encourages local p roduction  and  qua lity  p ro d u cts  - eg 
fresh local food rather than superm arket meals.
k  Resources can be shared betw een organisations in the local 
comm unity, help ing  them  save ort expenditures.
LETS trading is easy...
Each member gets a Directory, a Chequebook, and 
their own personal account, starting at zero.
Write a list of your wants and offers, to go
into the LETS Directory.
Price your offers in LETS
U. '•
J tVS). - I1*
|  T-vsavi Mcvrti A-iR 
. r ' 4n4* 
Car Hrtjwrirsifi.itr 
-f.lvris
choose your rates or see the 
clirectory lor ‘going rates'.
Look in the directory fo r
anything you want, and call 
the person direct Fix a time; 
agree a price if necessary.
Pay by LETS cheque for the agreed amount 
—'  once the job is done
— ..... ...... • i
1 ... • ,:-n;> Wifi;. ... 1■■*■ ***»■*> ------- j
The cheque is sent to the LETS accountant who 
credits the payee's account, and debits yours
Earn LETS in the same way for youi account, 
by providing others with your services.
Sample leaflet taken from LETS starter pack c/o LETS-link UK
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mon questions
Q> i f  ! start with no Lets credits, how ctuLlJmtk.?
N o problem . All LETS credits arc only  created by hading . Everyone's account 
starts at zero, bu t you can spend straight away from your account because Lets is 
interest free. In fact for the system to work, at any one time a num ber of accounts 
have to be in  debit. You just earn credits by doing  w ork fa r o ther people, 
whenever it suits you. So you may start spending immediately. Your account can 
go into debit but no interest is  charged, and there's no fixed repayment schedule. 
There are no credit o r debit lim its, but to deter freeloading the balance and 
turnover o f all accounts may be published  twice a year,
O) -what ex&ctlyJsJ}i£.CTt4iLmd what is it u m tk ?
There  are no physical tokens; the un its  you create only exist as figures recorded 
in  the LETS accounts. They arc sim ply  a way o f  m easuring the value of services 
given. So w hen you  have received a service, w rite  a credit note for the agreed 
num ber of units. And price your ow n goods and services in local units. In many 
system s, one Lcla credit un it is loosely  related to £1. It does not have exactly 
equal value to the pound sterling, because its purchasing pow er is lim ited to 
w hat is available on the scheme. Som e systems use hours, or another m easure
Q) am I supposed to find a direct exdm m e?
Not at all. The reason for having an count is to enable you to cam  Lets credits 
from any member, and spend them as and when you like with anyone else on the 
scheme.
Q> how do J price my skiltslpfads?
The choke is yours. Look in  the directory to sec what others are asking for their 
services. O r you could base your charges on an average hourly wage, m arket 
'go ing  rates', o r leave them open for negotiation. Low prices may attract trade 
and likew ise if your prices are too high you may get less trade. You are entitled 
to chatge more for difficult jobs, o r a  high quality  o f service. W hatever rates 
you decide to charge, you can always revise them for the next Director)'.
Q) do I have to trade when someone calls me?
T here's never any obligation, it is  entirely  u p  to you w hether to respond to a 
particular request, If you 're ever unsure about a person 's qualifications to do a  
jab , either ask them  direct, or call the LETS office. M ake sure that you are clear 
about the price and standard of workmanship being offered.
Q) I dm 'Afcd.lhavi; wytfwg to. after
M any peop le 's  reaction! O ne great advantage of LETS is that it helps people 
realise they $!fi have things to offer. W hether they are sk illed  or not, their 
lime, energy or resources w ill be o f  value to someone, ju s t a few' exam ples arc 
sh o p p in g  answ ering  the telephone, cooking, cleaning, p rovid ing  ch ild  care, 
bouse m inding, gardening, selling or lending clothes, borne equipm ent or tools. 
Start by ask ing  yourse lf w hat you enjoy doing. Or sit down w ith a friend and 
tell each o ther w hat you are good a t  For ideas, take a look at the Inspiration 
List w hich contains hundreds of examples of things traded through LETS.
O) I still need cash
LETS can always be used along with cash. Ask for the cash required to cover the 
cost o f m aterials, petrol or other cash casts, or for a proportion in  cash (eg 25%). 
Only the Lets part is recorded on your account.
O) what i f  I'm  not satisfied with someone's work?
M inim ise the drawees of m isunderstanding by agreeing dearly  in advance the 
price, tim e-scale an d  expected standard  of w ork. Ask abou t qualifica tions 
and/or experience. You can also speak to  others w ho have used tha t person 's 
services. LETS, like any  o ther service directory, cannot take responsibility  for 
the quality  of w hat is on offer, so if in  doubt, check it out firsL If you have a 
problem and  are unable to reach agreement, contact a Lets arbitrator for help.
0 ) 1 have no spare time. Haw could I participate?
You can both earn credits and usefully support the system by offering the hire of 
equipm ent and  assets w hich o thers m ight need, such as a w ashing  machine, 
computer, photocopier, room for meetings. You can sell all kind of goods for Lets, 
(eg clothes, records) or, if you have money bu t no time, you could even exchange 
cash for LETS to help the system 's n am in g  costs. M ost LETS offer ail k inds of 
things you cannot get in  the shops or through the Yellow Pages (a "granny" for 
the children, shopping, ironing, lawn mowing etc). There may be jobs around the 
home you cannot find time to do, which are being offered by someone on LETS.
O) w hat i f  there's no-one in mu area 7
if you are the first LETS person in your area we should be able to advise o r help 
you  find  o ther peop le  locally to trade with, if  you decide to start your own 
LETS, contact Lefslink for the starter pack, or the nearest group for assistance.
Leaflet from LETS info pack c/o LETS-link UK in Shephard (ed.) (1995) p.75
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Return to:
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%  Credit to
For
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Dale.
IDEALs
i l i lS S lH n
Send tu: 1 d (* a I
Ideal LKTS Users Group in Uristnl
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HS8 2YF
Credit (name) 
For (work} _  
IDKALs______
C r e d i t  N o t e
Date /  /
T e l
HIBU" ®
From (hint clearly) 
Shfunl ________
Your 
Ac No.
Sample cheques from different LETS schemes in Shephard (ed.) (1995) p.81
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